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PREFACE

DURING m y m anyyears as scientilkconsultant to the United
States Air Force on the matter of Unidentoed Flying Objects
I was often asked (and frequently still am) to recommend Ta
good book about UFOs'. Very often, too, the request was ac-
companied by remarks along the line of <Is there really any-
thing to this business at a11?' flust what's it all about anm ay -
is there any reliable evidence about UFOs?' or fW here can I
read somethirlg about the subject that wasn't written by a nut?'
W ith a few notable exceptions I have been hard pressed to

give a good answer to such questions. There are, of course,
many books dealing with the subject. They regale the reader
with one UFO story after another, each more spectacular than
the other, but little space is devoted to doolmentation and to
evaluation. W hat were the full cirolmstances surrotmding the
reported event? How reliable and how consistent were the re-
porters (a11 too often it is the lone rcporter) of the event? And
how were the UFO accotmts selected? Most often one ûnds
random accotmts, disjointed and told in journalese.
1 hope that this is a book to answer the questicns of the

person who is ctuious about the UFO phenomenon as a whole,
who would like to have it appraised and to appraise it him-
self.
I have often asked myself what Ta good book on UFOs'

would be like. W ho would be qualifed to write it, what shotlld
it contain, and what questions should it attempt to answer? I
decided to try to write such a book, basing it on my 2o years of
close association with the subject, during which time I had
interrogated many htmdreds of persons and personally inves-
tigated nearly as many cases. I decided to describe, primarily
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for the benest of those who have been honestly puzzled by the
UFO question, what UFO reports are like firsthand, what kind
of people make them, what sorts of things the reports have in
common, and how the subject has been presented and treatcd (1
cannot honestly say 'studied') in the past.
1 cannot presllme to describe, however, what UFOs are bc-

cause I don't know; but I can establish beyond reasonable
doubt that they are not all misperceptions or hoaxes. Indecd,
those reports that do stem from identihable sources do not,
obviously, sadsfy the desnition of an Unidentihed Flying
Object. Misperceptions of aircraft, high altitude balloons,
meteors, and twinkling stars do account for many initial
repofts, but these do not qualify as UFO reports and need be
treated only brie:y in a book about UFOs. TA good book on
UFOs' should, I think, be honest, without prejudgment; it
should be factual and as well docllmented as possible. It should
not be, however, a book that retails - or retells - UFO stories
for the sake of their story value; rather it shotlld attempt to
portray the kinds of things that people - real everyday hllman
beings with jobs and families - say they have acmally experi-
enced. These people are not mercly names in a telephone book;
they are :esh and blood persons who, as far as they are con-
cerned, have had experiences aj real to them as seeing a car
coming down the street is to others.
1 hope this book is one that will be recommended to you as fa

good book on UFös'.
J. ALLBN HYNEK

Northwestern University
Evanston, Illinois
January 1, 1972
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PROLOGUE

THBRE is a sense,in wlzich each age is ripe fcr breakthroughs,
for changes that were not only impossible but even frightening
when imagined in an earlier age. Yet despite man's potential
for discovery, there is lnherent in each epoch cf man's history a
certain smugness that seems n0t to be apparent to most par-
ticipants in that age. It is a complacent unawareness of the
scope of thl'ngs not yet known that later epochs look back upon
with a sympathetic smile of condescension, if not witlz polite
laughter.
By the same token, the breaktllroughs and world ccncepts of

the future probably would be tmthlnkable and certainly be-
wildering if we could now gllmpse them. Yet changes in their
proper time do occlm and it therefore behooves us to smdy
sericusly, not disrniss with scathlng ridicule, the puzzling
phencmena of today in the hcpe of ccming upcn satisfactory
explanations. W e may thus venmre hzto the fumre, so to
speak.
The UFO phenomencn may well be one such challenging

area of interest even though it is seemingly out of place in our
present world pidure - as incredible to us as television would
have been to Plato. The smdy of this frequently reported
phenomenon may offer us an enticing glimpse of and point a
beckoning Snger to the future.
Occasicnally scienists sense the presence of the intangible,

awesome domain of the lmlrnown. Sir Isaac Newton, one of thc
greatest scientists who ever lived, was one who did:

1 do not know what 1 may appear to the world; but to myself
I seem to have been only like a boy playing on the seashore and
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diverting myself, now and then fnding a smoother pebble or a
prettier shell than ordinary, whilst tlle great ocean bf truth 1ay
a11 undiscovered before me.

M ore often philosophers sense the limitations of the present
more quickly than do scientists, absorbed as the latter are in
their immediate problems. The philosopher William James
pointedly remarked upon the restrictive views of the Testablish-
ment' of his day (1895), Particularly as manifested among his
colleagues at Harvard:

There is included in human nam re an ingrained nam ralism
and materialism of mind which can only admit facts that are
acmally tangible. Of this sort of mind the entity called
fscience' is the idol. Fondness for the word fscientist' is one of
the notes by which you may know its votaries; and its short
way of killing any opinion that it disbelieves in is to call it
funscientifc'. It must be granted that there is no slight excuse
for this. Science has made such glorious leaps iq the last 3oo
years . . . that it is no wonder if the worshippers of Science lose
their heads. In this very University, accordingly, I have heard
more than one teacher say that a11 the fundamental con-
ceptions of truth have already been found by Science, and that
the future has only the details of the picture to 5l1 in. But the
slightest re:ection on the real çonditions will sumce to show
how barbaric such notions are. They show such a lack of
scientific imagination that it is hard to see how one who is
actively advancing any part of Science can make a statement so
crude. Thinlt how many absolutely new scientifc conceptions
have arisen in our generation, how many new problems have
been formulated 'that were never ' thought of before, and then
cast an eye upon the brevity of Science's career. Is this credible
that such a mushroom knowledge, such a growth overnight at
this, can represent more than the minutest glimpse of what the
universe will really prove to be when adequately understood?
No! Our Science is but a drop, our ignorance a sea. W hatever
clse be certain, this at least is certain: that the world of our
present natural lmowledge is enveloped in a larger world of
some sort, of whose residual properties we at present can frame
no positive idea.
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Three quarters of a century have passed since William James
berated his Harvard colleagues; time has fully vindicated him.
Thotlgh he could hardly have suspected it, the year I 895 was to
be the Iirst of 'the thirty years that shook physics', that saw
relativity, quantllm mechanics, and many associated new con-
cepts uproot the tencts of classical physics that were accepted
by a11 physicists as the very rock fotmdation of the physical
tmiverse. The growt.h of ottr knowledge and teclmology has
been exponential, yet we must say, tmless we are both purblind
and tmutterably smug, that otlr ignorance is still a sea.
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Part I

The UFO Phenomenon

INTRODUCTION : AN INNOCENT
IN UFO LAN D

AFTER 22 years of rstewardship' of the UFO problem , the air
force tenninated its fproject Blue Book', the name given to the
major portion of its UFO investigation program. Originally
termed fproject Sign' and initiated in September, 1947, on
February 1 1, 1949, it became tproject Gnldge'; then from
sllmmer of 195 I to late 1960 it was called, dproject Blue Book'.
Code names are not supposed to have any special signilicance,
but the reader may read into them whatever he wishes.
Throughout this period the project was located at the

W right-patterson Air Force Base in Dayton, Ohio, Iirst as part
of the Air Technical Intelligence Center (ATIC) and later
under the aegis of the Foreign Technology Division (FTD).
The air force's fonual public association with the UFO prob-
lem ended in December, 1969, when Secrctary of the Air Force
Robert C. Seamans oëcially terminated Project Blue Book,
largely upon the recommendation of the Condon Report, the
work of the air force-sponsored scientisc group at the Uniker-
sity of Colorado lmder the direction of Dr. E. U. Condon.
ln my association with the UFO phenomenon 1 was some-

what like the proverbial finnocent bystander who got shot'.
Project Sign needed an astronomer to weed out obvious cases of
astronomical phenomena - m eteors, planets, twinkling s'tars,
and other natural occurrences that could give rise to the :ying
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saucer reports then being received, and I was a natural choice. I
was then direcor of Ohio State University's McMillin Observ-
atory and, as such, the closest professional astronomer at
hand.
Befpre I began my association with the air force, Ihad joined

my scientisc colleagues in many a hearty gufaw at the fpsycho-
logical postwar craze' for fying saucers that seemed to be
sweeping the cotmtry and at the naivet! and gullibility of our
fellow hllman beings who were being mken in by such obvious
fnonsense'. lt was thus almost in a sense of sport that I accepted
the invitation to have a look at the sying saucer reports - they
were called T ying saucers' then. 1 also had a feeling that I
might' be doing a service by helping to clear away Tnonscience'.
After all, wam't this a golden oppoMmity to demonstrate to the
public how the scientisc method works, how the application of
the impersonal and unbiased logic of the scientifc method (1
conveniently forgot my cwn bias for the moment) could be used
to show thnt :ying saucers were ligrnents of the imagination?
Although many of my colleagues at the university looked ask-
ance at my association wit.h such Ttmscientilk' activity, I felt
secure. I had ample fsles protection'; as an astronomer I had
been invited to examine the subject.
Such was my initiation and my inclination at the time. How-

ever, the oppornmity to demonstrate to the public how the
scientifc method works, using the analysis of :ying saucer
reports as the vehicle, never materialized. W hile I was still
working on my report for Project Sign, it became Project
Grudge, and the Pentagon begari to treat the subject with
subtle ridicule. Furthermore, even though m any UFO reports
were not miliurily classised, they were still by no means open
to public examination. Such stricmres esectively preventcd
letting the public in on the results of pying saucer inves-
tigations, 1et alone the process of investigation. The public was
given only the end results - in cryptic news releases that, on the
whole, lef4 their questions unanswered and lowered the public's
estimauon of the air force's scientifc image.
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I played essentially no part in Project Grudge, and it was not
until after the organization of Project Blue Book, tmder Cap-
tain Ruppelt in I9j2, that I again became scientihc consultant
on UFO matters. Although my chief responsibility was as as-
tronomical constlltant, I concerned m yself with a11 reports as
they came in, each month reviewing current reports. Thus I
became aware of some very interesting cases, most of which
were submerged in a veritable quagmire of nonsense reports.
The tennination of Project Blue Book heightened my sense

of obligation to set forth my experiences, many of them start-
ling, with the UFO problem and with the air force over a
period of more than 2o years. Now I feel somewhat like a
traveler retunzed from a long journey through unexplored,
strange, and exotic lands, who Iinds it inolmbent upon himself
to set down an account of his travels and of the bizarre antics
and customs of the fnatives' of that strange land for the benest
of those who stayed at home.
The last 2o years have seen a plethora of books and articles

on UFOs and sying saucers, but I have not contributed to that
:ood of literature except by submitting a few articles. I cer-
tainly do not wish to add just fanother' book to the pile. I hope,
rather, that the present work will be a positive çontribution to
the serious study of this subiect. In any event, it is a view from
within since I 'happened to be arotmd' when the air force
needed an astronomer to help examine the rapidly aco:mu-
lating pile of UFO reports. I have had an oppozmmity to read
and study all the repol'ts in the Blue Book liles, to interview
many htmdreds of witnesses - the mporters of UFO experi-
ences - and even to testify several times before Congressional
groups which expressed considerable interest in the antics of
the natives of UFO land.
I have often been asked whether I myself have had a 'UFO

experience'. The answer is no if I apply the tests 1 insist are
necessary, which will be made clear in later chapters. On two
separate occasions in the past 2o years I have seen an object and
a light, respectively, that 1 could not readily explain, but since a
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possible, though not particularly probable, natural explanation
exists, these two experiences do not fall within the difinition of
UFO used in this book. I have never experienced a Tclose en-
cotmter' (Chapter Fotlr) and probably wotlld not have reported
it if I had, unless I had several reputable wimesses, but this
does not surprise me. Statistics indicate that such sightings are
indeed rare events, perhaps akin to the sighting of an extrem ely
rare or lmngmed species of bird (and how would you prove that
on a waA through the motmtains and woods you had sighted a
California condor?) though not as rare as Iinding a ccelacanth
in the ocean depths. M y experience with UFOs is secondhand,
observed entirely through the eyes of others. The natives in
UFO land are reports and the pcople who have made those
reports. They are lnoth worthy of discussion.
For the ptlrpose of clarity 1 include a list of terms commonly

used in the descripticn of UFOs and in this text:
UFO Repovt - a statement by a person or persons judged

responsible and psychologically normal by commonly accepted
standards, describing a personal visual or insm lmentally aided
perception of an object or light in the sky or on the ground
and/or its assllmed physical elects, that does not specify any
known physical events, object, or process or any psychological
event or process.
UFO Expericnce - the content of a UFO report.
UFO Phenomenon - the total class of the UF0 Report and

the UFO Experience.
UFOs - the existential correlates? if any, of the UF0 Pheno-

menon; i.e., what # it exists, exists in its own right quite inde-
pendently of the UFO Phenomenon.
The issue of existence is not nmenable to a priori settlement

but to settlement by investigation. If investigation indim tes
existence, this class may comprise:

(a) Hitherto tmdiscovered space-time items that conform
to the laws of physics but require an extaordhary exphna-
tion.
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(b) Hitherto tmdiscovered space-time items that confonn
to hitherto tmformulated laws of physics.

(c) Hitherto undiscovered items, not in space, requiring
nonphysical modes of explanation. If so, thcn these may be
either unique products of individual or group mental action,
confonuing to known or tmknown psychological laws, or
something quite diserent from any of the above.

(Ne%o) Empirical Obscrvations - any experience obmined
directly through or with the aid of one pr more hllman sense
receptors that can be described in a report, which gives tis in-
formation about what exists in its own right, quite apart from
being thus experienced.
A New Empirical Observation is such an experience con-

sidered in relation to an existing body of information (e.g.,
scientisc theory or theories) that is unable to incorporate it
iithout being renised or alto-ed in Iundamental respects.
Flying Saucers - the original journalistic term for UFOs. In

its long history, however, the term has been employed very
broadly and with great confusion. To some it connotes a ma-
terial craft capable of interstellar travel and of transporting in-
telligent extraterrestrial beings to earth. To some, on the other
hand, it connotes any report of a seemingly unlikely sighting in
the sky or on the ground, even when this is almost certainly due
to a misperception of a normal object or evcnt.
And to still others (generally members of 'flying saucer

cults', or to groups of ttnle believers'), it signifies the visitation
to earth of generally benign beings whose ostensible purpose is
to communicate (generally to a relatively few selected and fa-
vored persons - almost invariably without witnesses) messages
of tcosmic l'mportance'. These chosen recipients generally have
repeated contact experiences, involving additional m essages.
The transmission of such messages to willing and uncritical
true believers frequently leads, in tunz, to the formation of a
llying saucer cult, with the fcommmaicator' or fcontactee' the
willing and obvious cult leader. Although relatively few in
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nllmber, such Eying saucer advocates have by their irrational
acts strongly in:uenced public opinion - sonietimes the
opinions of learned men such as Dr. Condon and some of his
associates.
Clearly, flying saucers, whether defned as extraterrcstrial

craft, misperceptions, or highly m ission-oriented carriers of
cosmic knowledge to fcontactees', obviously do not satisfy the
desnition of UFOs since a11 of these dehnitions presuppose, a
priori, the origin and namre of Qying saucers.
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CHAPTER ONE

THE LAUGHTER OF SCIENCE

1 know th6 moon and the stars, and 1 know shooting
stars. 1 am not a young man. 1 hane been btzrzi many
yaars. 1 have been looking at the sky all my fï/e. But I
àcre never Jeen anything Jik: this be/tva You are a
r.p/iife man. Can you tell me 'ip/lcf it i,?

-  Papuan village counselor

DURING an evening reception of several hundred astron-
omers at Victoria, British Coblmbiay in the sllmmer of 1968,
word spread that just outside the hall strangely maneuvering
lights - UFOs - had been spotted. The news was met by casual
banter and the giggling solmd that often accompanies an em -
barrassing sim ation. N ot one astronomer ventured outside in
the sllmmer night to see for himself.
Erwin Schrödinger, pioneer in quanfnlm mechanics and a

philosopher of science, wrote, d'rhe frst requirem ent of a scien-
tist is that he be curious. He should be capable of being aston-
ished and eager to End Qut.'l
The scientitk world has surely not been feager to find out'

about the UFO phenomenon and has expressed no inclination
to astonishment. The almost lmiversal attimde of scientists has
been miliontly negative. Indeed, it would seem that the reac-
tion has been grossly out of proportion to the stimulus. The
emotionally loaded, highly exaggerated reaction that has gen-
erally been exhibitcd by scientists to any mention of UFOs
might be of considerable interest to psychologists.
Such #eaction has been interesting to observe. I have attended
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many gatherings of scientis-ts, b0th formal and inform al,
at which the subject of UFos has been brought up iricidentally,
either by chance or sometimes finnocently' by me in order to
observe the reaction. I have fotmd it amusing thus to set a cat
among the pigeons, for the reaction has been out of keeping
with the traitional fweigh and consider' stance of mamre
sciendsts. Frequently the reaction has been akin to thnt of a
group of preteenagers watching a movie scene of exceptional
tenderness or pathos qtlite beyond their years to appreciate:
giggles and sqtzirming suggest a defense against som ethl-ng the
scientists cannot yet understand. It has seemed to m e that such
exhibitions by mature scientists are more than expressions of
pity fèr the tminformed. Perhaps they are expressions of deep-
seated uncertainty or fear.
It is necessary here to distinguish two dilerent classes of

scientists who are confrontcd fonnally with the topic of UFOs:
(I) those scientists who treat the UFO phenomenon with ridi-
cule and contempt, refusing even to examine it, denotmcing the
subject out of hand; and (2) those scientists who maintain - or
might ccme to believe after examination - Thnt there is a slrcng
possibility that UFOs are purely psychological phenom ena,
that i% generated wholly by individual or group mental ac-
tivity. (No scientist who examinej the subject objectively can
claim for long that UFOs are solely the products of simple
misidentilkation of normal objects and events.)
The views of the latter group are entitled to serious dis-

cussion and scientific debate, for the scientists have taken the
trouble to examine the problem ànd accordingly shotlld be
heard. The views of the former group do not m eet the con-
ditions of scientilic debate because there has been no exam-
ination of the data. Scientists of good standing have toured the
colmtry declaiming against the UFO phenomenon, refusing to
answer questions from the Iloor while proudly pointing out that
they haven't taken the trouble to examine Tall the rubbish'. The
phenom enon of this modem witchhunt, the antithesis of what
the scientisc attim de stands for, is itself a phenomenon worthy
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of smdy. If fall this UFO business is nonsense', why the over-
reaction on the part of established and highly respectable scien-
tists? Is it a subconcious reaction to a challenge they are not
prepared to accept?
Thom as Goudge, a noted Canadian philosophcr of sciencc,

writes:
Tone of the most interesting facets of the UFO question to

me is its bearing on the problems of how science advances.
Roughly I would say that a necessary condition of scientiûc
advancement is that allowance must be made for (I) genuinely
new empirical observations and (2) new explanation schemes,
including new basic concepts and new laws.'2
Goudge points out that throughout history any successful

explanation scheme, including G entieth-century physics, acts
somewhat like an establishment and tends to resist admitting
new empirical observations (unless they have been generated
directly within the framework of that explanation scheme).
Thus, for instance, most physical scientists were initially re-
luctant to admit now accepted theories of meteorites, fossils,
the circulation of the blood, bacteria, and, in otlr times, ball
lightning, into the area of respectable science.
Tor,' Goudge continues, Tif the establishment assimilates the

ncw observations into the present explanation scheme, it
implies that the empirical observations are not genuinely new.
. . .' For example, scientists once were prcpared to allow that
meteorites existed not as stones from the sky but as stones that
had been struck by Eghtning. This theory allowed assimilation
of a new phenomenon into the accepted explanation scheme of
the physical world about them. They could not admit that
meteorites came from space. fllence the present establishment
viewy' Goudge concludes, dthat UFO phenomena are either not
really scientifc data at a11 (or at any ratc not data for physics)
or else are nothing but misperceptions of familiar objects,
events, etc. To take this approach is surely to reject a necessary
condition of scientisc advance.'
The phrase dgenllinely new empirical observations' is central
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to the entire UFO problem. Either UFO observations represent
genllinely new empirical observations - that is, new' in the sen7e'
that they do not fall l-mmediately into place in the presfbt
scicntifc fram ework - or they simply are misperceptions and
misidento cations. As far as UFOs are concerned, which is the
case is n0t at al1 obvious except to those scientists who
steadfastly refuse to dismiss the subject witlmut con-
sideration.
It is likely that many scientists would have given serious

consideration and effort to the UFO problem had they been
properly apprised of its content. Unforttmately, those few
scientists who wished to be informed on the subject wcre forced
tô obtain information from the press, from sensational tabloid
articles, and from pulp magazines generally catering to adven-
turey mystery, sex, and the sensational aspects of the occult.
Until very recOtly no scientisc journal carried any UFO in.
fcrmation whatever, yet a recent bibliography of TUFO litera-
ture' of al1 slmdry scrts ran to 4eo pages. It wottld appear Ahnt
the UFO became a problem f0r the librarian sonner than it did
f0r the scientist.
Sciendsts are n0t the only group that is rnisinformed about

the UFO dilemma. As the restllt of Tbad press' the public at
large has accepted certain m isconceptions about UFOs as
true:

Only UFO <:x#&' report UFO sightings. Oddly encugh,
almost exactly the opposite is true. The m ost coherent and
articulate U F0 reports come from people who have not given
much thought to the subject and who generally are surprised
and shocked by their experience. On the other hand, UFO bufs
and fbelievers' of the cultist variety rarely make reports, and
when they do, they are easily categorized by their incoher-
CnCC.

This misconception was certainly in the mind of a most
prom inent scientist and an erstwhile colleague, Dr. F'red
W hipple, director of the Smithsonian Astrophysical Observ.
ators for which 1 served fcr several ycars as associate director:
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:1 will end with my now standard comment to newspaper re-
porters who ask me about UFOs. My reply is, T'I do not make
public statements about the beliefs of religious cults.'' '3
(Faced with such a reaction, 1 made the proper answer:
fNeither do 1.')
UFOs are nevev repoyted by sclentihcally trained >et7/)Jc. On

the contrary, some of the vel'y best rcports have com e from
scientilkally trained people. Unforttmately, such reports are
rarely published in popular literature since these persons
usually wish to avoid publicity and almost always request an-
onymity.
UFOs ave vepovted by unveliable, unstable, and uneducated

persons. Some reports are indeed generated by unreliable
persons, who in daily life exaggerate other matters besides
UFOS. But these people are the most apt to report mis-
perceptions of common objects as UFOs. By the same token,
however, these reporters are the most easily identifed as such,
and their reports are quickly eliminated from serious con-
sideration. Only reports that vemain puzzling to persons who
by their training are capable of identifying the stimtlli for the
report (meteors, birds, balloonw etc.) are considered in this
book as bona ##e reports.
Reports are sometimes generated by tmeducated people, but

flmeducated' does not necessarily imply Ttmintclligent'. Air
crash investigators have fotmd, for instance, that the best wit-
nesses are teenaged boys, untrained but also unprejudiced in
reportinp* In contrast, dullards rarely overcome their in-
herent inertia toward making written reports and frequently are
inc-apable of composing an articulate report.
Very few reports are generated by m enully tmstable persons.

Psychiatrist Berthold Schwarz examined 3,400 mental patients
without fnding experiences related to U FOs.5 His sndings
are supported by many colleagues, who fotmd that there is an
almost complete absence of UFo-related experiences among
menml patients (they have, incidentally, little or no interest hl
the subject).
s-cFoE-B 25



UFOs Jrc synonymous with %ttl6 Jreca mcn' and Tf.dftlr.r
ft'om outer space. It is not lmown what UFOs are. To reject the
phenomenon on the assumption that UFOs can arise from
nothing except fspace visitors' is to reject the phenomenon be-

1
cause one, for his own good reasons, rejects a theoty of the
origin of the phenomenon. *
The chief objective of this book is to help to clear away tlpese

misconceptions by presenting data rather than by givinp ex
cathedra, a pontihcal pronotmcement on the nature of UFOs.
Before we examine the UFO experience further, it will help -
indeed it is essential - to defne as strictly as possible what the
term UFO will mean throughout this book. It need not be a
complex desnition.
IFe can #e#rle the UFO Jfpz/ly as the veported percc/fitm 0/

an object t)r light seen 6:1 the sky t)r upon the JJAll the c,-
peavance, trajectory, and general tfyaapzic and lumincscent be-
havior OJ vkich do not suggest a logical, conventional
explanation and =hich is not only mystiljng to thc origipal
percipients but remains unidentihed after close scrzffirly OJ all
anailable erideace by Aerltm.ç =ko are technically capable OJ
making a common sense identihcation, # one is possible.
(For example, there are many thousands of people to whom

tlle planet Venus is tmknown, but UFO reports generated by
this brilliant object in the evening or dawn sky will not fool an
astronomer)
Using this desnition, 1 can say cm egoric-ally that m y own

study over the past years has satissed me on the following
points:

(I) Reports of UFO observations that are valid for study
exist quite apart from the pronouncements of fcrackpots', re-
ligious fanatics, c'ultists, and UFO bufls.
(2) A large nllmber of initial UF0 reports are readily

identisable by competent persons as misperceptions and mis-
identiscations of known obiects and events. Hence they must
be deleted prior to any smdy aimed at determining whether any
genuinely new empirical observations exist.
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(3) A msidue ol UF0 reports is not so identïable. They may
Iall into one or more of the following categories:

(a) those that are global in distribution, coming from such
widely separated locations as northern Canada, Australia,
South America, Elzrope, and the United States;
(b) those made by competent, responsible, psychologically

normal people - that iw by credible observers by all com-
monly accepted standards;
(c) those that contain descriptive terms that collectively do

not specify any known physical event, object, or process and
that do not specify any known psychological event or
process;
(d) those that resist translation into terms that apply to

known physical and/or psychological events, objects, pro-
cesses, etc.

In the chapters that follow data to support these contentions
are presented.

NOTES

1. Schrödinger, Erwin: Naturt /r141 the Crrzdâ.r. p. 55.
2. A personal commlln,-cation from Thomas Goudge to the
author.

3. A personal commttnlcation from Dr. Fred W hipple to the
author.

4. Barlay, Stephen: The Searchfo? 212?. Safety. Wm. Morrow &
Co., 1nc.: New York, 1970. p. 145.

5. sournal d.J the Medlcal .sbcidl.y ofNemsersey. Vol. 66. August,
1969, PP. 460-64.
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CHAPTER TW O

THE UFo EXPERIENCIZS
* j

The experience that 1 had on that 7115: #, z966, ratpw-
ing gpifl neney be forgotten by me. Nothing .îiAlcd that
sighting has conninced ra: that 1 fthc.r only thinking that
I spc.r seeing what I did .::4. 1 oc.ç upset Jc?' zceek.% J/fcr
that cx/leridzlcea' it scared the hell out OJ me. 1 :1)J.: one
OJ the combat rrdzp members that sighted the hrst
German iet Jigàfer pights in IFtlrld Iccr 11. The Air
F/rcd tried to convince 114 that ftz wern Jeelng things
then clm.

-  from a per-rozlcl letter to th6 author

IN my years of experience in the interrogation of UFO re-
porters one fact stands out: hwariably I have had the feeling
that 1 was talking to someone who was describing a very rcal
event. To him or her it represented an outstanding experience,
vivid and not at all dreamlike, an event for which the observer
was usually totally tmprepared - something soon recognized as
'being beyond comprehension. To the reporter and to any com-
panions who shared the experience the event remained unex-
plained and the phenomenon lmidentified even after serious
attempts at a logical explanation had been made. The experi-
ence had the freality' of a tangible physical event, on a par witlb
for example, the percepdon of an automcbile accident or of an
elephant performing in a ciraa except J(v one thingl whereas
reporters have an adequate vocabulary to describe automobiles
and elephants, they are almost always at an embarrassing loss
for words to describe their UFO experience.
In my experience in interrogating wimesses one phrase has
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been repeated over and over again: q never saw an ' g like
this in my life.' But I have also fotmd that the reporters of the
UFO experience try their best to describe and explain their
experience in conventional terms. They almost always attempt
to 5nd - even force upon the lack of fact, if necessary - a
nam ral explanation. In direct contradiction to what we are
often told, that people 'see what they wish to see', my work with
UFO reporters of high caliber indicate that they wish to see or
to explain their observations in terms of the familiar. A typical
statement is: <At first 1 thought it might be an accident up
ahcad on the road - the lights looked snmething like Easher
beacons on squad cars. Then 1 realized that the lights were too
high, and then I thought maybe it was an airplane in trouble
coming in for a crash landing with power of, since I didn't hear
any solmd. Then I realized it was no aircraft.'
I have seen this process of going from the simple, quick

description and explanation, step by step, to the realization that
no conventional description would sllmce (escalation of hypoth-
eses) happen far too often to be able to subscribe to the idea
that the UFO reporter has, for inner psychic reasons, tmcon-
scious images, or desires, used a simple, normal stlmulus as a
vehicle for the expression of deep-sem ed inner needs. The ex-
perience is for the reporter tmique and intensely baëing; there
is an unbridgeable gap between the experience and belg able
to fit it inyo a rational description and explanation.
It is indeed diëctllt to dismiss, out of hand, experiences that

lead a person of obvious substance to say, in a11 sincerity:

I only know that 1 have never seen anything in the sky
shaped quite lAe it, nor have 1 ever seen any plane which moves
at such a great speed.l
It was just lAe looking up under an airplane, iust as if an

airplane were standing there. Just perfectly motionless and no
noise whatever. W e watched this possibly for fve minutes -
then the thing got a tremendous btlrst of speed and sped right
oJ. No sound whatsoever.z
The RCMP (Royal Canadian M ounted Police) asked me at
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the time if 1 thought it was a helicopter above the clouds, with
this object dangling on a rope. Now that's the silliest explana-
tion l've ever heard.:

These are by no means exceptional quotadcns. Dozens of
others, gathered from my own as well as from Project Blue
Book sles, could 5ll this chapter, and much more. And many of
them concem  experiences shared by more than one participant.
Still, the words alone do not convey the human experience de-
scribed by the observer. M any times I have mused, 'How is it
possible f'lmt this apparently sane, steady, rrsjonsible person is
standing there telling me this story wit.h a1l 3eeming sinctxrity?
Can he possibly be acting this out? Could he be such a good
actor?' And if so, to what end? He surely must know that this
incredible tale cotlld set him up as a target for merciless ridi-
cule.' Here are two other reactions:

1 heard the dog barking outside. It was not a normal barlrlng,
so 1 fnally got a little angry with him and went outside. I
noticed the horses were quite skittish and were nlnnlng arotmd
the pasture. I looked up to see what the horses were wonied
about. (1 saw this object sitting up in the air - it would be about
4oo to 5oo feet off the ground. I asked my friend to come out
and have a look to see what 1 saw or if 1 was going os my
rocker. That person came out, took one look, screeched, and
ran back into the house . . .
1 ass:lmed as a matter of course that it was a totally new

invention and fewently hoped that the inventors were otlr own
people, for this was still prior to VJ-Day. 1 made up my mind
that I would tell no one of my sighting tmtil the news becnme
public.

Som etimes the reports or interviews contain frank and
artless remarks, which nonethdess attest to the freahless' of the
event for the wimess. This comment came from four boys at
W oodbury Forest School about a sighting on February !5y
1967: f'This is the truth, and there is no hoax implied since that
is a serious ofense at this schoot'
From tltree Boy Scouts in Richardson, Texas: fM ike, Craig,
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and I are Boy Scouts in Troop 73 . . . and we give you our
Scout's Honor that this is not a hoax or optical illusion.'
It would be hard to beat the following remark for in-

genuousness: fW hat I am trying to say is that I didn't use any
trick photography because I don't lmow how yet . . .' This
statement was made in a report of a sighting in New Jersey on
December 26, 1967.
Finally we have this plaintive appeal (from a letter to Blue

Book describing a sighting of a cigar-shaped objec't on January
I 9, z967): Vlthough I am only a child, please believe me.'
Tt is often the peripheral remarks of a mamre and serious

nature that emphasize the vividness of the reporter's experi-
ence. This comment was made by a Trans-Australia Airlines
pilot with some z I,5oo hours of :ying experience: <1 had
always scofed at these reports, but I saw it. W e all saw it. It
was tmder intelligent control, and it was certainly no known
aircraft.'*
The following is a statement from  a man who flew jo

combat lnissions in W orld W ar 1I. He is a holder of 5 Air
Medals and 12 Bronze Major Battle Stars, and he is, pre-
sllmably, not easily alarmed: V here was no sotmd, and it was
as long as a commercial airliner but had no markings . . . M y
body reacted as if I had just experienced a Qlose shave'' with
danger. For the remainder of the day I was somewhat emotion-
ally upset.'s
The objects, or apparitions, being described are discussed in

some detail later. Here 1 wish simply to convey to the reader as
best I can the fact that the UFO experience is to the reporter an
extremely real event.
Often I wondered as I listened to a graphic accolmt of a

UFO experience, dBut why are they telling me tllis?' I realized
at length that the reporters were telling me because they
wanted me to explain their experiences to them . They had been
profoundly afected, and they wanted an explanation that
would comfortably Iit into their world picture so that they
could be relieved of the btlrden of the frightening unknown.
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Their disappoinc ent was genuine when I was forced to tell
them that I knew little more about it than they did. I knew only
that their expcrience was not llnlque, that it had been recounted
in many parts of the world.
Though it carmot be explained - yet - the UFO experience

(as UFO is delined in this book) has every semblance of being a
real event to the UFO reporter and his companions. That is otlr
starting point.

NOTES

z. See Appendix 1, NL-z3.
2. See Appendix 1, CE1-2.
3. From an interview with a womnn from Kenora, Canada,
about her sighting of M ay 3+ z969. This case is not listed in
Appendix z because it had only one wimess.

4. Sighting of M ay 24, 1965. Repon is not included in Appendix
l because author had no personal contact with the repoler or
tlte investigator.

5. The sighting took place on June 8, 1966, in Kansas, Ohio.
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CHAPTER THREE

THE UFO REPORTED

The unquestioned veliability // the tllls'err:r. together
gpif/z the tfeer visibility existing at the time 0/ tha sight-
fziga indicate that the obiects rlera obsewed. The Ar/à-
able cause 0/ such sightings oAea.ç ktselj only to
coniecture and l:crc.v no logicd explanation :tzs'ctf on
t Jle facts at hand.

-  from an oycicl invatigation rcê/rf made
by an air Jcrce captain

W HAT kind of person has a UFO experience? Is he represen-
tative of a cross section of the pcpulace or is he something
Tspecial'? ln trying to answer such questions, we lmmediately
face two conditions. First, we can smdy only thcse who report
having had a UFO experience. There is much evidence that
relatively few who have such an experience report it. Second,
we consequently cannot ask what kind of person has a UF0
experience but cnly what kind of person reports tlmt he or she
has seen a UF0.*
What sort of person fills out a long questionnaire about such

a sighting or writes an articulate accolmt of it in the face of
almost certain ridicule? ls he a charlatan, a pixie, a psychotic,
or a responsible citizen who feels it is his duty to make a report?
Thc only type of reporter the serious sm dent need - and should

* For that reason it is better to speak of a UFO reporter rather than
of a UFO obseroer since if it should prove that UF0s are not rcal,
there could be no UFO observcrh but tlxre could be, and indeed are,
UFO vcporters.
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-  bother with .is the sort of person who wrote tlle following
letter:

1 am posa aster here at - and 1 hesitated before reporting
tlzis subject to the postal insmctor. But after a great deal of
serious tllinking I felt I could not be a good American citizen if
I did not ask these questions, fWhat Fas the lighted object and
where did it come from?'l

The reliable UFO reporter is generally acknowledged in his
commtmity to be a stable, reputable person, accustomed to re-
sponsibility - a family man, holding dfhwn a good job and
known to be honest in his dealings with cshers.
It has been my experience that UFO reporters have little in

common by way of backgrotmd. They come from all walks of
life. Yet in addition to a shared reputation for probity they
often experience a marked reticence to GIIq about their experi-
ences, at least tmtil they are assured of the interrogator's sin-
cerity and seriousness.

W hat I have written . . . is for you and your research work
. . . 1 have never reported any of this. But I do believe you
should have tltis information in detail. But for no newspapen
no reporters . . . I am still mluctant, but somehow I feel you are
tlze right person.:
I have discussed this matter only w1t11 two men - one a

prominent manager in our area, and the othœ my paston:
1 can tell you one thing - if I ever see another one, mllm's tlze

word. W e called the city police & st to ask if anybody had
reported a UFO, and the man at the telephone laughed so long
and loud that I'm sure he must have almost fell oF his chair . . .
Ithe paper) ran some darn smal't aleck stoz.y that made a11 of us
look like fools/

Such expressions of embarrassment and besiution are
frequently encountered, and the very fact that the reporters, in
the face of almost certain scozw have persisted in making a
report indicatcs a genuine feeling thpt the infonnation is of
importance and shodd be transmitted to someone. Reporters'
actions likewise indicate a hatmting cttricsity about their ex-
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periences, a feeling frequently so great that it alone is enough to
make the reporters brave the almost certain riditnlle.
W hy this emphasis on the character of the reporter? Given

the fact that in most other areas of sdence, 'electronic and op-
tical insm lments supply us with the data for analysis, the
namre of the UFO reporter is of paramotmt importance. In this
area of scientisc inquiry the UFO reporter is otlr only dam-
gathering instrument.
In science it is standard practice to c-alibrate one's instru.

ments. No astronomer, for instance, would accept meastlres of
the velocities of disunt galaxies obtained by means of an tm-
calibrated spectrograph. However, if such an instrllment had
given consistently good results in the past, had frequently been
tested, and had not recently experienced any recent jarn-ng
shockw the astronomer will usually accept its restllts without
further checking.
The parallel for us is, of course, obvious: if ottr UFO re-

porter has by ltis past actions and performance shown a high
degree of reliability and responsibility and is known to be
stable and not fout of adjus% ent', then we have no a priori
reason to distrust his coherent reporq particularly when it is
made in concert with several other Thllman instnlments' also of
acceptable reliability.
W hile a battery of tests designed to determlne the veracity

and stability of a person is available today, because of the
scientisc esublishment's refusal to take the matter seriously,
the tests are not usually readily available to the UFO inves-
tigator, even though the UFO reporter frequently is willing to
tmdergo such tests (an important point of fact in itsex. We
must, therefore, usually content ourselves with judging - from
the person's vocation, lzis family life, the mazmer in which he
discharges responsibilities and comports himself - what llis
fcredibility index' is. We must decide whether thc composite
credibility index that can be associated with a report when
several persons contributed to that report makes the material
worth consideration.
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Essentially, the cmcial question is, did what the reporters say
happened yeally happen? W e may equally well ask:.if, when a
speedometer indicates a speed of 8o miles per hour, is an auto-
mobile really gning 8o miles per hour? Is the speedometer to be
trusted? Or, are the reporters to be trusted? Obviously the
hllman mind c-almot be equated with a speedometer. There are
too. many stories of people who have 1ed exemplary lives and
have suddemly gone berserk, committed a mtlrder or a robbery
or exhibited some other act of outrageous antisocial behavior.
Still, it is most tmlikely that several pelsons would simul-
taneously tbreak' and commit such an act entircly out of keep-
ing with their characters - or jointly élmmit the 'crime' of
reporting a UFO. And provided we do not put too much weight
on any one single report, there is no reason not, at least at hrst,
to believe them. .
tW hy shouldn't we believe what several U FO reporters of

established personal reputation tell us?' is just as valid a ques-
tion as TW hy shotlld we believe them ?' Criteria for disbelief
and for belief are on a par. For example, what a priori reason do
we have not to believe the following direct statements from,
according to a11 other evidence, reputable people:

1 have traveled U.S. Highway a85 over Kenosha Pass for
over twenty years, day and night. This was my frst sighting of
a UFO.5
W e own a business in otzr home town, and we are well

lqnown, so 1 am not the sort of person that would m ake a crnnk
call. I don't lqnow what it was that we saw, but we saw some-
tlling, and it was as real as real can be.G
Before you throw this away as just another crank letter, con-

sider that I am a jl-year-old mathematics teacher who has
never sufered from mental ilhzess nor been convicted of a
crime. 1 have never knowingly had hallucinations nor been
described as neurotic . . . nor do I seek publicity. Quite the
Opposite is tke case, for it has been my experience that anyone
who claims to have wimessed a genuine UFO is regarded as
some lrlnd of nut. Yet 1 have tmquestionably and clearly
sighted an as-yet-tmexplained qying object.;
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(These are just a small sample of the types of statements 1 have
listened to, read in personal letters, and fotmd in oKcial UFO
reports.)
It is interesting to note, as subslntiation of the theory of the

credibility of reliable wimesses, that in those instances in which
ffake' UFOs have been deliberately contrived to test public
reaction - hot air balloons and :ares dropped from aim lanes
are examples - the restllting UFO reports were not only in-
variably far fewer tlmn the experimenter expected but of
interest more for what they did not report than for what they
did. Occasionally a fanciful UFO report is generated as a result
of such a test, but it fails to meet the test of acceptance because
it does not square with what others have reported about the
same event - often solely because of its internal inconsistency
and incoherence.
The almost complete absence in such reports of occupants,

interference with automobile ignition systems, landing
marks, and other physical efec'ts on the grotmd, and the
many other things characteristic of reports of Close En-
cotmters is eminently notewonhy. Comparison of accounts
from various reporters adds up to a perfectly clear picture
of the acmal event - a hot air balloon, a Eare, or a scientific
experiment. The duration of the event, the direction of motion
of the balloons or iares, and even the colors are reasonably
well-described.
There are exaggerations, of course, and consîderable latitude

in descriptions (but hardly greater than one gets in collective
accotmts of fres, automobile accidents, etcly' but one is rarely
left in no doubt about what actually happened. Descriptions of
sres or airplane crashes made by seemingly reputable wimesses
may vary greatly in detail, but one is never in doubt that a lire
or a plane crash and not a barlk robbery is being described. One
does not get collective statements from several wimesses to a
fhot air balloon UFO' that they saw a UF0 with portholes,
antermas, occupants, traveling against the wind, changing di-
rection abruptly, mzd ânally taking ol at a 4s-degree angle
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with high speed. One is quickly 1ed by the study of such reports
to the actllnl event thnt caused them.
True, occasionally a lone wim ess of 1ow credibility will make

a highly imaginative report, generated by an obviously nattlral
event. But such reports are a warning to beware of UFO reports
from single wimesses; one can never be too carefti even in
instances in which the reporter is adjudged to be reliable.
For a11 these reasons, then, there are no a priori reasons for

dismissing such statements out of hand. The crllv of the UFO
reporter problem is simply that pedecly incredible accotmts of
events are given by seemingly credible persons - often by sev-
1 such persons. Of course, what the UFL'I reporter says veallyera

happened is so diëcult to accept, so very diëcult a pill to
swallow, thnt any scientist who has not deeply sm died the UFO
problem will, by the very nam re of 'his training and tempera-
ment, be almost irresistibly inclined to reject the testimony of
the wimesses outright. Not to do so wottld be to rejec his faith
in his rational universe. Yet not to do so also involves the rejec-
tion of material that will not fjust go away' if it is ignored.
Resplmsible persons kave repovted phenomena that defy
scientisc explanation, and until unimpeachable radar records
and photographic evidence are at hand, the UFO reporter, who
is a1l we have to depend on, must be hcard out. There are just
too many of them, from all pans of the world, to disregard their
word. To do so would be scientifc bigotry, and we must not
stand accused of such a charge.

NOTES

z. From a letter to tlze commandlng general, W right-patterson
Air Force Base.

2. From a personpl letter to the autlzor repoling a UFO
sighting.

3. See Appendix z, CEI-3.
4. Taken from a letter to tlze author reporting a UF0 sighting.
5. See Appendix z, DD-z3.
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CHAPTER FOUR

ON TllE STRANGENESS OF UFO REPORTS

I should mf# that I kave rlxer been a llclfoer in UFO,
before, but this one tpc.r so unexplainable by ozl?. present
standards that if ha me tp/nderirlg.

-  from c letter to Dn Condon reporting a UFO

UFOs exist, for mcst of us, as reporth and most of us con-
sider such reports sensationalized stories in pulp magazines and
as scattered news items: fpolice Track Mystery Object' or <Air-
craft Buzzed by Glowing UFO'- Such newspaper accolmts at
one time became so commonplace that editors ceased to con-
sider them newswonhy. To the UFO percipient, in strong con-
trast, the UFO exists as an intensely pevsonal experience. The
gap betwcen the two approaches a yawning chasm.
The problem is compotmded by the fact that most UFO

reports are frustrating in the extreme. They contain so few
facts! This lack alone has deterrcd several scientists from de-
voting time to the matter, for these men expec to 5nd data
they wish to smdy in the form to which they are accustom ed:
instrllment readings, photographs, charts, graphs, and tables,
with as much of the data as possible in quantitative nllmerical
form.
Yct the paucity cf dao is more often the fault cf the hwes-

tigator than of the original reporter. The latter cûmes upon his
experience suddenly, totally tmprepared. He generally is so
shocked and surprised that careful sequential observation and
reponing are impossible. The skillftll interrogator can, of
course, extract details from the reporters that they had noticed
only incompletely or had believed to be irrelevant. Most people
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faced with wimessing a sudden and shocking autcmcbile acci-
dent do nct go about metlwdically making measurements,
checking times, dura'tions, length of skid marks, ccndition of
the weather, and other related evidence. However, in retelling
the incident to a competent interrogatcr the latter can deduce
and extract through calm and adroit questicning a surprising
amotmt of information from the wimess.
By contrast, very frequently air force investigators, imbued

with the oKcial philosophy that UFOs are delusions, make only
a perftmctory interrogation (why spend time (m something that
is meaningless in the srst place?). ,

' Jherent, sequential,Sti11, there exist UFO reports that are c
narrative accotmts of these strange hllman experiences. Largely
because there has been no mechanism for bringing these reports
to general attention, they seem to be far too strange to be be,
lieved. They don't fit the established conceptual Jrlzzlezptvâ of
modern physical science. It is about as diëcult to put oneself
into a fbelief framework' and accept a host of UFO reports as
having described actual events as, f0r example, it would have
been for Newton to have accepted the basic concepts of quan-
tllm mechanics.
Yet the stangeness of UFO reports does fall into fairly

desnite patterns. The fstrangeness-spread' of UFO reports is
quite limited. W e do not, for instance, receive reports of dino-
saurs seen Gying upside down, Unidentoed SaiM g Objects, or
strange objects that burrow into the ground.
A c'ritic of the UFO scene once remarked, <. . . unexplained

sightings do not constitute evidence hl favor of fying saucers
any more than they constimte evidence in favor of sying pink
elephants'. W hat he failed to realize was that the strangeness
spectrnm of UFO reports is so narrcw that not only have iying
pink elephants nener been reported but a dehnite plffcvw of
strange Tcraft' has. If UFOs indeed are fgments of the im-
agination, it is strange that the imaginations of those who
report UFOs from over the world should be so restricted.

Precisely because the spectzum of reports of strange sight-
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ings is narrow c-an they be smdied. If each strange report was
unique and their totality ran the gamut of all conceivable
strange accolmts, scientisc investigadon of such a chaotic pan-
oply would be impossible. Scientisc smdy presupposes data
patterns and a measure of repeatability, and by and large, UFO
reports lend themselves to classifcation witltin their domains of
strangeness. It is these we shall pursue.
Tllrning, then, to the content of UFO reports, let us assllme

that we have eliminated a11 those reports which do not st the
delinition of UFO as used earlier; that is, the dross from the
original mass of 'raw' reports - a11 reports thàt can be explained
with good reason as balloons, aircraft, meteors, etc. (Such
reports represent the Tgarbage' in the problem. If we incor-
porate that in our smdies, the computerage adage, fGarbage in
-  garbage out', will surely apply. This has been the trap that
UF0 investigations in the past have not been able to avoid-*
In terms of scientiâc smdy, the only signifcant UFO reports

are, as we have seen, UF0 reports that remain puzzling ajter
competent hwestigation has been conducted. Only these can be
termed reports of UFOs. The stimulus for these reports is trtlly
lmlrnown - that is, the reporters have passed a reliability
screeninp and the known possible stimuli have passed a physi-
ca1 explanaticn screening. Thousands of such reports exist;
there are about 7oo ackrmwledged cases in Blue Boolq sles
alone, and many others are contained in the fles of UFO or-
ganizations and private investigators.
Each such screened report demands an answer to two distinct

questions: W hat does it say happened? What is the probability
that it happened? W e can make those two questions the basis of
* Many cridcs maintaln tlmt a11 UFO reports are garbage. Since a

large portion of the original, unsltered reports are clearly the result of
misperception, critics say that investigation in depth would reveal that
the entire body of UFO phenomena can be so characterized. Such
arguments assume that a1l UFO repoz'ts belong to the same statistical
population and that the deviants, the tnlly interesting UFO reports,
are merely extremes in tlzat population. One might witlz equal justice
say while plotting the variation in sizes of oranges that watermelons are
m erely 'the tail ead of the distribution curve' of the sizes of oranges.
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a very helpful two-dimensional arrangement of UFO reports.
Each report that has satisfed the desnidon of UFO used in this
book can be assigned two nllmbers: its Styangeness & /fng and
its Probability Rating.
The Strangeness Rating is, to express it loosely, a measure of

how fodd-ball' a report is within its particular broad
classifcation. M ore precisely, it can be taken as a measure of
the nllmber of information bit.s the report ccntains, each of
which is diëcult to explain in common-sense terms. A light
seen in the night sky the trajectory of which cannot be ascribed
to a balloon, aircraft, etc., would noyrtheless have a 1ow

R tin because there is or,z#' one strange thingStrangeness a g
about. the report to explain: its motion. A report of a weird
craft that descended to within Ioo feet of a car on a lonely road,
caused the car's engine to die, its radio to stop, and its lights to
go out, left marks on the nearby grolmd, and appeared to be
under intelligent control receives a high Strangeness Rating
because it contains a nllmber of separate very strange item s,
each of which outrages common sense.
As we have seen, in the absence of hard-core evidence in the

form of movies, detailed close-up shots, and so forth, we must
depend peatly on the credibility of the principal reporter and
his witnesses. Clearly, a report made by several independent
persons, each of obvious sanity and solid general reputation,
deserves more serious attention as probably having acmally
happened than a report made by a lone person with a none too
savory record for veracity in past dealings with his fellow m an.
This still leaves open a wide Tange of probability as to

whether the s'trange event occurred as stated. Several judgment
factors enter here as to whether what these otherwise reputable
people reported on a particular occasion can be accepted - and
with what probability. How much would one Tbet', even con-
sidering the qualifcations of the reporters, that what was re-
ported veally happened as reported?*

* The philosopher Hume proposed a betting criterion as a way of
measuring strength of belief. W e can hardly do better.
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Assessment of tlle Probability Rating of a report becomes a
highly subiective matter. We start wit.h the assessed credibility
of the individuals concerned in the report, and we estimate to
what degree, given the cirolmstances at tMs partictllar time,
the reporters could have erred. Factors that must be considered
here are internal consistency of the given report, consistency
among several reports of the same incident, the manner in
which the report was m ade, the conviction transmitted by the
reporter to the interrogator, and ânally, that subtle judgment of
fhow it a11 hangs together'. It would be most hclpful in the
Probability Rating assipunent if Tlie detecor' and other
psychologim l tests were available. Likewise, a doctor's state-
ment on the state of the reporter's health at the time or infor-
mation of any severe emotional dismrbance just prior to the
time of the reported event would be helpful. Ideally, a mean-
ingful Probability Rating would reqtfre the judpnent of more
than one person.
Such 11m 11.y of input is rarely available. One mus't make do

with the material and facilities at hand. In my own work I have
found it relatively easy to assign the Strangeness n'lmber (1 use
from I to zo) but diKcult to assign a Probability Rating. Cer-
tainty (P = Io) is, of cotlrse, not practically attainable; P = o
is likewise impossible tmder the cirolmstances since the original
report would not have been admitted f0r consideration. The
nllmber of persons involved in the repoa  especially if indi-
vidual reports are made, is m ost helpful. I do not assign a
Probability Rating greater than 3 to any report coming from a
single reporter, and then only when it is established that he has
a very solid reputation. This is not to denigrate the individual
but merely to safeguard against the possibility that the single
meritorious reporter might have been honcstly mistaken about
what he experienced.
V hen the report Thangs together' and I honestly cannot 5nd

reason to doubt the word of the reponers - that is, tmless I
deliberately and wit.h no reason choose to (:a11 them all liars - 1
assign a Probability of 5 or greater. Assigmnent.s to the upper
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rkht-hand region of the diagrnm showing the S-P hdexes for
the cases considered in this book (the symbols used for case
classiscations are explained below) are sparse because of the
sevcrity of the criteria employed. In fac't, however, I discovered
that a report accorded an S of 3 anit a P of 5 (or a combined
index of SP = 35) in every respect should command attention
and challenge science.
The symbols used in the S-P diagrnm refer to the

classiâcation of the content of the report itself, independently
of the reporter. The classiscation system itself is an empirical
one, based on the reported manner of thz'UFO obsewation. It
presupposes no theory of origin of Ulkhs but is helpful in de-
lineating the most prevalent patterns found in UFO reports.
The classifkation has two main divisions: (I) those reports

in which the UFO is described as having been observed at some
distance; (11) those involving close-range sightings. The div-
iding line is not very sharp, but Close Encotmter cases are those
in which the objects were sighted at sllmciently close range
(generally less than 5oo feet) to be seen as cxtended areas
rather than as near-points and so that considerable detail could
be noted about them. The Close Encounter cases in category 11
clearly are apt to yield more strangeness information bits than
the cases in category I since the wimesses presllmably wotlld
have oppornlnity to observe colors, protrusionw sounds, dim-
ensions, stnlcmral details, linear and rotational motion, Toccu-
pants', and any interaction of the UFO with the environment.
The more distant UFOs will almost always have a lower S

because there was not as much to observe andrating simply
hence to explain.
The more distant UF0s I have arbitrarily divided into three

Categories: (I; those seen at night, which we will call Nocturnal
Zixf.v (designated by N in the diagram); (2) those seen in the
daytime, which we will call Daylight Discs (designated by D in
the diagram), so called because the prevalent shape reported is
oval or disc-like, although it should be understood +at tbe term
is rather loosely applied; and (3) Radav-visual, those reported
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through the medillm of radar (designated R in the diagram). In
my own work I have chosen to exclude UFO observations made
by radar alone because of a lack of a suitable flilter' to esublish
beyond reasonable doubt that the radar observation cannot be
explained by natural causes (malfunytions, anomnlous propa-
gation, extraordinary meteorological conditions, :ocks of Tin-
visible' birds, swarms of high-:ying insects, and so forth).
W hen radar experts disagree am ong themselves as to the

causes of fbogies' or fangels', I feel it is wisest to avoid intro-
ducing such evidence. W hen, however, visual observations ac-
company the radar observation and if it can be esublished thnt
the two types of observation refer with high probability to the
same event, the radar observations become a powerftll adjlmct
to the visual observation. In this book I use only such Radar-
Visual cases lthe R in the diagram signifes this category);
some of the very best UF0 reports fall in this category.
The Noctllrnal Lights and Daylight Discs may not be mutw

ally exclusive, but at night almost invariably only the bright-
ness, color, and motion of a light are reported. Rarely is the
object noted to which the light is presllmably attached (this is
purely an assllmption; the UFO may be nothing m ore thnn the
light). Nocmrnal Lights form a sizeable group of the Ttrue'
UFO reports.*
The second mnjor division of UFO reports comprises the

Close Encotmter cases. Here also there appear to be three nam-
ra1 subdivisions, which we can call, respectively, Close En-
countevs 0/ the Fivst, Second, and T&r# Kinds (designated in
the diapim by the nllmbers 1, II, and 111, respectively).
Close Encounters 0/ the First Kind: this c-ategory is the

simple Close Encolmter, in which the repcrted UFO is seen at
close range but there is no interaction with the environment
(other than tral:ma on the part of the observer).

* Of course, before the screening process is undergone, reports of
night lights constitute the great majority of the input. Bright planetsy
satellites, meteors and special aircraft m issions are the pre-
ponderance.
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Close Encounteys t# tha ddcead Kind: these are similar to
the First Kind except thnt physical elects on both animate and
inanimate material are noted. Vegetation is often reponed as
having been pressed down, burned, or scorched; tree branches
are reported broken; azlimals are frightened, sometimes to the
extent of physically injuring themselves in their fright. In-
animate objects, most often vehicles, are reported as becoming
momentarily disabled, their engines killed, radios stopped, and
headlights dimmed or extinguished. In such cases the vehicles
reportedly retllrn to normal operation after the UF0 has left
the scene.
Close Encountcs OJ the r/lfrtf Kind: in these cases the pres-

ence of foccupants' irl or about the UFO is reportcd. Here a
sharp distinction must be made between cases involving reports
of the presence of presllmably intelligent beings in the fspace
craft' and the so-called contactee cases.
In geneml, the latter repons are fstcpped at the gate' by the

screening process. The reader will recall that implicit in our
defnition of UFO is the basic credibility of the reporter (tmex-
plained reports made by ostensibly sensible, rational, and repu-
table persons). The contactee cases are characterized by a
ffavored' hllman intermediary, an ahnost always solitary Tcnn-
tact man' who somehow has the special attribute of being able
to see UFOs and to commlmicme with their crew ahncst at will
(often by mental telepathy). Such persons not only frequendy
turn out to be pseudoreligious fanatics but also invariably have
a 1ow credibility value, bringing us regular messages from the
Tspace men' with singularly little content. The messages are
tlsually addressed to a11 of hllmanity to %e good, stop âghtinp
live in love and brotherhood) ban the bnmb, stop polluting the
ac osphere' and other worthy platimdes. The contactee often
regards himself as messianically charged to deliver the m essage
on a broad basis; hence several :ying saucer cults have from
time to time sprlmg up. He regards himself desnitely as having
been Tchosen' and utterly disregards (if, indeed, he were Opable
of grasping it) the statistical improbability thnt one person, on a
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random basis, should be able to have many repe-ated UFO ex-
periences (often on a nearly weekly basis), while the.majority of
hllmanity lives out a lifetime without having even one UFO
experience. The Trepeater' aspect of some UFO reporters is
sllmciem  cause, in my opinion, to exclude thcir reports from
fllrther consideration, at least in t'he present sttzdy.*
I must emphasize t'M t contactee repons are not classed as

Close Encounters of the Tlzird Kind. It is tmforttmate, to say
the least, that reports such as these have brought down upon the
entire UFO problem the opprobrillm and ridictlle of scientists
and public alike, keeping alive the popular image of Ittle
green men' and the ûctional aM osphere suzrotmding that
aspecf of the subfect.
The typical Close Encotmter of the Third Kind happens to

the same sorts of persons who experience all other types of
UFOs, representing the same cross section of the public. The
experience comes upon these reporters just as lmexpectedly and
surprises them just as much as it does the reporters of the other
types of Close Encounters. These reporters are in no way
Tspecial'. They are not religious fanatics; they are more apt to
be policemen, businessmen, schoolteachers, and other respect-
able citizens. Almost invariably their UFO involvement is a
one-time experience (whereas as we have seen, the contactee
cases almost always involve rampant repeaters), and the sight-
ing of occupants is generally a peripheral matter. The occu-
pants in these cases almost never make an attempt to
commtmicate; in contrast, they hwariably are reported to
scnmper away or back into their craft and iy out of sight. They
do not seem to have any fmessages' for mankind - except r on't
bother me-'

W e thus have six categories of UFO reports, three in each
* Of coursey perhaps the pcssibility that there are indeed Tchnsen

ones' deliberately picked by UFO occupants for a special mission
slwuld not be completely disregarded. ln that event, however, one is
reminded of the Englishmarps quip: THow tmfortunate for these space
visitors - every time to have picked a ffkook''l'
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broad division, to discuss. The classiscation i s based solely on
the mamler in which the UFOs were reported to have been
observed. The categories are obviously not munmlly exclusivc;
a Daylight Disc seen from close by wottld become a Close En-
colmter; a Nocturnal Light seen by daylight might well be a
Duylight Disc; and so on. It is convenient to discuss UFO
reports in these categories simply because the data to be de-
scribed are closely dependent on the manner in which they were
experienced. If a11 reports in each separate category are dis-
cussed together, the patterns inherent in each are most directly
delineated.
Finally, it should be remarked that when, in the original

screening processy it is determined that the stimulus for the
UFO report was indeed a natural event or object, the report
does not generally fall easily into any of the six described cat-
egories. A UFO report generated by a hot air balloon does not
contain the most often repeated feature of the typical N oc-
turnal Light. An aircraft fuselage glistening in the stm, re-.
ported by some tmmtored person as a UFO, is not reported to
rush away at incredible specds. Flares dropped from airplanes
(which have often given rise to UFO reports) are not reported
as having stopped cars, frightened animals, or cavorted about
the sky; n0r do the reports contain reference to foccupants' cr to
oval-shaped craft hovering six feet of the grotmd.

Having now brieqy examined the nature of the UFO experi-
cnce and the persons who report such experiences, and having
classiscd the UFO reports into six convenient Otegories and
established a system for the rating of UFO reports, let us now
ttu'n to the core of the book, the da> available f0r smdy. Then,
with this in mind, we shall proceed to a survey of how these
data have been treated in the past, first by the air force and,
more recently, by the Condoù committee. Finally we will anive
at my suggestions for a positive program for the smdy of the
UFO phenomenon.
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Part 11

The Data and, the Problems

W TRODUW ION: Tc  PROTOTYPES

THE problem central to this treatise is whether there exist, in
the considerable body of data on reported UFOs, any Tgenu-
inely new empiric-al observations' Olling for fnew explanation
schemes'. Very little ought to - or cotlld - be said about what
those new explanation schemes m ight be before a thorough
examination of the data has been tmdertaken; this would be
truly putting the cart before the horse. In such a conloversial
subiecq which so frequently has triggered highly emotional re-
actions, exam ination of the data must come ârst; only then may
we arrive at any judgment about new empirical observations.
Indulging in explanation schemes before we know what there is
to be explained is an arm-chair 111v111-y.
One might be tempted to be less rigid on this point were the

data of the 'hard-core' variety, the kind with which physical
scientists are accustomed to dealing in laboratory experiments.
But from the standpoint of the scientist, the dat.a i'n this prob-
lem are most unsatisfactory. They are mote apt to be anecdotal
tbnn quantitative, more akin to tales told by the freside than to
instolment readings, and not verisable by repeating the experi-
m ent.
'Fhe facts are not strictly scientifc. Yet the data nonetheless

form a fascinating and provocative seld of smdy for those
whose temperaments are not outraged by the character of the
informftion. And it should be remcmbered tlut there are those
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whose Iields of smdy abound with equally ftmsatisfactory' data.
Anthropologists, psychologists, and even meteorologists deal
daily with evidential and cirotmstantial data that must be
fitted together like pieces of a jigsaw puzzle. Lawyers and
judges must weigh and consider conQicting evidence; military
intelligence agents occasionally attempt to fashion a whole pic-
ture out of extremely fragmentary bits. Indeed, what con-
stimtes hard-core data for one fcld of sm dy m ay not be
considered so for another. W e may, therefore, examine the
UFO data wiiout reference to whether it meets the hard-core
requirements of any particular feld. Rather, we will exnmine,
as objectively as possible, a specially selected series of dau:
accotmts that were made, in each instance, by at least two
persons of demonstrated mental competence and sense of re-
sponsibility, accotmts that fdo not yield solutions' except by the
trivial and self-defeating artilice of rejection out of hand.
To this end, we may construct a paradigm for each of the

observational categories delineated in the last chapter, drawing,
for these prototypes, upon examples in whole cr in part from
cases 1 have personally studied. These archetypes will scrve us
better than wottld a review, perforce a brief one, of a whole
series of individual cases.*
There is little point to Tplaying the nllmbers game' in pre-

senting evidence in this or other categories of UFO reports. But
the fact is that there is a wealth of material extant, if not easily
available. For instance, although it is stated by the air force
that a11 the Iz,ooo cases in Blue Book are lmclassifed and
available to the public, they are housed in a classised area, and
a sectlrity clearance is reqtlired of anyone who wishes to exam-
inc these reports. UFO reports appear in many gmall, scattered
journals and local publications of limited circulation, and the
* I personally have fotmd it extremely diëcult to deal with what

essentially is a catalog of one UFO case after another, each briefly
deschbed but with the details and documentation omitted. The mind
boggles at the Trepetitive strangeness' and Ends it diEcult to digest and
to order, in any logical manner, the vedtable feast of strmzge ac-
counts.
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serious hwestigator must have not only sdentisc talning but
the temperament of a collector, culling a report or two here and
there by loolring thrcugh newspaper âles and the publications
of such organizations as the National Investigations Committee
on Aerial Phenomena (NICAP), the Aerial Phenomenon Re-
search Organization (APRO), and a host of smnller organ-
izations in this and other cotmtries.
In my own work with this phenomenon I m nintain i ree

separate fles for variously collected material: one contains
highly selected cases with responsible observers, another has
cases that might have been eligible for the selected sles but for
which there is not sllmcient information about the observers to
determine their reliability, and the third, a catch-all Iile, teems
with reports that are scarcely above the caliber of a brief news-
paper reporq with many pertinent data missing and little or
nothing said about the wimesses. Even the latter cases form a
pattern and would probably be useful in statistical smdies,
though they are virnlnlly ttseless for detailed studies.
AII three âles have about the same frequency of occurrence

according to dates of the reported events; generally when news-
paper accotmts abotmd, so also do well-doolmented reports
from responsible observers. There is nothing in the evidence to
support the claim tlut the well-domlmented reports are
spawned by a wave of loosely reported, sketchy accounts in the
press. Rather, it might be argued that the former are simply the
relatively few well-dotnlmented instances that might be ex-
pected to be fotmd when there is a general period of UFO
activity. .
Since it has been my obligation over the years, as consultant

to the air force, to tr.y to separate the Tsignal' from the Tnoise', to
wade tllrough and judge the mass of vague and incomplete
data, we can beneft from that experience and can short circuit
much tribulation by examining what the accotmts in each cat-
egory essentially have in common. To that end, in the following
chapters some dozen examples in each category have been
chosen. The qualit'y of the reporters hwolved i!z the cases has
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becn evaluated, and the essential featlzres that characterize that
category luve been set forth. References to the actual cases
used are given in Appeadix z .
As part of the evaluation of the reporters, it is of interest to

include many of the spontaneous reactions of the reporters to
the fevent'. Such instantaneous and ingenuous personal remarks
and reactions help to characterize the reporters and to illllmi-
nate the extraordinary event. ln the last analysis, the reporters
or wimesses must take the center of our stage; they are our
actors, and unless we know all we can about them, we might
5nd to our embarrassment that we have Ta tale told by an idiot
. . . signifying nothing'.
The cases in the six categories for which we seek prototypes

have, of course, been passed through the slters described in
Chapters Three and Four, and for each of the m ore than 60
U FO reports used in the next several chapters 1 have not been
able to Iind a lcgical, commonplace explanation - tmless, that
is, 1 assllme that the more than a5o reporters were, in truth,
idiots.



CHAPTER FIVE

NOCTURNAL LIGHTS

They Llightsj appeared beneath the clouds, f/zdl color a
ecf/ler bright red. z1.ç they eFrotlc/'eJ the ship they c>-
peared to soar, passing above the broken clouds. H/fer
riiing Jlmr: the clouds they appeared to be moving di-
rectly away from the earth. The largest had an apparent
area of about six sunt. It clJ.r egg-shaped, the lcrger end
l/rztlcrl. The second a,aç about twice the Wza of the sun,
and the third, about the Wze ol the sun. Theiy near
approach to the Jlr/cce and f/z4 subsequent Ng/zf away
yrt;rzi the Jwr/tzc: appeayed to be most remarkable. F/zcf
they did come bdow the clouds and soar ïn.çfdtld ol
continuing f/zeir southeasterly course is cl10 certain.
The lights lpdr: in sight Jor oner two minutes and rtler:
carefully tllllerred by f/zraa people rtWtue accounts Jgrd:
as to details.

-  from the March, zpow itsue 0/ Weather Review,
a report Jro- the ship US S Supply, at :4c

W E start with the most frequçntly reported and fleast
strange' events: Nocturnal Zk/lfl', lights ifl the night sky.
These represent the major class of reports that 1, as an astron-
omer, had been asked, since 1948, to explain whenever possible
as astronomical objects and events.
It should be clearly understood Ahnt initial light-in-the-

night-sky reports have a very 1ow survival rate. An experienced
investigator readily recognizes most of these for what they are:
bright meteors, aircraft landing lights, balloons, planets, vio-
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lently twinkling stars, searchlights, advertising lights on planesy
refueling m issions, etc. W hen one realizes the tmfamiliarity of
the general public with lights in the night sky of tllis variety, it
is obvious why so many such UFO reports arise. Of course,
such trivial cases do not satisfy the desnition of UFO used in
this book. Equally, when a UFO h desned, as was the case in
the Condon Reporq as Tany sighting that is puzzling to the
observer' rather than as we have here - a report that remains
tmexplained by technically trained people capable of explain-
ing it in comm on terms - one can recognize the reason for the
basically tmsatisfactory nature of the investigation con-
cerned.
In the Nocmrnal Lights category, in particular, we should

admit for consideration only those cases reported by t'wo or
more stable observers, in which the reported behavior of the
light and its consguration and overall trajectory are such as to
preclude by a large margin explanation as a simple mis-
perception of namral objects.
After such a critical assessment is made, to dismiss such

highly selected cases as being without merit or potential
signiscance for physical or behavioral science is, at best, cav-
alier and irresponsiblc.

THE REPORTERS

Since the observer who reports the UFO event is pivotal
to any sm dy of UFOs, 1et us first consider the 41 reporters
concerned in the cases I have selected to delineate the pri-
mary characteristics of this category. 1 suggest that they can,
and should - because of their evident quali:cations as com-
petent wimesses - be taken seriouslyby scientists.
The average nllmber of reporters in the selected Nocturnal

Lights case was 3.59 the median nllmber was three. Among the
37 adttlt observers we note a wide range of occupationsl and
technical competence - ranging from a butcher and three
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housewives to a Royal G nadian Air Force telecommlmications
oëcer, a U .S. Naval secmity oëcer, and an M IT laboratory
head - but most of the observers at the time of their sightings
wcre holding positions of responsibility: pilots (4), air control
operators (8), police and security oëcers (j), etc. - posidons in
which we wottld be distressed to 5nd persons who are mentally
unstable or prone to silly judgment or hoaxes. In a11 cases, the
reporter observed in concert with at leas't one other responsible
adult.
As we have already noted, often the repqrters' immediate

reactions, in their own words, can be very enlightening.
In the Iirst category, Nocturnal Lights, we can well start

with, the reactions of the associate laboratory director at the
Massachusetts Instimte of Teclmology. (See Appendix 1, NL-
I.) When his I z-year-old son ran ino the house calling,
V here's a Eying saucer outside,' he and the rest of his family
went out to look. ln our interview the father said:

Gokzg out of the house, I got my small glasses E4x3ol to
observe the object. 1 really didn't believe I was going to see
anything. ln the meantime, my zs-year-old boy went back into
the house and got the Bausch and Lomb 6x3o binoculars. W e
both observed the object.
M y very srst impression wâs . . . is it an extremely bright

star? But that thought was dispelled aV ost lmmediately. The
second thought - searching for a logical explanation - was that
it might be a landing light of an aircraft. (This theory was soon
dispelled by the strange trajectory of the light, as plotted by the
observer against the bare patches of a tree. lt was midwinten!
. . . the next morning, 1 asked my oldest boy to describe his
observations to me, and these checked with mine entirely.
I don't honestly see how 1 could call it an aircraft. Besides, I

had b0th the plane and the helicopter for comparison. (These
had passed by during the ao-minute observation period.) Oh,
my wife said maybe it was a satellite.l said how could a satellite
possibly go through the motions that this did. '

Eight airport tower operators Iigure in the set of Nocolrnal
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Lights cases recorded in this chapter. A comment such as the
following - backed up by fotlr other wimesses - deserves atten-
tion:
'I've been working in this tower for z7 years, and I've never

seen anything like this before. . . . It was the violent maneuver
. . . and the apparent cooperation between the two bright
objects that made the sighting significant? (See Appendix 1,
NLu.)
Of another UFO sighting reported by an airport tower oper-

ator, the witness said: <1've been an air traEc ccntrol supervisor
for the last fotlr years. I am familiar with bllrn-ins and satellite
crossings. I have tried to figure out what 1 saw and explain it to
myself.' (See Appendix 1, NL-3.)
H the observer cotlld not explain it, neither could the air

force. An oëcial commtmique commented: <In vicw of the ex-
perience and reliability of the observers (air control operatorsl,
it is concluded that a phenomenon of some sort was observed,
but the logical cause carmot be determined.'
For a change of pace (and occupation) in the matter of im-

mediate reactions to the experiencing of a UFO event here is
the comment of a yolmg but mature andques dealer: <. . . as I
kept saying, ffWhat can it be?'' he Iher husband) just kept re-
peatinp Roh my Godl'' ' (See Appendix 1, NL-4.)
On a lighter note, we have the following report:

One night back in :961: 1 was engaged in the noble American
tradition of rparking' with a girl . . . W hat caught my atten-
tion, and at that time it took an awful 1ot to distract me, was
the way the thing Ea bright Nocmrnal Light) moved. . . . The
object was noiseless and, not to sound conm  glowed. lt was
much brighter than any star in the slqy. . . . So as it moved
slowly northward, I fgured it to be a weaier balloon
reqecting the sun's light. However, balloons don't stand still,
change direction, and have reverse gears, so to speak. . . . W ell,
I fmally pointed it out to the glrl to assure myself tlzat it wasn't
an illusion. She saw it with no trouble and got quite scared. W e
watched together as the thing went tlzrough its antics. . . .
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Finally, after some fve minutes of fooling around, lt took off
for greener pastures. From far to the south it moved out of
sight to tlle north in about 5ve seconds. I Aimed it, 1 lmow it. I
don't expect you to believe it, but it happened. (See Appendix
1, NL-5.!

One could quite literally fl1 a book with such spontaneous
reactions of matme observers at the time of their experiences,
but it would serve little purpose save thnt of ampliâcation.
Thus we will look at only one more reaction to a UFO ill this
category:

Allow me frst to give you a bit of information on myself so
that you can see that I am a reasonably qualïed observer. I am
44 ye' ars old, have been a member of the Canadian Air Force
for over z5 years, frst as a member of air crew dtuing the
Second W orld W ar. For the last ap years 1 have been employed
in the telecommtmications seld. 1 have spent over half of that
time on :ying bases and have seen most of the aircraft of b0th
military and civilian types . . . I should add that I have nev'er
been a believer in UFOs before, but tlzis one is so tmexplainable
by olzr present standards that it has me wondering . . . none of
the fying exm rts from the base have an explanation for it
eiier. (See Appendiv z N1.6.)

THE REPORTS

Turning to what these mamre persons reported, 1et us start
with a report transmitted to me by Dr. David Layzer (but not
originated by hl-m), of the Harvard College Observatory. ln llis
covering letter Dr. Layzer stated: 'Here is an absolutely re-
liable eye-wimess accotmt (eight observers) of mysterious
moving lights seen . : . by a neighbor of mine (a member of the
faclzlty of the Harvard Medical School) and several members
of llis family.' (See Appendix 1, NL-7.)
ln lzis leuer the doctor stated:

The obiect caught my attention because . . . the light looked
wrong for an airplane. W e often see, from our house, planes
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with their landing lights on an approach to Logan Airport;
usually, however, when I see landing lights I can also see red
and green wing lights. ln this case it was not possible to see any
lights. There was no sound whatever as the object seemed to
get closer. . . . lt was an exceptionally clear, cold, and still
night. . . . When the object appeared to be at its nearest point, I
would guess one-half to one minute after it frst appeared, a
second light appeared on essentially the same course as the
frst, and my cutiosity was further heightened when a third
light appeared about a half minute after the second. I immedi-
ately went indoor; for my feld glasses.
Upon remrning, 1 saw that all three lights were still visible;

the Erst two had stopped about z5 to 25 degrees above the
horizon azld were near to each other and motionless. The third
light was still moving. W ith feld glasses no red, green, or other
normal rnnning lights could be seen. At this point the lights
came, I would guess, about one-half minute apart, a series of
them, to a total of six or seven. 1 nm neither a trained obsewer,
nor at the beglnnlng was I particularly trying to keep careful
account of what was happenlng. Several of the early lights
became completely motionless, while others were moving over
the horizon; M ally two, or perhaps three: of them from the
motionless position appeared to drop smaller lights, which
twlnlrled or Eashed as they dropped vertically, and as this
happened, the motionless lights appeared to dim and ex-
tinguish.

This reporter disclaims being a trained observer. W culd that
the average UFO report were as coherent and detailed as this
one from an Tuntained' observer! He conthmes:

, . . one of the most striking tllings about the lights was their
color. It was orange light and therefore llnlike any I have ever
seen on an airplane. Not a vivid or harsh orange but simply too
orange to be a normal landing light. . . .. During the time when
the lights were visible, several planes passed within audible
range, but their sound faded and the lights continued with no
sound that we could detect. . . . Their speed would certainly be
impossible to judge as we could not 1e11 how far away they
were, or even guess at it. As far as angular speed they moved
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Ibetween! thesnmerates as satellites Iandl ajetwith its landing
lights on during an approach to the airport, we' very com-
monly see.
. . . The lights were as bright as Venus as seen at its brightest;
that is, very striking lights, but they certainly cast no light on
the ground. Subsequent conversations with friends always
seemed to result in two questions. . . . First, the lights that
moved up from the south toward 'the northeast were com-
pletely steady. They did not twinkle, they did not iicker, they
were as steady as the light of Venus or an aircraft landing
light. 1 could see no sham  or form or anytbing else attached to
these lights. The lights that appeared to be dropped or de-
tached from the object did twinlrle as they fell.
. . . 'in relistening to this account, it seems to me that tlze order
of events is not clearly stated. . . . I had been across the street at
a neighbor's house andwaswalking back to ours when 1 saw the
frst light. M y wife was still at their hotzse. About three or folzr
of the lights had appeared, and I had already gotten my feld
glasses from the house when rily sister, her children, and my
parents arrived back from church. Even though three of the
objects were in 1he sky, 1 was still feeling extremely skeptical
that this was anything out of the ordinary, although I was
extremely curious. In calling these lights to the attentîon of the
party that had just arrived, 1 felt more than a little foolish, and
a11 treated it as something of a joke Ia common reaction) . We
a:il passed the feld glasses arotmd arld agreed that we could see
nothing particularly diserent with or without the feld glasses.
. . . 1 went into the house to call Dr. David Layzer, who is a
neighbor. Receiving no answer, 1 cnme outside . . . I'rhey) were
still watching the lights, and the .count had become cozlfused.
W e think that a total of six or seven appeared. . . . The entire
episode took perhaps twent.y minutes before the last light dis-
appeared from sight. The lights that dropped the little lights
were, as far as 1 could tell, stationary. They were defmitely not
moving perpendicular to our line of sight. It was easy to keep
them centered with the glasses propped against a tree,
and their ilblmination was so steady that I am quite certain
they were not vanishing into the distance along our line of
sight.
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1 corresponded with the observer a year later. ln answer to
my questions, he wrote:

1 would say, yes, the t'vent still seems as strange now as it did
then. . . . My own (admittedly tmsatisfactory) explanation was
that the lights were connected with some t'ype of ordnance
work that the public was not supposed to know about. I
confess to being open, but essentially skeptical, about extra-
terrestrial obkcts and visitors. . . . l have enclosed a carbon of a
letter from Donald Menzel IHarvard astronomerl , to whom
David ILayzerl also sent a copy of my account. 1 confess I
didn't answer his note because, aside from the fact that he
seemed to treat the whole matter facetiously, he obviously had
not read the report with any care. . . . 1 would say that his Enal
explanation (bright stars in the main, with an airplane landing
light or two, possibly plus a satellite! is out of the question in
that, by trying to apply a combination of these objects that he
suggests, for six or seven objects that behaved essentially ident-
ically, he simply tues the imaghation too muchm

The reaction of Blue Book was similar - and negative. W hen
I proposed that an inquiry be made through military intelli-
gence charmels as to whether there were indeed any classised
exercises being conducted on that cold winter night, my sugges-
tion was met with a complete lack of enthusiasm . Since a con-
s'ulmnt has no authority, the matter rested there.
The above sighting is cenainly one of the fless strange'

variety; possibly it has a Tnormal' explanation. I have given it
in some detail here Ergt, because it so excellently illustrates the
attimdes of some sdentists and of Blue Book and second, be-
cause it also gives the lie to the contention that only stattls
inconsistent people report UFOs.
Now, if no sightings involved any greater evhibition of

speed, maneuvering, or other indications of an esoteric means
of propulsion, we might very well not have a problem. Yet
there are cases with great Strangezless Ratings, and, therefore,
the sighting quoted above is retained as a UFO because it
meets the deflzition of UFO: the airborne lights and their
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trajectories remained uzzidentved ,by persons deemed capable
of ideâtifying them if theywere indeed identisable as a normal
occurrence.
Among the dozen or so cases lmder discussion in tlle present

catcgory, we have the following example. This was recolmted
by one of the two observers hwolved, an M IT graduate engin-
eering smdent:

At this time Ursa Major (the Big Dipper! was almost at the
zenith. I suddenly noticed that two of the stars were moving

. in a circle about a common center while maintaining posi-
tion at opposite ends of a diameter, much like two paint dots at
opposite ends of a splnning phonograph record. They were
rotatlng about 3o rpm countercloclqwise at a very constant vel-
ocity. . . . The rotating stars were separated by a distance ap-
proximately equal to . . . about one and a half moon diameters.
The objects were fainter than Arcturus, a little fainter than
Alphq, Beta, Gamma ixz Ursa Major. . . . abruptly stopped
their motion, and this left them in a roughly north-south
orientation. . . . They remained dead motiolzless, they started
moving away from cach other, the one moving south suddenly
halted. . . . The Tstar' that had begun moving northward con-
tinued to do so. At this time its veloci? was constant and
slower than most miteors but faster than ordinary aircraft.
(See Appendï z, N1.-8.)

The case was reported to the National Center for Atnos-
pheric Research at the University of Colorado (not to the
Condon Committee) on the advice of two M1T professors, one
of whom was the reporter's graduate adviser. It was also re-
ported to the I-larvard College Observatory. In neither case was
there any follow-up.
The sighting occurred in May, z97o, quite some time after

the Condon Committee had concluded that there was no point
to further sm dy of UFOs. One can as easily use tbe following
parapllrased excerpts from the taped interview with two
policemen who reported a Nocm rnal Light case at the time
'zhe Condon Committee was just beginning its work.
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(Sce Appendix 1, NL-9.) The case was not smdied by the
committee.
The policemen cbserved a large, bright, round white object

5o degrees above the horim n and apparently located between
two neighboring towns (as attested by radio reports from these
and other locations, which m ade a rlmgh triangulation pos-
sible). The object htmg motionless for about Ij minutes, black-
ing out when the oëcers shined their spotlights up toward it.
They said it was the size of a silver dollar held at arm's
length.*
Shortly afterward a smaller objec't - a light - streaked in

toward it from the northwest, moved close to the bright object,
and stopped. Then another light streaked in from the southeast
and also stopped close by the large light. Then the large light
executed a fsquare' traiectory, sending occasional blue shafts of
light toward the grolmd. After scme 3o mirmtes of such man-
euvering the small lights shot off at high speed in the direction
from wlzich they had come, taking about 5 seconds to disap-
pear. No sound was heard.
Unfortunately the interrogator did n0t obtain as full an ac-

cotmt as he might have, and I did not discuss the case with hlm
lmtil much after the event. But here, as in other instances, we
come directly to the question that any serious investigator must
ask himself over and over again: how does such a report orig-
inate? Either the police oëcers had for more than an hotlr been
bereft of their reason and were reporting sheer fantasy, and the
police-radio operators in the adjoining towns had sucmlmbed to
hysteria and were unable to separate facts from fancy as they
talked with their colleagues, or these police oëcers did indeed
obsel've something extraordinary.
The policemen were not as artictllate or leamed as the

doctor who reported the strange lights seen outside Boston or
* This is undoubtedly an exaggeration - a very common one in

UFO reports. People do not realize how large an angle a silver dollar
would subtend on the sky when held at ann's length. Virmally no one
realizes, for instance, that an aspirin tablet held at arm's lengt.h will
cover the moon.
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the M IT graduate sm dent and his wife who reported the whirl-
ing starlike lights, but the taped interview indicated that they
were celainly equally puzzled.
If it should be concluded that the Iirst hypothesis is the more

probable - that the observers were tempnrarily bereft of their
reason - then in view of the many strange reports from police
oKcers throughout the nation (and in other countries), perhaps
we shotzld call for a thorough revision of otlr m ethod for select-
ing police oKcials. One would indeed be in a sorry plight if
such misguided and nonobjective oëcers were to testify agains't
one in court. How could their testimony be tmsted?
Cottld it be that pilots are similarly afected by loss of judg-

ment? In the Noctllrnal Light category of UF0s, aq an exnmple
of one of many cases in the Iiles, we have, from a Blue Book
funidentifed' reporq the following statement (See Appendix
1, NL-zo):

A reddish white, blurredy large, luminous glare appeared
ahead and 5oo feet below aircraft on a collision course. lt
maintained its altim de but made a right t'um  when the aircraft
commander took evasive action (the rem rt of an air force
major, lieutenant, and two crew members) . Investigation to
date ofers no indication of possible causes.z

In an oKcial report from an Atlanta-based Eastern Airlines
captain, dated Februal'y a8, z968, and made available by an
Eastern Airc es fight director, we fmd this interesting pass-
age:

1 picked up the mike and askedy rW ho's tlzis at our 11:30
position?' The center replied that the airplane he waq talking to
was 15 miles away. I said, fW e1l, tMs guy isn't z5 miles
away-'
W ith this 1 prepared to take evasive action. The center ad-

vised that they still had no target showing, and I said, <Aw,
come on! He's going right by us at our nine o'clock posi-
tion.'
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It shotlld be remembered rhnt while these are merely two
exnmples from a ve.ry great m any pilot reports, pilots are wary
of making such repons xlnless they are under military instnzc-
tions to do so.3
Turning now to airport tower operators, whose judm ent we

citizens trust many times a day for their ability to recognize a
plane coming in for a landing and to distinguish between a
landing light, Venus, or some 'unknown craft', three of the
eight tower operators included in tlle roster of reporters of
selected cases of Nocmrnal Lights concurred in the statement
of one of them (there were just three in the tower at the thnel:

The two objects Ein a deep blue twilight sky, moon present
but stars not yet visible) were just bright points of white light
and could have been taken for satellites except for the sudden
mnneuvers, change of direction, and speed of disappearance.
w . . One was headed north at 45 degrees above the horizon, the
other south at about 3o degrees. The southbotmd light execu-
ted a sudden z8o-degree t'urn, rose, joined the other object,
hovered in what appeared to be a formation, and then :ew ofï
to the northeast. lsee Appendix z, NL,-c.l
The speaker, a tower operator of 17 years' experience, was

mlmciently impressed to call me long distance to report it. He
had fotlr wimesses, two of whom told me in a personalinterview
dtlring my stay in North Dakota, the scene of the sighting, that
they had ccntacted Great Falls radar and thatthe presence of an
erratic target had been telephonically conlirmed. This state-
ment was oëcially denied the next day, thus adding to the host
of reported air force and Federal Aviation Administration
denials made a day or so after a reported radar confrmation.
Another good example in the Nocturnal Lights category is

the TM IT case' because of the llnl'mpeachable qualifcations of
the principal obscrver, a man thorougllly acquainted with
scientilk procedures. The following direa quotations from m y
Oped interview with him refer to the description of the object
sighted rather than to his reactions. (See Appendix .I, NL-z .)
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lt was much brighter than Venus. It appeared as an intense
white - maybe with a slight yellowish tint - sourqe, probably
ot a pinpoint source.n
1 would describe it just as a very small source in a very hot

furnace, as a central source, white hot type of Eame, and then
with this peripheral color dancing around on the outside of it,
the red and green - the red bordered on the pink. The other
thing we observed as we looked at the obkct Grough some
small trees (denuded) . It was quite evident that there was a
wandering motion of the object with respect to the background
of the trees. . . .
Q: How long did it stay in the hovering, wandering posi-

tion?
A: Somewhere between five and ten minutes.
Q: When we talked about it before, you said something

about it being an eerie kind of thing you had not experienced
before. In fact, I thinlq you said it was a sort of 'radioactive'
lrlnd of thing. Can you go into that a little more?
A: 1 don't know why I said that except that the source was

extremely intense, and it was of a color you would not expect
to see generated by artiscial means such as a lamp - or any
known type of lamp.
Q: How would it have compared with a short circuit of

elecaicalwires such as occurs in an ice storm?
A: There would be some similarity there except for the Cuc-

tuations of color. The eentral light was much more steady than
you would experience in a thing like that.
Q: Do you suppose it could have been an experimental craft

of some sort trying out strobe lights? Did it bear any re-
semblance to a strobe light?
A: Noyit did not. '
Q: Now lef s go back. W as there any identifying sound?
A: None. None whatever.
Q: What about its later motion?
A: After observing the object for some ;ve or ten minutes in

its apparent hovering position and its wandering, it started to
increase its altimde and travel toward the east; I would esti-
mate its altim de went up to about 3o devees, and it arrived at
an azimuth of approximately z6o degrees Isoutheast) , at which
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time it appeared to stop and hover again. Tllis motion, a1-
though it did not seem to be in proximity to it, seemed to be
coincidental with the passing of an airliner.
Q: I thlnk this sort of reviews our previous discussion. I

can't think of any salient facts we left out. Let's try to get the
angula'r rate. W e haven't gotzn that down. W hen it was
moving its lastest - apparem  motion - how would you . . .?
A: It was going somewhat, 1 would say, in excess of a degree

per second. Sometlling of that order of magnimde.

A former chief scientist of the Pentagon, my personal friend
and friend and colleague of the M IT reporter, had asked me to
look into this case in the hrst place, calling me from across the
colmtry at the time. Despite this instigation from a highly
placed professional man, I was tmable to get Blue Book to
hwestigate further.
I include yet another Nocnlrnal Light case because of the

cirfn:mslonces surrotmding its reception. After this book was
virmally completed, 1 had addressed a letter to the editor of
Physics Ftlltzy/ soliciting UFO reports from scientiscally and
technically trained persons. The following Nocturnal Light
case was one of the srst responses I received. It is noteworthy
in another respect; the report is z I years old; the reporter,
who today is a professional astronomer, did not wish to report it
earlier because he was unwilling to expose himself to ridi-
cule.*
This Nocturnal Light sighting topk place in Canada. (See

Appendix x, NL-I I.) The reporter and his brother had been
alerted by a relative, a newspaperman, who, in t'urn, had been
called by the provincial police, who had been attempting to
follow the light with their cars but had not succeeded in catch-
ing up to it as it moved from place to place. The call had come
about z:oo A.M., after the chase had been on for nearly an hour.
* Anotlzer respondenty also a professional astronomer, wrote: <. . .

being a scientist, I had never reported. . . .' This person had preferred
to regard his sighting as being of an unusual physical phenomenon
raGer than to admit the possibilitw perhaps even to himsclt that it
was Ta genuinely new empirical observation'.
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1 quote directly from the report, but names and places are not
given, (as I promised in my Physics Today snliciyation). (See
Appendix 1, NL-I I.)

W e followed country roads until we came within zoo yards
of the object.* It was hovering around a large tree, which
stood alone in the center of a cultivated feld. The tree was
about xoo yards distant and about zao feet high. The object,
which subtended an angle of about z/4 degrees (giving it a
physical diameter of less than 3 feet), appeared circular in
shape and was thus probably a spheroid. 'ït was lzighly 1u-
minous against the dark sky background and changed color
through the whole visible spectral range witlz a period of - .'z
seçonds (rather an irregular period). Because it was rather
bright, I may have slightly overestimated the angular size, and
1/4 degrees should perhaps be considered an upper limit. A
lower limit would certainly be z/8 degrees.
The object appeared to be exnmining the tree rather closely.

It circled the upper branches, ranging from 5o to zoo feet ofl
the ground, passing in front // the tree, then clearly visible
through the branches on passing behind the tree agahz. lt con-
tinued this apparent fobservation' of the tree for several
minutes wlzile we watched. Then, anxious for a picm re, we
climbed the perimeter fence and started slowly toward the tree
facing due west. W e had not gone more than Io feet before it
fnoticed' us and, noiselessly accelerating at a very high rate,
headed almost directly south, disappearing over the horizon
(on a slightly rising trajectory in about a-1/2 seconds. (1 con-
sider my length and time estimates to be qttite reliable as 1 was
actively engaged in track and held at the time and thus quite
competent at this type of estimàtion. Even under such exœp-
tional circumstances, these fgures are most probably within
:(: .zo per cent.)
Severalobservations about the obkct:
r. It was certainly too small to contain hllman life;
2. It had no apparent physical surface feamres apart from

* Because of the distance between the reporter and the object this
case falls within the upper limits of a Close Encounter and might be
considered as such.
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the circular shape it presented - possibly because the fsurface'
was highly luminous;
3. lt moved delibcately and puyposelully in its 'hlspection'

of the tree, pausing slightly at apparent rpoints of interest' and
giving the distinct impression of Tintelligent' behavior;
4. Its motion was completely silent, even the fnal rapid

acceleration;
5. It was deM itely not any natural physical phenomenon I

have ever encotmtered or read about (rm sure you are fnmlliar
with what 1 refer to - rmarsh gas' and the like);
6. It was desnitely not a distant astronomical object. It was

clearly visible alternately thyough the branches of the tree and
obscuring the branches of the tree, sxing its distance quite
exactly;
7. It was desnitely seen by competent wimesses (including

severalpolice oflicers) besides myself ;
8. On acceleration from the tree it almost certainly should

have exceeded the speed of sound. There was no acoustical
dismrbance whatever. (M y tmcle attempted to take a picmre of
it as it accelerated, but the result was not good enough to
publish due to our excessive distance from the object and its
rapid motion, wlzich combined to produce a ver,y faint blurred
knage)
'rhe salient mints to consider are these: the obkct appeared

to be governed by some intelligence, and it did not behave as
would a physical phenomenon as we understand it.

The small estimated linear size of the last N octurnal Light is
unusual.* The general impression given by rcporters of these
c-ases is that the light is considerably larger than three feet.
Since, however, these are nocmrnal sightings and only rarely is
it possible to iudge distances with any conûdence, linear sizes
remain unknown.
It would be diKcult to estimate how many gocd cases of

Nocturnal Lights a diligent investigator might be able to

* A Nocmmal Light case in Fargo, North Dakota (February 2G
1967$ which I personally hwestigated and was totally unable to ex-
plahb involved a light of estimated size of a few feet. (See Appendix
z, NL-I2.)
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collect. Thousands upon thousands of raw, unsltered initial
reports of Nocturnal Lights very probably ezst; how many of
them would survive the hltezing process and be admitted into
the arena of truly puzzling cases remains a matter of conjecture
until serious hwestigation is tmdertaken. However, the proto-
type of the Nocmrnal Light is clear.
The typical Nocplrnal Light is a bright light, genemlly not a

point source, of indeterminate lhear size and of varying color
but most usually yellowish orange, although no ccbr of the
specmlm has been consistently absent, which follows a path not
ascribable to a balloon, aircraft, or other natural object and
which often gines the appearance of intelligent action. The
light.gives no direct evidence of being attached to a solid body
but presllmably may be.
As far as trajectories and kinematic behavior are concerned,

despite exceptions that defy normal physical explanationw even
when generous allowance is made for exaggeration and error of
judpnent, the reported motions of tlle Nocmrnal Lights do not
seem generally to violate physical laws.
The 13 cases used in this chapter are represenutive of many

hlmdreds of others, by no means agreeing in details but gen-
erallyfaithful to the prototypegleaned from theseselected cases.
Even were we limited to this handflzl of cases, it would be most
diKcult to say that each of the.m must have been the result of
some lmusual but namral event, for in not one instance has that
funusual but natural event' been tracked down and established.
Some will ascribe this failtlre to the fact that in none of these
cases was a truly in-depth investigation undertaken. (Wotlld
that in even a few cases Blue Book had adopted the inves-
tigative attimde and procedures of the FBI!) We are left in
doubt; we click our tongues and say, fstrange - but there must
be some natural explanation.'
If so, what is it?
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NOTES

1. Observers of Sdeced Nocnlenal Llghts Evem s

Occupadon NJ/ZA :

Air Control opemdons 8
Teenagers 4
children 4
Housewives 3
Police oKcers 2
Andques dealers 2
Air force crew z
Service statioa attendnnts
Butcher
Laborer
M 1T graduate smdent
Royal Cnnndian Alr Force
telecommunicadons operator z

Associate Director M IT Physical Lab I
Air force major :
Alr force zst lieutennnt z
M edical doctor I
U.S. Naval setnlrl'ty member I
Civilian pilot I
Shop man I
Unknown 3

Total 41

2. This statement was made by an air force intelligence oEcer
who invesdgated tlze case.

3. These instrucdons are fully covered in Joint Al=y-Nau-A1r
Fbrce Proceedlngs (JANAP-z46E).

4. The following is the 1111 text of the letter I wrote to Physlcs
Today :
EM ore than a year has passed since the air force formally

closed its Project Blue Book, which acted as a national center
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for the receipt of reports of cerrnln types of strange phenom-
ena more commonly known as UFOs.
tAs consulont to that project for many years I am aware

that neither the closing of Blue Book nor the Condon repoz't
has laid the UFO problem to rest, and a nllmber of my
sdentifk colleagues and I have become concerned lest data of
potential scientifc value be lost for want of a repo-ing center.
As evidence that the subjec is still very much alive under the
covers, I can cite not only my own personal mail, wlzich con-
tinues to contah UFO reports from reputable persons, but
also news-clipping services. The latter show an almost com-
plete absence of UFO reports from urban dailies but a con-
thmed spate of UFO reports from small-town newspapers,
where the editor is either less sophisticated or less prone to be
ie uenced by oEcialdom, or where he may have lmowledge
of the source of tlle UFO reports.
qt has been my estimate over the past 2o years thnt for

every UFO report made there were at least zo tlmt went un-
reported. Evidence for this comes from tlze Gallup Poll, tlze
many UFO reports I subsequendy learned of tlmt were not
reported to the air force, and from my own queries. Therq has
always been a great reluctance to repoz.t in tlze face of nlmost
certah ridicttle. lt wottld seem that the more trained and
sophisticated tlze observer, the less prone he is to report Axnless
he cottld be assured of anonymity as well as respec't for lzis
report.
V ccordlngly, in order thnt material of potential scientifc

value not be lost, and in order tltnt persons, paM cularly those
with scientlc tralnlng and experience, can submit a UFO
report without fear of ridictlle and publicits my colleagues
and 1, all associated with ttnlversities, hereby ofer to act as a
receipt center for UFO reports tlmt otherwise would nlmost
certainly be lost to science. I will be personally responsible
tbnt tlze data so submitted will be treated seriously and thnt no
cmbanussment to the sender will result. Names, for instance,
will be lmmediately disassociated from the report and not
used without specifc written permission of the originator.
f1t may be of interest to note, in passing, tlmt over the years

I have been tlze redpient of UFO reports from many lziglzly
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trained technlcal people and scientists. It is a gross but popu-
1% misconception that UFO reports spring from T'Hlng-a-
lings''. A smdy of the record shows that such persons are
almost entirely absent. The address to which UFO reports
may be sent is : J. M en Hynek, Chalrmam Department of
Astronomy, Noe western Universits Evu stom lllinois
60201.'
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CHAPTER S1X

UFOS SEEN IN TIIE DAYTIM E-
DAYLIGHT DISCS

21 large alrplane body rtlifâ no rte g.r Ls f&  nearnst I can
explain; or perhaps like f;d outer edge or circum-
'/ererlce oj a disc rolling towards me, the :JJ: 51. or so
/::f or more.

... description ol sighting 0/ February 4, zp/'fa
Ln Houston, rextu, from 51$14 Book #leJ.

IN this observational category - reports of UFOs seen in the
daytime - we deal primarily with discoidal or oval shapes.
n ere are fewer reports of daytime than of nighttime sightings;
even when we limit ourselves strictly to well-hwestigated
baEing cases - true UFOs - we still come up with more night-
time than daytime cases.
Perhaps the UFO phenomenon is intrinsically noctllrnal. If

it is, there are still many htmdreds of Tgood' daytime sightings
on record. In my own fles Eltered daytime eneies eligible f0r
the select group do nnt rnn far behind the hightly selected
nighttime reports, but this may be because 1 place very high
dempnds on nighttime sightings for inclusion ilz the fle.

'rH.E REPORTERS

Since in approaching the daytime category we must once again
start with the observers and their qualifceations, 1 have, as
before, chosen a dozen or so representative cases, cach of which
lzad at least two reporters.
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The total nllmber of wim esses in these daytime cases is 6o;
the average per case is 4.8, and the median, 4. M any tspec-
tactllar' single-witness cases m ight have been included, but I
have felt it wise throughout to omit single reporter cases even
when the credibility rating of the person in question is high.i
Once again the words of some of the reponers involved in

the z3 cases throw an interesting lkht on the whole pheno-
menon. The quotations are all taken from the Daylight Disc
cases listed in Appendix '1 . It is the reaction and not the sub-
stance of the case in which we a're interested here. These are on-
the-spot reactions to the sighting of a Daylight Disc.

. . . my friend, who was driving the vehicle, said, <Do you see
what 1 see?' . . . This odd-looking object looked like a shmted
dill pickle. W e agreed we didn't know what it was. . . . W hile
we stopped there, a half ton truck came along with two men in
it - they were taking a load of hogs into Calgary. The one man
asked us if we were having trouble. W e said no but showed
them the object and asked what they thought of it. One of the
men said, fOh that must be one of those Sying saucer things
. . .' However, 1 sat around and thought about it a11 day, and
that afternoon 1 decided to phone the control tower at Calgary
Airport to see if they knew anything about it. They said they
didn't. Isee Appendix z, DD-z.)
1 wish now that 1 had taken more pictures as it moved

groundward in a controlled approach, but 1 was anxious to see
it wit.h the naked eye rather than tllrough the viewsnder. ! See
Appendix x, DD-3.1
I have been an airlines pilot for nearly five years and have

reasonable vision, and naturally I am used to observing things
hz the sky. This was not a fleeting glimpse. W hile I was watch-
ing, explanations occurred to me and were discarded on the
spot. IFrom a report by a BOAC pilot of a daylight sighting on
July z3, I97z, Kenq England. See Appendix z, DD-4.J
During W orld W ar 11 1 was a pilot hz the U.S. Air Force. Tn

a11 that time I never once, day or night, observed anything
unusual in the skies. Now, at age 43, I have observed a pheno-
menon which is beyond my comprehension and which taxes
my sense of reasoning and credulity. (See Appendix z, DD-2.1
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The daytime reporters evince the same reaction of surprlse
and bewilderment shown by reporters of nighttime sightings.
One might well think that in the clear visibility of brilliant
daylight several observers simultaneously would not long
remain puzzled by a sky sightinp especially when the dtlradon
of the event is relatively long. But they d% and generally they
try, in vain, to fit some natural explanation to the experience.
As well trained as some of the wimesses concerned in these
sample O ses are, it is surprising to note how oflen they felt
inadequate to put into words a ccgent description of their ex-
perience.

THE oBpc'rs
We can start with those who are perhaps the leas't technically
trained of our present roster of reporters, two fnrmers who
fotmd themselves, at 7:2J A.M., near Three Ilills, Alberta,
Canada. (See Appendix z, DD-I.) The best d%cription of the
object they reported êhnt they could muster was that it flooked
like a snmted JII pickle'. The recipients of this lmique descrip-
tion, the drivers of the hog-carrying truck, described the object
thus:

The color was greenish blue. lt seemed to have a sort of
fuorescent glow to it, but it wasn't really a Suorescent color as
we would lm ow it. 1 would say it was more like 1he writing on
these signs along the highway that say, Tcalgary (so many)
miles', something lAe a scotch light wi+ a green backgrotmd.
Acmally no Edefnite! lights on it whatever.

Untutored as these men might be, they certainly would be
capable of a more articulate description of lights with which
they were familiar, such as lights on cars or on barns. As it is,
they tried hard to describe the color of the glow of this 'snmted
dill pickle' that traveled along with them, following the rise and
dips of the hilly land.
Their puzzlement is not lmlque. Repem edly I have had wit-

nesses tell me, <1 just can't describe the color. I've never seen
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anything quite like it before. 1 ncver saw jus't that shade of red
Ior blue or greenl before.' Frequently the object is described as
having a general iuorescent glow with no specisc lights, as in
another two-observer case, in which one wim ess stated, f'I'he
outline was delinite, but there were no port lights on it to make
you think it was a kind of airship or anything like l'hnt. N o
exhaust or jet Enmes, acmally no lkhts whatever (except for
the general glow) .'
Descriptions that lack precision of terminology are by no

means confined to untmined observers. The same groping for
words to convey to the listener a faithful picture of what the
observers are sure they saw occttrs also in cases hwolving well-
trained observers. Thus the best the two airport tower operators
on duty and a third airman on duty at the alert pad at the end of
the nlnway cottld do was ftwo oblong-shaped devices having
the appearance cf a table platter'. Yet that morning the weather
was clear and cocl, and the visibility was excellent.* (See Ap-
pendix z, DD-3.)
lnterrogation of mnny reporters has convinced me that the

vagueness of their descriptions (which might appear as a delib-
erate attempt to Tconhlse the issue' and thus to prevent ex-
pontre of a misperceptiony of which the reporter secretly thinks
he might be gtlilty but to which he is committed) is actually the
result of the high Strangeness Rating of the sighting. The re-
porter simply has a vocabulary inadequate for the situation. 1
have fotmd tlut the wimess seems to be doing the best he can.
Farm workers can give accurate descriptions of something with
which they are familiar - a tractor, for example, or other farm
machinery. A similar ambiguity of expression plagues reporters
with considemble technical training: police oKcers (who are
* The message sent to Dayton from the local air base stated: fIn

view of the fact that three reliable yersonnel reported the sighting . . .
it is concluded that a genuine sightmg of a phenomenon of some soz't
did occur but that sumcient information is not available to determine
the cause-' To the best of my knowledge, no attempt to obtain more
information was m ade after this message was received by Blue
Book.
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supposed to be able to give accurate descriptions of accidents
and crimes), airport tower operators, scientists, . engineers.
Perhaps the ingenuous description of the conveyors of the load
of hogs is the most practical and pragmatic after al1: dOh, that
must be one of those :ying saucer thingsl'
It has been my experience also that reporters are usually

almost as hard-pressed to describe the sounds made by the
sighted object. Almost always they say, T'rhat wasn't euctly it,
but that's about as close to it as 1 can come.' Daylight disc
sightings are, almost without exception, noiseless, and this is
reported to be the case from all over the world. Thus in the
Calgary case (as in cotmtless othersl: f'rhere was not a bit of
solmds but we cotlld hear the solmd of the airplane uking off
from the airport at Calgary (much farther away) .' (See Appen-
dix z, DD-I .)
Tllrning now to the trajectories and ldnematks of the Day-

lkht Discs, it is reported that the UFOs' actions genemlly
appear controlled except that frequently a wobbling or tnlm-
bling, or Tfalling leaq modon is described. The discs appear to
have a lmiversal ability to take of smoothly, (Ihe.n with fan-
tastic accelerations and usually without producing a snnic
boom.
Newton's Second Law of M otion rules out extremely mpid

accelerations for bodies of appreciable mass. It is not my aim,
however - here or at any point in this monograph - to pass
physical iudgment; that requires more data than presently exist
in recorded form. 1 am merely playing the role of the assessor
of experiences reported by people fgood and true', and reports
of high strangeness from reporters of high credibility rating do
exist. That much is inccntrovertible.
Part of the high Strangeness Rating arises from the reported

trajectories. Here is an example from a taped interrogation.
(See Appendix z, DD-x.)

Q: There is some hilly cotmtry in there. Did the thing foat
right along evenly over the hills, or did it follow it?
A: That was one thlng we noticed. As high up as it was (Joo
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or 6oo feetl,it didn't have to do the things it was doing-W hen-
ever there seemed to be a slight rise in the land it made a slight
rise. W hen there was a dip in the land, it seemed to dip. This
was another thing 1 couldn't fgure out.

The question was asked deliberately because of my previous
experience in such interrogations. The disc fhugs' the contour
of the grotmd over wllich it glides, often stopping over small
bodies of water.
The paradigm of this class is conlibuted to by other sight-

ings in our selected multiple-wimess cases:

Very briesy, what I saw was a small silvery wlzite disc of
unknown diameter, unknown altimde, but desnite physical
existence; it frst appeared stationary, under visual obser-
vation, for about ten minutes. Then it moved acros; the sky,
visually passing tmder the clouds and fnally disappearing into
the white clouds. No sound could lx detected.
'I'he white dot stood still too long and moved too silently to

have been an aircraf't; it appeared to travel in a direction dis-
tinctly inconsistent with the direction of the clouds so as to
preclude . . . that it was a balloon. (See Appendix 1, DD-4.1

The descriptions of daylight sightings are rem arkably simi-
lar: oval or discoid white or silvery objects, apparen-ily solid.
Sometimes a disc is reported to have a dark band along its
cirolmference. <It was like a silvery hambmger sandwich,' said
a professional sculptor whose report is not included for con-
sideration in this chapter because it was reported by only one
person. This disc, or fsilvery hamburger sandwich'y reportedly
executed a large square in the sky and then streaked away flike
a frightened rabbit'. ln another single-wimess case, the re-
porter, a m echanic, used the term fsandwich', with the central
rim of the craft described as the edge of meat protruding
beyond the slices of bread.
Photographs of reported daylight discs are readily available,

and while the cirolmstances tmder which they were taken have
not been sllmciently investigated and many are patent fakes, it
is diKcult to dismiss others. Some photographs that I have
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examined may be authentic daylight disc photographs, for 1
have not been able to 5nd any evidence of trickery in these
cases. Since som e celcbrated hoaxes have been accompanied by
photographs - it would seem hoaxers subscribe to the idea that
a picture is worth a thousand words - I am extremely wary of
any photograph submitted to me. In my opinion, a purported
photograph of a UFO (particularly a Daylight Disc) should not
be taken seriously tmless the following conditions are satissed:
(I) there were reputable wimesses to the taking of the picture
who sighted the object visually at the time; (a) the original
negativets) is available for smdy because no adequate analysis
can be made from prints alone; (3) the camera is available for
smdy; and (4) the owner of the photograph is willing to testify
tmder oath that the photograph is, to the best of his lmowledge,
genuine, that is, that the photogmph is what it purports to be -
that of a UFO. The last condition need not apply if the photo-
graph in question is accompanied by several independently
taken photographs, preferably from signiscantly diferent 1o-
cations.
Clearly these conditions are skingent, but they mttst be -

usually a photograph is no m orereliable than thephotographers*
Even when all the conditions are met, all one can say posi-
tively is that wlzile the probability thnt the photograph is genu-
ine is very high, cenainty cammt be established. Still, if, for
example, 25 such instances ean each be accorded a very high
probability, the compotmd probability that photographic proof
of UFOs exists would be a11 but ldistinguishable from cer-
tainty.
I do not know of 25 such cases, but there are several that

meet nearly a11 the necessary conditions. One is the classic
Great Falls, Montanay case of August I5, x95o (see Appendx
z, DD-5), in which movies of two point-like lights, in a bright
* The same may be said of radar photoyraphs. Here it is a question

not of fakery but of interpretation (assummg the proper fuctioning of
equipment) by the operator. So again we are reduced to fallibility of
the hllman element. When al1 is said and done, the UFO remains a
'human' experience and must be evaluated as such.
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daylight sky, were taken, incorporating a mlmcient nllmber of
reference objects (for instance, a water tower) to enable a mean-
ingftll smdy of the series of frames to be made. The attempt to
ascribe the recorded parameters of the motion of the objects to
aircrafç balloons, etcu was entirely unsuccessful. Dr. Baker,
writing in tlle Jouvnal OJ the Astronautical Scienceh con-
cluded:

Because of the cov ict between every hym thesized natural
phenomenon and one or more details of the hard data in the
photographic evidence analyzed (in addition to the uncer-
tainty of the soft data) no clear cut conclusions . . . can be
m ade. . . .
A n'lmber of other llms have been viewed by the author,

wlzich purport to be UFOs, and they a11 seem to exhibit the
common quality of poor image deM ition. . . . M ost of them
have been taken with amateur eqttipment . . . like the M ontana
flm. Like the M ontana flm, some of these flms desnitely
cannot be explained on the basis of naturalphenomena (others
can be explained if one searches one's imaginationl.z

I have evnmined many purported phctographs. M ost of them
are of little scientifc value lthe object is too distant, no Irame
of reference, lmnge blurred, etc.) even if rgenlline' and many
lack the qualit'y of convicuon. Perhaps the best that I have
personally ilwestigated at some length, which essentially met
the criteria listed above, is shown in Fig. 4. It is not shown here
as photographic proof of the existence of Daylight Discs but as
the best Daylight Disc photograph I have personally inves-
tigated. Even so, not all the circllmstances stzrrotmdlng the
taking of the photograph are as clear as they might be.
ln this c'ase I was able to obtain the two original negatives

and, with tlle permission of the owner, to subject them to lab-
oratory tests in which the standard lacquer was removed, nega-
tive copies were madc, and a smdy was then made by
microscope and by Ilying spot scarmer of the grain structure of
the original negatives.3
In addition to the study of the negatives, the cnmera was
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examlned4 and tested, the three witnesses --. one of whom, the
photographer, was the owner of the camera - were Ytervieweda
and afdavits were cbtained from two of them.
The results of the tests leave no doubt that real images exist

on the color photographs and that the images satisfy the stated
time scquence and the light conditions lmder which the pictures
were reportedly taken (there are no telltale inconsistencies in
shadows, cloud movements, etc.). Of colzrse, thç real image
could be that of a large platter tossed high into the air and
photographed. (1 say large because a close object would not
exhibit the Tsoftening' efect the atmosphere produces when an
object, particularly a shiny one, is viewed from some dis-
tance)
To satisfy myself that the lccale of the sighting was indeed

Gn the bush' and n0t at all easily accessible f0r the staging of a
hoax 1 anunged tc iy over the speciâc area hl a small plane. It
was truly rough, hilly brush cotmtry - the footltills of the Can-
adian Rockics - but not impassable. To motmt a hoax at thnt
point would have required monllmental motivation, including,
I should thlnk, a very good prospect of V ancial gaim
My repeated conversations and correspondence with the

principal observer, Warren Smith of Calgaly have failed to
produce any substantiation for such motivation. Smith's
aëdavits, made under the seingent provisions of the Canada
Evidence Ad, fllrther support my feelings.
Although the purpose of these chapters is to ctmstruc't

prototypes of the major observational categories of UF0s
rather than to present detailed accotmts of individual sightings,
a sm opsis of the W arren Smith sighthg will be to the point.
Warren Smith and two of llis companions, who prospect as a

hobby, were remrning from a weekend prospecting lnission
when, at about 5:30 P.M. on a fairly clear July day, the yotmg-
est of the three, a teenaged boy, drew his companions' attention
to what at frst everyone thought was a plane in tw uble. No
noise was heard, so they thought that the engines had been cut
of. As soon as it was apparentthat the object had no wings and
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was gliding smoothly downward, the men abandoned the air-
plane hypothesis.
Even before this, however, W arren Smith, who remembered

that he had a loaded color camera in llis pack, called excitedly
for it and stparted photographing. He thought that the object
was an aircraft heading for a crash, and it crossed his mind thnt
the photograph could be sold to the newspapers on their return.
tTl1is was the only time ilz which the idea of monetary gain
entered their thinking, as far as I cotlld gather) One picture
was reportedly obuined as the objec.t came down toward the
eees in the foregrolmd, behind which the objcct soon disap,
peared. Then, the men reported, the object reappeared from
behind the trees and ascended toward the clouds. The observers
also reported that the objec.t dropped some material, but tltis
report was never fully substantiated.
The entire incident took some 25 seconds. The only tangible

evidence we have are the two color photographs - taken, tm-
fornmately, with a fxed focus cnmera - both of which con-
tained real images and gave no evidence whatever of having
been tampered with.
The remote possibility exists that quite independently of

Smith and his companions and without their knowledge, some-
one in the Tbush' had at that moment flatmched' a fplatter',
which Smith was Tforlamate' enough to have been on hand to
photograph. Yet we have llot11 the word of Smith that the disc
was fzrst seen to descend and then to ascend and disappear into
the clouds and the established sequence in the negatives, which
shows that the stipulated descending photograph was talten
Erst. One could argue, even then, that the invisible phtter-
tosser had tossed twice and that Smith photographed the de-
scent of the first one and the ascent of the second, some z5
seconds or so later, but we have the word of the reporters (who
in this c-ase must have been independent of the tossers) that this
was definitely not the case. In any event, close examination of
the cloud structtlre shows that the two photographs were talcen
in close succession; even a brief interlude wotlld have resulted
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in minor but detectable changes in the cloud edges. Nnne is
perceivable. '
The Smith photographs portray quite well the archetype of

the Daylight Disc, and most descriptions of reporters in the
other mtlltiple-wimess cases hcluded here support the Sm ith
photographs in this respect. Going as far back as 1952, we have
this description of a Daylight Disc from two personnel at the
Carco Air Service hangar adjoining the southeast ccrner of the
Kirtland Air Force Base in Albuquerque, New Mexico. (See
Appendix 1, DD-:.)
* There appeared lzigh in the sky directly over Kirtland Air
Force Base an object which srst appeared to be a weather
balloon, but after closer examination it was determined by the
observers to be of a design unfamiliar to them. It was then
noted that a similar object of the snme design was nearby. The
two objects moved slowly to the south . . . making no sound
which could be heard by the observers. The objects were of a
round, disc-like design and silver in color. 80th objects seemed
to pick up instant speed and climbed ahnost vertically. One
object continued on a south-southeast colzrse while the other
obkct veered to an almost due east course. The entire observ-
ance took place within 3o seconds. The winds were south-
westerly at zl miles per hour.

It would be easy to fexplain away' this incident by saying
that the observers mistook some very close windblown obiects,
or perhaps by something else. Or wotlld it? The winds were
from the dwrong' direction, the objects disappeared in dilerent
directions, climbing vetiically. It seems most tmlikely that a11
this could have been accomplished and the objects propelled
rapidly upward by a Ij-mile-per-hour south-southwesterly
wind.
As in so many other Blue Book casew no follow-up wasy to

my knowledge, undertaken. The credibility of the observers
(other than the fact that they were airport personnel) or their
m otivation in maldng the report or the marmer and attimde in
which they made it was never established.
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Earlier that year, on January z6, at Artesia, New Mexico, a
similar event contributed to the paradigm of this class. (See
Appendix z, DD-8.) The report in Blue Book Iiles goes as
follows:

On January z6, 1952, two members of a balloon projec.t
from the General M ills Aeronautical Research Laboratory and
four other civilians observed two unidentifed aerial objects in
the vicinity of the balloon they were obsezving. The balloon
was at an altimde of z zz,ooo feet and was zIo feet in diameter
at the time of the observation.
The objects were obsezved twice, once from Artesia, New

M exico, and once from the Artesia Airport. In the frst in-
stance, one rotmd object appeared to remain motionless in the
vicinity, but apparently higher tlmn the balloon. INothing is
said about what the other object did.) The balloon appeared to
be z-z/a inches in dinmeter and the object, z-ïlz inches in
dinmeter (thus the ratio of 3 to 5), and the color was a dtlll
white. This observation was made by two General M ills ob-
Servers.

Nothing is said about the assllmption that the two objects
observed from the balloon's lalmching site and later from the
airport were the snme pair. Details of this sort mattered little to
the Blue Book investigators.
The Blue Book repcrt continues:

A short time later the same two observers and four civilian
pilots were observing the same balloon from the Artesia Air-
port. Two objects apparently at extremely high altimde were
noted coming toward the balloon from the northwest. They
circled the balloon, or apparently so, and ûew o/ to the north-
east. The time of observation was about 4o seconds. The two
objects were the same color and size as the 6mt object. Il-lere it
would seem that the frst sighting had only one obkct.! They
were qying side by side. When the objects appeared to circle
tl'te balloon, they disappeared Emomentarily, it is to be pre-
slTmed, since they later ;ew ofl to the northeast) , and the ob-
servers assllmed they were disc-shaped and had mrned on edge
to bank.
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There was no follow-up by Proiect Blue Book for the fol-
lowing reasons:

Unformnately this report was not made until April 5 and
did not reach ATIC tmtil April z6. Due to this time lapse no
further investigation is contemplated. The observers are
known to be vea reliable and experienced.

Conclusions: &None?
The time lapse was certainly no excuse for the lack of further

investigation. Determlnntion of the qualilicm ions of the re-
porters could certainly have been carried out, even at a much
later date. f'I'he observers are known to be very reliable and
experi

, 
enced,' is a m eaningless statement without further sub.

stantiation.
The following year personnel from General M ills Lab-

oratory fgured in another UFO reporq class fDaylight Disc'.
(See Appendix 1, DD-9.)

Three research engineers observed a white smoke or vapor
trail at 4o,ooo to so,ooo feet, while tracking a vg-foot balloon
at 73,ooo feet through a theodolite. Object moved in horizontal
flight for approxlmately 3o seconds at a rate of Io degrees per 9
seconds (estimated 9oo miles per holzr) then began verti-
ca1 dive lasting Io to z5 secondsr During dive object was visible
several times appearing to glow. As object leveled off, smoke
trails ceased. Observation was made from roof of General M ills
Laboratory.

Further comm ents on the Blue Book case card were as
follows:

One of the obseners is a meteorological engineer and is
considered to be completely reliable. The 'two other sources are
also considered reliable. The nearest AC&W  (radar) facility
was inoperadve at the time of the sighting. Two F-86 aircraft
were in the area southwest of M inneapolis at the time of obser-
vation, but this does not correlate with the UFO. Czmclusion:
UNIDENTIFIED.

Not included on the card but submitted by observers in the
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orkinal report was the statement that the object passed below
the slm, which was at an elevation of about 25 degrees. There
was no sotmd.
The observers were a former B-I7 pilot, now a m eteor-

ological engineer, a private pilot with two years of postgraduate
work in supersonic aerodm amics, and a development engineer
who made observations by naked eye, the others making their
observations through a theodolite. The observers jointly st.ated,
f'rhe possibility that the appearance of a dive was produced by
the object merely receding into the distance seems tmlikely
since the speed normal to the line of sight was undiminished in
the dive.' They also pointed out that there was no sonic boom
and that Tthe vertical dive was a highly dangerous if not suicidal

#Dlaneuver 
.

The best attested case cf <UFOS appearing to be interested
in balloon launches' - to be anthropomorphic for a moment -
was reported by my friend Charles Moore, Jr., an aerologist
and balloonist, in 1949. (See Appendix z, DD-Io.) Moore de-
scribed the event to me personally.
He was in charge of a navy unit involving four enlisted per-

sonnel; they had set up facilities to observe and record local
weather data preparatory to the Special Devices Center Sky-
hook operation. The instrllm enmtion on hand consisted of a
stopwatch and ML-47 (David White) theodolite, a tracking
instnlment consisting of a zs-power telescope so motmted as to
provide elevation and azimuth bearings.
At Io:ao A.M . the group released a small 3so-gram weather

balloon for observation of upper wind velocities and directions.
M oore told me that he followed the balloon with a theodolite
for several minutes, after which he relinquished the tracking
insm lment to a navy man with the admonition dnot to lose it or
he'd be in troublc'. M oore then picked up the weather balloon
with his naked eye, and shortly thereafter, looking back at the
man at the theodolite, he noticed that the instnlment was point-
ing elsewhere.
Using a few choice navy expletives, M oore was about to
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matc.h the insM lment from the m an and direc.t it at the weather
balloon when the man said, T ut I've got it in h. ere.' M oore
looked and saw a whitish ellipsoidal object in the Iield of the
theodolite. The obiect was moving east at a rate of 5 degrees of
azimuth change per second. It appeared about 2-I lz times as
long as it was wide. lt was readily visible to the tmaided eye
and was seen by all the m embers of the group. In the theodolite
it was seen to subtend an angle of several mlnutes of arc.
As it becnme smaller in apparent size, the object moved to an

azimutll reading of 2o to 25 degrees, at whic.h point the
azimuth held consuntx Coincidenmlly, the elevation angle sud-
denly increased, and the object was lost in the telescope. It
disappeared in a sharp climb - thus resembling other Daylight
Disc cases - after having been visible to Moore and his group
for over a m hmte.
The sky was cloudless; there was no haze. The obfect left

no vapor trail or exhaus't. No noise of 'any kind was heard in
connection wit.h the sighting, and there were no cars, airplanes,
or other noise genemtors nearby that might have blotted out
sotmd coml-ng from the object. As the day progressed, many
airplanes ;ew over and near the balloon latmching site, and
M oore's grcup was able to identify them by appearance and
engine noise. They saw nothing again thnt day that bore any
resemblance to the white elliptical lmidendfed object. To a
man of Moore's traininp this was a Treal' event. And as later
events proved, it was not an isohted case, thouglb as usual, to
the best of my lmowledge, it was not taken seriously by Blue
Book. No follow-up was m ade. .
Three other cases used here to delineate the Daylight Disc

prototype occurred in 1967,a year relatively high in UFO inci-
dents of a11 types in the United States. The three are listed as
Tunidentifed' by Project Blue Book, and occurred in Crosby,
North Dakota (see Appendix z, DD-z z), ifl Blytheville, Ar-
kansas (see Appendix z, DD-3), and in New Winchester,
Ohio (see Appendix z, DD-I2).
In the North Dakota case there were seven wimesses, fve in
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one family and two observers located 2o miles away. However,
the air force ilwestigator did not bother to interrogate the two
completely independent wimesses, thus losing a chance for get-
ting a geographical Tfix' on the object, for determining its
speed and trajectory, and for getting completely independent
testimony on the namre of the objec't in question. Of the live
witnesses in one location, only one was interrogated, and then
only by telephone. What a diferent simation this rnight have
been had a proper investigation been conduded!
From what inform ation we do have on the North Dakota

r-ase, we know that an oval, lllminous object reportedly ap-
peared from behind a barn and windbreak, then climbed noise-
lessly upward and disappeared. Since it was a commercial pilot
(and his fnmily) who saw this Tapparition', I am lmwilling to
discount this sighting as a simple misperception.
The incident reported from New W inchester, Ohio, with

five wimesses, was also pocrly hwestigated, although listed as
çunidentifed' by Blue Book. The original report was prompted
by an article I had written for a lriend, then editor of a house
organ published by an insurance company based in Colllmbus,
01* .5 '
This Ohio case adds its own piece of informntion to the

Daylight Disc prototype:

This object was oval in sham and was going in a straight
line from southeast to northwest irt a very much mmbling
faslzion. . . . The UFO, or whatever it was, crossed over the
road we were going on. There was bright stmshlne, and it
reqected on the object, which was made of metal and was not
the color of alumlnum like airplanes, but 1 would say the color
of either brass or copper. W hat powered the object we do not
lmow, but we heard no sound.

Obviously there are not many fhard data' here, and the ind-
dent codd easily be ismissed if it didn't tit the pattern of so
many other similar reports. There were no trained wimesses in
this case, but the letter of transmittal has a frank and open
style:
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W e were driving east and saw a car with three youths in it,
ages about 18 to ao years, stopped and they were looking at
something in the sky. . . . 1 saw something, too, so 1 pulled on
down 1he road a little ways and stopped, got out of the car, and
looked in the sky. . . . The three boys . . . came on down the
road and parked beside my car and we were a11 watclzing it,
and the traEc came from the opposite direction, and we b0th
had to move. . . . None of the fve of us had any explanation,
but we all saw it very plainly.

After one has had the experience of interrogating m any ob-
servers and of reading many letters and reports (and has also
had ample chance to meet and interrogate bona lJc members
of the, ltmatic fringe), one would be obmse indeed if one did not
develop a feeling about narratives that have the ring of genu-
ineness about them as contrasted with those that are the prod-
ucts of maladjusted minds. The sincerity and the puzzlement
of many wim esses are beyond question.
In Blytheville, Arkansas, two observers on dut'y in the con-

trol tower at Blytheville Air Force Base and a third observer on
duty at the south end of the nmway (al1 three observers were
considered by Blue Book to be Tcompletely reliable') saw ftwo
oblong-shaped devices' having the appearance of a table plat-
ter. The objeds, dark against the sky but with an exhaust of
approximately seven feet, were sighted suddenly from the con-
trol tower. Their estimated altim de was z',zoo to z,joo feet.
They traveled on a straight line from east to west but disap-
peared after 15 to 3o seconds during a t'urn to the southwes't.
The report suted that the visual spotting was 'consrmed by

Blytheville Air Force Base, RAPCON, as being some two
nautical miles distant'. This has not been established as a
Radar-visual case because of the lack of specilk radar data.
An air force oëcial stated: V his is the Iirst phenomenon of

this kind reported in the vicinity of Blytheville Air Force Base
for which there has not been a ready explanation.' He con-
tinued, <In view of the fact that three reliable persolmel re-
ported the sighting . . . it must be concluded that a genuine
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sighting of a phenomenon of some sort did occur but that
sllmcient information is not available to determine the case.'
Blue Bcok was content to list this case as Tunidendsed'

without further investigation. This is tmderstandable to some
exrtent in view of the inadequate stas of Blue Book.
My c.a11 for good UF0 reports published in Pkyslcs Today

produced a good multiple-wimess Daylight Disc Ose. (See Ap-
pendix z, DD-x4.) Reported by a professional astronomer, it
occurred in 1965, though for obvious reasons the observer hesi-
tated to report it.
The sighting was made just after mmset, but the clear sky

was still starless. The report stated that the object had lights as
well as a disc shape, indicatinp perhaps, that here we have a
tmnsition case between the Noctnrnal Light and the Daylight
Disc. The eajecories and kinematics of the two categories are
strikingly slmllar, perhaps suggesting that Nocturnal Lkhts are
Daylight Discs seen at night and that, therefore, the distinction
between the two categories is purely observational.
The observer, accompanied by his wife, her friend, and two

children, was tmveling eastward at 3o miles per hour. They
noticed fa silvery, disc-shaped object heading slowly south. The
bottom of the object had a ring of bluish white lights, which
made the object appear to rotate'. The object subtended an
angle of two to three dcgrees and was topped by a white
light.

After moving slightly to the south of us, the object rapidly
accelerated in an east-northeast direction. . . . W e moved onto
a high speed highway still heading east, but now at 7o to' 8o
miles per hour. The object qtlickly became a wllite starlike
obiect (Nocturnal Lightl far to the east of us. lt appeared to
move Eve to ten degrees up and down for about fve minutes.
Then the object rapidly moved to the south, disappearing over
the Atlantic Ocean.
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PROTOTYPE

On the basis of these repcrts, we can now sllmmarize the salient
features of the Daylight Disc.
Those that 1 have investigated to any degree are charac-

terized by similarity in shape, in color, and particularly in their
manner of motion, which can be extremely slow - even hover-
ing close to the grolmd or executing a slow patte!.n of motion -
or extremely rapid, so that the disc can disappear in a matter of
seconds.
Despite the presence of daylight in the dozen cases used in

our prototype, a11 we really glean from them is that the object
(often objects in pairs) is variously 'described as oval, disc-
shaped, fa stunted dill pickle', and ellipsoid.: It generally is
shiny or glowing (but almost never described as having distinct
point source lights), yellowish, wlzite, or metallic. It exhibit.s in
most cases what we would antllropomorphically describe as
Tpurposeful' directed motion, with the ability to accelerate ex-
tremely rapidly. N o loud sounds or roars seem to be associated
with the Daylight Discs; sometimes there is a faint swishing
sound.
The sad fact is that even after years of reports of fDaylight

Discs' from various parts of the world, and despite some seem-
ingly genuine photographs, the data we have tc deal with are
most tmsatisfactory from the standpoint of a scientist. Part of
the reason for tllis is clear: oEcial apathy and the tridicule
gauntlet'.
The majority of the repor? of Daylight Discs with which I

have spent any time came from people of at least some training,
of esublished common sense, who are reasonably aniculate.
Yet the desired details, so necessary for any m eaningful study,
elude us. W hy? In very large m easure shnply because no one in
authority (and in the United States this means the Air Force)
conducted any investigation worthy of the name.
What investigations were carried out (and I overheard many
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phone conversations during my regular visits to Blue Book) and
what questions were asked were almos't always aimed at estab-
lishing a misperception, and the questions were so directed.
Rarely were the questions set in the framework of Tllere m ay be
something quite new; let's find out a11 we can about it. W hat
were the details of its trajectory (never mind if they did seem to
violate physical law)? Describe as best you can exacly what
happened hrst and what happened next. How much time did it
take tû do that part of its motion, how many times a second clid
it wobble, how many seconds did it take to cover an arc of 25
degrees?' Are these questions that the average observer cannot
answer? Nonsense. Given patient interrogation (rather than the
desire to f11 0ut a form quickly) of a normal perstm, one can by
freenacting the crime' - preferably at the scene of the sighting -
obtain such a time-motion sequence even if the investigatcr
must tmnslate the observers' words, qt took as long as it mkes
me to count to ten to go from above that tree to the edge of the
barn' into, e'I'he object had an angular rate of two depees per
second.'
Colors can be checked by the use of a good colcr wheel (1

never came across a Blue Book hwestigator wh0 used one); and
brightness, TAs bright as that yard light over there' can be trans-
lated into blmens and Iinally into a rough estimate of ergs per
square centimeter even if only the upper limits to the distance
caan be ascertained, as is the case in wlûch the lllminous source
passes in front of an object (tree, house, hill) the distance of
which is known.
But investigations conducted in that manner were notoriously

absent in Blue Book procedures. Investigations were predicated
on the assllmpticn that a1l UFO sightings were either mis-
perceptions or the products of lmstable minds. Such oëcial
failings are tragic in the extreme, though, as we have seen, not
uncommon. Examination of another set of cases, those which
involved both radar and visual evidence, makes this point
clear.
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NOTES

1. Observers of Selected Daylight Sighting Events

Occupation
Army artillery trainees
Teenagers
Civilian pilots
Farmers
Children
Tecbnlcians
Research engineers
Prospectors
Scientifc balloon observers
Housewives
Air force base persozmel
B-I7 pilot
Astronomer
M eteorological engineer
Commercial pilot
Physiotherapist and former U SAF pilot
Army vetersm, now llnl-versity smdent
Secretary I
Owner of baseball temn
Security policeman
Unknown

Total 58

2. Baker. r bservational Evidence of Anomalistic Phenomena;
sournal of the Astronomical s'bwlcrlcc,, I5, 31 (1968).

3. The original negatives were renlrned to the ownery who then
submitted G em to the Condon committee. In the committee
report it was stated that these photographs fhave no pro-
bative value'.

4. M r. Fred Beclrman, a colleague who has frequendy assisted
me in UFO photograpllic matters, made tize tests on tlze
negatives in question.

5. I mention tbis cirolmstance only to show thnt this report
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would never have bee.n made except for this condition and
would have remained, I suspecq ixl the large reservoir of
htent reports. The original observers had no intention of
reportlng tlze incident oëcially. In my many years as a W 0
hwestigator I have repeatedly encotmtered an overwhelming
reticence to report officially, especially to the police or to tlze
air force. M any letters sent to me carry the specKc hjtmctioa
not to n'nnsn'lit the information contnlned to tlze air force. In
tllis partirnxlnr instancez however, the report was aansmitted
directly to Dayton, where 1 rmme upon it in tlze course of my
routhe monitoring of reports.
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CHAPTER SEVEN

RADAR-VISUAL UFO REPORTS

At about zoz/oz ECM  tl/vrttftrr No. 2 repovted /14 then
Fzctf two signds at r4lJ/iœ bearingt OJ o4o and 070 d6g.
Aircrajt cdn and co-pilot Jcf.g thae ffz)/ obiects at the
same time rzlif/l same red colcn Aircralt cdr. recdircd
pebmission to ignore Jlig/lf plan and Azlrlzld obiect. fA
notihed ADC site Utah. . . . ADC site Utah immedi-
cfely conprmed ftrd.rdncd oj obiects on thdr scopes.

-  Irom o//citzl report 0/ Wing Intelligena 0f&er

ON the s'urface it would appear that ins-tances involving both
radar and visual mumal consrmation of a UFO should ofer
superior fhard data'. Yet such is tmfoe lnately not the case. A
lack of follow-up and the application of the T lue Book The-
orem' - it can't be, therefore it isn't - prevented, in m y opinion,
such hard core data from being properly reduced and pre-
sented.
Radar sightings of UFOs might appear to constitme hard

data, but the many vagaries of radar wave propagation are such
that it is afmost always possible to acribe a radar UFO sight-
ing to such vagaries if one tries hard enough. Nevertheless there
are in Blue Book sles examples of radar sightings that carry the
classiscation 'Unidentised' (even though one Project Blue
Book chid oëcer testifed before Congress, but not under oath,
that there was no radar UFO case in the Blue Book Iiles that
had not been satisfactorily explainedl). Unidentised radar
cases in Blue Book are, for example, the sightings of September
z3, z95I, at Goose Bay, Labrador (see Appendix z, RV-zo);
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August z3, z956, at Lakenheath, England (see Appendix z,
RV-4), from which report the quotation heading this chapter is
taken; Jtme 3, :957, at Shrevepoa Louisiana (see Appendix z,
RV-6); and December 6, 1952, in the Gulf of Mexico (see Ap-
pendix 1, RV-I I).
It is often suted that UFOs are not picked up on radar. It is

qtlite tnle that, as far as has been oKcially disclosed, the lzighly
mission-oriented radar defense coverage of the cotmtry does not
appear to yield a crop of UFO observations. TUCTS' - Uncor-
velated Targets - are observed on the North American Radar
Defense (NORAD) radar screens, but since these do not satisfy
the conditions of a ballistics tajectory, they are automatically
rejected without further examination. It would have been an
easy matter to introduce a subroutine into the NORAD com-
puter system that would isolate the UCTS without intedering
with the basic mission of NORAD; but despite my suggestion
to that elect, Blue Book never adopted the idea. Consequently
it is nct possible to state that reports ill which radar is involved
are intrinsically rare. It may be that while they are nct oëcially
reported, they are by no means rare.
In any c-ase, radar sightings are reported. W hen visual obser-

vation accompanies a radar UFO sighting and when, of cotlrse,
the visual and radar observations can be established as desnitely
having reference to the same obiect or event, there is great
promise of Tscientoc paydirf if proper hwestigations are
mnde.
As before, I have chosen a dozen or so representative r-ases

(listed in Appendix z) to illustrate tlzis category and to con-
stmct a prctotype displaying the overall pattern of the sight-
ings, usinp as before, direct quotations from the observers. In
addition to the fhuman experience', we have added an V stnw
mental experience', which gives strong support to the
former.
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THE REPORTERS

W e start, also as before, with the types of reporter! involved in
this category of cases.z In no case are there fewer than two
observers for any one sighting reported. The average nllmber of
witnesses is 5.09 the median nllmber, 4.5. Ten of these cases are
from Blue Book sles, only two of which are oëcially listed as
funidentised'. One case that Blue Book has listed as dAnomal-
ous Propagation' the Condon Report lists as 'Unidentilied'.
Blue Book has evaluated the remaining seven cases as probable
aircraft (4)9 possible aircraft (1)9 aircraft, mirage, and radar
inversion (1)9 probable balloon and probable aircraft (1). None
of the Blue Book identiscations has been substantiated by posi-
tive'evidence, largely, perhaps, because in none of the cases was
there adequate follow-up.
The reactions of various observers to their experience are

interesting. A pilot and his smdent had been informed by the
tower that radar showed a UFO on their tail for the past âve
minutes. The pilot aclmowledged the report, stating that the
object was not a conventional aircraft. The pilot said: <We were
more petriâed than anything else as to what it was. M aybe it
was going to shoot us down for a1l we knem' (See Appendix z,
RV-I2.)

Tc  REPORTS

The following excerpts from a transcript of a conversation be-
meen a Lear jet pilot, the Albuquerque control tower (see Ap-
pendix :, RV-I), and a Nationàl Airlines pilot are revealing
with respect to both reactions and attimdes.
Prior to the excerpts given, a conversation had been in pro-

gress between the Albuquerque control tower and the pilot of a
Lear jet near Winslow, Arizona. The jet had been describing a
red light, initially at their ten o'clock position, that :ashed on
and o5 and that quadrupled itself in a vertical direction. The
Albuquerquc radar Tpainted' just one object whenever the light
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was on, none when it was oS. The light repeated the quad-
rupling process a nllmber of times, seeming to fretract into itself
the lights below the original light; then as the tower warned the
jet that the objectwas getting closeryit seemed to playa cat-and-
mouse game with the jet, hwolving some rapid accelerations.
After some 25 minutes and with terrifc acceleration, accord-

ing to the jet pilot, whom I interviewed at length but who hsists
on anonymity, the object ascended at a 3o-degree angle and
was gone in fewer than Io seconds. The Albuquerque radar,
according to the jet pilot, 'painted' the objcct tmtil the l'lme of
its Snal acceleration and disappearance. A brief portiûn of the
radio conversation involving the Lear pilot (L), the Albu-
querque tower (A), and a Naticnal Airlines ptlot (N) is re-
vealing of both reactions and attimdes.

A to N: Do you see anything at your eleven o'clock position?
N to A: W e don't see anything.
A to N : AD you sure nothlng at yotlr eleven o'clock posi-
tion?
A to N: Did you hear conversation with Lear jet?
N to A: Yes, we have the object now - we've been watchlng
it.
A to N: What does obkct appear to be doing?
N to A: Exactly what Lear jet said.
A to N: Do you want to rem rt a UFO?
N to A: No.
A to L: Do you want to report a UFO?
L to A: No. W e don't want to report.

Another representative Radar-visual case, illustrative not
only of Radar-visual cases in general but alsc of the operation
of the T lue Book Theorem', involved two commercial airlines
pilots and an Air Tmëc Ccntrol Center operator. (See Appen-
dix 1, RVu.) Blue Book dismissed the case as Tlanding lights'
on the word of a reluctant American Airlines pilot, who clearly
did not wish to get involved. I received a letter from the air
traKc controller, who answered my inquiry for fuzther infor-
mation thus:
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1 have pondered on whether to make a reply to your letter.
. . . However, the more I thought about the explanation the Air
Force gave for the incident, the more disturbed 1 have become.
. . . 1 have been an air tramc controller for z3 years, three
actual years of control in the U.S. Air Force and ten with the
FAA. W hat happened on M ay 4, z966, is as follows: 1 was
assigned the Charleston, W est Virgizzia, high altimde radar
sector on the midnight shift. . . . At approximately 04:30 a
Brarzif Airlines Flight 42 called me on a VHF frequency of
z34.75 and asked if 1 had any tramc for his sight. 1 had been
momentarily distracted by a land-line contact, and when 1
fnished (zo to zl seçonds), 1 looked at the radarscope and
obseNed a target to the left of Branx 42, who was heading
eastbound on jet airway 6, about 5 miles of to llis eleven
o'clock position.
1 advised Branil 42 that 1 had no known traëc in his vicin-

ity but was painting a raw target off to Ms ten o'clock position;
however, it was not painting a transponder and was probably
at the 1ow altitude sector (awooo feet and below). Brnnil 42
advised that the object could not be at a 1ow altimde because it
was above bim and descending through lzis altimde, wlzich was
33,ooo feet. . . . 1 was completely at a loss for explanation for I
advised him Ithatq at the time there were only two aircraft
under my control - his :ight and an American Airlines :ight
about ao miles behind him. 1 asked Branif 42 if he could give
me a description of the object, tblnking it might be all aiz force
mjearch aircraft or possibly a U-2 type vehicle. Braniff 42
advised that whatever it was, it was not an aircraft, that the
obkct was giving ofl brilliant :aming light consisthzg of alter-
nating white, green, and red colors and was at this time t'urn-
ing away from lzim. At the snme time the American qight
behind the Branif, who had been monitoring the same fre-
quency, asked the Branif if he had his landing lights on.
Branx advised the American negative. Even if Branx 42 had
had his landing lights om American wouldn't have seen more
than a dull glow, for they were ao miles apart and going in the
same direction! W hich means to me that the American saw the
same brilliant object. When 1 askçd the American if he could
give me any further detailw he politely clammed up. M ost
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pilots know that if therc is an oEcial UFO sighting, they must
(or are supposed to) file a complete report when getting on the
ground. This report, 1 understand, is quite lengthy.
I contacted Branif 42 and said 1 saw this target come at him

from about eight to ten miles at his ten o'clock position and at
a distance of about three miles, make a left turn, and proceed
northwest botmd from the direction it had come from. Branif
42 confirmed this and added that it was in a descending
consguration at about ao degrees off the horizon.
As I have stated, 1 'hink my previous experience speaks for

itself) and I know what I saw; and I'm sure the pilot of Brani/
4z was not having hallucinations.. The target I observed was
doing approximately r,ooo miles an hour and made a complete
I8o-degree turn in the space of Eve miles, wllich no aircraft I
have ever followed on radar could possibly do, and I have
followed B-58s declaring they are going supersonic, all types
of civilian aircraft going full out (in the jet strenm), and even
SR-7I aircraft, wllich normally operate at speeds in excess of
r,5oo miles per hotm
Doctor, that concludes my stat= ent. I nm forwnrding a

diagram showing the geographic location of the jets and the
obkct.

Conoicting evidence was given by the American Airlines
captain in a letter to Project Blue Book:

1 did not place any signifcance to the incident, and to me it
only appeared to be an airplane at some distance, say six or
eight miles, who m rned on his landing lights and kept them on
for three or four minutes, then mrned them off.
1 asked the radar operator if he had a target at my nine or

ten o'clock position, and he replied that he did not have, and I
said, tW ell there's one there a11 right.' I had no idea he was
going to m rn in a UFO report. 1 thought nothing further of it.
I presume it was the air force refueling. I still thinlr it was just
an airplane with its landing lights on.

The air traëc controller's testimony, combincd with that of
the Branid ceaptaiw is consistent, whereas the Americean Air-
lines pilot's sketchy statement is not. It is inconceivable that an
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air force refueling missiony which involves at least two man-
euvering planes, would be in progress six or eight miles ahead
of an airliner on a commercial jetway. A refueling mission h1-
variably shows a great many lights. W hy wolzld American ask
Branis whether he had his landing lights on, espçcially when
Branil was miles ahead of him and facing the wrong way?
Ftlrther, both Branif and the controller placed the object at
Branif's ten o'clock position and thus ahead of the Branif,
which itself was > enty miles ahead of the American.
Yet American did say he saw something at his ten o'clock

position, and if brighmess caused American to misjudge the
distance and place it much closer to him, hence apparently
bchind Branil, this still wotlld not account for the ten o'clock
position. Again, if it was some dozen miles behind Branil, why
ask Branil if he had his landing lights on?
Since Project Biue Book seized on the testimony of thc Am-

erican Airlines pilot and did nothing to follow up this case by
obtaining depositions from the air traëc controllcr, from
Branif, and from Amerio n, this case and many similar to it do
not constitute scientilk data, and little can be proved by them.
A11 that can really be said of the Radar-visual û'ases is that,

in a nllmber of instances, responsible persons at radar posts and
at visual posts (air tralc controllers, pilots, etc) - posts re-
qtliring responsible attitudes - agreed that highly puzzling
events were simultaneously detected visually and by radar. But
what were the exact time-motion sequences, the exact trajec-
tories, accelerations, the detailed namre of the radar blips, and
to what extent did the several observers agree on details? A11
these factors rcmain distressingly unknown and will continue to
do so in fmure Radar-visual cases (and In other categories)
unless the subject of UFOs is accorded scientifc respectability,
and thorough investigations are allowed to be carried out in a
responsible manner.
Insofar as a prototype of the Radar-visual c,ase is concemed,

it can be said that thc radar operator observes a blip on his
screen that, hc avers, is defnite,is akin to the type of blip given
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by a large aircraft, is not the restllt of malfunction, and does not
resemble Tweather phenomena'. A visual sighting is charac-
teristically a light, or possibly a formation of lights strikingly
tmfamiliar to the observer, with generally only a suggestion, if
that, of an object dimly outlincd by the brighmess of the lights.
The speeds involved are invariably high, but combinations of
high speed at one time and hovering at another are not tmcom-
mon. Reversals of motion and sharp turns, not abrupt 9o-
degree turns, are characteristic of Radar-visual cases.
Virtually al1 Radar-visual cases are nkhttime cccurrences,

a point that might be considered as dnmning evidence against
the reality of the targets. But we are examining the data and
evidence as reportedly experienced by the observers, not as we
preconceive it ought to be seen. In the Close Encounter cat-
egorics daytime sightings do occur with considemble fre-
quency.
An interesting example of a Radar-visual case that

contributes to the prototypeand illustratesthecavalier disregard
by Project Blue Book of the principles of scientific inves-
tigation occurred in New Mexico on November 4, :957 (see
Appendix 1, RV-3), just prior to the celebrated Levelland,
Texas, Close Encolmter cases (Chapter Eight). The oëcer who
prepared the report, a licutenant-colonelin the air force, said of
this case:

The opinion of the preparing oEcer is that this object may
possibly have been an unidentïed aircraft, possibly confused
by the mmways at Kirtland Air Force Base. The reasons for
this opinion are:
1. The obsewers are considered competent and rdiable

sources and in the opinion of thk interviewer actually saw an
object they could not identify.
a. The object was tracked on a radarscom by a competent

operator.
3. The object does not meet identification criteria for any

other phenomena.

That iw the observcrs were reliable, the radar operator was
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competent, and the objec.t couldn't be identised: therefore it
was an airplane. In the face of such reasoning one might wel!
ask whether it would ever be possible to discover the existence
of new em pirical phenomena in any area of hllman experience.
The report of this incident in the Blue Book Eles is as

follows:

SOURCE'S DESCRIPTION OF SIGHTING: At 050545
Z November ( 10:4,5 P.M. local time) , both SOURCES were on
duty alone in the control tower at Kirtland Air Force Base,
New M exico; this tower is slightly over Ioo feet high. One of
the controllers looked up to check cloud conditions and no-
ticed a white light traveling east between I5o and 2oo miles per
holzr at an altimde of approximately zsoo feet on Victor 12 (a
1ow altitude airwayl . SOURCE then called the radar station
and asked for an identifcation of the object. The radar oper-
ator reported that the object was on an approximate go-degree
azimuth from the observer; it disapmared on z8o-degree azi-
muth from the tower observer. The object angled across the
east end of nmway 26 in a southwesterly direction and G gan a
sharp descent. One SOURCE gave a radio call in an attempt to
contact what was believed to be an unlmown aircraft that had
become confused about a landing pattern. A LOGAIR C-46
had just called in for landing instructions. The object was then
observed through binoculars and appeéred to have the shape of
ran automobile on end'. This was estimated to be z5 to :8 feet
high. One white light waà observed at the lower side of the
object. The obiect slowed to an estimated speed of Jo miles per
hour and disappeared behind a fence at r rumhead', a restric-
ted area which is brilliantly fpodlighted. This is approxi-
mately one-half mile from the control tower. It reappeared
moving eastward, and one SOURCE gave it a green light from
the tower, thinking it might be a helicopter in distress. The
obkct at this point was at an altitude of 2oo to 3oo feet; it then
veered in a southeasterly direction, ascended abruptly at an
estimated rate of climb of 4,500 feet per minute, and disap-
peared. SOURCE stated the object climbed Tlike a jet', faster
than any helicopter. (SOURCE estimated this rate of climb.l
Although there were scattered clouds with a high overcast,
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visibility Was good. Sudace winds were variable at zo to go
M ots. SOURNES observed the obfect for Eve to six mlnutes;
approxl-mately half of wltich was through binoculars.

The air force oëcer who prepared the report stated:

80th SOURCES, interviewed simultu eously, made ident-
ical replie,s to all questions, and gave identical accotmts of the
sighting. Both appeared to be mature arld wempoised indi-
viduals, apparently of well above average intelligence, and
lemperamentally well qualihed for the demanding re-
quirements of control tower om rators. Although completely
cooperative and wllllng to answer any questions, b0th
SOURCES appeared to be slightly embarrassed that they
could not identify or ofer an explanation of the obkct which
they are unshakably convinced they saw. ln the opinion of the
interviewer both SOURCES are considered completely com-
petent and reliable.

Meanwhile, wha't did the mdar operatcr - physically sep-
amted from the visual observers - indicate that he saw on his
scope? The follcwing teletype message hdicates thnt the agree-
ment with the visual sighting was excellent except in the
manner of disappearance of the object The visual observers
stated that it ascended abruptly in a scutheasterly direction;
the radar report has the object linally dinppearing in the
northwest, some ten lniles from the radar station. Pessibly
there is an inconsistency in this, but, equally, the mdar may
have had the object on its scope considerably longer than the
visual cbservers had it in sight. The radar report states:

Observer was called by tower omrator to identify object near
east end of east-west nmway. Object was on an approximate
go-degree (east) azimuth from the observer. Obkct disap-
peared on I8o-azimui Esouth) from obseaer. Obiect was flrst
sighted on the approximate east botmdary at KAFB IKirtland
Air F'orce Base) on an east-southeast heading, where it re-
versed in course to a west heading and proceeded to the Kirt-
land low-frequency range station (was this the same as rrum-
head'?lt where object began to orbit. From the range station
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object took northwest heading at high rate of speed and disap.
peared at approximately ten miles from observer.

The radar report adds something not noted by the visual
observers:

About ao minutes after disappearance (of the 'mknown
object) an AF C-46 4718N took off to the west, making left
ttzrn out; at this time observer scamzed radar to the south and
saw the object (presllmably the same unlmown) over the outer
marker approximately four miles south of north-south
nlnway. Object flew north at high rate of speed toward within
a mile south of east-west rkmway, where he made an abrupt
turn to the west and fell into trail formation with the C-46.
Object maintained approximately one-half mile separation
from the C-46 on a southerly heading for approximately z4
miles. Then object turned up north to hover over the outer
marker for approximately one and one-half minutes and then
faded from scope. Total duration of radar sighting: ao
minutes (as opposed to the 4 to J minute visual sightingl .

W hat, indeed, can one say of a Radar-visual case like this?
The basic agreement of the radar and visual reports and the
competence of the three observers, in m y opinion, rule out ques-
tions of mirages, false returns on radar, etc. Something was
quite desnitely there. If it was an ordinary aircraft, one must
aSk how it was that the two visual observers, with a total of 23
years of control tower experience, cotlld jointly not have been
able to recognize it when visibility conditions were good. Even
if there were no radar conûrmation of the slow and fast motions
of the object, or indeed just of the presence of an llnknown
object, tlzis question would still have to be answered. The de-
scription of the object's appearance through binoculars -
flike a!z auto standing on end' - would also demand explana-
ticn.
The lack of adequate follow-up - apparent inconsistencies in

the radar and visual disappearances shotlld have been checked,
and a far m ore detailed documentation of the entire incident
likcwise should have been tmdertaken - plus the application of
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the Blue Book Theorem 1ed inexcrably to misguided aircraft as
the only possible solution for Project Blue Book.
W lzile they lend lemselves better to investigadon than do

UFO reports of the Iirst two categcries we have examined,
Radar-visual reports ofer a special challenge to the inves-
tigator. Two classic cases, hwestigated in as much det.ail as was
possible after the passage of several years by the late Dr. James
McDonald, have been îeated in the Flying s'twcE'r Rcvien)n
and in Astvonadics and zlcrorltwffc-ç/* respectively. They need
not, ierefore,be treated in detail here.one occllrred onluly I7,
z9J7, at Lakenheath, England. (See Appendix z, RV-4.)
The Lakenheath case involved twoseparategrclmd-radar op-

erators, one military pilot, and one air control tower operator.
It was the subject cf grossly incomplete hwestigations both by
Blue Book and by the Condon committee, whose conclusions,
however, are worth noting: qn sllmmarys tllis is the most puzzl-
ing and unusual case in the Radar-visual fles. The apparently
rational, intelligem behavior of the UF0 s'ugges'ts a mechanical
device of lmlrnown origin as the mcit probable explanation of
this sighting-' But then Tcommcn sense' comes to the rescue:
fllowever, hz view of the inevhable fallibility of wimesses,
more conventional explanations of this report calmot be en<
tirely nzled outl
The report doe.s not suggest wllat conventinnal explanations

might cover the simation. In ancther section of the Condon
Report this case is brought up again, with this tmsatisfying
statement: <1n conclusion, althcugh conventional or namral ex-
planations certainly cannot be nzled out, the probability of such
seems 1ow in this case, and the probability that at least one

* The UFO Subccmmittee of 1he Americm  Institute of Aez'o-
nautics and Astrcnautics (AIAA) after publishing their Appralsal t#
tho UFO Problnm (Ncvember, 197c9, in which tlzey concluded that
the UFO phenomenon was wortlzy of sciene c studyy nnncunced that
from time to time they would publish in their joumal selected UFO
cases so that tlzeir readers could form their own judgment of the prob-
lem. 'I'he Lakoheatlz case, smdied by Dr. M cDonald, was one of the
cases tlzey chose.
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genuine V FO was involved appears to be fairly high.' Nothing
further is stated in the Condon Report or conjecmrg as to what
this tgenuine UFO' might be. '
Probabilities, of course, can never prove a thing. W hen, how-

ever, in the course of UFO investigations one encotmters many
cases, each having a fairly high probability that fa genuinely
new empirical observation' was involved, the probability that a
new phenomenon was not observed becomes very small, and it
gets smaller still as the nllmber of cases increases. The chances,
then, that something really new is involved are very great, and
any gnmbler given such odds would not hesitate for a m oment
to place a large bet.
This point bears emphasis. Any one UFO case, if taken by

itself without regard to the accllmulated worldwide data (as-
sllming that these have already been passed through the TUFO
lilter'), can almost always be dismissed by assllming that in that
particular case a very unusual set of circllmstances occtzrred, of
1ow probability (but strange things and coincidences of ex-
tremely 1ow probability do sometimes occur). But when cases of
this sort acolmulate in noticeable ntlmbers, it no longer is
scientifcally correct to apply the reasoning one applies to a
single isolated case. Thus, the chance that a thoroughly inves-
tigated UFO case with excellent wimesses can be ascribed to a
misperception is certainly very small, but it is linite. However,
to apply the same argtlment to a Sizable collection of similar
cases is not logical since the compotmded probability of their
all having been due to misperceptions is comparable to the
probability that if in one throw of a coin it stands on edge, it will
stand on edge every time it is thrown.*
* An objection can be raised, and correctly so, that the above argu-

ment is specious in that a numerical probability value cannot be as-
siped to the chances that a given report was not the result of
mls?erception. The analogy is valid only to the extent that one feels
justlsed in saying, as the Condon Report did for one case in particular
and implied i!l several others, that the probakility was high that at
least one genuine UFO had been encountered and tlms that the grob-
ability that the sighting was due to misperception was ntlm encally
quite low.
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The second classic case is summarized ln the introduction of
the Astronautics and Aeronautics article: '

An air force RB-47, equipped with electronic counter-
measures (ECM) gear and mnnned by six omcers, was followed
by an unidentifed obkct for a distance of well over 7oo miles
and for a time period of I.5 hours, as it :ew from M ississippi,
through Louisiana and Texas, and into Oldahoma. The object
was, at various times, seen visually by the cockpit crew as an
intensely lpminous light, followed by ground radar and detec-
ted on ECM  morzitoring gear aboard the RB-47. Of special
interest in this case are several instances of simultaneous ap-
pearances and disappearances on a11 tlzree of those physically
distinct rchannels' and rapidity of maneuvers beyond the prior
experience of the air crew.

A Radar-visual case that the Condon committee did not
examine and of which it was probably not even aware - which
Blue Book dismissed as having finsllmcient data', though no
attempt was made to obtain further data, and as faircraft' - was
reported from a navy ship in the Philippines. The sighting
occtlrred on May 5, I 965. (See Appendix z, RV-5.) I quote
from the oKcial report:

At o6ogzo, in position 2o degrees 22 mlnutes nortli, z35
degrees 5o minutes east, course 265, speed z5, leading sig-
nalman reported what he believed to be an aircraft, bearing
ooo, position angle az. When viewed through binoctttars three
objects were sighted in close proxlmity to each other; one
object was frst magnimde; the other two, second magnimde.
Objects were traveling at extremely high speed, moving toward
ship at an tmdetermined altimde. At ogz4, 4 moving targets
were detected on the SPS-6C air search radar at ranges up to
aa miles and held up to 6 minutes. W hen over the ship, the
objects spread to circular formation directly overhead and re-
mained there for approximately 3 mirmtes. This maneuver was
observed b0th visually and by radar. The bright object which
hovered off the starboard quarter made a large presentation on
the radarscope. The objects made several course changes
during the sighting, consrmed visually and by radar, and were
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tracked at speeds in excess ol gzooo 'ltliree thousazfd) knots..
Challenges were made by 1FF but were not answered. Alte.r the
three-minute hovering maneuver, the objects nioved ilz a
southeasterly direction at an extremely high rate of speed.
Above evolutions observed by CO Ecommanding OEcer), all
bridge personnel, and nlTmerous hands tomide.

The ship in the Philippines added the followhg to its report,
in defense cf its crew as carefttl observers:

During the period 5-7 M ay, bem een the hours I2oo and
aooo, several other objects were sighted. These objects a11 had
the characteristics of a satellite, including speed and presen-
tation. These are reported to indicate a marked difcence in
speed and maneuverability between these assured satellites and
the objects described above.

The repprt is hardly sciento c. One wôuld like to lmow what
were these Textremely high speeds' and hcw it was that with
such high speeds the radar could fhcld' the objects f0r as long as
six minutes. Did the six minutes include the three-minute hov-
ering period or not? W hat sort of blips were observed on the
radarscope? W hat course changes were made and witâ what
angular acceleration? And when the objects fspread to circular
formation diredly overllead', were they then stationary? Did
they wobble or move back and forth? Blue Bock shctlld have
explcred such questions.
The wimesses to Radar-vimal cascs are among the besttech-

nically trained of thcse who have reported a UFO experience,
yet often their wcrds also portray the same sort of dismay and
incomprehensicn that grips the lesser trained. In the Laken-
heath case the radar operator requested the pilot 'of the Vencm
Interceptor plane to acknowledge that the IJFO had begtm a
'tail chase' of the fghter, as though to confrm hls dismaying
observations. The pilct sc aclmowledged and advised that he
was Ttmable to shake the target of his tail', requested assisunce,
and remarked, 'Clearest target I have ever seen on radar.'
An accotmt of a Radar-visual sighting by the captain of a
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Trans-erexas alrliner (see Appendix z, RV-6) illustrates not
only the prototype of these cases but, once again, the ever-
present reluctance, especially on the part of technically trained
people) to report a UFO. The member of the 4602d Air Force
intelligence squadron who interviewed the pilot in this case and
prepared the report to Blue Book wrote:

SOURCE was reluctant to tallq about object as he was some-
what upset because he was being intemriewed on the sighting.
He felt that he had nothing to do with originating the pre-
liminary report other than asking the AC&W (radar) site if he
had company on his qight. After an explanation by the inves-
tigàtor he became cooperative and should be considered re-
liable.

There follows in the original Blue Book report:

SOURCE'S description of the sighting: one obkct was
sighted on takeof from Shreveporty Louisiana, airm rt at ap-
proximately ao3o CST 3 June 1957. Altimde of object was
approximately 4oo feet when frst sighted. SOURCE stated
that the control tower called llis attention to the object, which
apmared as a small light. Landing lights of SOURCE'S air-
craft were Easheq on and o5, and the object responded mo-
mentarily with very brilliant light directed at his aircraft.
Object then gained altimde from a seemingly hovering posi-
tion, at a high rate of speed. At this time another obkct was
sighted at about the same altitude and having the snme ap-
pearance of the frst object. SOURCE stated he then contacted
the tower to ascertain whether they had 170th objects in sight.
Tower had 170th objects in s' ight, using binoculars. Objects
then paralleled course of SOURCE'S aircraft, moving at about
the same speed, which was approximately z Io knots, only at a
higher altitude than that of his own aircraft. At Converse,
Louisiana, obkcts were still with them, so SOURCE decided
to call GOATEE (radar site) to see if they had object on their
weapon (sicl . An alrmative answer was received. SOURCE
compared the size and appearance of objects to that of a star;
however, he mentioned that at one time he could see tlze
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silliouette of obfœts 6ut would nût make a desnlte statement
to that elect.
W hen intervieweda the cc-pilot fully confirmed the pilot's

statement but added that the object was at z,ooo feet and a half
mile distant when frst noted. He said thnt the light moved cn a
couzse of z7o degrees while rising to an altitude of approxi-
mately zozooo feet at considerable speed, after which it ap-
peared to mnintain the same reladve position to the
SOURCE'S aircraft for the next hctu.. He stated also thnt the
radar site reported that they had two objects at %7oo feet:
The brief statements of the two pilnts and the repcrted reply

from the radar site are tmsatisfadory and incomplete and
therçfore frustmting. Project Blue Bcok lists the case as <Un-
identifed', but as so many dmes before and after this incident,
the 'mkncwn nature cf the cause was nct a sptlr to inquiry and
assiduous follow-up: The UFO had been satisfactorily
identifed - as Unidentlhed. With the object in view fcr apw
proxsmntely an hottr, if the report is correct: a detailed and
ccnsdene us hwestigation suzely could have determl-ned
whether the lmknown could possibly have been a mlsperception
of namral objeds 'by bctlz pilct and co-pilots the tower obselo
ers, and, premlmnblys by thc radar opemtcry altlmugh it was
never frmly cstablished that tlw radar was indeed sighting the
objeds that were sighted visually. Of course, lf the mdar wasn't
sighting the visually sighted objects, what was it cbserving?
The cases so far described serve adequately to esublish the

prctotype of the Radar-visual category. Good Radar-visual
cases, properly itwestigated, are mre. Those thnt do exist, how-
ever, camzot be easily dismissed. The case already referred to,
involving an RR-47 and described in 1111 in Asttonautics c?;t!
Aeronautics, July, ,1971, is certainly one thnt must be conw
sidered sericusly as illustrating an tmquesdonably sY nge
phencmenon.. (See Apmndix z, RV-8.) It is impossible to
discuss tbe case as the result of a misperception or a radar
malhlncticn or as an esect of anomaltms propagation. This
Radarvvisual encotmter occurred cn Jul; I7, 1957, while a
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special electronics plane :ew through M ississippi, Louisiana,
Texas, and Oklahom a. It was by no means a localized event of
short duration; it involved ground and air crews and several
radar installations.
Earlier that same year, on Febrnnry I3, 1957, a challenging

Radar-visual case occtlrred at Lincoh Air Force Base, in
Nebraska. The Blue Book sllmmary reads:

Objects were visually observed by three control operators
and by the Director of Operation, who was in town to supervise
a wing mission. Objects were also obsezved on radar by the
NCOIC and GCA operation (two separate radar installations).
The obkcts were observed for a mriod of tlzree to fve mhmtes.
. . . The individual obiects were about fve to six miles behind
an air liner and moving twice as fast. . . . One of the objects
broke in two and another made a Iso-degree turn. A11 observers
were interrogated by IFF with no response. Visual estimation
of tlze size of the objects was impossible, but the radar operator
stated that the blip on his scope was about the snme size as that
received from a B-47. The objects appeared to stand still and
then speed up and rush away.

Blue Book, applying its standard theorem, evaluated the
sightinp Tprobable balloon' and fprobable aircraft'.

NOTES

z. X nidentïed Flying Objects', Hearing by Committee on
Armed Services of the House of Representatives, 89th Con-
gress, 2nd Session (ApHl 5, 1966), the Honorable L. Mendel
mvers (chairman of the committee) presidingy p. 6073.

MR. scHwslKEn: . . . have any of tlze unexplained objects been
sighted on radar. I thought you said no to that just a couple
of mlnutes ago.

MAJOR QUINTANKLA: That is correc. W e have no radar cases
which are tmexplained.
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2. Observers of Selected Radar-visual UF0 Reports

Occupatlon
Radnr opemtors
Airport control opemtors
Ship's crew members
M ilitary pilots
Commercial pilots
M ilitary alrmen
Ship's bridge personnel
Private pilots
Private plane passengers
Airmen (Second Class)
Airmen (Third Class)
Alrman tFirst Chss)
Ship's master
Able senmnn
Or ' senman
Third mate I
commnndlng oEcer lsMpl I
Director of opemtions - bomber wing I

Total 61

3. Flylng XSJSI-: Revlam Vol. ZG No. 2. March/Aprily 1970,
PP. 9-47.

4. Astronautîcs J??zI Aeronautks. July and September, z97z.
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CHAPTER EIGHT

CLOSE ENCOUNTERS OF THE FIRST KIND

Suddenly I yedized the light fzll.r coming lro??; o'osvr-
àee. 1 looked up and saw the outlines of an object
moving out past the pitch OJ my roo/a approximately
z-sch-j-oo feet high. The red glow rz?c.r coming yrtm  be-
neath the obiect, about center.

-  Se6 a4/œcndix r, CSJ-J

UFO skhting reports that speak of obiects or very brilliant
lights close to the observers - in general less than 5oo feet
away - by dehnition fall into the second large observational
division of UFO sightings: the Close Encountev. In all like.
lihood this division does not imply a dilerent order of UFO
reports but merely reports of the same stimuli responsible for
reports in the Iirst three categories that now, by chance or by
design, are seen close up. It is eminently probable that UFOs
seen at a distance will sometimes be encountered close at hand,
and it is, therefore) ptlrely for convenience in description and
smdy that we make this distinction.
In t'urn, this large category quite namrally divides itself, op-

erationally and observationally, into three distinct groups: the
Close Encotmter per s% in which the observers report a close-
at-hand experience without tangible physical esects; the Close
Encolmter in which measurable physical esects on the land and
on anlmate and inanimate objects are reported; and the Close
Encotmter in which animated entities (often called 'hllman-
oids', 'occupants', or sometimes fuFonauts') have been re-
ported. W e have already made the distinction between this
latter category and the Tcontactee' categorp
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The deânition of Close Encounter is best given by the ob-
servers themselves, operationally: what are the most frequent
distances repcrted ill cases in which the object was close enough
to have shown appreciable angular extension and considerable
detail, in which stereoscopic vision was presllmably employed,
and in which fear of possible lmmediate physical contact was
reported? From the repcrts themselves this appears to be a few
hundred feet and often much less - sometimes 2o feet or less.
In any eveat, the reported distance is such that it seem s only
remotely likely that the actlml stimulus coald have been far
removed, particularly when the object or light passed between
the observer and some object (tree, house, llill, etc.) from a
knoFn distance away.
It is in Close Encolmter cases that we come to grips with the

fmisperception' hypothesis of UFO reports. While some brief
can possibly be established f0r this hypothcsis in the case of the
lirst mnjor division of UFO reports - tlmse that refer to sight-
ings at a distance - it becomes virt-ually tmtenable in the case of
the Close Encounter. The UFO reports ncw to be described,
each made by two or more observers who were capable of sub-
mitting a ccherem, seemhgly facmal report, raise the question
whether the reported perceptbn can possibly be said tc fall
within the fllmits of misperception' applicable to sane and re-
sponsible people.
M y own opinièn, and I believe the reader will agree, is that

accepted bgiœl limits of misperception are in these cases
exceeded by so great a margin that one must assllme that the
observers either tnzly had the experience as reported or were
bereft of their reason and senses. Yet the evidence of the ob-
servers' occupations, training, and past performance gives no
indication of the latter cirolmstance in the Tfltered' cases used
in this chapter.
Do we then have a phenomenon in which several people

sufer temporary insanity at a given instant but at no other time
before or after? If so, we have to deal with a new dimension of
the UF.O phenomenon. But the data of the problem - the sub-
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ject of this book - would remain unaltered. Simply, the prob.
1em of their generation would need to be attacked from
another direction.
The same general pattern of treatment of the cases in this

category will be followed as in the Iirst large category: UFOs
in the sky. First, in each of the subdivisions the nllmber and
namre of the observers involved will be stated; second, tlleir
lirsthand reaaions to their experience will be related; and
third, the category prototype will be fashioned from elements
common to most of the sightings. As before, the individual
c ses used are listed in Appendix z.
It must be emphasized that cases I have used here are rep.

resentative of those that meet the criteria of admission as eue
UFO reports, that is, reports from responsible people the con-
tents of which remain tmexplained in ordinary terms.

CLOSE ENCOUNTERS OF THE FIRST KIND

Close Encotmters in which no interadion of the UFO wlth the
environment or the observers is reported can V called Close
Encotmters of the First Kind. A representative set of these
selected from my âles are mostly Blue Book cases, and we will
examine them for the prototype of this category.
The observers are characterized by the absence of special-

ized occupations - radar operators, pilots, and air traKc tower
operators - that namrally wotzld be present in lladar-visual
observations. W e seem to have a more representative cross sec-
tion of the population as reporters hl the Close Encotmters of
the First Kind category.
As before, I have selected a dozen or so multiple-wimess

c-ases from which to build a prototype. The majority of the
reporters concerned was interviewed personally by taped phone
interviews or by mail. In each instancr I satissed myself that 1
was dealing with normal and quite sane pecple and attempted
to check one wimess against another for consistency. Cogent,
coherent reports from single reponers do exist in fair nllmbers,
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and in some respects it seems manifestly tmfair not to include
many of these, for scme are of great interest and Et the pro-
totype. Yet for the sake of consistency I have nct deviated
from the plan adopted in the first three categories.
The cases used here involve 42 reportersii there were at

least two wimesses in each case, the average nplmber being 3.5
and the median nllmber, 3.
Generally, the observers were not independent in the jense

that they were located in diferent places but wcre independent
in terms of background, experience, and: presllmnbly, psycho-
logical temperament. They also differed with respect to their
previcus kncwledge of UFO phenomena. In fntlr of the re-
portqd evenl the observers were not physically together and
not in commlmication tmtil later. Vecauons of tlle observers
indicate, in many cases, some basic training in critical thought
and in the proper dischnrge of respcnsibilities: president of a
small airline, schcol principal, and seven police oKcers, for
examplesk
In 'Close Encetmter cases it is not easy to separate the reac-

tions of the observers from the description of the event; tlle two
seem to go hand in hand.
A standard question that I have posed to witnesses during

the past years is: <1f you could substimte some fnmiliar object -
a household object or anything that is flmiliar to you - for the
object you saw, what would you choose that had the greatest
resemblance, particularly in shape?'
The answer to this qucstion has often been revealing. In one

case a wimess said, TA beach ball. Just lilqe one of those beauti-
ful beach balls.' Another wimess, a police lieutenant located
several blocks away and presllmably viewing the snme object
from another compass direction, said, <It was like a yo-yo. It
was moving off to the northeast. 1 was sighting it over the top of
some trees. It was like a glowing ball - a l'Jminous % 11.:
This observation was made at 3:oo A.M. The police oë cer

reported that the object hovered and then moved away very
rapidly. (See Appendix 1, CE 1-1.) A lighted balloon does not
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satisfy b0t.h hdependent observaticns, even apart from the fact
that it is not very likely that some prankster would be latmching
a balloon at 3:ooA.M. outside a very small North Dakota town.
Nor do the persistently horizontal track the hovering, the
sudden rise at the end satisfy the balloon hypothesis.
The oKcer continued:

W hen I sat there, 1 had a sort of fear; 1 wasn't scared for
myself but for what it might mean. I sat there, I suppose, for
about 5ve minutes. lt bounced up and down, like a ball
bounces on each word of a song in the movie theater screen,
but when it left it was gone - bang - it was out of sight in less
than 5ve seconds. It went straight up, right on up. . . . ln my
mind it was gtzided by somebody or something, like a balloon
foating in the air wouldn't have tllis sort of motion.

Just what sort of a phenomenon are we dealing with?
In a second case (see Appendix zy CEI-2), involving several

wimesses riding together in a car, the principal reporter, a
former ntlrse, answered:

W ell, you know, you have seen these saucers that kids ride
down the hill on, you know what I mean? You put t'wo of those
together with the rims separating, and I swear it looks just as
near that as 1 can describe anything. . . . 1 wouldn't say it was
rellecting, 1 would say it was more Iself 1 blminant - you know,
like when you look at clock hands 'bnt are lllmlnous at
night.

0f herself the wimess said:

1 have had no military experience, but emergencies often
arise in the hospital nursing seld, and one must learn to school
oneself to maintain composure, which I feel was most helpful
to me at the time of our close-range sighting. I worked for 25
years as a nurse, and I always try to school myself to be calm
and not panic. I think that helped me some.

Contirming her description of the object, she said:
1 know it was something physical. 1'2 never believe other-

wise. . , . 1 just can't believe it was gas or anytblng. The outline
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was very sharp. It was never fuzzy at any time. . . . Then as we
watched this possibly for fve minutes, it just got a eemendous
burst of speed and sped right oS. No sotmd whateker, i ough.
lt was somethlng solid, as much as if 1 were to go out and see
an airplane. * x . It was just Eke löoking up lmder an airplane,
just as if an airplane were standing there . , . just mrfectly
motionless.

A few more direct quouticns will help to establish the pro-
totype. It would be so much easier to do this lf one could say
that all the sightings in a given c.ategory had certain thl-ngs in
common - fottr wheels, windshields, headlights, aimlane wings,
etc. Yet in fact, the common denominator in skhtings such as
these. seems to be bewilderment and a llniversal groping for
wcrds of description.

As I looked out ol the window, 1 realized that the neigh-
borhood was lit up in a red glow. M y ftrst i ought was that a
police car was parked nearby or a Ere A ck. I called to my wife
that somethlng must be wrong ixz the neighborhood and to
come and see. Suddenly I realized the liglzt was comlng from
overhead. 1 looked up and saw the outline of an object moe g
out past the pitch of my roof, approximately 25o-500 feet
high. n e red glow was coming from beneath the object, about
center. It apm ared as a stream of light comlng from inside
through a hole. . . . M y neighbor's green pickup truck looked
browish. (See Appendix 1, CEI-3.!

Then this wimess, to the best of my knowledge quite tmac-
qm intcd with ftg'o lnre', described an efec't reported to me
many times:

An airplane took os from the airport and passed overhead
of the object. A11 the lights went out until the plane was past it.
Then with approximately four bright Eickers, the object
moved from west to southwest and through the overcast. . . . It
seemed to me that this object was charting a col'rp.e or inves-
tigating dilerent objects on the grotmd, as the lights would
stop on certahz objects such as cars, pickups, hedges, shnlb-
bers housew utility lines, and poles.
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One can almost sympatEze wlth Projed Blue Bcck oKcers
who took refuge in Tidentifying' a case such as this as TUn-
identifed' and going on to some*hl-ng else. The above case
remains listed as funidentifed' in Blue Book's fles; no attempt
was made even to sweep it away by appending a fpossible heli-
copter' to this case (as was done in others) probably because it
wculd have been to0 far-fetched even for Blue Book: it nms
6:00 A.M. on a Sunday morning in midwinter, an unlikely time
for a helicopter to be about, even if this hzterpretatinn weren't
ruled out by the ccmplete absence of noise.
W e t'urn now to another case, involving two Oldahoma farm

boys who were stacking hay in the preslmrise hours and were
taken completely by sumrise by the sudden, close appearance
of a brightly lighted circular but wingless craft. Excerpts frnm
a rather long mped interview may help the reader to form lzis
own compcsite picmre of Close Encotmters of the First Kind
and to establish the archetype of this chss. (See Appendix Ta
CEI-4.)

Q: Did you ever see anything like it before?
A: No. I never did.
Q: What impressed you most about it?
A: The brighmess of it.
Q: What do you think itwas?
A: 1 don't know what it was. It scared me at frst..
Q: Do you thlnk it could have been a balloon or someblng

like that?
A: N+ it was not a balloon or nothing lAe that. . . . W e

thought it was helicopters at & st from the Quentin Air Force
Base, so we called, but they said there were no helicopters up
then.
Q: Did they say they had anything on radar?
A: N+ they said there were no airplanes or nothlng out that

night.
Q: Did it have any eiect on the animals?
A: W ell, the dogs stm ed barging. I didn't notice anythlng

about the coww but the dogs started barking.
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Q: Well, do you think they were barking at it or something
else?
A: I don't know, but that was the only thing around to bark

at.
Q: You don't know of anyone else who saw it that night?
A: No, 1 guess there weren't many people up at fotlr o'clock

in the morning.
Q: How come you two were up so early?
A: W e were hauling hay.
Q: How did you frst happen to see it?
IAt this point the questions became directed, by phone, to

the other witness, in a dxerent part of the countt-y.)
A: He happened to see it srst and he cnme back, and he was

scpred. I didn't lmow what was going on.
Q: Did he looked scared?
A: Yeah, he was scared. He was real scared. That's the

reason I wem  out there, to see what he was scared about.
Q: How come you never saw it leave?
A: W ell, 1 thought it was going to crash, and I headed back

into the barn too.
Q: Oh, 1 see. So b0th of you headed into the barn?
A: W ell, yes sir, that's right.
Q: I don't blame you at all. I probably wottld have been

scared too. W hat color was it?
A: Well, it was just luminouk white,
Q: What impressed you most about the whole thing?
A: W ell, 1 guess the fact that it wasn't an airplane. It was

some other object.
Q: Have you ever seen anything like this before?
A: Never have.
Q: Would you want to? '
A: Now that it happened, 1 would sort of like to have a

picture just to prove that 1 saw it. A 1ot of people don't believe
m e.

Q: How long would you say you were frightened by the
Ahlng?
A: W ell, it really shook us up for about two weeks. 1'd been

having trouble getting to sleep. I believe in them now; 1 didn't
before . . . until I saw it.
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Q: Have you done much reading about UFos?
A: 1 have since then. And I'm going to take some astronomy,

here in college.
Q: W e're doing olzr best to try to fnd out what this is a11

about.
A: W ell, 1 tell you what, the way these guys acted out here, I

thought maybe they had sometblng tlzey weren't telling us
about.
Q: You mean 1he gtzys from the air force? (Air force hwes-

tigators were sent by the local air force base to ùwestigate.)
A: Yeah.

The cz'aft and its trajectcry were described by drawings in
the correspondence with the boys. The bright light came down,
at a yj-degree angle, to the height of nearby telephone wires,
moved horizontally across the farmyard, and was last seen over
a small silo. In size it appeared as large as or larger than the full
moon. The drnwing indicated a circular craft with nc obvious
protrusions or mechanical feamres and was described as having
fnllmerous lights around the outside'.
The sighting occurred at approximately 4:oo A.M. Stmrise

was at 4:44 A.M. local time; hence the sky was by no means
fully lighted. One of the teen-aged boys stated, 'The center of
the craft is what has me puzzled, as either it or the whole ship
was rotating in a counter-clocltwise direction. It was also very
shiny in the middle and very, very bright.' The entire incident
lasted less than three minutes, but tmder no circllmstances
could the duradon or the trajectory be satissed by identifying it
as a bright meteor. The bcys had great diKculty describing in
fnmiliar tenns what was to them a very real experience - a
common diK ctllty, as we have seen.
Contrary to the general plan of tltis book, I now ofer data

obtained by another invesdgator, Raymond Fowler, an experi-
enced and dedicated observer. The data are taken from a
68-page report prepared by him of 'a sighting in Beverly,
Massachusetts.z Fowler, who has tmdertaken a far more
exhaustive hwestigation of the report than either the Condon
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committee or Blue Book staff, submitted his full report to Blue
Book; typically, they disclaimed any responsibility because thc
sighting report had not come through oKcial chnnncls. Thus
this most interesting case, which the Condon group could not
solve, not only was not investigated by Blue Book but was dis-
regarded by it.
The case involves a fairly long-duration sighting of a <lu-

minous platter' that silently hovered over a schoolhouse and
that at times approached the reporters so closely that they
feared it might crash down upon them .
A few excerpts from the detailed Fowler report must sllmce

here in contributing to the prototype of this category of sight-
ing. Once again 1et us go to the taped interviews, for these give
us perhaps the greatest insight into the UF0 as a hllman ex-
perience.

This object appeared larger and larger as it came closer. . . .
A11 I could see above my head was the blurry atmosphere and
brightly 1it up lights qashing (not blinking) slowly around.
I wms very excited - not scared - very curious. I wotlld not have
rtm at a1l except for the fact the object got too dose, and I
thought it rnight crash on my head:

And from another wimess to the slme slghtlng we leam :

I started to nm. Then a friend called, c ook up. lt's directly
over us'- so I looked up and stood still in surprise.l sawa large
rotmd object just at rooftop level. It was just like looking at the
bottom of a plate (a familiar pattern) . It was solid . . . 1 heard
no sound at all, but I felt tllis thing was going to come down
on top of me. (1t was likel a giantmushroom. 1 was fascinated,
stllnned, lmable to thlnlr, and I automatically fotmd myself
rurming away from it.

One of the police oEcers who had bcen snmmoned to the
scene reported:

At 9:45 P.M. on orders from the station, 1 went with Oëcer
B to Salem Road, site of Beverly High School, on a report of a
UFO. On arrival I obsened what seemed to me to be like a
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large plate hovering over the school. It had three lights - red,
green and white - but no noise was heard to indicate it to be a
plade. E'rhe duration of the sighting - 45 minutes - obviously
rules out a plane.l This object hovered over the school and
appeared ahnost to stop. The lights were Eashing. The object
went over the school about two times and then went away.

This was a mtlltiple-wimess case, including two police
oKcers, and Blue Book paid no attendon simply because it had
not been oKcially reported. The Condon Committee was
tmable to ofer even a tentative natural exphnation for the
principal sightinp and as for the hypothesis that this was
c'aused by a misperception of Jupiter, Fcwler argues con-
vincingly against this interpretation, pcinting out among other
things that lines of sight established from the interrogation of
scparate groups shcwed that the line of sight to Jupiter and to
the mean position of the cbject dilered by some 5o degrees.
(Of course, it remains possible thnt some of the supenrlmerary
wimesses may have identoed Jupiter as the object after it had
receded into the dismnce, not having noted Jupiter previously
tmder the press of more immediate and local cirmlmstances.)
As far as the pamdipn of the Close Encotmter sightings of

the First Kind is concerned, we may say that the reporters are
conscious primarily of a lllminous obfect, sometimes very
bright - as intense as a welder's torch - and sometimes merely
glowing, like a neon bulb or a lllminous dial watch. The shape
of the craft seems to be secondary to the lllminescence in the
perception of the observer, but when a shape is described, it is
generally stated to be oval, ïfootball shaped', often with a dome
atop it. Rotation of the lights and presllmably of the craft is
often reported to be in a colmterclockwise direction. Hovering
is common, as is lack of sotmd, and very frequently a rapid
taketd without an accompanying sonic bocm is reported.
For reports so stmnge as these the pattern spread is remark-

ably small. One might expect tlut hallucinations, for instance,
would cover a very wide spectrlpm. UFO Close Encotmters, as
reported, do nct; there is even a sort of monotony to UFO
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reports (as UFOs are desned in this book), partiY arly of the
Close Encounter variety. One gains the impression that the
diferences that eiist arise in part from thc varying abilities of
observers to describe an unfamiliar occurrence.
To add to our concept of the prototype we have the following

description of a Close Encounter of the First Kind (see Appen-
dix 1, CEI-6) from a fonner naval oKcer. The sighting began
when thc father, driving his son the oëcer home from tlle rail-
way station a little before miclnight, saw an object glide in front
of them, almost directly over the car. After this had happened
tllree times, he said to llis son, <Dld you see somcthing glide
over the car?'
fYes, I did,' the son answered. <1t looked like a huge pre-

historic bird of sbme kind.' W hen later in an interview I asked
my standard question about what familiar object might be sub-
stimted for it as far as shape and - in this case - size, the
wimess said:

Very hard to say. . w . l/ve never seen anything like it. . . w
W ell, a navy sub, but not just like that, of course . . . 1 figured I
cottld lzit it with a stone. . . . lt was that close. . . . Very sharp
p . . just as sharp arz outline as if it had been, well, a boiler up
there.

The sighting the father and hij son were dascribing lasted for
:ve to eight minutes; the father described it further:

I dropm d my head and looked up through the windshield)
and 1 iust looked at it completely - there it was. 1 said to Johm
.<M y God - it's a Qying saucer' - it was almost like a science
fiction movie on TV. . . . It just hung there, completely silent,
like a church steeple 1it up at night. Or it looked like those
Japanese suicide planes that used to get into the :oodlights at
night - and tllis reminded me of that. lt sm mg in an arc of a
hundred yards or so - just like it was frustrated.

W hen two other c'ars came along the lonely road, they re-
portcd that fit' ttlrncd of its lights just like a rheostat on a
dining room f'ixtttre, and left only a dark shadow' then shot up
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into the sky, with a trailing blue light after it. The father con-
tinued:

When we got back to the cottage, Jolm said, tDad, there's
something you don't know - when you were at the Icarl trunk
anding over your csmera, tlzis tblng moved over the trnnk
and came down withl'n 5ve yards of you # . . but I heard no
sound.'
If Jolm hadn't been witlz m% I'd have gone to a psyl

clziatrist.

Navy subsy boilers, preMstoric birds, fcotballs, mushrooms,
soup bowls, hamburger sandwiches, and many other analogies -
all to describe scmething that tp the observers was essentially
indescribable in ordhary terms. These are the sorts of things
the investigator he-ars.
But 1et us continue, this Hme witli another funidentifed'

case in the Blue Book fles, reported by a school principal and
his companions (in another Or). (See Appendix 1, CEI-7.)

T was coming home from a PTA mceting and heading down
a small country road, blacktop, and 1 was thlnlrlng of the
blackboards the PTA had prornised to give me for my school.
A11 of a sudden I noticed a glow coming from over the cliff -
and 1 thouglzt, well, one of the o1d goony birds IC-47s1 is os
course, and she*s going to land in this corn6eld. And tlzk was
the fzrst thing that hit my mind. Then this tmbelievable object
-  shaped somethlng like a world W ar I helmet - came over the
top of the clif. . . . I slowed down at this point. . . . 1 couldn't
tmderstand why an airplane would be on tlzis glide path - and
tlzis huge obkct, over 3oo feet, rd estimate, cnme over the cli;
and stood still almost directly over me for a split second like
any obkct changing direction and then took off towards the
airport. . w . lt was terrisc bright light. The top of the car
seemed to have no elect in holding out light. lt was a terri:c
bright light, tmbelievable, 1 tell mysell. W hen 1 looked at my
hands, it looked like 1 was loolrlng at X-ray photos.

The principal joined his companions in the otiler car, which
had been follcwing at some dstance, and togetllcz 1'-. .' t' watched
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the object hover over some power lines for about ten minutes.
W ell, then 12 decided the airport should lmow about it, so 1

headed over toward the airport. But 1 didn't have to tell the
people outside. They'd seen it. A couple of lawyers from
Kansas City were still standing there with their mouths hang-
ing open. It had Qown practically over the airport, but they
hadn't told the tower yet. lt's a small airport, and there's no
glass tower where they'd be watching. They were busy inside
because the Ozark Eight was due in. . . . By the way, the Ozark
pilot . . . if 1 remember hearing the radio correctly, said, <1 see
it - it's below me - it's huge,' as he was coming in for a
landing. . . . W hen the Air Force came down . . . his Ithe inves-
tigating lieutenant) attitude was not fdid you see it', but thow
muéh of it did you see?'

This sighting has remained tmidento ed to this day. Charac-
teristically, Blue Book did not, to my knowledge, sponsor any
sort of comprehensive investigation. Two of the observers,
teachers, have preferred to remain incommtmicado, and I was
able to get a tape interview only with the school principal.
In yet another sightinp far to the nonh, in Capada (see Ap-
endix 1, CE1-8), the president of a small Canadin air serdceP
and his nightwatchman reported:

lt was shaped lAe two saucers with their open tops
touching, one above the oyher. . . . The entire object was a
beautiful silvery white color and appeared to send out rays
from its surface, making the object appear like a light on a
foggy night.

The executive had gone down to the dock to check the tie-
down ropes of his seaplanes. It was the nightwatchman who
srst called his attention to:

an obiect strealqing toward us from the west. It was saucer-
shaped and swung and dipped around some 1ow cloud. It kept
in the clear and did not enter any of the 1ow scud drifting
across the sky. It tilted on its side about 6oo feet from us, then
straightened out with the :at side parallel with the ground. . . .

*'
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It stopped dead still hz front of us, 4o feet above the surface of
the lake and about 75 yards from us. But distu ce is hard to
judge at night when you are looking at a bright object. No
sound came from it, and we could detect no door. . . . 'n e
thing appeared to me to be only four or fve feet across and
eight to ten inches thick.

This obfect appears definitely to have been smaller than
similar reported objects, tlmugh the dzerence may be attri-
buted to misjudged distance. Tooa there have been other cases
in which the smallness of the reported object has been sur-
prising. In any case, that the two men perceived, inde-
pendently, a seange fobject' and shared what to them was a real
experience cannot be seriously doubted. I corresponded at
length wit.h the principal reportera and Brian Canncn, an able
investigator from Winnipeg, hnR made available to me the
results of his interviews with bot,h men. On a clcudy night in the
northern Canadian lake and woods colmtry what cottld be fmis-
perceived' to yield the abcve description?
The Canadian went on to describe his experience:

lt seemed to sparkle as if some electric force or very hot air
was iowing from all the surfaces. . . . The machine, after its
Erst stop, slid sideways for a distance of 5o feet and stopped
again. 1ts speed was not faster than four miles per hour. After
about a minute or two we cottld see it accelerate so fast it
disappeared like a shrinking star in three seconds from a
standing start. 1ts direction was the same as it came, from the
west. Its climbing angle would be about 4o degrees. 1 reported
this sighting to the Canadian government. . . . The color was a
silvery white. 1 can't explain tâe color. l've never seen a color
like it. . . . It was bright, but it did not have a glare. lt looked
more lAe a fluorescent glow. , , . lt was a continuous sparkle
lAe a diamond. It was a bright, beautiful looking thing.

By this time the reader should have some concept cf what is
reported in a Close Encotmter case. But what were the stimuli
that gave rise to the ptlzzlement of the observers?
The obvicus shcerity of those who reported UFOs (as
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defmed here), attesting to real events in space and time, stands
in contrast to the relatively small nllmber of persons.who report
a given UFO. W hy do not m ore people repon specilk sightings
or, discotmting the reluctance to report, why do there seem to
be so few people arolmd when a Tgenuine' UFO appears? It
appears to be a phenomenon associated with the absence of
large groups of people (there are exceptions, however). It is
impossible to establish how many people have seen a UFO but
have not reported it or how many sky-observing stations, such
as satellite tracking stations, observe UFOs that are never re-
ported.3
Obviously there are many lmknowns. W e must accept tlx

scarciyy of UFO obsezvers and reporters as a fact of the total
UFO phenomenon, as we do the results of the M ichelson-
M orley experiment or the fact of the quannlm of energy. Like
the phenomenon itself, it calls for an explanation and cannot be
taken as an argtlmem  for the nonexistence of the phenom-
enon.

One case not only brings to a focus the namre of the Close
Encotmter phenomenon but also stands on the record as an
example of the ludicrous manner in which Project Blue Book
sometimes went about investigating a case. A more lucid
example of the disregard of evidence tmfavorable to a pre-
conceived explanation could hardly be fotmd. W ere such bla-
tant disregard of evidence to occur in a court of law, it would be
considered an outrageous travesty of legal procedures. The as-
totmding disregard and distortion of reported facts, failure to
listen to wimesses, and obdurate and adamant closemindedness
can be explained either as incompetence of the most gross var-
iety or as a deliberate attempt to present a semblance of incom-
petence for ulterior purposes.
The story is one of comedy - of errors, of egregious disregard

of testimony, of sceming intrigue, of excitement (involving a
car chase at I0j miles per hour), and fnally, of tragedy. It
deserves to be told in some detail and should someday be pub-
lished in full. I was involved only peripherally in the aflair
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since I was nnt Olled in as constlltant tmtil a very late s'tage,
but I watched it develop frcm tl:e start with great interest/
Much credit must go to William W eitzel, instructor in phil-
osophy at the University of Pittsburgh, Bradford Branch, who
with care, industrs tact, and persistence brought tcgether the
many demils of tlzis Close Encotmter accotmt. I have Mr. W eit-
zel's permission to use material frûm his exhaustive report on
the c-ase, containing much personal correspondence witlz the
observers and with gcvernment oKcials.
The case was not examined by the Condon commlttee,

which, indeed, may never have hord of it even though the
report was made just a half year before the committee tmder-
took its work. Had it conducted an investigae n, I srmly be-
lieve another flmknown' would have been added to the
substantial nllmber of Condon cases that remain tmsolved. In
interest, had an tmbiased examination of the case been tmder-
taken by the University of Colorado group, it wotlld surely
have tmearthed some interesting data.
If it were not for the tmhappy cirolmsunce tlmt the lnitlal

reporter, who took the brnnt of ridicule, became a virnml out-
cast, susered a disrupted home and marriage, and was made to
bear outmgeous personal embarrassment, this case history
cotlld well be considered high comedy. Three other observers -
two of whcm were geograpllically independent of the initial
wimess and his companion - through the vagaries of press
coverage and the failtlre of the air force to interrogate them,
escaped the accusation, by implication, of gross incompetence,
hallucination, and even insanity - even thcugh they inde.
pendently described the UFO much in the same manner the
Tspotlighted' wimess did.
It staxed out in a vcry routine fasllion. On the night of April

I6, 1966, Deputy Sheril Dale F. Spatm a full-time member of
the Portage Cotmty, 0hi0, sheris's oëce, after a dinner of
steak and eggs, took a m o-hour nap, had two cups of cofee,
and reported for duty at midnight. (See Appendix zy CEI-9.)
He was immediately dispatched to check a prowler comphint
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(nothing was found). He received a call to pick up Wilbur Nefh
a mechanic who on occasion rode with the regular. deputy as a
'mounted deputy'. The two men were then dispatched to
answer a call about a car that had sheared a utility pole near
Atwater Center, Ohio. They had the driver sent to the hospital
and the car towed. Then an Ohio Edison repairman came to lix
the pole.
The deputies drove to nearby Deerseld to get some coffee

for themselves and to bring back a cup for the repairman. ln
Deerseld they assisted a man whose car had broken down and
arranged to have it towed. They returned to the scene of the
pole accident at about 4:45 A.M .
W hile they were talking with the Ohio Edison man, their

police radio reported that a woman in Summit County, directly
to the west of Portage County, had reported a brightly lighted
object <as big as a house' :ying over her neighborhood. The
object, the woman reported, was too 1ow to be a plane and too
high for a street light. Jokes were immediately exchanged over
the police radio and with the repairman. Neither Spattr nor
NeS took the subject seriously.
The deputies then headed west on Routc 224 with the inten-

tion of slling out an accident report at the hospital. They saw a
car parked on the shoulder on the south side of the road. They
turned their patrol car arotmd and approached the abandoned
car from the rear. Spaur reported what happened:

He lNefll gets out the right side, 1 got out the left side, he
goes to the right front corner of the cruiser, which is where he
stops - sort of an insurance policy - and 1 went to the left rear
of the other vehicle. 1 turned just to make a sort of visual
observation of the area, to make sure nobody had walked into
the woods, you lmow, to take a leak or something. And I
always look behind me so no one can come up behind me. And
when I looked in this wooded area behind us, 1 saw this thing.
At this time it was coming up. And there's a slight rise there;
went up to about treetop level, 1'd say about a hundred feet. It
started moving toward us - well, now, the trees that it was
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clearing were right on top ol this rise right beside the road. .. v .
And at the tlme 1 was watching it. lt was so 1ow that you
couldn't see it tmtil it was right on top of you. 1 looked at
Barney ENeffl , and he was still watching the car, the car hz
front of us - and the thing kept getting brighter and brighter
and the area started to get light, and 1 looked at Barney this
time and then told him to look over his shoulder. So he did.:
He didn't say notbing, he just stood there with lzis mouth open
for a minute, and as bright as it waq he looked down. And 1
started looking down. 1 looked at my hands, and my clothes
weren't burning or anytbing when it stopped, right over on top
of us. The only thing, the only sotmd in the whole area was a
hum. lt wasn't anything screamhlg or real wild. And it'd
change a little bit - it'd sound like a transformer being loaded
or an overloaded transformer when it changed.
1 was pretty scared for a couple of minutes; as a matter of

fact, 1 was petriûed; so 1 moved my right foot, and everything
seemed to work all right. And evidently he made the same
decision I did, to get something between me and it. So we 170th
went for the car, we got in the car, and we set there. 1 wouldn't
even venttlre if it was Io seconds, 3o seconds, or 3 mhmtes --
and it stood there, and it hovered, and we didn't make any --
anything - and it moved right out east of us (they were now
facing eastl and sat there for a second, and nothihg still didn't
happen to me, and Barney loolqed a11 right. 1 punched the mike
button, and the light came on, so I picked it up. I frst started
to tell them, you know, this thing was there. And 1 thought,
well, if 1 do, he'll think - so l just told Bob on the radio, 1 said,
Vhis bright object is right here, the one that everybody says is
going oven' And he comes back with, fshoot itl' .'fhis thing
was, uh, no toy; this - hell, it was big as a house! And it was
very bright; it'd make your eyes water.

They wcre ordered to follow the apparition, and thus began,
perhaps, the wildest UFO chase on record. For more than 7o
miles the object was chased, at specds sometimes as high as zoJ
miles pcr hotlr.
W hile the chase was in progress, OKcer W ayne Houston, in

lzis police cruiser near East Palesdne, Ohio, some 4o mile, to
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the east of the starting point of the chase, was monltcring the
radio ccnversaticn between Spaur and his oëce in Ravennad
Later, in signed testlmony, Huson admitted to Weitzel:

I talked with Spattr by radio. I met lzim at the north edge of
the city on Route z4. I saw the thing when Dale was about fve
nziles away from mw It was rllnning down Route z4 about
Sooeoo feet up when it came by. rl'ilis was the lowest 1 ever
saw itw
As it ;ew b'y, 1 was standlng by my cruiser. I watched it go

right overheadq lt was shaped something lilqe an ice crenm cone
with a sort of partly melted down top. The point part of the
cone was tmderneath; the top was sort of like a dome. Spaur
and NeJ came down the road right after it, 1 fell in behlnd
'
them. W e were going 2o to 85 miles an hotm  a couple of times
around zo5 miles an hour. At one point at least I was almost on
Spaur's bl:mper, and we checked with each other what we saw.
It was right straight ahead of us, a half to three quarters of a
mile ahead.
I am fnmlliar enougli wit: RocEester 'Itâey were now in

Pennsylvnnla, some 15 mileg east of the Olzio border), and I
guided him by radio. A11 the way we were trying to get contact
with a PennKylvania car. Had the base call Chippewa State
Police station to see if they had a car on 5z ; they didn't. The
frst Pezmsylvnnla car we saw was in Conway (a few miles east
of Rochester) . Dale was 1ow on gas, and we stopped where
rrank Panzanella was parked.

Thus there enters the fourth observer: Frank Panzanella,
police oëcer in Conway. His signed testimony reads:

At 5:20 A.M. stopped at Cbnway Hotel and had a cup of
cofee. I then left 1he hotel coming down Second Avenue.
Looked to my right and saw a shining object. I thought it was
a reqection off a plane. 1 then got out of the police car and
looked at the object again. 1 saw two other patrol cars pull up,
and the oEcers got out and asked me if 1 saw it. They pointed
to the obkct, and 1 told them 1 had been watching it for the
last ten zninutes. The obkct was the shape of half of a football,
was very bright and about n to 35 feet in dismeter, The object
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then moved out toward Harmony Township approximately at
z,ooo feet high; then it stopm d and went straight up real fast
to about 3,500 feet (and, according to other testimony,
stoppedl . 1 then called the base station and told the radio oper-
ator to notify the Pittsburgh airport. He asked me if I was sick.
1 told him if 1 was sick, so were the other tlzree patrolmen. The
obkct continued to go upward tmtil it got as small as a ball-
point pen. Relative to the moon, the object was quite distant
and to the left of the moon (Venus was to the right of the
moon) . I could not see the moon from my position. The object
was seen between two antennas in the backyard across thé
street to the east. W e all four watched the object shoot straight
up and disappear.

The object was hovering when the plane taking off from the
airport passed under it, then took of directly upward, accord-
ing to a11 wim esses.
Major Quintanilla) then head of Project Blue Book, at-

tempted to establish the interpretation that a11 fotlr police
olcers, who were sequentially and independently involved,

had first seen a satellite (even though no satellite was visible at
that time over Ohio4) and somehow had transferred their at-
tention to Venus (which was seen by the observers while the
object was also in sight). The original tinvestigation' was per-
ftmctory; the initial inquiry, made of only one witnessy Spaur,
was a two and one-half minute phone call, which, according to
Spaur, began with the words, tTel1 me about this mirage you
saw.' The second interview, also by phone, lasted only one and
one-half minutes. According to a signed statement by Spatm
Quintanilla apparently wanted Spatlr to say he had seen the
UFO for only a few minutes; when told that it had been in
sight almost continuously while the observers chased it from
Ohio into Pennsylvania, a distance of some 60 m iles, he quickly
terminated the discussion.
Quintanilla's method was simple: disregard any evidence

that was cotmter to his hypothesis. Less than 5ve minutes of
phone interview sllfliced for Blue Book to come to a 'solution' of
the case; only after Congressional pressure did Qllintanilla
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travel to Ravenna, OM0, to the Portage Colmty sherz 's oEce,
to interview Spatlr and Barney Nef. .

The interview was taped by Weitzel at the request of Spaur,
and it provides a rare insight into Projec.t Blue Book. This time
the interview was long and involved. In addition to testimony
from Spaur and Neff, it included testimony from Deputy
Sherif Robert Wilson, the radio operator who had been in
radio contact with Spaur and Nefh and Sherif Ross Dustman,
whose chief role was to vouch for the character of lzis deputy
sherifs. However, it excluded two prime wimesses, Patrolman
Huston of East Palestine, 0hi0, who joined Spatlr and NeS in
tlle chase after their car anived in East Palestine, and Patrol-
man Panzanella, of Conway, Pennsylvania, whc joined all lree
'in the sighting when the chase reached his town.
Because of the length of the taped interview only excerpts

can be given, and these of necessity will be out of contex-t.s

slutm: Secon'd of all, 1'm under the impression that Venus
rises out of the east, as the morning staè. And this is probably
another thing that's wrong, rm not sure.
QUINTANILIA' Depends, depends.
S: Huh?
Q: Sometimes it'll rise right over you.
S: Oh. O.K. So anm ay .. . .
Q: Venus, Venus -. Venu; today (papers rattlingl rises at

2:49 in the morning. And it rises zso? azimuth and 250 elev-
ation. lt doesn't have to rise 1ow on the horizon; it can rise
lzigh. But it's on the ecliptic, yes.
S: O.K., so it's on the ecliptic. Granted you have this. Now

this, this thing is this large; this big, and this low, and these
people watched this thing from over in the M ogadore area;
they report it, and 1 follow it, and 1 have Barney with me.
W e're going down the road; so you're gozma discotmt, well,
there's two nuts; we're rumzing Venus. Now Venus . . .
Q: Now, wait a mirmte . . .
S: W ell, wait a minute, 1et me speak . . .
Q: You used the wrong word . . .
S: O.K. W ell . , ..
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Q: I'm an oEcer in the United States Air Force . . .
S: Right. You desnitely are . . .
Q: And 1 don't call anybody a nut.
S: No, O.K. 1 have hallucinations then! But this is what I've

been saying . . .
Q: 1 didn't say you were having hallucinations.
S: W hat 1'm trying to say is tlzis. rm going down the road;

now this thing that 1 am following . . .
Q: And treat me with the same respect that I treat you.
S: 1 will sir; 1 am. 1111 treat you with more respect than I've

been treated the last . . .
Q: l'm not calling you a nut. rm not saying you had hal.e

lucirlations.
S: A11 right, the last twenty days! Anyway, this thing passes

over another police car. He watches it go by; he's spotted it
now. This is two cars that are fxed on Venus. So we're going
down the road. And we get into Conway, Permsylvania, and
then this thing passes over the third car that's sitting there.
Not even on the same frequency (a reference to the fact that he
and this patrolman could not have been in communication
prior to the eventl . 1 never met, seen, spoke to before nor after
this another o/cer. He's watching the same thing as it goes
over top of him, going toward Pittsburgh, as we come scream-
ing 1. Now: we watched it, four men, standing right there,
four omcers. Probably you say anything you want, we stood
right there, watched it, watched the plane go underneath it (a
reference to a plane that had just talqen off from the Pittsburgh
airport) , and we watched it make a vertical climb straight up.
And this, sir . . .
Q: Disappeared.
S: M y lmowledge is God's truth. Yes, sir. The only thing

left even to look at, after we went to the station and called the
guy (the radio operator had relayed a message to call Ta colonel
or something' ) , was the one bright spot that was there. The sun
was coming up 011, and the moon was fading out. It was about
a quarter of a moon Eactually just four days before new moonl ,
and right straight off that moon, which would have been to the
south of the moon if you were looking west (east?) , was one
bright spot. 1'd say it was probably, would loolq lAe a pencil
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eraser, real bright. Ierhis of course was Venuw yet Quintanilla
still stuck stubbornly to the V. enus hypothesis for 1he sight-
ing.l
wlr-soN: (the radio operator who had monitored the radio

but had not viewed the UFO) : That was the mother ship.
S: Huh? The other sllip?
W : That was the mother ship!
S: Oh, 1he mother ship. You guys are gonna have me con-

vinced pretty soon. Aw, give me a tranquilizer and some cofee
p . . (laughterl This thing was to, would have been to the leftz
which was the north of it, and we watched it, and it went up,
stopped, the airliner went tmder it, and then it went straight
up. Just as straight up as, well, just straight up. And there -- 1,
uh, 1 wouldn't conceive of what, I know people can get fxed
on something maybe, or something lAe that; but I don't thinl
that - 1 don't see how myself and another cnliser and another
guy and a11 this could go over. Chasing Venus. 1, uh, I won't
concede a part of it. I know that there's - f'hls may be a way to
discotmt it or what it is, but 1 lmow it was there. 1 seen it very
plainly.
Q: Dale, it's not a question of discounting; we're trying to

get into tlze (one word fuzzyl. We're trying to make the deter-
mination as to what it was.
S: Sir, if 1 could tell you what it was, believe me, Major, I -

I myself - and like I said before, if 1 told you that 1 seen a Ford
going down the highway, you'd lmow what I was talking
about. And if you said, r ee, there goes a Chevrolet', you
would assume 1he fact that you identifed it, and 1 would know
what it is. The same thing with an aircraft. You say, f'rhere
goes a Bu9', and I say, 'Yep, sure is, that's an o1d war horse',
or something to this effect, and it's identïed. This, 1 have
never seen nothing like it before or after or in the wildest far-
fetched imaghation. 1 know you can have an optical illusion
or even see something moving or like if you look through a
piece of glass or something . . .
Q: Yeah, distortions.
S: 1 can go along with this. But nothing this big. In my

wildest dreams I don't thinlr I could have ever imagined or
seen anythlng like it. But this thing was there, I seen it verx
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plainly; I seen it outside the car. 1 saw it inside the car, and 1
saw it from outside the car after I got to Conway. And I would
hate to tlaink that 1 gambled this man's life (NelT) and a 1ot of
other people's lives chasing Venus. 1 don't believe for an in-
stant that 1 was following Venus. I don't know how to explain
it. 1 don't have the slightest idea. But sir, this thing was as veal
as Eindistinct word! . . .
Q: You know, Dale, 1'm just going to say this for whatever

it's worth: you're not the frst one it's happened to.
W : lradio operator! : What does the air force think these are,

Major?
Q) M isinterpretations of conventional objects and natural

phenomena. Last year we had 245 astronomical cases.
W : W hat category dous tlzis go under, what Dale saw?
Q: Place it in the category of satellite and astronomical ob-

servations.

This case now appears in Blue Book statistics as an obser-
vation of Venus even though the object and Venus were re-
ported to have been seen.
Four diferent sets of hllman eyes reported something to their

respective brains, four brains that were accustom ed to making
evaluations of what their eyes observed. Two observers were in
one car; each of the others was in separate towns. The tes-
timony of the other two policemen was never obtained.
Quintanilla was obviously satissed that the requirements of

the scientiûc method had been met. He wottld, indeed, have
been satisfed with four minutes of testimony over the phone
had not Congressman Stanton, who had taken a personal
interest in this case, forced his hand.
1 have devoted considerable space to this incident because it

is representative of my experience with Blue Book over many
years as consultant. W hat 1 considered obvious cases of mis-
interpretation and tmreliable repoMing Blue Book would take
some pains to establish for the record; cases such as this, which
were open to question and contained the possibility that some-
thing Tgenuinely new and empirical' might be contained in it,
were treated with little or no interest.
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Had the observers in this case not been police oKcers, I feel
certain the evaluation would have been funreliable witnesses', a
favorite category for cases in which the wimess could not
defend himself. To call a policeman an unrel/able witness
would clearly not have been politic, so the viM ally tmtenable
category of fastronomical' was chosen even against the advice of
the astronomical consttltnt.
It should be apparent to any discerning reader that two

issues are interwoven in this entire m atter: one is the question
of the reality of the reported UFO phenomena; the other is the
matter of scientifc methodology and scientifc integrity. Re-
gardless of how the lirs't issue is resolved in time, the record
will show that once again in the long history of science preju-
dice, emotion, and Ttemporal provincialism' marred, in the case
of UFO research, the otherwise largely exemplary march of
science and intellecnlnl advenmre.
The Portage Cotmty case was especially embarrassing to me

since it had been repeatedly stated that Blue Book adopted no
astronomical interpretation of a UFO sighting withcut m y con-
currence as consulmnt astronomer, but the rule was frequently
and qagrantly violated. In this instance, the evaluation of this
case as fsatellite and Venus' was made without any consultation
with me.
Three months hter 1 was sent the Blue Book 5le on the case;

my evaluation was a strong funidentifed' - an evaluation that
was strongly supported by the fact that it had been established
by means of Oped testimony that the observers had seen Venus
as zvell as the t1F0. The oëcers did not know Venus by name,
but they consrmed that there was a fbright spot near the moon'.
On l'hnt morning Vezms was iust a few degrees to the upper
right of the moon. The observers indicated that as the dawn
light increased just before stmrise, the silhouette of the UFO
became more distingttishable; quite the opposite would have
happened with Venus as dawn light brightened. The sun rose
that day at j:42 A.M., and the sighting was terminated shortly
after that. It didn't matter. M y advice was not taken.
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I have presented aspects of this case in some detail because
although it is just one of a great many similar cases, it is a hne
exnmple in one instance of a Close Encotmter of the First Kind,
of the unimaginative attimde of the Testablishment', and of the
ereal' nature of the experience for the observer.
The sequel to this case is not pleasant. Largely bec-ause tlle

press and Blue Book concentrated on Dale Spaur almost to the
exclusion of the other three witnesses, the public gained
the impression that here was a case of one policeman's having
become lmbalanced and having experienced a major halluci-
nation. It is clear that this certainly is the hnplication in Quin-
tanilla's interview with Spaur. Subsequently, Spaur was
singled out for tmbearable ridicule and the pressure of un-
favorable publicitp The combination of events wrecked ltis
home life, estranged him from his wife, and ruined his career
and lzis health. He is no longer wit.h the police force, and, it is
reported, he subsists by doing odd jobs.
Tragic denouements are fornmately not a part of the pro-

totype of Close Encounters of the First Kind. But the Portage
County case and the others chosen as represenutive in this
chapter do portray the namre of the UFO when reportedly
experienced close at hand.
Brilliant lllminescence, relatively small size (of the erder of

tens rather than htmdreds of feetl) generally oval shape - some-
times capped with a dom e - absence of conventional wings,
wheels, or other promberances, and ability to hover and to ac-
celerate very rapidly to high speeds characterize the UFO at
close encounter. Localization of appearance is likewise a salient
characteristic. UFO trajectories are largely vertical when
speeds are high - takeofs at 45 degrees or greater seem to be
the rale. There is little tendency for the UFO to Tcruise about
the cotmtry' except locally.
So far in this category of Close Encounters the UFO has not

left its mark exccpt on the memories of the percipients. Now
we turn to Close Encounters that do leave their marks - on
inanimate or animate matter. Because marks can be meastlred
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and studied, therein lies their special importance for scientisc
ùwestigation.

NOTES

z. Observers of Close Encounters of the First Klnd

Occupation Number
Housewives 8
Teenagers 8
Patrolmen and police oEcers 7
Adult males, occupation tlnlrnown a
Cabinet maker I
College student I
W aitress z
Ex-ntlrse z
Naval trainee I
Elementary school teacher
Chemistry teacher
School principal
rormer naval oEcer (now real estate
broker) z

Graduate smdent in anthropology I
President, small airline I
Bushessman I
Night watchman z
lnstmlment maker I
Farmband I
Clerk I

Total 41

2. UFO Report No. 66-26 A/B, NICAP, M assachusetts 1n-
vestigating Committee.

3. There is good evidence ehnt tracklng sotions, b0th vksual and
radar, and amateur observing groups, such as .M oonwatch
stations, have observed UFOs but have not reported tlzem
because it was not politically expedient to do so.
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4. Records of the Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory show
that neither of the bright satellites, Echo I and Echo I1, was in
the sky over Portage Cotmty at the time. Nor were any of the
tlzree Pegasus satellites visible at that time. Even if these had
beem however, their brightness was 5 to Io times less tlzalz
'bnt of tlle Echo satellita, and their orbital inclination was so
1ow that they wotzld have bee.n seen only to tlze soutlz.

s. The taped interviews, M'i:.IZ more than zo persons directly in-
volved with the episode, represent some 60 hours of taping;
tlzis stands as an exemplary case of UFO hwestigation and
should be made public.
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CHAPTER NINE

CLOSE ENCOUNTERS OF THE
SECOND KIND

I assumed tz.ç a matter 0/ course that it oJ.t a totally N:r)
invention and Jcrrdzifly hoped that f/le inventors Eper:
nur t/zpn people.

-  From a persond rcêtrrf to the author by an
army captain stationed in Okinawa. r/zd

sighting gpa.ç made in August, z'pyl.

W HBN the reported UFO, generally a brightly ilblminated
Tcraft', leaves a visible record of its visit or encotmter with
hllman observers, this constitutes a Close Encounter of the
Second Kind. Other than the fact that a physicxrtl eflect of some
sort is left as a memento, tllis category does nct seem to differ
in many ways from Close Encollmers of the First Kind. Why in
one instance the encolmter is without physical incident while in
the other a measurable physical esect on either animate or
inanimate matter is m anifested is a puzzle. .
The physical effects reportedly include tangible marks on

the grotmd that can remain in evidçnce for days or even months
and come ostensibly from physical convct of the craft with the
ground, the scorching or blighting of growing things (par-
ticularly plants and trees), discomfort to animals as evidenced
by their behavior, and such physical esects on the hllman ob-
server as temporary paralysis, nllmbness, a feeling of heat, and
other discomfort. <lnterference' with the local gravitational
feld somctimes is also reported, as evidenced by the reports of
some observers of temporary feelings of weightlessness or other
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inertial elects, as though the well-u own laws of inertia had
been temporarily abrogated.
One remarkable reported physical efect involves inter-

ference in electrical circuits, causlg car engines to cease func-
tioning temporarily, radios to cut out or to exhibit lmcommon
static, car headlights to dim or be extinguished f0r a short
while, and, on occasion, car batteries to overheat and
deteriorate rapidly.
The signilkance of such physical interactions is obvious;

they ofer oppornmity for physical measurement and the prom -
isc of Thard data'. Yet the treatment of such reports as Told
wives' ules' or as the product of deranged m inds or hoaxes has
m ost lmforttmately 1ed to the ahuost complete absence of
serious investigation and to the subsequent loss of the very
Thard data' so tantalizingly accessible.
Despite the bizarre namre of the repoz'ts and the seeming

impossibility of their having happened, the fundamental ques-
tion is, as before, not could thesy reported things have hap-
pened but did they happen, m ore or less as reported.
1 would not be engaged in delineating these matters in this

book had not the evidence I personally have examined over the
past years stemed ovem helmingly to indicate yes as the answer
to the latter tuestion. The bizarre events acmally did occur, as
unthinkable as this may seem to the physica'l scientist.
The introduction of tangible physical esects that do nnt

seem to suggest mass hysteria and hallucination or even the
psychic and the occtllt (unless we deal here with a form of
poltergeist phenomena) introduces a new dimension in the
smdy. M y opinion may colmt little with my peers, but this is
precisely why much greater depth investigation of such cases is
necessars to establish to tlle satisfaction of the physicist, ilz
particular, that the reported events did in fact occtlr.
At present the average physicist dismisses the entire pheno-

menon as impossible. He is entirely correct to do s% in lûs
frame of reference, for from the standpoint of our present
knowledge of the way namre works, Tsuch things just can't
s-xnoE-o I45



happen'. But fstones couldn't fall from the sky', either, and Tball
lightning is sheer nonsense'. The story of the self-.assuied but
tmmtored man visiting the zoo for the first time comes to mind.
Upon seeing the girafe hè mrned away with remark, V here
ain't no such anhnal.' So, of course, there are no such things as
physical efects from UFOs. W e have tangible proof of a
girafe; do we in Close Encotmters of the Second Kind have
tangible proof of UFOs?
The reader at this point may well interject, dBut if these

physical effects happen, where are the photographs of them,
where are the plaster œ sts of landing marks, where are the fully
dofulmented accotmts of car stoppages?' That is precisely the
poiny. When the subiect is greeted with such utter disdain as
the UFO has been, the very obtaining of such data is im-
measurably diëcult. W ithout funds, without time, and often
without the cooperation of the original observers, who fear ridi-
cule by hwolvement, the kind of dotmlmentation needed in the
couz't of scieace is vinually tmobtainable. To secure it one must
travel, one must telephone, one must work at top speed. Above
all one needs time, and it would be helpful but not necessary to
have the sympathetic tmderstanding of one's colleagues in en-
gaging in such work.
In cormection with the reliability of Second Kind sightings,

it is interesting to note that if we refer to all cases of landing
marks, regardless of the mlmber of wimesses, the catalog de-
velcped by Ted Phillips contains cases from 24 diferent cotm-
tries, the 6 leading cotmtries being the United States, Canada,
France, Ausealia, Spain, and Argentina. Since this Mppens
also to be (with the exception of England) essentially the lineup
of countries in which UFO investigation is the most active it
probably follows that the phenomenon is truly worldwide.
M y experience in the hwestigation of UFO Close En-

counters of the Second Kind once again convinced me that the
ubiquitous Treal experience' phenomenon is present. There is no
doubt that to the reporter of the event the experience was real -
trallmatically real in some instances. W hat is to the point, the
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physical efects - the semipermanent grotmd markings, for
example - efects that could be photographed, also were real.
For this reason Close Encotmters of the Second Kind bear a

special importance, for when it is reported that a UFO has left
tangible evidence of its presence, here is clearly the area in
wllich to begin digging for 'scientific paydirt'. Here is where
new ilwestigative eforts ofer the greatest promise. It is in this
category of UFO reports that we find the real challenge to
scientifc inquiry.
In the cases of Close Encotmters of the Second Kind used in

this chapter, the usual standards prevail. Only cases with mul-
tiple wimesses are used, although there exist very strilqing
examples that had only one observer. The average mlmber of
observers in these selected cases is 4.09 the median, 3.0. I have
included nearly twice the nllmber of cases used in each of the
previous categories because of the diflkrent type.s of physical
elects reported so that we can examine several c-ases of each
main type of physical efect (automobile stoppages, marks on
the grotmd, etc.).
There seems to be a signisc-ant shift in the occupadons of the

observers in tlzis category as compared to those of the earlier
groups, which had a larger share of pilots, oKcersy and well-
trained technical persons.l Housewives, teenagers, and
businessmen predominate in Close Encotmters of the Second
Kind. In this category, therefore, 1et us see what combinations
of observers occurred. The case designation, the observer com .
bination, and a very brief statement of circllmstances are 1-
cluded in Table I .

TARLE z

Obsewer Combinadons in Selected Close Encolmter
(Second Mlnd) Cases

CEII-I Six adult males, various occupations, and two teen-
agers (one a college freshman). M  hdependently had
a similar experience witbln two hottrs whhln a
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rerttnngular Texas %e,.: about 3o by 2o miles. Late
night, mists and always on opem lonely road.

CE11-2 Schoolteacher and Io-year-old son. Lonelf road nOr
small W isconsin town. Night.

CEII-3 Chief of technical service, Air France; tltree pilots and
three engineers. 'rananarive, M adagascar. Early
evenlng.

fm H-4 Superdsor in mail order house and collection mnnnger,
fmance company. Near bridge on lonely road. Night.

CE11-5 Husband and wife, painter and hnirdresser: respec-
tively. Out driving at I :oo A.M. to see snow cover from
recent storm . Passing cemeterp

CEH-6 Two businessmen traveling in sepm te cars. Road out-
side Virginia towzb 8 :4o A.M.

CEH-i Nineteen-year-old roofer, faêher (46), and granclfather
(72), farmers. 4:oo A.M. on farm.

CEII-8 Three teenaged females, high school smdents. One
editor-in-cbief of yearbook, cheerleader, and omcer in
various clubs. The second (driver of tlze car), member
of National Honor Society, editor-in-chief of school
paper, majorette, French and College clubw member
of M ath and Physics Club. The tlzird, member of
Honor Societs majorette, and member of several
school orgnnizmtions. Outsklrts of towm lonely area
bordered by woods. Night.

CEII-9 Three teenaged males, one teenaged female. Dusk.
Teenagers were mlllrlng cows on fnrm.

f'm ll-zo Engineer, wife, and smnll son. Driving on lonely road
in Oklahoma. W eather mists 1ow cloud ceiling. Dusk.

CE11-zz Two police oëcers. Eleven P.M. Open road in Tevns.
CE1I-z2 Fnrmer, teenaged daughter, and teennged * 1 cousin.

Late night. Fnrm in Iowa.
fmI1-z3 Two businessmen and their wives. Late night on open

cotmtry road.
CEI1-z4 Professional ardst and husb= d. Night. Small town in

Kentucky.
CE11-z5 Adult male and wife. Road in Flodda. Late aftem oon.
fm II-z6 Two elderly women and, independendy, a beekeeper.

France.
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CEII-I; Businessmam wife, and their tllree teenaged daughters.
Small town in W isconsim Night.

CEII-z8 Two adult males, employees of a Ctmnclian tourist
sshing resorq tlzeir wives, and members of families.
On lake. Late at night.

fm11-19 Nine teenagers (fve girls, four boys), four housewives,
and one adttlt male. Shore of lake in upper M iclzigan
enlnsula.P

CE1I-2o Senior state highway designer, wife, and mother-itz-
law. Highway in open cotmtrp Ten-thirty P.M.

CE11-2I W oman and her three teenaged daughters. Small town
in sote of W ashlngton. Night.

CEI1-22 Cowboy and friend.

The isolation of the observers at the thne of the sighthgs and
the presence of highly educated or trained people ill only 3 or 4
of the 22 cases seem signifcant. Does this make the reported
events less credible, or is it possible that more sophisticated
individuals refrain from reporting such ftmbelievable' events?
According to the system used in this book, it is clearly necess-
ary to assign a lower Probability Rating to these cases. Yet
intcrrogations revealed no less sincere amazement and puzzle-
ment and no le-ss a jense of having had a Treal experience' than
was the case among the more highly trained observers fotmd in
the categories already examined.
From my own considemble 'interrogation of wimesses as well

as from the many accounts from t.ape recordings m ade by other
investigators well lmown ,to me, I can testify that, in particular,
Clese Encotmters of the Second Kind impressed the observers
with a sense of vivid reality.
Pages here could be taken up with accounts from wimesses in

near-hysteria as they told their story to police oë cers and
others (generally not to me because in my Blue Book inves-
tigations 1 often arrived on the scene many days after the
event); of physiological and psychological after-esects (there is
no evidence that the cart is before the horse; the hysteria and
the psychological disturbances came after, not before, the
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event); of dismrbed dreams for weeks thereafter and sometimes
even of changed life outlook and philosophy stemming from the
encounter. To a few it has been akin to a religious' experience,
but since several wimesses were generally involved (whereps
religious experiences are intqpsely personal events), their ex-
periences cannot be so classised.
The physical proximity of the event would certainly tend to

make the experience vivid and unforgettable. In one case the
oar in which fotlr persons were riding was mysteriously
stopped, and the lights and radio became inoperable during the
short interlude during whkh a brilliantly lighted object hov-
ered just ahead of the car. The policeman (see Appendix z,
CEII-I3) to whom the report was later made stated: TAl1 four
of th8 people in the car appeared to be badly so red. The driver
of the car did most of the Glking. The 1%0 men were in the
front seat, and the women were in the back-' The other male
was said to be i!l such a state that he just cotlldn't make his
words come out'. It was reported that his voice quivered and
that he eembled noticeably.
In the classic Loch Raven, Delaware, case the car ln which

two men were driving was involuntarily stopped as they ap-
proached a bridge over which there hovered a brilliantly
lighted UFO. (See Appendix, CEII-4.) The men suted in an
air force. interview: f'rhen we decided to' put the car between
curselves and the object. It was a very narrow road: on one side
was the lake and on the other, a clif. There was no place to rnn.
W e probably wotlld have if we could, but we were tenifed at
what we saw.'
The wimesses usually try to ratbnalize the event to tliem-

selves, almost hwariably becoming fiustzated, and I am per-
sonally convinced that many people recotmted their
experiences solely because they wantcd desperately to lmcw
whether anyone else shared the same or a similar experience.
M any have told mc that were they ever to have another such
experience, they would neeer report it.
I lmow from personal conuct with many airline pilots tlut
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lmder no circnmstances would they olcially report their ex-
periences. They know better. Some have informed me that they
wished to forget that the whole thing ever happened. W ith such
people it has been only after the greatest persuasion and upon
my word of honor that their accounts and names would never
be publicly used that 1 have been able to obtain their stories.z
To m rn to the physiol efects reported in this category of

sightings, perhaps the most intriguing - and certainly one of
the most diKcult to explain in terms of our present knowledge
of the physical world - are the globally reported cases in which
a UFO is said to have interfered with moving automobiles by
killing a car engine, extinguishing the lights, etc.
W hy this physical efect, of all things? There would seem to

be so many other, more signilicant ways in which UFOs colzld
intedere in hllman afairs! Yet this is what is reported: cars are
seemingly accosted on lonely roads, sometimes but not always
resulting in a killed engine and the failure of lights and radio. It
would almost seem as if the UFO regarded the cars as creamres
to be investigated. This is the impression one gets from in-
terrogation of observers and from a smdy of their reports. But
ours is not to ask why (at least n0t tmtil we have more facts); we
examine what has been reported, choosing reports given by who
seem to be the m ost credible wimesses.
W e can start building the prototype of thish subset of cases

with one that reportedly occurred on a lonely road outside a
small town in Wisconsin at night in early spring. (See Appen-
dix z, CEII-2.) 1 sêart with this because during my interview
with her the principal wimess (schoolteacher and former air
force stewardess) quite incidentally gave phpical testimony - a
description of feeling momenurily weightless - that might con-
ceivably furnish a clue to the nature of the phenomenon.
The wimess described the event thus:
. . . that thing came from the dip in the hill, real fast but real,
real smooth lAe something gliding, but lower than any plane,
and hovered and stopped above that car Ia car that had just
previously passed the observer's car) . Then is when its (the
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other car'sl lights went out, and 1 pulled onto the ravel be-
cause 1 thought it was a kid. He put out his lights, and I didn't
want to smash into lzim - at a11 of this my lights weke dlmming
slightly, but 1 didn't think anything of it until my engine,
lights, and radio went out and stopped. This happened to me
when it (the UFOI left that car and cnme down the highway
. . . and was above us. It came down over from the other car. lt
was pretty low. W hen 1 looked out of my windshield 1 had to
bend forward toward the wheel, and 1 looked straight up and
there it was above us - with the car dead. I had opened the
window when the other car's lights went out, and it was open
then - and absolutely no sound.
QtTEsTloN: W ere you conscious at all of stopping you.r car,

or did the motor go out entirely by itself?
AkswER: No, I stopped it.
Q: You stopped the car?
A: and the car was rl'nninp
Q: Well, I mean the engine.
A: Yes, the engine was still nmning.
Q: And then what happened?
A: . . . and then tllis red object came, it hovered, it came

above us. And a1l of a sudden everything got real still. . . .
Q: Well, now, tell me this. lf you had some magic way of

putting sometbing up in the sky that closely resembled what
you saw, what more or less common thing that you have
around would you put up there that would most closely re-
semble in shape what you saw?
A: W ell, you know those rolls that you buy of Bisquick or

Pillsbury and they're in that little mbe in your refrigerator case
kz the store, and you rap on the side of your counter and then
you get out triangle shaped dough and then you roll that up
and it looks like a crescent shape?Thafswhat itwould look like.
Q: 1 see. Well, 1'm not exactly a cook, but 1 can figtlre this.

Let's see, are you acquainted with Auskalian Boomerangs?
A: Australian?
Q: Well, boomerangs. You know what a boomerang looks

like?
A: l've never had one. It would be like that, except it was

more rolled tllatl fht.
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Q: Now, you kept calling it a red color. What shade of
red?
A: Oi1 paint. The best color I can say it would be is an

orangeish-red. . . . And it was like an lndian sunset or some-
thing in color.
Q: Did it appear to be a solid object, or did it appear to be

mostly light?
A: W ell, when it came above us, then it was dehnite. I mean

there was a desnite pattern, but it seemed to be more solid, and
then toward the edges it was more lAe Efuzzyl .
Q: Did it ever stand still?
A: Uh hulz, when it was in the air it did. Of course, it was

always in the air, but when it stood right above us (it was! , and
I tried to start the car and 1 tried and I tied, and as long as
that thing was above us I just couldn't get that car to go. It just
didn't even want to - it just nothing. It wouldn't even t'uz.n
over, just grunt a little bit and that was it (at tlnis point witness
gave a graphic description, with sotmd efects, of the futile
noises the starter made as she tried desperately to start the car) .
Swell, 1 turned the key and it went ugh, and that was all. Then
it didn't do anything. It was like a dead battery.
Q: W ell, now, when it left, did it go up or sideways or

what?
A: No, it didn't go straight up. lt went behlnd us on my

side, and it went over in the feld toward a farmhouse there.
. . . It just went real smooth, and it didn't hesitate, and it didn't
jerk.
Q: How long did it take to disappear?
A: lt didn't right away. Finally when it left the car (it) sort

of krked. 1 turned (the keyl over, and it went z/r-xr-xr; and
then fnally it turned over real good, and 1 hnally got the car
started. . . . By that time 1 had qoored the car, and 1 had gotten
up to Coclzrane by the mill there. . . . And I saw it crossing the
railroad tracks, and it was going slowly down Ithe lracks! .

The interview with the schoolteacher was lengthy. One other
fragment not only makes tlle fcelings of the reporter clear but
also describes a phenomenon, reported in other cases also,
which may point to the physics of the UFO.
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you know, if you stay in a house at night and everythlng is
still, there are still the noises of the living, you lmow, but when
this thing was there, there wasn't even the noise of living. It
was nothing. lt was an eerie quiet. . . . Another tlzing 1 remem-
ber . . . as though 1 was light in weight and ah'y. Something
like the frst time you experience an airplane takeof or drop
from an air m cket. It felt like the air and everyGing was light
and weightless.
One thing 1 remember -- my feet burnlng fo# some f'lme

after. W hen 1 frst stepped out of the car, it felt like scalding
dry heat on them. 1 always thought if 1 saw one of these things
1'd just get out and walk up to it, but it didn't give any inkling
of being an earthly thing, so 1 just stayed in the car, which was
completely dead, and I couldn't go any place. I guess I was just
waifing for I don't lqnow whate

Here n0w is a very brief synopsis of another report, which
never wolzld have been made had not an interested person over-
heard a remark at a basketball game made by people tmknown
to him. He made it a point to mlk to them and made the initial
report for them. They later consented to be interviewed by
Raymond Fowler and his New England colleagues. It was a
ftypical' Close Encounter - starting srst with the lighted craft,
which they lirst took to be a helicopter, seen ât some distance.
It soon approached, as the car and the UFO traveled toward
each other, and the car and its electrical system became inop-
erative. .
Excemts from the taped interview will give us the experi-

ence in their own words. (See Appendix z, CEII-8.)
Janice noticed the object, so Kim pulled over. 'n ey wanted

to get out of the car, but 1 didn't. A11 of a sudden the car
stalled, and the radio and the lights went oJ. Then nobody
wanted to get out of the car. Truthfallly, I was too scared to
carefully observe the object. I just noticed the four lights when
they passed. Kim snally got the car going.

Another wimess to the same incident said:

Jnnlce said, fWhat's that?' 1 just gfanced out of the window
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and said, fM ust be a helicopter? Janice would not dismiss it as
such, and then KM  became very excitcd. At frst she EKim l
laughingly said, <It must be a UFO or ûying saucen' A11 of a
sudden it wasn't ftmny anymore. . . . I was scared, and 1 re-
fused to get out of the car. We had just pulled the car over.
Suddenly the car stalled and the radio and the lights wem out.
The objec't passed, and the car started.
Kim, the driver, said:

When we got close to the object, the car stalled and the lights
and otlr radio a11 went off at the same time. After this 1 tried to
start the car twice while the object appeared to remain station-
ary. Thinking that the lights and radio would be drawing too
much power from the battery . . . 1 shut the light switch and
the radio o@. Then 1 kied to start the car again twice. It did
not start. Next, the object in the sky seemed to start moving
away f'rom us. I kied to start the car again, and it l'mmediately
started, proving that it was not fooded. . . . Since we had
replaced the battery in our car just three weeks ago Iprior to
1he sighting) , 1 do not believe it was the car's fault. 1 had the
clutch in at all times since I was pulling off to the side of the
road to stop.

. . . I saw an obfect to the left of us in the sky, which at first
appeared to be a plane. As we approached it, I saw that it was
too large and too 1ow to be a plane and called the attention of
the other occupants to it. . . . The object was mnving in the
same direction as we were at flrst, then stopped for about a
mlnute, then Eew off, and the car started again. The object
made no noise, and it did not asect the street lights in 1he
arem 3

The three highly intelligent wim esses were evidently
plagued by the often encotmtered inability to put into practical,
descriptive tenns the elements of their sightlg. For instance,
in answer to the question about what they would place in the
sky that would give the same appearance as that of the sighted
object, Kim answered, Trecor set material with white lights
re:ecting on it with red lights on the top.' Ellen's reply to the
quesdon was, Tour se-archlights?' Janice stated, Vhe object
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was a regular trapezoid, although I cotlld not make out its exact
outline. There seemed to be a dim light on top, perhaps a small

there.' 'structtu'e
dRed lights about as bright as a hot electric stove'; <1t was

glowing around the white lights. It reqected like some son of
metal'; <1 have never seen anything like this before'; V he
object was too large to be any ldnd of aircraft. The shape was
odd and did not resemble a balloon or helicopter at a11.'; T'I'he
object hovered in a fxed position, then talrned and clisappeared
in a westerly direction. It rose and :ew out of sight.' These
frapnents of interviews with several wimesses are hardly the
sort of descriptions one m ight expect from honor smdents,
editors of the school paper and its yearbook, had they been
descriàing an ordinary aircraft, even if seen lmder tmusual con-
ditions.
In a case already referred to (see Appendix 1, CE1I-I3) in

terms of wim ess reacdons, the policcman who was the frst to
talk with the observers stated:

While obkct was near, driver said car wouldn't accelerate -
lost power and sputtered TlAe it wasn't getting enough juice'.
when object appeared closest to them, it was no longer bright
but fa clear and well defmed lens-shaped obkct with a dull
light nmber color - lAe a tramc caution light, only more pale
in colon' I don't think that anybody could possible have staged
the facial expressions and fear that those people showed.

The sketch the &iver later drew of the object reveals
precious little detail, showing merely an egg-shaped object the
sudace of which was covered with inset objects resembling

bile headights. Tach of tlksey' the report smtew fgaveautomo
out a shaft of very bright white light, maldng the objec.t as a
whcle appear to have rays of light extendlng cutward in all
directions. Later it looked like a well-defned lcns-shaped
object, amber in color.'
The prototype of the Close Encolmter of the Second Kind is

further embellished by the accotmt of a UFO skhting in a
cemetery after rnidnlght (see Appendiv z, CEII-5), of which
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one of the observers said, fNotlling 1 have ever seen compares
with the object.' The -0 reporters of this event had been
riding late at night in the cotmtry purposely to look at the
snow-laden branches of trees after a heavy snowstorm.
As they passed a cemetely  which seemed to be shrouded in

fog despite an otherwise crysml clear night, a light shone in the
midst of the fog. Thinking that there was a fire in the cemetery
and that the fog was really smoke, they tllrned the car arolmd
after having gone a short distance and retllrned to the scene.
The investigator's report reads:

He mrned the car around again and put his windows down
and drove off the road broadside to the cemetery and to the
light Iwlzich was directly over the cemetery) . . . . He got out of
the car, shut the door Iwindow open) and started to point to
the object. Simultaneously several events occurred: the auto-
mobile lights, radio, and engine ceased functioning; he felt an
electrical shock, and lzis body became numb and immobilized;
the arm he was pointing with was pulled against the roof of the
car and hit with such force that it left an imprint in the ice and
snow. . . . M r. W . could not move a muscle, although he could
hear and his mind seemed to be ftmctiozzing normally. Then
the lights and radio came back on, and the object which had
been roclring back and forth emitted a humming sotmd and
accelerated upward and out of sight above the fog patch,

W e have already referred to the Loch m ven Dam case in
spoking of the reactions of wimesses. (See Appendix z, CEII-
4.) Now in terms of the object and its physical efects described
we m rn to a portion of a transcript from an air force interview
of 0ne of the wimesses:

Shortly after you pass the dam . . . the bridge looms up in
front of you at aoo to 2Jo yards away. . . . W e saw from that
distance what appeared to be a large, qat sort of egg-shaped
object hanging between zoo to z5o feet os the top of the super-
stmzcture of the bridge over the lake.
W e slowed and then decided to go closer and investigate the

object. . . . W hen we got to within 8o feet of the bridge, the car
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went completely dead on us. lt seemed as though the electrical
d the dash lights went out, the headlightssystem was afecte :

went out, the motor went dead. M r. So who was driving the
car, put on his brakes (after the motor went deadl, tnrned the
ignition once or twice. W e didn't get any whirring sotmd; we
were pretty frightened at this point. . . . W e watched it . . . for
approximately 3o to 45 seconds and then, I am not stu'e of Ge
sequence of events here, it seemed to Eash a brilliant Cash of
white light, and we b0th felt heat on otlr faces. Concurrently
there was a loud noise, which I im erpreted as a dull explosion.
. . . Then very quickly . . . the object started to rise vertically. It
didn't change its position (aspect), as far as we could tell,
dlzring the rising. ef'he only diferent feamre it had while it was
moving was that it was vel'y bright and the edges becnme
dlsused so that we couldn't make out the shape as it rose. It
took from 5 to zo seconds to disappear from view completely.
W e were very frightened. . . . W e got back to a phone booth in
approximately z5 minutes. W e proceeded to call the Grolmd
Observer Corpsz witll no result 0%  story elicited only com.
plete disbelief:

Until the subiec.t of UFOs has gained sllmcient scientisc
respectability so that yolmger people with scientisc im-
aginadon and courage can tmderuke proper hwestigations of
the subject, we are left with most tmsatisfactory descriptions of
brilliantly ilblminated oval objects that perform the most in-
credible feats. W e shall have to content ourselves with saying
that Close Encotmters cf the Second Kind hwolve a UFO that
seems to have the strange property of Ging able, in some un-
fathomable way, to interfere with car ignitions.
How this could happen - as we must assllme it does lmless a11

the seemingly solid wimesses are patholngical liars - is as
foreign to our physics of 1972 as the orkin of sclar energy was
to the physics of z9z2. W e lmew then tlmt the sun had sources
of energy completely unknown to us; it was there and had been
shinhg in the same way for hundreds of millions of years, as
demonstrated by the fossil bones of anl-mals that had lived hun-
dreds of millions cf years ago. But how it performed this trick
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of mandacttlring energy seemingly out of nothing we did not
know. In that case, however, we knew that it did happen; when
our physics caught up with the suny so to speaky we knew how hit
happened. In the matter of UFO Close Encounters with cars,
we camzot yet prove beyond all doubt that what the observers
reported really did happen. W e are still in the stage of gather.
Jng data.
For the moment, 1et us look at the probability that motors

are Eilled and lights and radio stcp by coincidence when the
driver has a UFO close sighting.
We have all seen cars stopped by the side of the road, hood

up, waiting for tow tnzcks. It would be highly improbable thnt
a car wottld become complctely immobilized and then a few
moments later Theal itself', yet it can happen. Perhaps, for
example, a wire that had become loose was jarred back into
place in some way. But to combine this 1ow probability event
wit.h the simultaneous appearance of a strange light coming
down from the sky and hovering over the car, the car remaining
disabled only so long as the light was presem, is dubious at bes't.
It is, of course, much the easier way out to dismiss the whole

matter as fpsychological' (whatever that means in this contexl)
and return to commonplace, tmderstandable matters. However,
that would not be acting true to the high ideals of science,
wlzich hwolve being ctlrious about all tbings that ocmlr in mnn's
environment, investigating and weighing them, and calmly
considering the evidence.
If the probability of a happenl-ng in any ote case is extremely

low, consider the probability of ccincidence in the following
train of events - if they happened as reported.
0n the evening of November 2, 1957, at about III :oo P.M.,

just one hour after the Russians had lalmched their second,
dopcarrying aniikial satellite (that certainly =as coincidence)
but before =6 Americans lmew about it, Patolman
A. J. Fowler, oKcer cn duty at Levdland, Texas (pcpulation
zo,ooo), received the frst of several strangely slmllar phone
Olls. (See Appendix z, CEII-z.)
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The frst was frôm Pedro Saucedo, who,with companion Joe
Salaz, had been driving fotlr miles west of Levelland when a
torpedo-shaped, brilliantly ilblminated object (as daucedo de-
scribed it) rapidly approached the car. Fowler listened to a
terrised Saucedo relate the incredible stcry of how, as the
object passed close cver the car, the truclq headlights went out,
and the engine died. A certifed copy of a statmnent made by
Saucedo reads:

To whom it may concern: on the date of November 2, z957,
I was traveling north and west on route zzG driving my truck.
At about four miles out of Levelland, I saw a big Eame, to my
right front. . . . I thought it was lighming. But when this object
had reached to my position it was diserent, because it put my
truck motor out and lights. Then 1 stop, got out, and took a
look, but it was so rapid and qtlite some heat that I had to lzit
tlze grotmd. It also had colors - yellow, white - and it looked
lAe a torpedo, about 2oo feet long, moving at about 6oo to 8oo
miles arl hotm

As the UFO mcved into the distance, the truck Eghts re-
portedly came on by themselves, and Saucedo fotmd tbat his
truck started e-asily. The two men drove on to W lziteface, ten
miles west of Levelland, and it was from a phone booth there
that the call was made to Oëcer Fowler. Fowler apparently
Iigtlred the man must have had one t0o many drinks, and he
dismissed the report from Ms m ind.
Considered by itself, the testimony of an lmeduc-ated, frkht-

ened mlck driver, as sincere in his reporting as he mkht have
been, has little credibility. But one hour later Fowler got
another call, this time from Mr. W . of W hitharral. Fowler was
told that he (Mr. W.) was dziving four miles east of Levelland
tthe direction in wllich the Saucedo object had disappeared)
when he came upcn a brilliantly 1it egg-shaped objecq about
2oo feet long, sitting in the middle of the road. As M r. W .
approached it, his car engine failed, and the headights went
out.

According to the observer, the object was llt up like a large
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neon light and cast a bright glare over the entire area. The
observer decided to get 0ut of his car, but when he did s% the
UF0 rose and, at an altimde of about 2oo feet, the object's
light or glare blinked out entirely. Mr. W . then had no trouble
startlng his car.
A short time later OKcer Fowler gct anothcr call, from

another W hitharral man, who was, at the time of the incidenq
some z I miles north of Levelland. He reported to the police
station that he had come across a gbwing object sitting on the
road and that as he approached it - the reader can fnish the
sentence - llis car engine stopped, and his headlights went out.
But when the object left shortly thereafter, all was again well.
But that was n0t the end. According to a signed statement in

Project Blue Book sles, at za:os A.M. tbnt Saturday night in
November, a zg-year-old freshman from Texas Tech, driving
rougllly 9 rniles eas't of Levelland, fotmd thnt Ms car engine
began to sputter, the ammeter on the dash jllmped to discharge
then back to normal, and the motor Tstarted cutting out lAe it
was out of gas'. The car rolled to a stop; then the headlights
dimmed and several seconds later went out.
Baëed at the t'lrn of events, he got out of his car and looked

under the hood but found nothing wrong. Closing the hood, he
mrned away and then noticed for the srst time, he reported, an
oval-shaped object, :at on the bottom, sitting on the road
ahead. He estimated it to be about z2j feet long, glowing with a
bluish-green light. He stated thnt the object seemed to be made
of an alllmhrlm-like material, but no markings or other delils
were apparent. Frightened, he got back into the car and tried
frantically but in vain to restart the car.
Resigned, he sat and watched the objed sitting in front of

him on the road (he did not state how close he thought he was to
the object) for several minutes, hoping that another car would
drive by. None clid. The UF0 snally rose into the air, Talmost
straight up', and disappeared Tin a split instant'. Aftem ard, the
O r was again fully operable.
q then proceeded home very slowly,' his statement continues,
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fand told no one of my sighting until my parents remrned hom e
from a weekend trip . . . for fear of public ridicule. They did
convince me that I should repot't this, and I did so io the sherif
arotmd z :3o P.M. Sunday, November 3.'
At 12:15 A.M. Oëcer Fowler got still another cally this from

a man phoning from a bqoth near W hitharral. This observer
reported lzis encotmter with the strange object at a point some
nine miles north of Levelland. Once again the glowing object
was sitting on a dirt road, and as his car approached it, its lights
went out and its motor stopped. Soon the object rese venically,
very swiftly, and when it reached an altim de of about 3oo feet,
its lkhts went ofl and it disappeared from sight. As the reader
expcds by now, at this point the car lights came back on and
the ca' r was started with no diKculty.
By this time OKcer Fowler had fnally realized that some-

thing odd was going on, and he notiûed the sheris and his
colleagues on duty, some of whom took to the roads to inves-
tigate. Two of them reported bright lights, seen for just a few
seconds, but they did not have any car-stopping encotmters.
At za:45 A.M. another single wimess - 1 have broken my rule

to use only multiple-witness cases because of the independent
witnessing of essentially the same event or objecq with the
same physical effects, from independent nearby points - driv-
ing just west of Levelland and thus close to the spot where two
hotlrs earlier Saucedo had had his sighting, spotted what looked
like a big orange ball of 5re at a distance of more than a mile.
The ball then came closer and landed softly on the hkhway
about a quarter of a mile ahead of the observer. It covered the
paved ponion of the highway. '
The wimess reported that the motor of the truck he was

driving rconked out' and his headlights died. M eanwhile, the
objec.t sat there on the road ahead of him, glowing bright
enough to ligllt up the cab of his tzuck. In about a minute, the
observer reported, it made a vertical ascent - and, of course,
things remrned to norm al. This encolmter was not phoned in at
the time to Oëcer Fowler but was reported the following day.
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One possibly signifkant clue to some as yet lmlrnown process
may 1ie in the fact tlut the reporter stated that when the UFO
landed it changed from its original red-orange color to a bluish
green but that when it rose it changed back to red-orange. And
it is perhaps of interest to note that the object or objects always
landed on the pavement, except once, when it settled on a dirt
road.
But that is not all. At z :I5 A.M. OKcer Fowler got another

call, this tim e from a terrifed tnzck driver from W aco, Texas,
who was at the time just northeast of Levelland, on the <Ok1a-
homa :at road'. The mnn told Fowler that his engine and head-
lights suddenly failed as he approached within 2oo feet of a
brilliant, glowing egg-shaped object. He said that it glowed
intermd ently flike a neon siN ' and that he estimated it to be
about 2oo feet long. He reported that as he got out of the truck,
the UFO qtlicldy shot straight up with a roar and streaked
away.
Oëcer Fowler suted tlmt the truck driver was extremely

excited when he called and l'hnt the wimess was most upset by
his close encotmter. The truck engine and lights worked per-
fectly when the object left.
By this time patrol cars were out looking for the reported

object. Sherif Clem and Deputy Pat Mcculloch were being
kept up to date by Fowler us they drove around the area. At
I :3o A.M., while driving along the Oklahoma Flat Road, be-
tween fotlr and Iive miles from Levelland, the two men spotted
an oval-shaped light, flooking like a brilliant red stmset across
the highway', a good 3oo cr 4oo yards south of their patrol car.
<1t 1it up the whole pavement in front of us for about two
seconds,' said Clem.
Patrolmen Lee Hargrove and Floyd Gavin were following ln

their patrol car seveml miles behind. In lzis signed statement
Hargrove stated:

W as driving south on the tmmarked roadway known as the
Oklahoma Flat Highway and was attempting to search for an
ttnldentifed obkct reported to the Levelland Police
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Depanment. . . . 1 saw a strange-looking Eash, which looked
to be down the roadway approximately a mile to a m ile and a
half. . . . The qash went from east to west and :ppeared to .be
close to the ground.

Conslble Lloyd Ballen of Anton, Texas, also repcrted
seeing the objecq although his statement was: <1t was traveling
so fast that it appeared only as a fash of light moving from east
to west.'

None of these patrolmen's cars was affected, 'but Levelland
Fire Marshal Ray Jones, who also was looking for the UFO,
stated that his car's he-adlights dimmed and his engine sput-
tered but did not die, just as he spotted a fstreak of light' north
of the Oklahoma Flat. .
öëcer Fowler reported that a total of 15 phone calls were

made to the police station in direa reference to the UFO, and
he added, SEverybody who called was very eycited.'
In terms of probabilities, that a11 seven cases of separate car

disablement and subsequent rapid, automatic recovery after the
passage of the strange ilblminated crafq occurring withln about
two hours, could be attributed to coincidence is out of the stat-
istical lmiverse - if the reports are truly independent (and they
are, according to the tests we've used throughout).
Suppose we try to attribute the happening to m ass hysteria,

although that does not disclose a mechanism for killing engines
and extinguishing lights and stopping radios. The observers
were independent unless all of them, for example, were listen-
ing to a local radio station that carried the news.l (No inves-
tigator ever checked into the important question of whether the
radio stations were notised and lf they broadcast the reports.)
W e know that at frst Oëcer Fowler discounted the reports,
and it is unlikely that he would have almost lmmediately
notised the local station. But 1et us suppose that he or someone
else did and that all car radios were tuned in to that pardmzlar
station. W e still would need an explanation for the physical
effects reported tmless we attribute them to downright pre-
varication rather than to hysteria.
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W hat was needed at the tim e was swift reaction by Blue
Book and a serious, thorough investigation. Captain Gregory,
then head of Blue Book, did call me by phone, but at that time,
as the person directly responsible for the tracking of the new
Russian satellite, I was on a virtual arotmd-the-clock duty and

l
was tmable to give it any attention whatever. I am not proud
today that I hastily concurred in Captain Gregory's evaluation
as 'ball lightning' on the basis of information that an electrical
storm had been in progress in the Levelland area at thc time.
That was shown not to be the case. Observers reported overcast
and mist but no lighming. Besides, had I given it any thought
whatevery I would soon have recognized the absence of any evi-
dence that ball lighming can stop cars and put out head-
lights.
I was told that the Blue Book investigation consisted of the

appearance of one man in civilian clothes at the sherif's oëce
at about z z :45 A.M. on November 59 he made two auto excur-
sions during the day and then told Sherif Clem that he was
fnished.
A newspaper reporter subsequently said that he had recop

nized the investigator and identised him as an air force ser-
geant.s
In any event, Blue Book came tmder severe pressure. In a

memo dated December 4, 1957, Caaptain Gregory complained
that f. . . as a result of pressure from both the press and public
. . . Assistant Secretary of Defense requested that ATIC im-
mediately submit a preliminary analysis to the press . . . a most
diKctllt requirement in view of the limited data'.G
Interferlng with cars on the highways is but one of the physi-

ca1 efects reported in this category of Close Encotmters. There
are also the reported - and photographable - efects on living
things, notably plants and trees.; M any witnesses have re-
ported temporary paralysis in their limbs when their encounters
have been qtlite close.
M ore than 3oo cases of 'scorched, denuded circles' and re-

lated 'landing m arks' frequently associated with the sighting of
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UFOs at close range have been cataloged. These, like UFOs in
general, have been reported from many parts of the world, and
desnite pattern is evident. The prototype ls clear from ana

examination of even a few cases. Typically, in these cases a
UFO looking, in most respects, like those in the frst category
or those of the second already described is seen to have landed'
or to be hovering near the ground. After it has departed, the
wim ess finds a circular marking on the grotmd - sometimes
nearly a perfect circle - which the wimess hwariably claims
was not there previously. Of the cases cataloged by Phillips so
far, 65 percent have occurred at night. lf one chooses to exam-
ine only multiple-wimess cases from the Phillips catalog, in
keeping with our general policy, onc must discard two-tllirds of
the cases. Yet from the nearly Ioo cases remaining, wimesses
reported that in three-quarters, the UFO was seen on the
grotmd, and in nearl# a lifth of them, at treetop level. In nearly
a11 the multiple-wimess cases the UFO is seen at or near the
site of the latcr discovered marking.
The wimesses in these selected cases included some tech-

nically trained persons - medical doctor, airline pilot, engineer,
ship's captain, mine supervisor - as well as farmer, factory
worker, priest, patrol guard, etc.
The markings on the ground are discovered almost lmmedi-

ately in the daytime cases and the following morning in the
more frequent nighttim e sightings. Natural clzriosity draws the
wimesses to the landing spot, and there they generally 5nd a
markl'ng that lits a general pattern: either a circular patch,
uniformly depressed, burned, or dehydrated, or a ring the over-
a11 dinmeter of which can be 3o feet ormore but which itself is z
to 3 feet in thickness (that is, the inner and outer diameters of
the ring diser by that amotmt, while the ring itself may bc
qtlite large). The most frequently reported diameters are 2o-3o
feet. It is ahnost tmiversally reported that the rings persist for
weeks or mon'ths - somen'mes years - and that the interior of
the ring or sometimes the whole circle remains barren for a
season or two.
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The main problem with the UFO rings is to establish that
there was, indeed, a connection between the appearance of a
UFO and the marks on the grotmd or, sometimes, with the
scorched or blighted tops of trees. As might be expected, the
tendency has been to dismiss the rings and landing marks from
the .purview of science, attributing them to hoaxes or natural
causes, thus leaving the burden of investigation to a handful of
private investigators, such as Ted Phillips.
Care must be taken not to confuse these fclose Encotmter

Rings' with the so-called fairy rings, which are nothing more
tbnn ftmgus growths in wlzich the hmgus, starting from a cen-
tral spot, spreads outward in an ever-widening ring. No falngus
that I know of can produce burned, charred, or scorched leaves
or can give the leaves the appearance of having been subjected
to intense heat from above.
Remrning to the general plan of illustratlng the prototype by

means of synopses of selected individual Oses, we start with
one that b0th Phillips and 1 personally investigated. This sight-
ing occurred in Iowa in July, 1969. Tw0 teenagcd girls stated
that they were exceedingly frightened late one evening when,
looking out from their farmhouse bedroom window, they espied
the 'traditional' lighted craft gliding away from thc farmhouse,
accompanied by a jedike sotmd. (See Appendix z, CEII-I2.)
The father of one of the girls, a farmer, had just that day
ermined his soybean seld in preparation for cultivation and
had fotmd it in good order.
Shortly after the UFO sighting there was a light rain, and

early the next morning the farmer went out to check whether
the rain had been severe enough to interfere with his planned
cultivation. To his surprise he found a 4o-foot devastated circle
in midfeld where none had been less than a half day before. He
had no explanation for it. Hc had learned of the girls' experi-
ence but had promptly discounted it until he saw his soybean
feld. The place where the girls had seen their object was not
inconsistent with the position of the destroyed ring of plants.
I visited the farm several weeks after the event and saw the
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circtllar patch for myself. The leaves of each plant were hang-
ing wilted from the stalks as though they had beep subjected to
intense heat, but the stalks themselves were not broken or bent,
and there were no m arks of any kind in the soil. Everything
appeared as though the heat or destroying agent was applied
directly from above arld at close range but without direct con-
tact.

The object that may have been associated with the circle was
reported by the girls to have been observed at close range from
their window, then to have turned to the nonhwest (it came
from the south; the girls were looklng out a north window, and
the feld was to the south of the house about a mile yway) and
disappeared, leaving only an orange glow in the sky. According
to their rçpoz't, it was spinning counterclockwise and had the
shape of a shallow inverted bowl with a curved bottom.
It appeared to be dull gray-black metallic color with a cir-

cular reddish-orange band of light about two-thirds of the way
from the bottom to the top. It was the illllmination from the
orange light that clisclosed the shape of thc object. No pro-
trusions were visible, and there were no individual lights - only
the band of orange light. In size it was described as three or
four times the diameter of the m ocn, and one of the girls
thought it appeared as large as an automobile would have at the
estim ated distance.
Because of local publicity the fanner refused to 1et the girls

be interviewed by me but was hl'mself fully accommodating in
showing me the circle and answering questions. He wished no
further publicity, made no attempt to capitalize on the event,
and left me with the feeling that lf the whole thing had in some
way been a hoax, it would be diëcult to discover any possible
reason for lzis choosing to destroy a portion of his feld (and by
wbat means?) in the absence of any desire for publicity or mon-
etary gain.
It has often been repcrted but seldom carefully doolmented

that immediately after a close UFO encotmter the top branches
of adjacent trees have been found broken and the leaves wilted.
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The adage, ttA picture is worth a thousand wordsl'
emphatically does not seem to apply to most purported
UFO photographs. This would not be the case, of course,
if the authenticity of photographs submitted could be
established. Substantiating authenticity would require,
amongotherthings, reputablewitnessestothetakingofthe
photographs (preferably motion pictures) . And the photo-
graphs ought to be closeups taken from different angles,
with sufficient reference features to allow for establishing
approximate sizes and distances. U nfortunately, these re-
quirements are rarely met.
The scarcity of UFO photographs has been remArked

upon. Yet how many people have a camera on hand when
they suddenly encounter an unusual situation in daily Iife?
Even if a camera is available, how many think to use it?
I n the Iast analysis, a photograph of a UFO is merely

another form of UFO report, and unless one is presented
with a set of detailed photographs of a given UFO event,
complete written reports coupled with personal interroga-
tions of the reporters are much more reliable.
Howeveq I have come across many UFO photographs

that I could not establish as hoaxes or misidentifications.
Following the pattern set in the rest of this book, I will
present only photos submitted by photographers whom I
interrogated personally and of whose sincerity I am con-
vinced. Even so, let me remind the readerthatthefollowing
photographs are only excmples of UFO photographs that
I have been so far unable to invalidate.



I have received many photographs of Nocturnal Lights,
but they are just that-strange Iights in the ni'ght sky-and
Iittle that is scientific can be done about them. This applies
even to those that l have carefully investigated. I ncident
NL-12 is a case in point. Project Blue Book reproduced the
original prints, one of thich is shown in Figure 1. This
strange Iight was described as having risen from a snow-
covered field of corn stubble some distance from the town
of Fargo, North Dakota. The photograph supports the
typical verbal description I have heard so often: so bright
that the object is effectively hidden from sight, with a glow
(filamentary in this case) and a bulge on the top suggestive
of a 'ddomel' During my interrogation of the two youths,
at the precise Iocation where the picture was taken, I
could find no evidence of a hoax, but since this factor can
never be incontrovertibly ruled out unless one takes the
picture himself, the photograph finally proves nothing. It
can only strongly suggest, as in my opinion this onecertainly
does.
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Many photographs of Daylight Discs have been submitt-
ed overtheyears as evidenceof the physical realityof UFO s.
The case I investigated most fully was DD-6. Figures 4 and
5 show two shots made by Mr. W arren Smith, reportedly
only some 10 or 15 seconds apart. Mn Beckman and l had
accus to the original negatives and the camera, and l had
several interviews with Mc Smith. I n addition, I flew over
the area with him in a small plane.



The cloud formation in b0th photographs is virtually the
same, attesting to the short interval between pictures. No
evidence of a hoax was revealed in my investigation.



The next photo shows an example of the purported
effects of a Close Encounter of the Second Kind, CE 11-12.
Figure 6 shows the parched circle of roughly 40 feet
diameter in an otherwise unmolested Iarge field of soy
beans. I personally confirmed the appearance of the
devastated circle several days after the event.
It must be emphasized that the photographs shown here

have no final probative value. However, they are aII un-
explained, and they support the verbal descriptions of
similar sightings made elsewhere under other circum-
Stances.
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I include some additional
photographs for which I have
no explanation. The reader may
wish to try his hand at one. They
may represent pedectly natural
objects. The first, Figure 7, was
given to me by the director of
the Ondrejov Observatory, in
Czechoslovakia. The second,
Figure 8, is another Nocturnal
Light. Note the star trail just
above the telephone pole. This
demonstrates that the exposure
was of the order of minutes in
duration. It was taken in Valen-
tine, Nebraska, on August 2!
1965, by Judi Hatcher (nowludl
Turner) at the time of the GMid-
west flap'' and on the same night
that Mc Campbell took his
photograph. Apparently some-
thing unusual wasgoingon overa
Iarge portion of the Midwest at
that time.



Finally, I i nclude two
taken from the window

photographs, Figures 9 and 10,
of an aircraft at 30,000 feet, of an

object that I have been unable to identify. Perhaps some
reader can identify it as a natural object. lf so, I would
appreciate knowing the solution. These are two photo-
graphs for which I can absolutely vouch.
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Here again is a fertile lield for investigation. One case of this
sort was made available to m e through the kindness of Dr.
Peter M illman, of the National Research Council of Canada,
although he did not personally investigate it. The investigation
report came from the Department of N ational Defense. Here is
an excemt from the report of the sighting, which occurred near
the shore of a lake in northern Onorio on Jtme 18, 1967. (See
Appendix 1, CEII-I8.)

While remrning home by boat from visiting neighbors (the
two wimesses! noticed a bright object hovering 5o feet above
treetops approximately a quarter of a mile away. Turned boat
toward obkct to observe more closely when object suddenly
and at a great speed descended toward boat. M r. G. made a
very hasty retreat, using full power of 7l-horse outboard
motor to make shore and get out of boat. Object then remrned
to original hovering position. Boat was reentered, and attempt
was made to return to persons just visited, but object again
appeared to make rapid descent toward boat. Boat was im-
mediately grounded on shore, and M r. and M rs. G. ran to
home of (anotherl M r. G. and awoke entire household. Object
hovered for about xo-I5 minutes and then rapidly disappeared
to west-northwest. . . . No noise heard at any time . . . wind
conditions calm, but M r. G. stated that tops of trees moved
very noticeably as object made both descents.

Quoting from the oëcial government report:
The obkct was described as oval in shape with a slight rise

on top as though with a canopy. Color was shiny . . . metallic
and glassy. No lights were visible except that tops of trees
appeared to glow white when the object tilted toward the de-
scent but appeared to rise horizontally and fly horizontally
when it disappeared. Object was very clear to the naked eye
with moon refecting of it. Mr. G. Eestimated) size approxi-
mately a5 to 3o feet across and approximately Io to IJ feet at
tlzickest point. As object disappeared it took on an orange tint.
No noise was heard byany of the observers nor those occupying
'two cabins at less 'than a quarter mile distance from
where object was allegedly hovering. One occupant . . . did
s-trlros-H I 69



observe that he was listening to his transistor radio at time,
station CKRC on 63o KCS, when so much static and 1n-
terference was heard that radio was shut of. 'He looked out
window . . . thinking thunderstorm in area but noted clear skey.
His radio was checked and found in satisfactory operating
condition. . . . No alcohol was consumed by any of witnesses
evening of sighting. M r. G. has good eyesight, needing no
glasses. Several samples of wilting leaf limbs brought to W in-
nipeg for analysis.

The last statement refers to the tmexplained damage to the
tops of trees observers felt was associated with the appearance
of the UFO. The report read:

Department of Forestz'y and Rural Development advise they
are unable to provide explanation for cause of wilting on three
diferent types of trees: i.e., birch, hazel, and chokecherry,
examined in the area from which previous samples had been
obtained. There is no evidence of blight or insects. Several
trees are afected but not in any fzxed pattern and mainly on
tops of trees. Forestry states cause could be heat, although no
other (normal! evidence would indicate this as a source.

Dr. M illnpn has dism issed the light as almost certainly
having been the planet Venus, which was indeed setting in the
northwest at that time. But here we rlm into the hub of the
entire UFO problem. No one Vthered to find out, in this case,
in what direction the observers were originally looking, and no
one bothered to ask whether they saw Venus and the light. Of
course, one might well wonder how two people of othem ise
demonstrated stability could hallucinate to the extent that they
believed Venus made two rapid descents toward their boat,
causing them to use full power on the boat to make a getaway.
This is another question that should havr been investigated
more thoroughly.
Case upon case can be adduced to build the prototype, but

this would be of little avail. There seems to be no basic
dilerence in the appearance of the Close Encolmter cases that
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produce physical elects and of those that do not; in b0th cat-
egories far more detailed information is needed.
Perhaps we should let three linal case synopses sllm ce:

M rs. J. . . . was attracted to the window by what appeared to
be landing lights of an airplane. The light was extremely bright
and seemed to be coming directly into the yard . . . Fearing the
lights were the landing lights of a crashing airplane headed
directly toward the house, she herded the three girls in haste
out of the house and into the yard away from the approaching
lights, which by then had blended into one huge brilliant and
intense white light. The four frightened wimesses stood in the
yard . . . watching as the light moved in 1ow in a straight line
toward the house, suddenly lifted several hundred feet, clear-
ing a clump of evergreens bordering the yard and dipped
down on the far side of the tall trees and touched the ground.
The intense light illllmhzated the surrounding area, including
1he side of xthe house and 1he yard. . . . Obkct was also (re-
portedly) observed by a border patrol oëcer who had been
alerted by radio. He was fbtzzzed' by apparently the same object,
which was 1ow enough so that the patrohnan stopped his car,
got out, and watched it move out of sight. The four witnesses
(at one location) and the independent oEcer gave the same
description of the object as being about 3o feet in diameter,
slightly domed, silent, and of a very intense white light.
The obkct remained grounded for several mlnutes, and then

it ascended almost vertically in a burst of speed and disap-
peared toward the northeast. W here the object had grotmded
in the 16 or so inches of snow there was a large circular im-
print about zo-la feet in diameter, and the ground beneath the
melted snow ring showed evidence of having been scorched.
Oval-shaped tracks 8 inches long and 8 inches apart, in single
sle, were found leading from the landing site to a clump of
evergreens, where they disappeared. A month later 1he circular
area still showed signs of the flanding'.

1 had no personal connection with the above case (see Ap-
pendix z, CEII-2I), but I have included it because it fits the
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pattern and was investigated by a competent UFO inves-
tigaton8
Another case takes us to the province of Que'bec, Canada,

where on May I 1, 1969 (see Appendix 1, CEIIu2), M.
Chaput, a pulp mill worker, was awakened on his ten-acre farm
at a A.M. by the barking of his dog. Looking outside he saw, the
report of a practiced G nadian UFO investigator states, an
intense light source illllminating his Iield about 6oo feet away.
It was so bright that it lighted the surrounding arca, even the
house. He went outsidq and could see his shadow cast on the
house. W hen interviewed, Chaput said he felt that the light
could not have been m ore than Ij feet above the ground. Then
the, light vanished, but he could hear a purring sotmd receding
in the distance.
The next m orning he went to the scene of the incident with

one of his teenaged sons and a yotmger child and found not only
a circular mark of the Ttraditional' type but tthree circular de-
pressionsy equally spaced to form a triangle wit.h a rectangular
depression one to two inches in depth', near the midpoint of the
base of the triangle. The investigator conjeuures that the three
evenly-spaced depressions might have been caused by landing
legs or pads with the rectangular depression, the restllt of a
hatchway pressing down with extreme force.
Conjecture aside, the fact remains that here is another of now

more than 3oo cataloged cases of ground markings reportedly
associated with very close approaches of UFOs. The problem
they present is b0th provocative and frustrating - frustrating
because to get anm here with the problem, far m ore quan-
titative data are needed than we have at presenty although the
pattern emerging from these zoorldwide reports seems
sumciently clear in outline.
One Enal case, with which I also had no connection but

which is included in the Blue Book ûles as %Hoax', apparently
was routed to Blue Book by an air attachl in Paris who, ill t'urn,
was apparently moved by a letter addressed to him through the
Assistant Chief of Staf, Intelligence, Headquarters, USAF.
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(See Appendix z, CE1I-x6.) The letler contained the following
statem ent:

W hile no credence is given to this report, previous experi-
ence with incidents of this nature dictates that USAF fles
should indicate that some omcial action had been initiated, in
the event any oKcial or public inquiries are made regarding
this incident.

The incident itself concerns a reported sighting on April I4,
19j7, at Vins sur Caramy, France. If taken out of context from
other Close Encounter cases, it certainly does solmd bizarre and
must be given a high Strangeness Rating. One might even tend
to excuse the attitude of the writer of the air force comment,
Captain G. T. Gregory, then head of Blue Book. But it
cannot be taken out of context. It is merely one of hundreds of
reported Close Encounter cases. If one employs the Tshooting
gallery' teclmique of knocking off one duck at a time as it comes
into range, one UFO case at a tim e without regard to its re-
lation to similar cases, it is relatively easy to dism iss each as
irrelevant and nonsensical. It is quite another thing if one
becomes conscious not merely of one duck at a time but of the
whole Eock appearing in formation.
Here is a brief sm opsis of the case itself. There reportedly

landed on a road about 3oo feet from 'two elderly French
cotmtry women a curious m etallic machine in the form of a big
top about 5 feet tall. Just as it landed, a deafening rattle was
heard coming from a metallic road sign some 1

,5 to 2o feet from
the landing site. The sign had been set into violent vibration.
The cries of the women and the noise from the sign were

heard by a man nearly I,ooo feet away. Thinlqing that there had
been an accident, he went rushing down to thcm . He arrived in
time to see the ftop' jllmp off the road to a height of about 2o
feet, turn, and land a second time, this time on another road,
which forked from the Erst.
As it mrned, it flew over a second road sign, and this one

likewise vibrated violently, resonating as though it had been
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subjeced to Tviolent shocks repeated at a rapid cadence'. The
machine, however, made no solmd itself. It did npt pass close to
a third sign (presllmably also mepllic). This point assllmes
importance if one accepts the testimony of the local police,
who, with the investigator, repoMedly placed a compass near
the two signs that had rattled and found a deviation of some :5
degrees. Placed next to the Renault in which they had come, the
compass showed a deviation of only 4 degrees, but there was no
deviation at a11 near the sign that had not rattled.
Blue Book evaluated this case as Hoax without any evidence,

presllmably because they felt that was a11 that it could possibly
have been. However, the French police adjutant in the area
vopched for the integrity of the wimesses - $He aërmed at once
that the witnesses are not only of good faith but they are above
any suspicion of a hoax.'
If one seeks a tnam ral' explanation for this case, I would

suggest a purely meteorological explanation rather than a hoax.
0ne might argue, although I don't, that a dust devil having the
appearance of a top cam e by, rattled the signs, had a metallic
appearance, selectively landed on a road each time, and fmag-
netized' the road signs.
Since I did not intewiew these observers myself, 1 can base

judgment only on the French investigator's report (he seems to
have done a good job of interrogation, as is evidenced by a
reading of the full report). A dust devil simply does not Iit the
reported facts.
This is one of the few cases I have included in this book with

which I did not have som e meqsure of personal involvement.
Perhaps the reader will wish to exclude it from the rest of the
evidence, using it only as illustrative of oKcial attimdes
towards the UFO phenomenon. But the case lits in with the
rest.

The prototype of the Close Encolmter of the Second Kind
stands out clearly from the selected cases just presented, but the
reader and 1 must be disappointed that far more quantitative
data qre not available to portray it. Perhaps the Strangeness
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Rating cf these Gses is so great that they literally defy descrip-
tion that is translamble into the familiar quantiutive terms in
physics and astronomy. W e meet an even more formidable cat-
egory - as far as strangeness is concerned - in the next cate-'
gors Close Encotmters of the Third Kind.

NOTES

z. Observers of Close Encounters of the Second Khd
Occupatîon Number
Housewives 18
Teenaged girls z7
Teenaged boys Io
Adtzlt males (occupation llnlrnown) S
Employees and family members of
Canadian fishing resort 6

Businessm en 5
Engineers 4
Pilots 3
Farmers 4
Police oEcers 2
Boys (ages * 10) 3
Truck drivers 2
Senior Mghway designer I
Roofer I
Schoolteacher and former air force
stewardess I

Supervisor in mail order house I
Collection manager, fnance company I
Chief of technlcal services, Air France I
Beekeeper I
Professional artist I
Painter I
Hairdresser I

z=otal 92
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2. I would hope that readers, pilots and others, who might here-
tofore have been reluctant to admit their experiences will be
encouraged to submit an account of tlze experience to tlle
author with the same understanding.

3. 1 Rm indebted for this report to Raymond Fowler, whose
meticulous and detailed investigations of many New England
cases far exceed in completeness the hwestigadons of Blue
Book. He has regularly sent me copies of lzis reports and has
given me permission to quote from Gem.

4. Correspondence M tII oKcials in the Levelland area has
shown tlut such radio conmct (Iid not exist at l'hnt time.

5. Levelland Sun-News. November 6 and 7, 1957.
6. 1 zm indebted to the National Investigations Commlttee for
Aerial Phenomena INICAPI for material in addition to that
in' the Blue Book fles

, for whom James Lee, of Abilene,
Texas, carried out a personal investigation of tlle Levelland
occurrences. He encotmtered a report that two grain com-
bines, each with two engines, tlmt had been operating in
Petit, Texas (about :5 miles northwest of Levelland), were
silenced by tlle passing of a glowing UFO.

7. 1 am indebted to Ted Phillips, Jr., an assiduous independent
investigator V tI'I whom I have worked closely. He has
specialized in recording, cataloging, and investigating this one
relatively narrow but highly imponant aspect of the subject
for many of the cases used in this cM pter.

8. Bernier, bublisher of UFO-1nfo. Seattle, Washlngton.
February z2, z966.
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CHAPTER TEN

CLOSE ENCOUNTERS OF THE
THIRD KIND

1 . . . nmved. To our surprise the Jigxrc Iozz the UFO?
did the same. . . . AlI missions boys made audible
JJ&.V. . . .

-  jrom Reverend Gill's ucc/zlz;f o.f the sighting
at Boainai, Papua, Ne> Guinea

W E come now to the m ost bizarre and seemlngly incredible
aspect of the entire UFO phenomenon. To be frarlk, I would
gladly omit this part if 1 could without offense to scientisc
integrity: Close Encolmters of the Third Kind, those in which
the presence of animated creatures is rcported. (1 say Tani-
mated' rather than 'animate' to keep open the possibility of
robots or something other than TEesh and blood'.) These creat-
ures have been variously termed Toccupants', Thllmanoids',
fuFormuts', and even fuFosapiens'.
Unforttmately one may not omit data simply because they

may not be to one's liking or in line with one's preconceived
notions. W e balk at reports about occupants even though we
might be willing to listen attentively to accounts of other UFO
encounters. W hy? In this Tfestival of absurdity', as Aimé
M ichel has termed this part of the UFO phenomenon, why
should a rcport of a car stopped on the highway by a blinding
light from an unknown craft be any diserent in essential
strangeness or absurdity from one of a craft from which two or
three little animate creatures descend?
There is no logical reason, yet I confess to sharing a
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prejudice that is hard to explain. Is it the confrontation on the
animate level that disturbs and repulses us? Perhaps as long as
it is our own intelligence that contemplates the' report of a
machine, albeit strange, we still somehow feel superior in such
contemplation. Encotmters with animate beings, possibly with
an intelligence of diserent order from ours, gives a new dimen-
sion to our atavistic fear of the lmknown. It brings with it the
specter of competition for territory, loss of planetary hegemony
-  fears that have deep roots.
Another thing bothers us: the hllmanoids seem to be able to

breathe our air and to adapt to our air pressure and gravity with
little dc culty. Something seems terribly wrong about that.
Thiy would imply that they must be from a place - another
planet? - very much like our own. Perhaps our own? But how?
Or are they robots, not needing to adapt to our environment?
Our coznmon sense recoils at the very idea of hllmanoids and

leads to much banter and ridicule and jokes about little green
men. They tend to throw the whole UFO concept into dis-
repute. M aybe UFOs could really exist, we say, but hllman-
oids? And if these are truly fipnents of ottr imagination, then so
must be the ordinary UFOs. But these are backed by so many
reputable witnesses that we carmot accept them as simple mis-
perceptions. Are then, all of these reporters of UFOs t'rllly sick?
If so, what is the sickness? Are these people all afected by
some strange fvirus' that does not attack <sensible' people?
W hat a strange sickness this must be, attacking people in all
walks of life, regardless of training or vocation, and making
them, for a very limited period pf time - only minutes some-
times - behave in a strange way and see things that are belied
by the reliable and stable marmer and actions they exhibit in
the rest of their lives.
Or do hllmanoids and UFOs alike bespeak a parallel Treality'

that for some reason manifests itself to some of us for very
limited periods? But what would this reality be? Is there a
philosopher in the house?
There are many such questions and much related
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information that is diKcult to comprehend. The fact is, how-
ever, that the occupant encounters carmot be disregarded; they
are too nllmerous. There is a surprising and highly jrovocative
collection of literature on the subject of hllmanoids. In a cata-
1og prepared by Jacques Vallee, which conuins 1,247 Close
Encounter cases, 7jo are those in which an actual landing of a
craft was reported. Of these, more than 3oo, or about 4o per-
cent, were reported to have had hllmanoids seen in or about the
landed craft. For b0th types, landings with or without human-
oids, approximately one-third were multiple-witness cases.l
One would never suspect the magnitude of the problem of

humanoids by perusal of the air force Blue Book f1es.2 Out of
the thousands of reports received by the air force, only 48 were
reported UFO landings, and in only 12 of these did hllmanoids
figure (for the years for which I have records available). During
the same period 223 hllmanoid cases were reported from
various areas of the world.
The manner in which the air force disposed of the few land-

ing and still fewer hllmanoid cases is in itself of considerable
interest.: Despite the widely held misconception that UFO
reports of this sort are hallucinationsy only 2 out of the 48 cases
were attributed to hallucinations. Six were ascribed to the
somewhat more vague term fpsychological'; two, to dunreliable
report', which in Blue Book terminology really means 'crazy';
six were ascribed to hoaxes but on slim evidence. The majority
was attributed rinsulcient data' - a favourite term with Blue
Book when it appeared that it would be too much trouble to
acquire additional data.
Generally tllere was little or no follow-up in these cases.

There were nine cases of reported landings of tmknown air-
craft, yet no attcmpt was made to ascermin further facts. Very
real heights of Screative evaluation' were reached, however, in
ascribing the famous Socorro, New M exico, case to a ground
light and the even m ore famous Hill case to radar inversion, a
singularly inept evaluation inasmuch as no radar observations
Egured ilz that specilk case at that time of night.
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One may well àsk why the air force received only z2 out of
the 65 reported U .S. cases of Close Encounters of the Third
Kind or, for that m atter, only 48 out of the I9o landing cases in
the United Statis. 1 would surmise that many such cases fdied'
at the local air base to which they were reported. As we have
seen, the standard Blue Book policy was to consider as tcases'
only those incidents that came through oKcial air force chan-
nels. Since landings and especially flittle green men' were not
to be taken seriously (by oëcial policy), it is likely that the
responsible oëcer at the local base deemed it tmwise to trans-
mit dnonsense' messages.
It is hard to substantiate this surmise, yet from independent

sources we know that UFO landings were reported to have
occurred at Blaine Air Force Base (June 12, I96j), at Cannon
Air Force Base, New Mexico (May I8, 1954), and at Deer-
wood Nike Base (September 29, I9j7). None of these cases was
transmitted to Blue Book, and if sightings made directly at air
and military bases were not transmitted, it is quite likely that
reports of landings - and especially of occupant cases - that
were merely phoned in to the air base by a civilian were re-
garded as originating from a fnut' and hence not worth passing
on through military channels. To Blue Book such a case wotlld
have been considered solved at the local level.
During my entire term as consultant to Blue Book 1 was

asked to look into only t'wo landing cases: the Socorro, New
Mexico, case, which involved occupants (see Appendix 1,
CEI1I-I), and the Dexter, Michigan, case, which was a landing
reported by only two of the many persons involved. 1 found the
Socorro case extremely convincing and the M ichigan case most
lmconvincing, even though the latter crçated greater public
interest. 1 cotlld, therefore, evade with ease this bizarre cat-
egory entirely on the grounds that I choose to judge only those
happenings with which I have had personal involvement, a rule
1 have followed, almost without exception, in the Iive other
UFO categories. But despite my lack of personal acquaintance
With Close Encolmters of the Third Kind, I feel obligated to
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call attention to what has been reported in this category from
arotmd the wcrld. I will do so by referring the yeader to the
many accounts available in the more scholarly UFO journals,
already quoted, and to two books devoted entirely to this sub-
ject: The Humanoids (edited by Charles Bowen) and Passport
to Magonia (by Jacques Vallee).
The reader will discover for him self that there is a very great

similarity in accounts of occupant c-ases in reports from over the
world. He will learn that they are similar n0t only in the de-
scription of the appearance of m ost hllmanoids but in their
reported actions. He will :nd the occupants reportedly picking
up samples of earth and rocks and carrying them aboard their
craft, much as U.S. astronauts picked up moon rocks; he will
fnd them seemingly exhibiting interest in hllman installations
and vehicles; he will even End them making off with rabbits,
dogs, and fertilizer!
It would be helpful, one feels, if we could demonstrate that

Close Encotmters of the Third Kind differ systematically from
the other five UFO categories. Then we could, with some
comfort, dismiss them . But they do not difer in any way - by
geographical distribution, by times of occurrence, in nllmbers,
and especially in kinds of observers - except that the relative
nllmber of cases with multiple wimesses is somewhat less
(about one-third of the Third Kind cases have multiple wit-
nesses) and that although the wimesses seem to represent the
same cross section of the populace as those in the other cat-
egories, there are not as many observers having any degree of
technical training. There are no pilots, air traKc control oper-
ators, radar operators, or scientists who have reportcd hllman-
oids, according to my records. There are, however, people
holding other types of responsible positions: clergymen, police-
men, electronics engineers, public servants, bank directors,
military men, miners, farmers, technicians, mailmen, railroad
engineers, medical doctors, and others gainfully and creditably
employed.
Clearly, it is not only kooks who repon hllmanoids. Indeed, I
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do not know of a report of this kind to have com e from a person
of demonstrated mental imbalance. Possibly there do not seem
to be as Czltirly people of considerable teclmical training and
sophistication who have made hllmanoid reports as have made
other UFO reports because their very training and soph-
istication would naturally lead such people to be wary of expos-
ing themselves to ridictlle.
It appears, in short, that wc carmot subdivide the UFO

phenomenon, accepting some parts and rejecting others. We
must study the entire phenomenon or none of it, Encounters of
the Third Kind must in a11 fairness be included in this book.
Following as far as possible the policy I have adopted of

discussing only those cases with which 1 have had personal
involvement, I will choose those few cases with which 1 have
had at least some peripheral involvement and for which I have
been able to obtain some docllmentation. Unfortunately the
most convincing case has come to m e through private sources at
the price of anonymity and hence cannot be fully discussed.
This case had four witnesses (see Appendix 1, CElII-2), all

fam ily men holding responsible positions. Two are engaged in
work requiring military clearance, and their jobs wotlld be in
severe jeopardy were their anonymity violated.* For the
record, this reported event took place in North Dakou in Nov-
ember, 1961, in rain and sleet, late at night. The four men
observed the landing of a lighted craft in a completely open and
deserted seld and, thinking that arl aircraft was in serious
trouble, stopped by the roadside, hopped the fence, and hurried
toward what they judged to be the plane. Their surprise was
tmderstandably great when they discovered hllmanoids around
the craft, one of which boldly waved them off in a threatening
marmer. One of tlle men hred a shot at the humanoid, which
fell as if hurt. The craft soon took off, and the m en Qed.
* 1 say thls not to tantalize, but to emphasize to my scientifc col-

leagues how dimcult it is in this held to obtain data. In a sense we have
regressed to the days before the founding of the Royal Society in
England, when scientists had to sneak, so to speak, through back alleys
as m embers of the flnvisible College'.
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The next day, although they reportedly had told no one of
their bizarre experience, it was reported to me thatone of the
men was called out from work and 1ed into the presence of men
he had never seen before. They asked to be taken to his home,
where they examined the clothing he had worn the night before,
especially his boots, and left without any further word. To the
best of my lmowledge, none of the men involved heard further
about the incident. There the m ystery rests.
Two other cases, those of Temple, Oklahoma (March 23,

1966), and of Atlanta, Missouri (March 3, 1969), must be
omitted by the rules of the game here; they are single-observer
CaSCS.

One case that should be excluded by these same rules is the
extremely interesting event at Soccrro, New M exictb April 24,
1964 (see Appendix z, CEIII-z), but since I have smdied this
case in some detail, I will touch on it.
Although there were other reported wimesses to the UFO,

only Lonnie Zamora, a policeman in Socorro, was in a position
to have seen the occupants. M y original investigations, directed
toward breaking apart Znmora's accotmt by seeking mum al
contradictions in it and also by seeking to establish Znmora as
an unreliable witness, were fnlitless. I was impressed by the
high regard in which Zamora was held by his colleagues, and I
personally am willing today to accept lzis testim ony as genuine,
particularly since it does :1 a global patterm
The Socorro incident is one of the classics of UFO literamre,

and a brief synopsis will s:lmce. On 1he aftenmon of April 24,
1964, Zamora was on duty. At about 5:45 P.M., he was engaged
in tmcking a speeding m otorist south of the town. H e allowed
the motorist to escape when his attention was drawn to a de-
scending craft lhat was emitting a fame. At the same time he
heard explosive sotmds from the direction of the craft. W hile
still some distance away, he was able to see 'the landed craft,
which appeared like an up-ended automobile, and he noted the
presence of two white-cloaked sgures in its l-mmediate vicin.
ity.
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He then lost sight of the object because of the hilly terrain
and did not see it again tmtil he rotmded a ctlrve and attained a
higher elevation. To llis astonishmcnt he found him self looking
down into a shallow gully at an egg-shaped metallic craft rest-
ing on legs extended from the craft. He was then less than I5o
feet from the objecq close enough to see a strange insignia on
the side of the craft. Loud sotmds from the interior of the craft
caused Zamora to seek shelter as rapidly as he could. Glancing
back over his shoulder at the craft, he saw it rise vertically and
take of horizontally, disappearing shortly thereafter in the di-
rection of 'Six M ile Canyon'.
Zam ora had already radioed his report in to headquarterw

and Sergeant Chavez was on his way. Had he not taken a wrong
turn, the sergeant would have arrived in time to see the craft
itself . As it was, he arrived to ând a very shaken Zamora.
fW hat's the matter, Lonnie? You look like you've seen the

devil,' Chavez said.
fM aybe 1 have,' replied Zamora.
1 visited the site several days later and verified the landing

marks and the charred plants. Chavez had, he told me in a long
interview, verifed the marks and the burned greasewood
plants, which had still been sm oldering at the time he srst met
Zamora at the site.
M easurements taken at the site showed that the diagonals of

the quadrilateral formed by the four landing marks intersected
almost exactly at right angles. One theorem in geometry states
that if the diagonals of a quadrilateral intersect at right angles,
the midpoints of the sides of the quadrilateral 1ie on the cir-
olmference of a circle, and it is thus of considerable interest
that the center of the circle so formed virtually coincided with
the principal burn mark on the grotmd. Under certain con-
ditions the center of gravity of the craft would have been di-
rectly over the center of the circle, hence making the presence
of the burn mark more signifcant.
On successive visits I continued my investigations into

Zamora's credibility and traced the story of an unidentised
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wimess who had stopped for gas just north of town. While at
the gas station, he told of his encotmter just south of town with
a strange qying craft that was apparently in trouble and head-
ing for a landing. He said that it must have been in trouble
because he saw a squad car (Zamora's) going out across the
sandy terrain toward it. He was tmable to identify the craft as
any normal aircraft.
I tried m y best at the time to induce the air force to make an

intelligence problem of snding the missing wim ess, but they
evinced no interest whatsoever. At the time I thought that, had
this been a federal case involving narcotics or cotmterfeiting,
the FB1 would certainly have located thc missing witness. Be-
cause, it was merely a UFO case, the usual pattern of doing
nothing was followed.
The Encotmter of the Third Kind that had the largest

nllmber of wimesses was the sighting of June 26-27, 195%
centred about Reverend W illiam Bruce Gill, an Anglican priest
and a graduate of Brisbane University, who headed a mission in
Boainai, Papua, New Guinea. (See Appendix 1, CEIII-3.) 1
lirst learned of the case in detail when I stopped at the British
Air M inistry on an oKcial visit from Blue Book in 1961.
1 learned at that tim e that thc British m ilitary view of the

UFO problem was essentially the same as that of Blue Book;
indeed, the British (and other governments as well) were look-
ing to the U.S. Air Force to solve the problem . I was told quite
bluntly that with the flmds and facilities available to the U .S.
Air Force there was little point to their doing anything about
the problem, and they honestly fely that the U.S. Air Force was
doing som ething about it, but with negative results.
The British Air M inistry did not take Father Gill's sighting

seriously, and almost with relief they gave me their report on it;
it had apparently been cluttering up their sles. Since then 1
have had access to a full report on this caset and have also
been the recipient of a lengthy tape recording of a talk by
Reverend Gill and, more recently, of an hourdong tape with
Reverend Gill made by my colleague Fred Beclrman.
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Before judgment is passed on this affairy Reverend Gill
should be heard. As a few excerpts from his tapes shom  Rever-
end Gill is utterly sincere. He talks in a leisurely, scholarly
way, delineating details slowly and carefully. The manner and
content of the tapes are conducive to conviction. One would
find it diKcult to believe that an Anglican priest would concoct
a story involving more than two dozen wimesses out of sheer
intent to deceive. Critics of this case do not generally know that
this report is only one of some 60 in the New Guinea area at
approximately that time, a11 investigated by a colleague of Gill,
the Reverend Norman Cruttwell, who has written a report
covering the series/ only one of which, the case in point, in-
volved hllmanoids.
The Depar% ent of Air, Commonwea1th of Australia, how-

ever, was in doubt, although I have no record that they inter-
viewed Father Gill in person. They wrote as follows to a
colleague:

CANBERRA ACT
28 January 1970

Dear Sir,
1 refer to your letter dated za November 1969 concerning an

unusual aerial sighting at Boainai, in Papua, New Guinea.
The RAAF could come to no defnite conclusion on the report,
and inquiries with the United Kingdom and the United States
could add no clues or answers.
As a result these sightings have been classifed as aerial

phenomenon, but most probably they were re:ections on a
cloud of major light source of unknown origin.

Yours Faithfully.

The letter is corred in one sense. W hen the brightly lighted
UFO seen by Reverend Gill and his many colleagues went
vertically upward, it ilblminated the clouds as it passed through
the overcast. The letter is quite correct, also, in stating that the
light source was of llnknown origin!
Here are a few excerpts from the report of the sightings in
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New Guinea. H rst from his notebook records made at the time
of the sighdngs:

The Boainai sightings climaxed a relatively short but re-
markably acute period of UFO activity in the vicinity of east-
New Gllinea. UFOs were observed by b0th Papuan natives
and Em opeans. Sightings were reported by educated Papuans
and by totally illiterate natives relatively tmtouched by western
civilization and quite ignorant of f:ying saucers'.

Next, from a letter written by Reverend Gill to a friend at a
neighboring mission:
Dear David,
Have a look at this extraordinary data. 1 am almost con-

vinced about the Tvisitation' theory. . . . I do not doubt the
existence of these rthings' (indeed I carmot now that I have
seen one for myself), but my simple mind still requires
scientisc evidence before I can accept the from-outer-space
theory. I am inclined to believe that probably many UFOs are
more likely some form of electric phenomena or m rhaps some-
thing brought about by the atom bomb explosions, etc. . . . It is
a11 too dimcult to tmderstand for me; 1 prefer to wait for some
bright boy to catch one to be exhibited in M artin Square. . . .

Yours,
Doubting W illiam

The very next day this letttr was written to the same
person:
Dear David,
Life is strange, isn't it? Yesterday 1 wrote you a letter . . .

expressing opinions re the UFOs. Now, less than a4 hours
later, I have changed my views 'somewhat. Last night we at
Boainai experienced about 4 hours of UFO activity, and there
is no doubt whatsoever that they are handled by beings of some
kind. At times it was absolutely breathtaking. Here is the
report. Please pass it around, but great care must be taken as I
have no other. . . .

Cheers,
Convinced Bill

P.S. Do you tllink Port M oresby should know about this?
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In a speech, Reverend Gill said:

. . and as I was about to turn arolmd the corner of the house,#
something caught my eye in the sky, and I looked up toward
the west. And there 1 saw at an angle of about 45 degrees this
huge light. 1 didn't think, of course, even then of iying saucers
as such, I thought, well perhaps some people could imagine
these things, but never me. And there it was. 1 called Eric
Kodawara, and I said, TW hat do you see up there?' He said,
V here seems to be a light.' 1 said, <W e11, you go and tell the
teacher Steven M oi. Tell him to come along quickly.' And
then Eric went along, and he collected as many people as he
could, and we a11 stood and gazed at it. Then we went up
further up into the playing seld, and the sighting went on. I've
got it recorded here. 1 had decided by tlzis time very quickly to
get a notebook and pencil, and 1 thought, well, if anything is
going to happen, it's going to happen now, and surely
tomorrow 171 wake up and think it's been a dream, that I
haven't really seen one. If I've got it down here in pencil, then
1'11 lmow at least I haven't been dreaming.

These are excerpts from the notebook recordings:

Time 6:45 P.M. slqy: patches of low clouds. Sighted bright
white light, direction northwest. 6:jo called Steven and Eric.
6:52 Steven arrived confrms, not star. 6:5J send Eric to call
people. One object on top moving - man. Now three men -
moving, glowing, doing something on deck. Gone. 7:oo men I
and a again. 7:04 gone agaim 7tzo sky cloud ceiling covered
sky height about a,ooo feet. Man z, 3, 4, 2, (appeared in that
order) thirl electric blue spotlight. Men gone, spotlight still
there. 7: Ia men I and .2 appeared blue light. 7:20 spotlight olt
men go. 7:20 UFO goes through cloud. 8:a8 clear sky here,
heavy cloud over Dogura. UFO seen by me overhead. Called
station people. Appeared to descend, get bigger. 8:a9 second
UFO seen over sea - hovering at times. 8:35 another over
W adobuna Village. 8:jo clouds forming again. Big one
stationary and larger. Others coming and going through
clouds. As they descend through cloud, light reflected like
large halo on to cloud - no more than a,ooo feet, probably less.
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Al1 UFOs very clear. fM other' ship still large, clear, stationary.
9:oJ clouds patchy, numbers a, 3, 4 gone. 9:10 nllmber z gone
overhead into cloud. g:ao TM other' back. 9:30 fM dther' gone,
gone across sea toward Giwa. 9:46 overhead UFO reappears, is
hovering. zo:oo still stationary. Io:zo hovering, gone behind
cloud. zo:3o very high hovering in clear patch of sky between
clouds. Io:so very overcast, no sign of UFO. zz:4o hea'vy rain.
Data sheet of observation of UFOs 6:4J-I 1:04 P.M. Signed
W illiam B. Gill.

Reverend Gill's narrative account contains this infor-
mation:

7:12, men z and 2 appeared - blue light. I might mention
here. that the cloud ceiling was about a,ooo feet, and I judged
the cloud ceiling by a mountain. And a11 of tlzis, of course, was
well under the cloud ceiling. By this time, in a space of 25
mirmtes, the sky had clouded over. At '/:ao the UFO went
though the clouds, right tlzrough. At 8:28 the sky was be-
ginning to clear again, although it was heavy, the cloud cover
was heavy over Giwa. UFO seen by me now over it. 1 called
the station people the second time that night around 28
minutes past eight, and it appeared to descend and get bigger.
. . . Others were comlng and going through the clouds - re-
member we now had patches of clouds. They were descending
through the clouds and the glow of the discs was refected at
the base of the clouds, and then they would go in through the
cloud again, and they seemed to enjoy doing that.
Then came the next night, and this was the interesting one.

A large UFO was frst sighted by one of the nurses at the
hospital at 6:00 P.M. . . . It happened this way: we were walk-
ing, and this thing came down io what we estimated as the
closest we had seen it, and I was practically the closest we were
ever to see it. Somewhere between 3oo and 5oo feet it dropped
down. It was not dark, and we could see it quite clearly. It was
still bright and sparkling, but it seemed very near and clear.
And there was this fgure again on the decking, as 1 called it, at
the top. And it was the teacher who said, q wonder if it is
going to land on the playing field.' 1 said, fW hy not?' And so
we waved, like that, - Hello - and we were a bit surprised now,
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and the thing waved back. And then Eric, who was with me,
my constant companion, waved his two arms, along witlz
another lad, and then the figures waved two arms back.

Although I did not personally investigate the Gill N ew
Guinea case, now one of the fclassics', I am impressed by the
quality and nllmber of the wimesses and by the character and
demeanor of Reverend Gill as revealed by his report and
tapes.
The self-styled farch enemy of UFOs', Dr. Donald M enzel,

of Harvard, has t.aken a characteristic opposite view. In his
Analysis of the Papua-Fathev Gill Case tsee Appendix 2), he
dismisses the entire case as a sighting of Venus under the hy-
pothesis that Reverend Gill was not wearing his glasses at the
time. Unforttmately he neglected to ascertain the following: the
UFO at times was seen under cloud cover; Venus was pointed
out separately by Gill; and Reverend Gill was wearing prop-
erly corrected glasses at the time.
Another classic Close Encotmter of the Third Kind is the

Kelly-Hopkinsville sighting of August 2I, 1955 (see Appendix
1, CEIII-4). in.which it was the hllmanoids who took the center
stage, the UFO being mentioned only in passing. M y con-
nection with this afair was purely fortuitous since I had not
been called in to consult on this case. A few months after it had
occun'ed I was engaged in setting up 12 satellite tracking
stations arotmd the world, with very little time for UFO inves-
tigations. It so happened, however, that one' of the electronics
technicians 1 had hired to work on the crystal-clock timing
mechanisms of the Baker-Nlmn satellite cameras was one Bud
Ledwith, who, I learned later, had been an engineer and an-
notmcer at Radio Station W HOP in Hopkinsville, Kenmcky.
On the morning immediately after the Kelly eventy Ledwith
began a detailed investigation of his own. From him I obtained
the full story which included signed aë davits and sketches.
The Kelly-Hopkinsville Ose, if considered entirely apart

from the total pattern of UFO sightings, seems clearly
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preposterous, even to ofend common sense. The latter, how-
ever, has not proved a sure guide in the past history of science.
Blue Book records on this event are sketchy, and 'little or no
investigation was conducted. Still, 'the case is carried in Blue
Book files as 'Unidentised'. That much it certainly is.
Ledwith interrogated a11 seven adult wimesses and asked

each to draw his recollection of what the occupants looked like.
Signed statements were obtained from each adult wim ess. Led-
with then made a composite drawing of the occupants and had
the witncsses sign that. He kindly m rned over to me his Eles,
including the original drawings and notes, and has given m e
permission to make full use of them .
Since this classic case has been treated elsewhere, a brief

synopsis will sllmce here: A Tconventional' UFO was seen by
only one wimess to land in a gully near the farmhouse occupied
by the Sutton family. This wimess, coming back to the fann-
house, told of his sighting. His report was promptly discolmted,
and he was subjected to mild ridicule. Less than an hour later
the occupants of the house were alerted by the violent barking
of the dog in the yard. Two of the men in the house went to the
back door to see who was coming. A small fglowing' man with
extremely large eyes, his arms extended over his head <as
though he were being robbed', slowly approached the house.
In that area of the cotmtry people in the economic and social

framework of these wimesses fshoot srst and ask questions
later'. This is precisely what the two Sutton men reportedly
did, one with a .a2 rifle and the other with a shotgun. Both men
fired when the fuFonaut' was about 2o feet away from the
house; the sound was described Tjusi like I'd shot into a bucket'.
The visitor did a quick :ip and sctlrried away into the dark-
neSS.

Soon another visitor appeared at the window and was
promptly fired at through the window. The screen bears the
souvenir (a bullet hole) of this attack on the invadef. Going out
to see if they had killed the intnzder, those behind the srst man
saw, as he momentarily stopped tmder a small overhang of the
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rcot a clawlike hand re,ach dnwn and touch Ms hair. Gtmplay
agaiw directed toward the creamre on the rxf and toward one
suddenly noted in a nearby tree branch. The latter was appar-:
ently hit directly, but it Foated to the ground (a maneuver that
was to be repeated) and scurried away.
N cthing seems to llnnerve the Kenmcky cotmtzyman as

much as the inefectiveness of guns, and soon the entire family
was conM ed within the hcuse behind bolted doors. From time
to time the visitors reappeared at the windows.
After abcut three hours the family decided that they had had

enough of this one-sided siege, and, apparently making a qtlick
decision, al1 IkI of the occupants of the house piled into two cars
and headed into tcwn to the police. That was at I I :oo in the
evening. Since it takes serious provocation to pack z I people
into cars late at night and to rush the 7 or so miles to the police
station, asking f0r help, it gives some indication of the terror
that must have gripped the family by this time.
When the family returned, the police surveyed the territcry,

lights Qashing nmidst ccnsiderable commotion, but ncthing was
Inundz
After the pclice leR and al1 was once apin dark and quiet,

the creamres reappeared, according to a11 wimesses.
Ledwith's accotmtG of hûw the descripticn of the little

creatures was obtained is germane:
' 

k W lien I got tliere (to the radio stationl everyone greeted me
with, 'Have you seen the little green men yet?' I inquired and
got a vague account of the night's happenings. Remembering a
m agazine article that I had read not long before, about tlze way
the police artists reconstruct facial feamres from witnesses'
descriptions, I decided to clarify the simation. 1 had once
smdied art and thought 1 might be able to get sketches.
W ith me I took one of the men at the station, in order to

have a witness who could watch and listen and make sure that
1 was not leading or guiding the people 1 interviewed.

Despite the events of the previous night the men of
the house had gone out of town on their planned business for
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the day and were not in.-erhe womenfolk agreed to an interview.

1 did not lead the women in any way as the picmres were
drawn. They were extremely positive of what they had seen
and had not seen; it was a matter of following the directions as
to the shape of the face, eyes, hands, and body. lf 1 even so
much as advanced a supposition of how one particular feature
might have looked, they would quickly correct me. . . . It
wasn't long before the 'apparition' began to take form. The
eyes were like saucers, large and set about six inches apart; they
seemed to be halfway around the side of the face. . . . The head
itself was circular and completely bald on top. . . . W e pro-
gressed to the body. No one was sure whether there was a neck
or not, so we left it out. According to the women, the body was
thin, with a formless straight figure. . . . The arms were
peculiar; they were almost twice as long as the legs . . . the
hands were huge, bulky looking things. . . . The only part of
the face that no one could describe was the nose. . . . 1 tried to
sketch in a nose . . . but no one was sure, so we removed it.

After spending three hours fnterviewing the women of the
household, Ledwith and his companion received permission tc
return that evening, when the men would be home. They did so,
arriving shortly before the men did. W hen the men came home,
'Cars were lined up for half a mile in both directions.' W hen
fLucky' Sutton, conceded to be the dominant personality in the
household, arrived on the scene, çHe came into the house like a
bear.'

His eyes dropped to the table, whire 1 had placed my draw-
ing. W ithout saying another word he sat down, . . . looked it
over . . . and said, :No, the face is almost round, it doesn't come
to a point.' W e got right to work on the men's drawing, using
the women's as a guide and making changes as the three me.n
indicated. . . . The mouth was disputable; Lucky was adamant
that there had not been any mouth at all. If any, it was not
much more than a straight line across the face. To pacify those
who had seen it, 1 drew i!l a straight line, high, from ear to
ear.
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Those seven people had given me almost parallel stories and
almost identical picmres. It would be impossible for so many
m ople to give me false accotmts and pictures that tallied so
closely unless they firnt talked together and decided what each
feamre Eand event) looked lAe; but three of the men had left
very early that morning for Evansville and had not been home
throughout the day. These were not interviews in which one
person would look at another and say, f1s that what you
thought it looked lAe?' No, al1 seven were sure of what they
had seen, and no one would retract a statement . . . even tmder
close cross-examination. I use that word loosely where Lucky
is concerned; you don't exactly cross-examine Lucky
Sutton.

. . . as the report spread outside the family, they were dis-
torted in a1l directions; everyone who told the story seemed to
add his own ideas of how the creatures looked. For this reason
1 am pleased that we had the advantage of time. Our morning
interview was the frst complete report of the whole night's
happenings. The women were friendly and relaxed and we had
no dismrbance. The sight-seeing horde had not yet become
overwhelming. That night we talked to the men in the same
way, hnmediately after they came home, before they had had
any opporttmity to discuss the frst interview with the others. 1
was greatly impressed with their sincerity, 170th the men and
the women. . . .

The participants in this case received so much adverse pub-
licity and personal harassment that they soon refused to discuss
the matter with anyone, making further meetings diKcult.
However, one successful follow-up was made nearly a year later
by one of the most sincere and dedicated UF0 investigatcrs I
have met, lsabel L. Davis, of New York City, who privately
made a trip to Kelly. Under the inouence of her quiet yet
determined personality many of the original witnesses were
persuaded to review and discuss in great detail the events of
August zI-22, I9jj.
Isabel Davis has written a full account of her visit, an excel-

lent dofnlment worthy of publication, and has kindly fllrnished
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me with a copy of her manuscript, which, in the main, fully
supports the earlier investigations of Ledwith. Considered
together, these accotmts give us a picture of a truly bizarre and,
in ordinary terms, completely lmexplainable event.
Seven adtllts and four children atlested to the essentials of

the event. The wimesses were not Tstam s inconsistent', and that
theory, propotmded by D. 1. W arren,; does not account for
this sighting nor for a gre-at many others. W arren maintains
that UFO reports are more apt to come from people whose
cconomic status is not consistent with their intellectual capacity
and training: for example, a poorly trained person occupying a
relatively high economic and social status, or vice-versa.
I would not have given the Kelly-Hopkinsville cease this

mucà attention were it not for the fact that I know the principal
investigators, Ledwith and Davis, well, partictllarly Ledwith
since he was in my direct employ for nearly two years on the
satellite tracking program.
There is an even greater reason: the fhllmanoids' are them-

selves a prototypc that has occurred again and again throughout
the years, going back, as Vallee so convincingly points out in
Passport to M agonia, to the myths and legends of many cul-
m res. It is highly improbable that the Suttons, 'who did not
have telephone, radic, television, books, or much furniture',
were aware of UF0 lore and could have known that many
times in the past creatures like those they had delineated had
been described. The resemblance to the flittle people' described
by many cultures is striking.
We are not, of course, justilied in concluding that the Kelly

creamres stemmed from the imajination alone or, conversely,
that the source of ancient legends lies in the acmal appearances
of such creatures in the past or that real hllmanoids were seen.
As in other aspects of the entire UFO phenomenon, the call is
clearly for more study.
The Suttons themselves were convinced that they had had a

real experience, a pattern of reaction I have fotmd consistently.
Let the report of Isabel Davis tmderscore this:
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rinally, the Suttons stuck to their story. Smbbornly,
angrily, they insisted they were telling 1he truth. Neither adults
nor clzildren so much aq hinted at the possibility of a 1ie or
mistake - in public or to relatives; there was no tace of re-
traction.

Davis further remarks on the absence of fprotective ration-
alization' used by UFO sighters, who, though personally con-
vinced, wish to remain in the good graces of their fellows by
saying something such as, <Of course, it must have been an
aim lane. . . . I could have been mistaken' - accompanying their
disclaimers by an embarrassed laugh or giggle. As she states:

The Suttons seem never to have becn tempted to recant and
get back into the good graces of society. . . . Their costly re-
fusal to give an inch to skepticism m ay not prove anything
about the truth of their story, but it does tell us sometlzing
about them.

It may be interjected that the Kellycase had onlyone wimess
as far as the UFO itself was concernedy even though z I pcople
wimessed the occupants. lt was thus a close encotmter with
occupants mther than with a craft. In mnny cases in UFO
records the occupants have been reportedly clearly sighted but
their craft viewed only for a moment. ln the Socorro, New
Mexico, case, of course, just the opposite was tnle. Zamora saw
the occupants only frcm a distance, but the craft close at
hand.
I now introduce one Tcontactee case', not because I accept the

usual contactee reporter but because it is not a ccntactee case in
the usual sense: it has no pseudoreliginus, UF0 cult overtones,
no platimdinous cosmic messages of little content. M oreover, it
was a most thoroughly investigated case smdy and the subject
of the book Tke Intervupted Journey, by John Fuller. It is the
story of Betty and Barney Hi11.
I do not, however, feel that it fts the pattel.n of the Close

Encotmters of the Third Kind, so is not useful in contributing
to the prototype of this category. I include it, in a sense, to
#emonstrate the contrast between it and the usual contactee
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story and the typkal Close Encotmter of the Third Klnd. In
addition, the case is well known to the public, and it created
Jeat interest.* '
The Betty and Barney Hill case - of the racially mixed New

Hampshire couple who, lmder repeated independent hypnotic
treatnent by Boston psychiatrist Dr. Benjamin Simon, related
a story of an Encounter of the Third Kind, in which they were
abducted aboard a tspaceship' - is one that naturally created
tremendous interest; while the story is fully covered in Fuller's
book, a brief synopsis is needed here. (See Appendix 1, CEI11-
5 .)
Returning along a lonely road latc at night from a Canadian

vacation, Betty and Barney Hill espied a descending UFO.
Evelitually it landed and constituted a roadblock to the pro-
gress of their journey. The couple was approached by hllman-
oids.
Some + 0 hours later the Hills fotmd themselves 35 miles

farther along on their journey but with no recollection of what
had happened during those two hours. This amnesia continued
to bother them, leading to physical and mental disorders, and
they linally wcre referred to Dr. Simon, whose success with
amnesia cases is wellknown.
Under repeated hypnosis they Lndependently revealed what

had supposedly happened. Tht two stories agreed in con-
siderable detail, although neither Betty nor Barney was privy to
what the other had said under hypnosis lmtil much later.
Under hypnosis they stated that they had been taken sep-

arately aboard the craft, treated well by the occupants, rather as
blm ans might treat experimental animals, and then released
after having been given the hypnotic suggestion that they
would rem ember nothing of that particular experience. The
method of their release supposedly accounted for the amnesia,
which was apparently broken only by counter-hypnosis.

* As a result of Fuller's book and its condensation in a national
magazine, it is one of the most publicized cases. ln popular discussions
1 rarely fail to receive questions about it.
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The mediml experiments involved inserting a needle into
Betty Hill's navel and collecting nail parings and skin shavings.
In one Tnmusing' incident Barney's false teeth were rem oved;
the attempt to do the same with Betty, who has her own teeth,
of course failed miserablyx
Shortly after the publication of Fuller's book he and 1 were

Jnvited to dine with the Hills at the home of Dr. Simon, outside
Boston. By previous agreement of all parties, Dr. Simon put
the Ilills into a hypnotic trance and allowed me to question
them while they were under hypnosis. This proved to be quite
an experience for m e, for as Barney described the abduction
aboard the craft he becam e emotionally disturbed, and Dr.
Simon had diëculty in keeping him calm.
The em otional content of the Hills' experience came through

floud and clear', but al1 things considercd, the information con-
tent of the one and one-half hour session was minimal. Part of
this inadequacy was tmdoubtedly due to m y inexperience in
questioning anyone tmder hypnosis. At tl-mes both Betty and
Barney spoke haltingly except at emotionally charged
moments, Direct questions were often answered gropingly, re-
minding me at times of the diKctllty of obtaining infcrmation
from persons who are seriously ill; there were long pauses.
However, at no point did 1 gain the impression that there was
any deliberate attempt to avoid giving information. Later at
dirmer, the Hills were spritely, charming, and talkative. There
was no quesdon of their normalcy and sanity.
A few excerpts from my hypnotic session with them will

illustrate b0th the intensity of the em otional experience re-
vealed by hypnosis and the very apparent sincerity of the sub-
jects.
DR. SIMON: A11 right, now we're coming back in time to 1he end
of that trip to Niagara Falls, when you're coming back and

* One can imagine a leam ed paper presented at a scientifc meeting
on Ylanet X' in which it is desc 'nbed tlmt tlxtxir expedition to Earth
disclosed that male black people have teeth that can be removed but
white females have teeth which do not come out!
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had the experience with the unidentised Eying object. What is
your feeling now? W ere you abducted or weren't you?

BARNEY: 1 feel lwas abducted.
DR sIMoN: W ere you abducted?
BARNEY: Yes. I don't want to believe 1 was abducted, so 1 say I
feel because this makes it comfortable for me to accept some-
thing I don't want to accept that happened.

DR. sIMoN: W hat would make it comfortable?
BARNBY: For me to say I feel.
DR. SIMON: 1 see. W hy are you uncomfortable about it?
BARNEY: Because it is such a weird story. lf anyone else told me
that this had happened to them, 1 would not believe them, and
1 hate very badly to be accused of something that 1 didn't do
when I know 1 didn't do it.

DR. sIMoN: Now what is it you are accused ofp
BARNEY: If 1 am not believed that 1 have done somethl'ng and I
lmow 1 have done it.

DR, sIMoN: Well, suppose you had just absorbed Betty's dream.
BARNEY: 1 would like that.
Dm s!MoN: You would like that; could that be true?
BARNEY: No. . w .
BARNEY: (shouting): I didn't like them putting that on me! I
didn't like them touching me!

DR. SIMON: A11 right, a11 right. They're not touching you now,
they're not touching you at all. W e'11 1et that go.

/Now Dr. Hynek is going to talk to you, and M r. Fuller may
laA to you, and you will lloth carry out their instructions as if
they were mine for this time. You'll answer a11 the questions
that may be put to you and carry out any instructions given by
the three of us while you're in this trance. But after this you
will respond only to me.
H>EK: Barney, you will rememlkr everything clearly, and 1
want you to tell me what is happening; you have just heard the
beep-beep-beep; 1 want you to tell me what it sounded like,
and then each of you just relive and tell me what is happening
as you are driving down the road.

Suddenly Barney takes up the narrative, presllmably at the
point at which they encotmtered the hllmanoids:

BAltNEY: Betty, it's out there - it's out there, Betty! Oh God, tllis
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is crazy. 1'm going across a bridge - 1'm not on Route 3. Oh,
my! Oh, my! Oh, my! IBarney breathing very heavily) . Oh, 1
don't believe it. There are men irl the road. 1 don't believe it. I
don't want to go on. It can't be there. It's the moon. .

DR. SIMON: Go on, Barney. You remember everything clearly -
everything's clear.

BARNEY: l'm out of 1he car, and I'm going down the road into the
woods. Therers an orange glow; there's something there. Oh,
oh, if only 1 had my gtm; if only 1 had my gtm (in an excited,
despairing tone) . We go up the ramp. 1'd love to lash out, but I
can't. I'd love to strike out, but 1 can't. M y emotions - I got to
strike out - 1 got to strike out! . . . My feet just bl:mmd, and
1'm in a corridor. 1 don't want to go. I don't know where Betty
is. I'm not harmed; I won't strike out, but I will strike out if
1'm harmed in any way. I'm numb. I have no fetling i!z my
fingers. M y legs are numb. I'm on the table!

DR. SIMON: lt's a11 right. You can .stop there. You're on the table,
but you're quiet and relaxed and you just rest now until 1 say,
fListen, Barney.' You won't hear anything 1'm saying for a
little while. Betty, what's going on?

BETTY: We're riding - Barney puts on tlie braliesy arltl they
squeal, and he turns to the left very sharplp I don't know why
he's doing this. W e're going to be lost in the woods.. W e go
around a curve (Pause.! Barney keeps taing to start it - it
won't start. In the woods now lhey come up to us. There's
something about the frst man who's coming up. This is when
1 get frightened, and I gotta get out of the car and run and
M de irz the woods. w . .

DR. sIMoN: Stop, Betty, stop for a moment. You don't want to
hear anything I say.

There is an interlude here in which Barney cries out in a very
distraught manner, and Dr. Simon works very hard to calm
him down. Fhmlly he ttlrns to Betty again.

DR. sIMoN: Bettx you can hear me now.
BETTY: Yes.
DR. SIMON: Go on.
BETTY: I want to open the car door now and get out and run and
hide in the woods. . . .
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HYNEK: Have you ever seen anything bdore that even resembled
this?

BETTY: No. '
HYNEK: W as the moon shining down on it? Could you see the
moon at the same time?

BETTY: lt was a very moonlit night. lt wasn't quite as clear as
daylight, but 1 could see. lt was on the ground, and there was
like a rim arotmd the edge.

HYNEK: W as it resting on legs or was it ;at on the ground?
BETTY: The rim was a little bit above the ground, and there was a
ramp that came down.

HYNEK; How big was i% Betty? Compare it to something yOu
know, Betty, in size.

BETTY: 1 tried to think it. . . w
H> EK: HoW about a railroad car? W as it bigger than a railroad
car or smaller than a railroad car?

BEW Y: I can't picture the size of a railroad car. I would say if it
landed out here on the street - let's see, it would go from the
corner by the front of the house and it would go beyond the
garage.

HYNEK: W hat were your thoughts as you came closer and closer
to it?

BETTY: To get the h out of there if 1 could.
H> EK: And why couldn't you?
BETTY: I couldn't seem to. I - their man was beside me. A1l 1
could say was, TBarney, Barnèy, wake up.' He asked me if his
name was Barney. I didn't answer him 'cause I didn't think it
was any of his business. And then whvn we got - 1 saw this - 1
knew they were gonna want us to go on it. 1 didn't want to go.
1 kept telling them 1'm not gonna go - 1 don't want to go. And
he said for me to go ahead, go, that they just wanted to do
some simple tests. As soon as tlzey were over with, I'd go back
to the car.

HYNEK: Did they tell you where they were from?
BSTTY: No.
HYNEK: W hat kind of sounds did they make?
BETTY: They were like - words - like sotmds of words.
HYNEK: English words?
BBTTY: No.
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m'NBK: But you tmderstood them?
BsT'1'Y: Yes.
HyNEK: How do you explain that?
BE'rTY: lt was - all 1 can thhk of is - learning F'rench.
HVNEK: Learning French?
BET'ry: Yes.
HvxEK: Do you th1z11< it was French?
BE'rn': No, but it was lAe learning French. W hen you & st hear
the French word, you think of it in English.

HYNEK: I see. So you heard these sounds in some language, and
you understood them as if they were English, is that it?

Dr. Simon touched Betty's head. 41 touch yoar head now, and
you'll be resting and relaxed, and you'll not hear anything
further tmtil 1 touch yotlr head againy' he said. fYou won't hear
anything further. Barney, you can hear me now, you're
comfortable and relaxed. Y0u have told me that you have gone
into the vehicle, is tllat right?'

BARNEY: Yes.
DK s1MoN: Thex had taken #ou inj ànd thk: h'ad put yûu on u
table.

BAIINEY: Yes,
DR. sIMoN: And they talked to jow is that right?
BARNEY: Yei.
DR. sIMoN: T, ell us how lhey tallqed; answer Dr. Hynek on
that.

HYNEK: Did you see them, Barney, open their mouths and, anG
if so, how wide did they open their mouths?

BARNCY: n eir mouths moved, and 1 could see them.
HYNEK: Try to tell me what the sotmds were or if they represent
anything you know. Is there any animal that you can tlfnlr
about that makes a sotmd liliywhat they wem mnking.

BARNEY: No.
HYNEK: What were the sotmds lAe? Iouivering oh! oh! oh!
sounds come from Bnrney!

HYNEK: W hat did you tblnk about them, or did you thlnlr about
them at all?

BARNBY: I thought if ozlly I could haul my Ests up. . p .
H> EK: This is while you were on the table?
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BARNEY: Yes. I wanted to Eght. I did/'t know where Betty was,
and yet every time 1 would move or struggle this bright light in
my head would keep me cahn. .

The fact that the major portlon of the Hills case was re,
vealed only tmder hypnosis makes it atypical. The Iirst part of
the Hills case starts out just like many otheri - a light in the sky
that grows larger and brighter as it approaches, the landing,
and the frightening experience of the encounter. But the abduc-
tion, the physical tests, and the entire sequence of events tmtil
they fotmd themselves 35 miles down the road two hours later,
with complete amnesia during those two hom s, is atypical.
If we discotmt entirely the accotmt revealed only under hyp-

nosis, the first portion 5ts the pattern. The atypical portion is
not âmenable to smdy except as an atypical event. W hen and if
other cases of hypnotic revelation of close encolmters become
available for smdy (one recalls that the Hills waited several
years before seeking treamlent), we will be able to note whether
they also fonn a pattern.
W hat of tlle occupants themselves? They seem to come in

two sizes; large and small, with the former predom inating. The
Hopkinsville hllmanoids and many of those recounted in Pass-
povt to M agonia are much akin in appearance to the 'little folk'
of legend and story - elves, brownies, etc. Large heads, spindly
feet, and, generally, a head thât sits squat on the shoulders
without much evidence of neck are often described. The larger
hllmanoids are reported to be hllman size or a little larger and
are generally very well formed. Sometimes they have been
termed beautiful. The smaller ones generally are described as
about three and a half feet tall. '
But this is not the place to attempt a Gxonomy of hllman-

oids; the reader will do well to refer to Bowen's Humanoids
and to Vallee's Passpovt to M agonia.
W hat, snally, can be said of Close Encounters of the Third

Kind? They difer from other close encounter cases only by
delinition, by the reported presence of occupants, and by the
fact that these encotmters are not as frequcntly reported by
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highly trained and sophisticated people as are other close en-
cotmters. W hether these experiences occur to such people is, of
course, open; tmless they report such incidents they virmally do
not exist and certainly cannot be studied.
Circllmstances dictated that in my work over the past 2o

years I did not come into direct contact with many cases in this
category; largely for that reason 1 prefer, in my own thinking,
to rest the UFO problem on the prototypes of the Iirst .5 cat-
egories of UFOs: Nocmrnal Lights, Daylight Discs, Radar-
Visual, and Close Encotmters of the First and Second Kinds. 1
feel that 1 have a greater grasp on these groups because of my
work with the various reporters of cases in those Iive categories.
Therefore I must leave it to the reader's own judpnent what
weight to assipz to Close Encotmters of the Third Kind in
assessing the whole problem, always remembering that it may
yet be discovered that the humanoid cases are the key to the
whole problem,

NOTES

1. Bowem Charles, ed. Humanolds. Henry Regners Chicago;
Vallee, Jacques. Passport to M agonla, Hent'y Regnezw
Cbicago; Bowen, Charles. Fàing Saucer Rerfczp. Londony
now in its eighteenG year of publication; Phenomenes
.S'AJPb?ZJG Paris; and Lumores dans la N'Wr, Paris.

2. UFO Landings with and wiGout Occupants (omitting years
I9s2, 1967, 1968, 1969, for wilich only partial Blue Book
records are not available)

Vallee
Catalog
I90

Reported to
Blue Book

48

12

Landings in the United States
Landings in the U.S. with
occupants 65

A11 landings (worldwide) 546
M  landings with occupants
(worldwide) 223
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3. Blue Book Evaluadons of Lane g Cases

Insllmcient data
Hoax
Psychological
Unreliable reports
Balloons
rire
Aircraft
Grotmd light

. 
<

Hallumnntion
M oon and Venus
M eteor
Birds
Satellite
Inconsistent data
Radqm inversion
Unidene ed

Total

4. Cnltwell, Norman E. H Repovt on Pc#llarl Unîdent@ed FtWrlr
Obiects. Anglicnn Mission, Papua, New Glllnea.

5. Ibid.
6. LedwiG 's accotmt is reproduced w1t.1: his permission.
7. TMs refers to a hypoiesis proposed by D. 1. W arrem Sconce,
November 6, z97o, pp. 59e 03, titled fstams Inconsistency
Theory and Fl#ng Saucer Sightings', in which he maintains
that UFO reports are more ap4 to come from people whose
economic stams is not consistent W t.I'Z their intelleclual
capacity and trainlng, for example, a poorly trained person
occupying a relatively high economic and sodal stzzt-us, or
vice versa.

All Landings G l/l
landings occlf/lrlr.ç

8 I
4 2
4 2
I I
I o
I o

0
2
I
0
0
0

O

I
2

12
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Pavt III

W here Do W e Go from Here ?

INTRODUCTION: THE INVISIBLE COLLEGE

Now that you, the reader, have an overview, albeit lntro-
ductors of the UFO phenomenon and particularly of the data
of the problem, you can com e to appreciate and, I expect, to
deplore the manner in which the problem has been handled
over the past score of years or more. In this section we shall
frst survey the manner in which the air force publicly handled
the problem, next the manner in which the Condon committee
at the University cf Colorado treated it, Pinally, I shall suggest
a positive approach to the problem .
As one becomes familiar with the we-alth of material ln this

lield and the manner in which it has been handled, he will feely
as 1 have, the frustration a person might experience in de-
scribing the colors of a slmset to one born blind. The blind
person has not deliberately assllmed his blindness but it would
seem that the world of science has placed blinders on the eyes
of science, but not entirely without some good reason. The con-
fusion surrotmding the subjed has been great, and its 'spon-
sorship' a11 too frequently by persons i11 equipped to assess and
treat it critically. These factors in addition to the 'lunatic
fringe' were sllmcient to cause most scientists to avoid the sub.
ject of UFOs.
A major lirst step in removing the scientisc blinders has, in

my opinion, been the statement of the Special Comm ittee of
the American Instimte of Aeronautics and Astronautics
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(December, :968) and the publication of UFO case smdies in
their Journal 0/ Astvonautics and Aeronautics. These clearly
indicate a challenge to hllman curiosity and thus to tlfe scientist,
althcugh to what scientifc discipline it applies is not clear. At
the moment the problem belongs exclusively to the physicist,
the sociologist, the psychobgist, and even to the smdent of the
occult.
1 have positive evidence from perscnal correspondence and

conversations with scientists that their interest is increasing but
that it is still, in most cases, ancnymous. There is truly a grow-
ing Tlnvisible College' of scientifcally and teclml-cally trained
persons who are intrigued by the UFO phenomenon and who, if
provided with opportunity, tlme, and facilities, are most will-
ing to' tmdertake its serious smdy. They represent an inter-
national group ready to accept the challenge of the UFO.
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CHAPTER ELEVEN

TllE A1R FORCE AND THE UF0 -
PAGES FROM  BLUE BOOK

DKPAKTMeNT OF THt AIR FQRCK
NRA>QVA*TKR* FQRKI*N TtCH*O: DAY plvllloN (AFSC)
FRI*NT,M TT'KRKN m; M MK *MK Qk$l@ 4*4::

OFFIZE QF THK Cœ Npo

. .>$ 11 zz

4 $Ep 1!.1> ; m en w k
xarborn obsereltec
Rrtwestern œtveraitg
wwngtxy nx4vwxts em

7.. htrilzg 'the >:* eev year: you Vve le lfeW erftieffed PmNe,:
nue V k for tutr lltk of gtttnttftq enlottpus .*: gçm untltntt-
Tie; fly.tns obytt remrtz.
2. I VOV ltke for wu 10 Miz.eg: rue efforte, duric tlze nexl
'thjrty (layly towarda Jerintng tbose aree: ot letentirt! eakzess
vhleh presently extst tn tla M yet plue M k ofrtee. lqease eonfie
Wok%z% mmr 10 the leientirie x tlodology vhich ehoulG be u:eG aaG QQ
m t cocera murselr wtth zir Drc: mktty or Matoryb

3. ïour me---* tion, zhml4 1e preetee, detatle4, m2 practtcu.
Nur r*mrt nhen'ta reae.h wy ornte zo llter *h-n œtoxr 1. l.M .

M B.S *1p # 'IFIAp
#

THB above letter marked the frst time in m y 2o years of
association with the air force as scientisc consultant that 1 had
been oëcially asked for criticism and advice on scientisc
methodology and its application to the UFO problem. It is
quite true that for some time before the receipt of the above
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letter 1 had become increasingly critic-al of Blue Book, but it
had apparently escaped oKcial attention and action. Now it
was clear that, at long last, attention was being paid. '
I was, of course, pleased to have an oëcial audience, and 1

answered in 6111 (see Appendix j). To place my reply in proper
perspecive it is necessary to trace brieiy the history of Blue
Book and my associadon with it and to see clearly the part both
the Pentagon and the scientilk fratemity played in shaping and
crystallizing Blue Book posture toward the UFO problem. It
will be noted that Colonel Sleeper's letter did not include a
request for comments on policy. This continued to be deter-
rnined, as it had in the past, at much higher levels, through
Pentagon chamiels.
Fiftien years earlier the prestigious Robertson panell had

labored for parts of Iive days (January 14 to I8, 1953) and had
brought forth these ïlmclusions and policy recommen-
dations:

(a) That tlie evidence presented on Unidentïed Flying
Objects shows no ind' ication that these phenomena constimte
a direct physical threat to national sectlrity. W e 6rm1y believe
that there is no residullm of cases wlzich indicates phenomena
that are attributable to foreign m ifacts capable of hostile acts,
and that there is no evidence that the phenomena indicate a
need for the revision of cmrent scientifc concepts.
(b) That the continued emphasis on the mporting of these

phenomena dxw in thex parlous times, result in a threat to
the orderly functionlng of the protective organs of the body
politic. W e cite as exnmples the clogging of chazmels of com-
mxlnication by irrelevant reports, the danger of being 1ed by
continued false alnrms to ignore real indications of hostile
action, and the cultivation of a morbid national psychology in
which skillful hostile propaganda could induce hysterical be-
havior and hnrmftll distrust of duly constitm ed authority..

The panel recommended:

(a) That the national secttrity agensies take immediate steps
to strip the Unidentïed Flying Objects of the special status
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they have been given and the aura of mystery they have un-
formnately acquired.
(b) That the national security agencies instimte policies on

intelligence, training, and public education designed to pre-
pare the material defenses and the morale of the country to
recognize most promptly and to react most efectively to true
indications ol hostile intent or action.

It would seem that the panel's attention was directed largely
tp a defense and security problem rathcr than to a scientiik one.
This cotlld have been expected in a sense since the meeting had
been called by and they had been instructed by the CIA. No
mention was made of or explanations ofered for the great
many funidentised' cases already in the Blue Book files. Since
the cases had been selected for them by Blue Booky which
already had stated views on the subject of UFOs, the preju-
dicial namre of the 'trial of the UFOs' is obvious. The august
panel members were examples of the o1d sayinp fW hen you can
keep yotlr head when all about are losing theirs, you don't
understand the simation.' The panel was not given access to
many of the truly puzzling cases.
At the time the panel was called into existence, the Battelle

Memorial lnstimte, of Colllmbus, Ohio, was engaged in a stat-
istical study (which evenmally appeared as Blue Book Report
No. I4, a remnrkable doolment if one reads between the lines),
and in a proper scientifc spirit the oëcers of Battelle had
pointed out* that there was a distant lack of reliable data and
that even the well-doolmented reports presented an element of
doubt about the data. They called for an upgrading of the data
before any broad policy decisions were made, and they implied
(though they were too diplomatic to say so) that the whole
Roberscn panel was premattlre and not likely to get anyplace.
The Robertson panel did get someplace: they made the subject
of UFOs scientifcally unrespectable, and for nearly 2o years
not enough attention was paid tc the subject to acquire the kind
* A letter of January 9, 1953, addressed to tlle attention of Captain

E. J. Ruppelt, frst head of Blue Book.
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of data needed even to decide the nature of the UFO phenom-
enon. Air force public relations in this area was egregious,
and the public was left with its own decisions to rliake: was the
air fnrce attimde a result of Tcover-up' or of fnul-up and con-
fusion?
The air force oëcially entered the fiying saucer arena' on

January a2, 1948, in response to an exchange of letters, in the
latter part of 1947, between the commanding general of what
were then the army air forces and the chief of the Air Material
Command, Air Teclmical lntelligence Center (ATIC) at
W right-patterson Air Force Base, in Dayton, Ohio.
The events of the sllmmer of :947 had been disturbing: too

many reports of stmnge objects seen in the sky had been made
by sèemingly responsible people - motmtain pilots, policem en,
commercial pilcts, military observers, etc. Charged with the
defense :of the country from the air, the air force had become
instantly concerned. The frst explanation to come to mind was,
of cotlrse, that a foreign power had developed a new and pnten-
tially sinister device posing an obvious threat to our security.
As frightening as this might seem, it was nonetheless a concept
that the military mind could l-mmediately grasp and with which
it felt it cculd come to grips. Fcreign technblogy intelligence
investigations were right up the air force's alley. Andthus <Pro-
jed Sign'a sometimes incorrectly referred to as Troject
Saucer', was born. Its staE went to work to examine critically
the lirst series of reports, and very shonly thereafter I was
asked to check on hcw many of the reports prdbably had an
astronomical basis.
But the reported actions of the 'Pying saucers' did not lit the

expected pattern of advanced technological military devices,
and only a fracticn cculd with ceruinty be ascribed to astron-
omical objects or events. Opinion in Project Sign sccn became
markedly divided: was it foreign teclmology or veally J/rdk?z
technology? Craft from outer space? A public psychcsis? A fad
spawned by pcstwar nerves?
The division grew greater as it became lcreasingly clear
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that the lordlnaz'y' foreign teclmology explanation was tm-
tenable. An fexeplanation gap' had arisen. Either the whole
phenomenon had to be Tpsychological' (an expression that was
often used for want of a cogent explanation), or there was some-
thing behind the phenom enon thnt no one wanted to admit.
W hen the mind is suddenly confronted with ffacts' that are
decidedly tmcomfoytable, that refuse to fit into the standard
recognized wcrld picture, a frantic eflbrt is m'ade to bridge that
gap emotionally rather than intellectually (which would require
an honest admission of the inadequacy of our lmowledge).
Frenetic eflbrts are made either to contrive an ad hoc explana-
tion to fsave the phenomenon' or to discredit the data. W hen we
are faced with a situation that.is well above ottr fthreshold of
acccptability', there seems to be a btlilt in mental censor that
tends to block or to sidestep a phenominon that is Ttoo strange'
and to take refuge in the fam iliar.
The history of science is rcplete with Texplainings away' in

order to preserve the status quo. Discovery of fossils of extinct
species, pointing strongly to the concept of biological evolution,
was met with many contrived attempts to demolish the fossil-
lingers pointing lmmistakably to Dazwinian evolution. M any,
too, were the pat explanations before facts hnally demanded
the acceptance of the thecry of circulation of the blood, the
helioceneic hypothesis, hypnotism, meteorites, disease-causing
bacteria, and many cther phenomena that are accepted today.
In 1948 Proiec't Sign faced a major explanation gap and

sought the aid of its scientisc advisers, b0th in the air force and
in the scientifk fraternity. Their reaction was the expected one,
the one that has been experienced through the centuries: <1t
can't be; therefore, it isn't.' The explanation gap was far above
the threshold of acceptance, so the exéected refusal to fweigh
and consider', the popularly accepted hallmark of the scientist,
came to the fore.
In fairness to the scientifk fraternity it must be emphasized

tlmt available data were poorly presented and were mixed with
substantial quantities of nonsense - stupid reports,
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mlsperceptions of Venus and meteors by the unmtored - al1
emotionally chargcd.
In my restricted assignmcnt with Project Sign (merely to

weed out reports ascribable to astronornical stimuli) I soon
became aware of cases tlmt, taken at face value, were out-
standing challenges to science. But could they be so regarded?
It was clear to me that because of the paucity of hard-core
scientisc data irl the reports, their mystery might easily evapor-
ate if such reports were properly followed up and inv%tigated-
The problem of the lack of proper investigation was present
from the start.
As a junior in the ranks of science at that Hme, and not

inclined to be a martyr or to m ake a fool of myself on the basis
of . incomplete data, I decided to rem ain neutral and 1et the
phenomenon prove or disprove itself. Senior advisers to the
Pentagon had shown themselves lmiversally scornfnl of
the Eying saucer problem, and I had to admit to mysclf that
although the data were provocative, they fell far short of being
scientifcally conclusive. It was not until several years had
passed and data of similar namre continued to ;ow not only
from this cctmtry but from many others that 1 had occasion to
feel that the phenom enon was indeed being proved: there were
too m any occurrences that collldn't be explained in 'ordinary'
term s.

The Pentagon's oëcial attimde was largely dictated by the
scientisc fraternity. After all, not even a major general wishes
to be laughed at by highly placed members in the scientilk
hierarchy. One example waw of cotlrse, Harvard astronomy
professor Dr. M enzel, who töok a seemingly compulsive
interest in the Gying saucer question, even though this subject
was far removed from his scientisc feld. He loudly proclaimed
that UFOs were nonsense and particularly championed the
fmirage theory' of Eying saucers. He ascribed properties to
mirages, and mirage properties to UFOs, which have since
been shown to be completely tmtenable, even by the air force
itself.z
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3ut we must not single out Dr. M enzcl for succllmbing to the
eexplanation gap' syndrome, although he tmdoubtedly helped
iv uence the olcial Pentagon Sscientilic' position. Nearly a11
scientists gave short shrift to the problem, some taking great
delight in pontiscating before the 1ay public. M uch of the op-
probrillm of science was well founded. Reports based on m is-
perceptions abotmded, and the crackpot contingent was always
lurking in the wings or making its presence known through
:ying saucer cult m ovmnents and pseudo-religious tracts and
pronouncements.
I confess much pleasure in providing discomsmre to such

groups or to misguided and excitable UFO report generators.
lt was satisfying, for instance, to establish that one report of a
Tmother ship and four companions' tmquestionably arose from
observation through a small telescope of the planet Jupiter and
its four major satellites and to prove that what one woman had
called a 'spaceship with uil lights' was nothing m ore than a
bright meteor.
But the a37 original Project Sign reports were not convincing

and did not support 'visitors from space'. In reviewing these
cases again in 1970, 1 recognized their markedly poor quality.
Reports in the Igjos and in 1966 and 1967 were of a much
higher caliber in both Strangeness Rating and in what had been
determined about the character of the wimesses. ln 1947-1948
there really wasn't too much to get excited about. There were
certainly some reports that if taken at near-face value, sug-
gested no possible normal physical explanation, but even these
Were poor in that they had been inadequately investigated;
many crucial data were missing. Among the Iirst A?7 UFO
cases there were no Close Encotmters that approached the qual-
ity of the details of more recent reports in that category, and
there were only a fcw (poor) radar reports. Daylight Discs were
the preponderant category in the puzzling Project Sign cases,
and there were only a few provocative Nocturnal Light
Cases.

Even today, if I were given only the data of tllese Erst air
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force cases without knowing the UFO report patterns that later
became evident all over the world, I would still come to the
conclusion I reached in 1949: there were a nllm'ber of m zly
puzzling reports for which the data were not sllmcient to base
positive conclusions. Even s% I wotlld repeat my conclusion of
:953 : the subject is worthy of ftlrther scientisc ilwes-
tigation.
In a11 faimess to thc air force, we must remember that as

much as it has been justisably maligned for its treatment of
UFOs, its mission, particulatly in 1949, was not one of science
but of defense. The air force's responsibility was discharged
when they demcnstrated that the UFO phenomenon showed no
immediate evidence of being hostile and was not a tkeat to otlr
natiinal security.
If at that point the air force had mrned the problem over to a

recognized and lcng-established nonprtét scientilk organ-
ization, the histcry of the UFO problem might well have been
quite diferent. A small scientiûc task force of persons with an
tmderstanding of the basic problems, set up on a continlllng
basis to publish their findings in recorized journals from time
to tlme, would llave sllmced.
Instead, the air force adopted another path. Once the Pen-

tagcn had set Iirm UF0 policy and had rejected the historic
Tstimate of the Situation' (which one faction ilz Project Sign
had sent through charmels clear to the tcp), in which it was
concluded that fying saucer reports did give evidence of extra-
terrestrial intelligence, the air force entered upon a long period
of tmforrnnate, nmatetlrish public relations. The issuance of
propaganda and public relations handoutsy which were often
ill-considered and contradictozw ushered in an era of confusion
from z95o-z97o. The insistence on oKcial secrecy and fre-
quent fclassilkation' of dofnlments was hardly needed since the
Pentagon had declared that the problem really didn't exist.
The role of the air force during this era was both pivotal

and enigmatic. It was pivotal because the world (specifcally
other governments the oKces of which were also the recipients
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of UF0 reports) took its cue from the U.S. Air Force. When 1
asked what was being done in those cotmtries about thc UFO
problem, on many occasions I was told that since the United
States, with a11 its ftmds and facilities, was handling the prob-
lem, what more could other colmtries do with their limited
facilities? They would await the outcome of the U.S. inves-
tigation.
It was enipnatic because of the obvious question: if there

was nothing whatever to the UFO phenomenon other than mis-
perceptions, hoaxes, etc., why continue a UFO program? W hy
adopt a confusing and znisleading public relations pnsture that
on many occasions 1ed to insulting the inteiigence of com,
petent people? Scme of the Blue Book evaluations of sincere
reports were often so transparent and irrelevant that they had
later to be retracted. W as this all a smoke-screen, a cover-up
iob for which Project Blue Book was a front, the real work and
information being handled by another agency?
Had there been initiated at an early stage a continuing

scientifc commissicn or lstitute, b0th scientilk respectability
for the subject and a dignilied image for the air force in this
area wctlld have been gahed. The public cottld have been made
aware, through nonsensational channels, of what was puzzling
and n0t yet lmowm which reports had been verifably demon-
strated to have been the results of misperceptions, hoaxes, etc.
Since the public no longer wotlld have had to fear ridicule, its
assistance and interest would have been assured. lt might have
been determined whether there was any fsignal' in the Tncise';
whcther there was, in the global UFO reports, genuinely new
empirical material. A nonmilitary scientisc commission oper-
ating in a dignised key would probably have had the cooper-
ation of international scientilic groups. It was a mistake from
the start to shroud the subject in 'an air of military science-
liction, an error compotmded further by seeming duplicity in
public pronotmcements. If the quietly working scientifc group
had discloscd, after dedicated smdy, that there were no indica-
tions of Tscientifc paydirt' in the reports, this would have been
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generally accepted, the cultists and crackpots, of course, excep-
ted. Conversely, detailed studies and research in depth could
have been instituted had there been such indications.
The course that was followed was quite dilerent. Proiect

Sign started with a 2A priority, ZA being the highest. Shortly
after becoming consultant to the projecty I learned that there
had been internal dissension from the start. There had been
those who insisted that Eying saucers were Russian devices;
others thought that they were from outer' space, and still
others, of collrse, thought that the subject was entire non.
Sense.
On my assigmnent 1 was asked to work entirely inde-

pend.ently of the other constlltants and Project Sign members.
This separation apparently was to insure that I would remain
tmbiased. M y Iinal report, compiled with the able assistance of
Mrs. Charles Sllmmerson, was issued after Projec't Sign has
somewhat mysteriously been transfcrmed into Project Grudge,
on Febnmry z 1, 1949. I was not aware of the change as 1
continued to do my best to fnd logical astronomical explana-
tions for as many of the zq7 reports as possible.
The change to Project Grudge signaled the adoption of the

strict brush-of attimde to the UFO problem. Now the public
relations statements on specisc UFO cases bore little re-
semblance to the facts of the case. lf a case contained some of
the elements possibly attributable to aircraft, a balloony etco it
automatically became that object in the press release.
Captain Ruppelt, speaking of these Tbrush-offs' as part of an

intentional smoke-screen to cover pp facts by adding confusion,
wrote, 'This is not true; there was merely a lack of coordi-
nation. But had the Air Force tried to throw up a screen of
confusion, they couldn't have done a better job.'3 As an
example Ruppelt quotes from a Pentagon news release that
indicated that :ying saucers were (a) metoric breakup such that
their crystals cast the light of the stm, (b) stmlight on low-
hanging clouds, and (c) hailstones that became :attened out
and glided. Ruppelt was right when he said, V he problem was
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tackled with organized conhlsion.' Consdence in the air force's
ability or willingness to cope with this problem was ebbing as
early as 1949. Ruppelt has charaaerized this period most ex-
cellently in his Repovt on Uitfesfféc# Flying Objects. Indeed,
his book shotlld be required reading for anyone seriously
interested in the history of this subject. In my contacts with
him I fotmd him to be honest and seriously puzzled about the
whole phenomenon.
The transition from Project Sign to Project Grudge came

before my report was issued, and by the time I submitted my
report, thc climate toward any serious investigation of ûying
saucers had become very chilly. f'rhis drastic change in oKcial
attimdey' wrote Ruppelt, fis as diKcult to explain as it was
diKcult for m nny people who lmew what was going on inside
Project Sign to believe.'l He also wrote, S'l-his period of
fdmind-changing'' bothered m e. Here were people deciding that
there was nothing to this UFO business right at the time when
the reports seemed to be getting better. From what I could see,
if tllere were any mind-changing to be done, it should have been
the other way. . . .'5
I can fully support this opinion. The earliest reports, parw

ticularly those I Iirst studied in Project Sign, were of very
much poorer quality than those that began to come in later.
Some were limited to a few dozen words, with details necessary
for adequate evaluation missing.
Ruppelt ascribed the change in atlitude to the fact that tlle

military wants answers, not m ysteries. 'Before, if an interesting
report came in,' he writes, fand they wanted an answer, a1l
they'd get was an, ffit could be real, but we can't prove it''. Now
such a request got a quick snappy, <t1t was a balloon'' and
feathers Fere stuck in the caps from ATIC a11 the way up to the
Pentagon. Everybody felt line.'*
Ruppelt described the period following the start of Proiect

Grudge as the TDark Ages'. New personnel, rather than the
most experienced people in Project Sign, established and used
the air force theorem : <1t can't be; therefore, it islft.' Ruppelt
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says, fEverytlling was being evaluated on the premise f'hnt
UFOs cotlldn't exist,'; and, fGood UFO reports cpntinued to
come in at the rate of about ten per m onth, but they weren't
being verifed or investigated. M ost of them were being dis-
carded.'8
In the years that followed, when I was consultant to Project

Blue Book, no report that came in thrlmgh oëcial miliury
charmels was (liscarded, but only the most perfuctory attempts
were made to mctmt any type of serious investigation. This was
especially true of tl:e particularly puzzling, tmusual cases.
These were frequently evaluated' as 'Unidentified' and put
aside. The objective had been auained: the UFO had been
identiâed as funidentiûed'.
After 1 submitted my report, in Aprily 19499 shortly after

Project Grudge was tmderway, I was completely severed from
the UFO oëce in Daytom Thus I did not lmow = t.11 later
what wcnt on dming the r ark Ages':
M y report itself ran to better than 3oo pages, many of them

nearly blank, for all the page contained was the statement,
f'l-here is no astronomical explanation for this report.' M y ob-
ligation was discharged.sometimes I venmred further:fW e can
conjecmre that a cluster of balloons (ccsmic ray apparams) was
observed, the m otion of which was merely tlle re:ection of the
motion of the plane.'
ln the introduction to the report 1 wrote, fAmong the general

public, two attimdes towards flying saucers seem to .be preva-
lent: one, that a11 sightings arg misidentiscations or hoaxes,
and two, f'that there must be scmeyhing to it''. From the outset,
I have attempted to regard each report . . . as an honest state-
ment by the observer and to adhere to neither of the two atti-
tudes.'
I noted what was then plaguing and what was to continue to

plague the UFO oKce: the incompleteness of the data and of
any efort to upgrade it. V lmost a11 of the data dealt with in
this 3oo-page repon are incomplete and hzexact, and some are
distinctly contradictory. Therefore, it has obviously been im-
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possible to reach desnite scientisc conclusions. M ost con-
clu'sions are osered in terms of probability, the degree of which
is discussed in the individual reportss'
Some two months earlier Project Sign in a secret report,

which I did not see tmtil years later, stated:

No dec ite evidence is yet available to confirm or disprove
the acmal existence of unidentifed qying objects as new and
tmlmown types of aircraft. A limited nllmber of the incidents
has been identifed as known obkcts.
Based on the possibility that the obkcts are really un-

identifed and tmconventional types of aircraft, a technical
analysis is made of some of the reports to determine the aero-
dynnmic, propulsion, and control features that would be re-
quired for the object to perform as described in the reports.
The objects sighted have been grouped into four classzcations
according to cov gurations:

1. Flying discs, i.e,, very low aspect ratio aircraft,
a. Torpedo or cigar-shaped bodies with no wings or fns
visible in lght,

3. Spherical or balloon-shaped obkcts,
4. Balls of light.

The frst three groups are capable of Eight by aero-
dm amic or aerostatic means and can be propelled and con-
trolled by methods known to aeronautical designers.

Even in z949 the UFOs came in the same patterns, which
persisted for the enslll'ng years.
f'rhe Tfrustration barrier' continued. No rcal attempt was

ever made to gather a11 the data that were available. The air
force investigators had not bothered to gather what was there.
ln many instances, starting from a mere item on the back pages
Of a small town newspaper, 1 have been able to reconstnlct,
With the patient aid of the observers, a coherent accotmt of
reported events, and generally I have found the persons con-
Cerned fully cooperative once they were assured that no ridicule
Or tmfavorable publicity would result from the interview. Blue
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Book files are replete with cases labeled tlnsuëcient lnfor.
mation', whereas i!z many cases the proper label shctlld have
been, flnpll cient Follow-up'. '
It became patently clear tc me as the years passed that no

Blue Book case had been given the T BI treatment'; that is, no
case was followed through tmtil every possible clue or bit of
evidence was obtained, as is standard procedure in kidnappinp
narcotics rings, and bank robbery cases.
Quite the opposite attitude was taken by Blue Book. When a

case did appear to have a likely misperception explanation (and
hence should have been excluded from further UFO inves-
tigative elort), Blue Book often spared little efort in phone
calls, interrogations, etc., in order to pin h down to a planet, a
refueiing mission, or some other namral occurrence. Thus they
set their dogs to catching simple chicken thieves but ignored
potentially far more important prey.
Had there been available, for the many hundreds of Blue

Book cases now carried as Tunidentised', a scientilkally
trained and conscientious investigator with lmmediate reaction
capability (immediate access to transportation to the locale of
the reported event within 24 hcurs) far more information would
have been gathered. The true Strangeness Rating and Prob-
ability Rating for each case could have been determined with
some confdence. 1 had made several attempts, including some
before Congressional subcommitteey f0r such l-mmediate reac-
tion capability - but to no avail.
Often Blue Book did not bother to investigate tmtil the UFO

event had attained some prominence in the press tthe Portage
Cotmty case was a good example), or tmtil an inquiry was made
from a Congressman whose constim ent felt he had not been
treated right .by Blue Book. Nothing brought more immediate
and frenzied reaction from Blue Book than a query from Con-
gress. Then, however, the efort was directed to the composing
of a quick but satisfactory answer rather than to a serious smdy
of the case. I frequently observed occasions when the sole Blue
Book objective was rgetting the Congressman off its back' by
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constructing some sort of possible explanation rather than
motmting a scientilk hwestigadve isort.
Thus the program did n0t change through the years. Reports

came in and were handled in a completely routine m anner,
always on the assllmption that they had been spawned by tm-
tmored people tmable to identify perfectly namral occurrences.
W hen the going really got tough, the label Tunidentised' was
used, but the investigative effort ended there. It was tacitly
ass'lmed that kad an exhaustive effort been made to identify
the sctlrce of the report, it would not have been successful.
Why, then, if we caaassllme that, sllould any detailed efbl't be
wasted on such an Unidentified phenomenon?
Through the years, the percentage of Unidentiseds re-

mained essendally the same. Table x covers the Iirst 237 UFO
reports received by the air force; it shows that some ao percent
of these met the present desnition of UFO, that is, they
snlmped the experts. Twenty years later the Condon com-
mittee, using presllmably a better selection of reports and more
scientistswere unable to fnd solutions for morethan zspercent
of the cases they examined. Thrcugh the years thcre seems to
have been a smbborn, unyielding residue of fhcredible reports
from credible people'.
On October 7, :968, I addressed my reply to Colonel

Sleeper:

1 addmss m# report to you alone, for as will be appa nty
should the present staff of Blue Book read it, any further mr-
sonal contact with them would prove most embarrassing to a11
parties concerned. . . . It may be of interest to you that, in a11 of
my ao years as consultant, you are the frst commander who
has ever asked me to write an evaluation of Blue Book. I would
have been happy to do so earlier, but on those occasions when 1
attempted to advise on procedures and mdhodology . . . I had
been politely but frmly reminded . . . of my place in the organ-
ization.
1 sincerely hope that at long last . . . 1 may help transfoz.m

Blue Book hzto what the public and the scientifc world has
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TABLE I

Evaluations by J. Allen Hynek in 1948-:949 of th6 First 237
UFO Reports Recdved by r& Air F/rca

1. Astronomical
a. High probability
b. Fair or 1ow probability

No. of
Incidents zl/l/,rtm %

42 18
33 14

75 32

48
23

13

84

2. Nonastronomical but suggestive
of other explanations

q. Balloons or aircraft
b. Rockets, llares, or falling bodies
c. Miscellaneous (re:ections,
a'uroral strtumers, birds, etco)

3. Nonastronomical with no
evident explanadon

a. Lack of evidence precludes
an explanation

b. Evidence ofered suggests no
explanation

20
10

5

35

48

78

20

33

lken told it is . . . an investfgative organization dedicated to the
defense of the country but doing a good scientifc job also. . . .
lt is time that Blue Book no longer be called, as some wag has
done, fthe Society for the Explanation of the Unln-
vestigated'.
You have chosen to refer to methods of fproduct improve-

m ent'. Although this is a metaphor scientists rarely use, 1
believe it is a happy one in that it is practical to think in terms
of what the Blue Book produc.t is, who the conrlmer . . . is,
h h d t is rpackaged' what the product Timage' isow t e pro uc , ,
and how we might ftool up' for product improvement.
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You have indicated that 1 should not concern myself with
history of Blue Book; however . . . the 1960 hearings in W ash-
jngton are germane to this report. M y recommendations at that
time for changes in Blue Book were applauded by the Smart
Committee but never funded (although funds were promised),
so my eforts came to naught.
Since my report is rather long, I have prefaced it with a

sequential summary of points covered and of recommen-
dations made.

SUMMMW

A. It is concluded that neither of the two missions of Blue
Book (AFR 8o-z7), (I) to determine if the UFO is a possible
lhreat to the United States and (a) to use the scientiâc or
technical data gained from a study of UFO reports, are being
adequately executed.
B. The stafl of Blue Booli, b0th in numbers and irl scientifc

training, is grossly inadequate to perform tasks assigned tmder
AFR 80-17.
C. Blue Book sufers intramurally in that it is a closed

system that has fallen victim to the closed loop type of oper-
ation. There has been virmally no scientifk dialogue between
Blue Book and the outside scientifc world. Totally inadequate
use is made of the extensive scientéc facilities of 1he air force
in executing the Blue Book mission. The superb talents and
facilities of AFCRL IAir Force Cnmbridge Research Lab-
oratories) and of AFOSR (Air Force Olce of Scientisc Re-
searchl, for instance, have ramly been used. The lack of
scientïc dialogue between members of Blue Book and outside
scientists has been appalling.
D. The statistical methods employed by Blue Book are nothing
less than a travesty.
E. There has been a lack of attention to signifcant UFO

cases, as judged by this consultant and others, and too much
time spent on routine cases that contain few information bits
and on peripheral public relations tasks. Concentration should
be on two or three potentially scientifkally signiâcant cases per
month, rather than having Blue Book efort spread thin over
4o to 7o cases per month. Too much attention haq been paid to
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one-witness cases and to cases in which only point-sottrce
lights on the sky are seen at night and far too little to the cases
of high Strangeness Rating reported by witnessej of conceded
reputation.
F. The information input to Blue Book is grossly inad-

equate. An impossible load is placed on Blue Book by the
almost consistent lailure of UFO oëcers at local air bases to
transmit adequate information to Blue Book. M any, infor-
mation bits that could have been obtained by conscientious
interrogation by the UFO oëcer are omitted, throwing the
btlrden upon Blue Book to reopen interrogation for additional
information, sometimes of the most elementary but necessary
sort - e.g., wind directions, angular sizes and speed, details of
trajectory, qualifcations and nature of witnesses, additional
witnesses, etc. The upgrading of original data is the most
pressing need within Blue Book.
G. The basic attim de and approach within Blue Book is

illogical and unscientifk in that a working hypothesis has been
adopted which colors and determines the method of inves-
tigation. One might put it in the form of a Theorem:
For any ginen repcrrfel UFO case, # taken by itself and

without rem e/f and regcrd to corrdations with of/zer UFO
cases in this and ofàt'r countries, if is always possible to Jtftfzfcd
a possible even though Jcr-/dfcàatf natural explanation, iJ one
operates solely on f/l: hypothesis that all UFO reports, by f/z:
very nature 0/ thingh must rd.rzllf from Jwrdly well known CA;J
acapted causes.
The theorem has a Corollary:
It is impossible for Blue Book to evduate a UFO report J.ç

anything other than a misidentiûcation 5/ a natural object or
phenomenon, a hoax, or a hallucination. (1n those rcltzfircly
fezo cases gp/zer: even this procedure md with dimculty, the
zzêorf nms evaluated as 'Unilerlfi/ictf' but with no indication
that th6 f/lecrc- had bee/l outraged.t
H. Inadequate use has been made of the Project scientisc

consultant. Only cases that the project monitor deems worth-
while are brought to his attention. His scope of operation,
including personal direct access to botlz unclassified and
classised fles, has been consistently limited and thwarted. He
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often lenrns of interesting cases only a month or two after the
receipt of the report at Blue Book, and no attempt is made to
bring the consultant into the operating loop except in the most
peripheral manner.

The poptllar impression through the years was that Blue
Book was a full-:edged, serious operation. The public perhaps
envisioned a spacious, well-stafed oëce with rows of ûle cabi,
nets, a computer terminal for querying the UFO dat.a bank, and
groups of scientists qtzietly smdying reports, attended by a staf
of assistants.
The acm al sim ation was tmfcrmnately the opposite. The

operation was generally headed by an oKcer of lesser rank. In
the military the importance attached to a mission is usually in
direc proportion to the rank of the commanding oKcer. The
relatively low-ranklng oëcers in charge of Blue Book were
usually assisted by a lieutenant and sometimes only by a ser-
geant. For one long period of time a sergeant with little tech-
nical training was given the chore of evaluating most of the
incoming reports.
This was not exactly a frst-line, high priority operation-.

Blue Book had much too small a staf to do Justice to a phenom.
enon that so often greatly concerned the public. Com-
pounding the problem, the sta; was able to devote only part of
its time to the technical problem at hand. Dttring my regular
visits to Blue Book across the years I observed that much of the
work in the oK ce was devoted to peripheral matters, a11 dcne at
a leisurely pace.
Further, Blue Book's low-ralzking oëcers had no leverage to

initiate the type of investigations that were needed and for
which 1 frequently asked. The rnilitary is entirely hierarchical;
a captain carmot command a colonel or a major at another base
to obtain information for hl'm. He can only request. As long as
Blue Book did not have at least a fullcolonelin command,itwas
impossible to execute its assigned task properly. In reviewing
cases that had come in during the previous month, I often asked
l'hnt additional, often cmcial informadon on a case be obmined.
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The results were at best minimal; olcers at other bases were
generally too busy to bother to investigate further. W hy should
they? They all lmew it was a snger exercise anm ay' .
Blue Book was a Tcover-up' to the extent that the assigned

problem was glossed over for one reason or another. In my
many years association with Blue Book, I do not recall even one
serious discussion of methodology, of improving the process
of data gathering or of techniques of comprehensive interroga-
tion of wimesses.
The reader may well ask at this point why I did not either

lay seige to the Pentagon, demanding action, or simply resign
in disgust. Temperamentally, I am one who can easily bide his
time. 1 also dislike a fght, especially with the military. But
most' importantly, Blue Book had the store of data (as poor as
they were), and my association with it gave me access to those
data. ln a sense I played Kepler to Blue Book's Tycho
Brahe.g
As far as dem anding action from the Pentagon, I knew only

too well the prevailing climate and recognized that had I been
tûo outspoken, I wotlld have quickly been discredited, labeled a
UFO nut, lost access to data, and cenainly would have lost a11
further efectiveness. I have always been of the mrn of mind
that Ttrust will out' if given tim e; if there was indeed scientilic
Tpaydirt' in the UFO phenomenon, as time went on and the
gathering of data improved. , even the most hostile skeptics
would be powerless to sweep it under the carpet. The astron-
omer traditionally adopts a very long time scale.
By and large, however, Blue Bcok data were poor in content,

and even worse, they were mainiained in virtually tmusable
form. W ith access to modern electronic data processing tech-
niques, Blue Book maintained its data entirely unprocessed.
Cases were slcd by date alone, and not even a rudimentary
cross-indcxing was attempted. Had the data. been put in ma-
chine readable form, the computer could have been used to seek
patterns in the reports, to compare the elements of one report
with thosc of another, and to delineate, for instance, the six
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basic categories of sightings used in this book. Since a11 the
thousands of cases were recorded only chronologicallyy evcn so
simple a matter as tabulating sightings from diserent geo-
graphical locations, from diferent types of witnesses, etc., was
impossible except by going through, manually, each and every
report. A proposallo for elementary computerization of the
data in the Blue Book files, devised by Jacques Vallee and
myself and submitted by me directly to Major Quintanilla at
Blue Book, was sllmmarily turned down.
In view of the above and of the frequently contradictory and

inane public relations statements concerning UFO reports,
which even the man on th: street found unconvincing, it is
hardly a wonder that the charge was frequently made that the
publicly visible air force tinvestigation' of UFOs was merely a
front for a real investigation being carried on somewherethigher
up .
Were 1 the captain of a debating tenm whose fob it is, of

course, to marshal all the facts favorable to his side and
smdiously to avoid the other'sy I could defend either side of the
arplment. At no tim e, however, did I encounter any evidence
that could be presented as valid proof that Blue Book was
indeed a cover-up operation. However, many indications, bits
of information, and scraps of conversation cotlld be forco
ftted into a yes for the cover-up thesis. Thus, for instance, one
time when I inquired into the speciscs of a certain case, I was
told by the Penugon's chief scientist that he had been advised
by those at a much higher level to tell me Tnot to pursue the
matter further'. One can make of that what one will.
In a colmtry as security conscious as is ours, where central

intelligence is a 5ne art, it frequently seemed to me that very
provocative UFO reports were dismissed without any seeming
follow-up - certainly an illogical if not dangerous procedure
tmless one knew a priori that the report really was of no poten-
tial infonnation value to the security of the country (or ihat it
was but was being taken care of elsewhere). As an example, the
report of 5ve rapidly moving discs, made by a member in good
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standing of 'the 524th Intelligence Squadron stationed in
Saigon and observed by him from the roof of the squadron's
h d arters went untouched by Major Qlllntinaka and Blueea qu ,
Book on the grctmds that 'the sighdng was not within the con-
tinental limits of the United States'. It would seem almost in-
conceivable thlt the intelligence ofcer in question would not
have been furthe,r hterrogated by some agency; certainly in an
active battle area his sighting might have presaged a new mili-
tary device of the enemy.
Another example, one of many, was this: on the first day of

August, 1965, and on the following two days there occurred the
TM idwest fap'. Frcm seveml states strange Nocturnal Lights
were reported by ostensibly reliable police oKcers on patrol at
various places over an area of several htmclred square miles.
Blue Bock dismissed tllis event as Stars seen tllrcugh inversion
layers', altlmugh I lmow of no askonomer who has ever wit-
nessed inversion efects that produced these reported efects.
Both past experience and calcnlnticns show that such illusory
esects, in which stars move over at a considerable arc of the
sky, simply cannot be produced by thermal inversions.
However, police oKcers weren't the only cnes to report. The

following is a direct tru script of a Blue Book memo: In the
early morning hottrs of August z, z965, the following calls were
received at the Blue Bcok (X ces by Liutennnt Anspaugh, who
was on duty that night:

x:3o A.M. - Captaz 'Snelling, of the U.S. Air Force com-
mand post near Cheyenne, W yoming, called to say that 15 to
a.o phone calls had been received at the local radio station
about a large circular obkct emitting several colors but no
sou' àd, sighted over the city. Two omcers and one airman con-
troller at the base reported that after being sighted directly over
base operations, 1he object had begun to move rapidly to the
northeast.
z:ao A.M. - Colonel Johnson, base commander of Francis E.

W arren Air Force Base, near Cheyenne, W yoming, called
Dayton to say that the commanding oKœr of tlle Sioux Army

. 
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Depot saw Eve obkcts at r:45 A.M. and reported an alleged
confguration of two UFOs previously reported over E Site. At
::49 A.M. members of E flight reportedly saw what appeared to
be the same uniform reported at z:48 A.M. by G Cight. Two
security teams were dispatched from E Eight to investigate.

,2:50 A.M. - Nine more UFOs were sighted, and at 3:3,5 A.M.
Colonel W illiams, commanding omcer of the Sioux Army
Depot, at Sydney, Nebraska, reported fve UFOs going east.
4:05 A.M. - Colonel Jolmson made another phone call to

Dayton to say that at 4:oo A.M. Q Eight reported nine UFOs in
sight: four to the northwest, three to the northeast, and two
over Cheyenne. '
4:40 A.M. - Captain Howell, Air Force Command Post,

called Dayton and Defense lntelligence Agency to report that
a Strategic Air Command Team at Site Hu at 3:oo A.M.
reported a white oval UFO directly overhead. Later Strategic
Air Command Post passed the following: Francis E. W arren
Air Force Base reports (Site B-4 3:z7 A.M.) - A UFO 9o miles
east of Cheyenne at a high rate of speed and descending - oval
and white with white lines on its sides and a Qashing red light
in its center moving east; reported to have landed zo m iles east
of the site.
3:20 A.M. - Seven UFOs reported east of the sitey
3:a5 xM. - E Site reported six UFOs stacked verticallp
3:27 A.M. - G-I reported one ascending and at the same

time, E-2 reported two additional UFOs had joined the seven
for a total of nine.
3:.28 A.M. - G-I reported a UFO descending furthert

going east.
3:3a A.M. - The same site has a UFO climbing and leveling

off.
3:40 A.M. - G Site reported one UFO at .700 azimuth and

one at xaoo. Three now came from the east, stacked vertically,
passed through the other two, with all fve heading west.

When I asked Major Quintanilla what was being done about
investigating these reportsj he said that the sightings were
nothing but stars! This is certainly tantamount to saying that
our Seategic Air Command, responsible for the defense of the
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colmtry agalns't major attacks from the air, was stafed by a
notable set of incompetents who mistook G inkling stars for
strange craft. These are the people who someday m'ight have
the responsibility for waging a nuclear war.
For some, hcidents such as the above wotlld be prima JJtA

and ccnclusive evidence that the cover-up hypothesis was the
correct one, on the grotmds that no group charged with serious
defense responsibilities forthe countrycouldhavebeen so smpid.
On the other hand, our hypcthetical debating team captain

could amass an even more impressive cache of evidence to con-
clude quite the opposite: that the entlre Blue Book operation
was a foul-up based on the categcrical premise that the in-
credible things reported could not possibly have any basis in
fact.. After all, science pretty well understands the physical
world and knows what's possible and what is not. Since the re-
ported actions of UF0s clearly didn't Iit this world picmre,
they simply had to be fgments of the imagination produced in
one way or another.
A1l m y association with Blue Bcok showed clearly that the

project rarely exhibited any scientific interest in the UFO
problem . They certainly did not address themselves to what
should have been considered the central problem of the UFO
phenomenon: is there an as yet uplmown physical or psycho-
logical or even paranormal process that gives rise to those UFO

th i ning and still rem ain trulyrepoz'ts at stu.v ve severe scree
puzzling?
Such lack of interest belies any charge of Tcover-up'; they

just didn't care. There is another argument for the Tnoncover-
up' viewpoint: 'the tmderlings in the military hierarchy (and a1l
Blue Book oëcers were such - generally captains or majors,
two of which finally made lieutenant colonel but never full
colonel) looked mainly toward > 0 things: promotion and early
retirement. Therefore, in controversial issues it was always
considered far wiser not to Trock the boat', to please the superior
oëcer rather than to make waves. Thus, when the superior
oëcers, wh0 did not lmow the facts but were wedded to a rigid
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framework of military thinldng handed down from above, 1et it
be known in any controversial issue (whether UFOs or not)
what the 'right way' of thinking is, no tmderling o/cer was
going to oppose or even question it unless, of course, he was 99
percent certain that he cotlld prove himself correct in the con-
troversy - and quickly.
Since the Pentagon had spoken in no tmcertain terms about

UFOs, no Blue Book oëcer in his right promotion-conscious
military mind was going to budc that, even if he had private
opinions on the matter.
Another factor added to the noncover-up theory. Turnover

irl the Blue Book ol ce was rather high. Sooner or later the
oKcer in charge wotlld be out of it, just that much closer to
promotion and retirement, if he just sat tight. From 1952 to
1969 the oëce was hoded in ttlrn by Captain Ruppelt (who
did not make his own views known tmtil he was out of the air
forcely Capuin Hardin (who had ambitions to be a stock
broker), Capuin Gregcry (to whom promotion was the be-all
and end-all of existence), Major Friend, and Iinally Major
Quintanilla, who had the longest tenn of oKce. Of a1l the
olcers I served with in Blue Book, Colonel Friend earned my
respect. W hatever private views he might have held, he was a
total and practical realist, and sitting where he could see the
scoreboard, he recognized the limitations of his oëce but con-
ducted himself with dignity and a total lack of the bombast that
characterized several of the other Blue Book heads.
Thus one can have one's choice cf whetller Blue Book was a

front or merely a foul-up. But tlut there was certainly foul-up
and complete divorce from the scientisc commtmity within
Blue Book was apparent. The members of the scientilic frat-
ernity were, of course, wedded to the m isperception-delusion
hypothesis (there was no need for interchange of ideas with
Blue Book, which held the same views), and some members
rose to hqights of vitriolic verbiage in denolmcing reporters of
UFOs. This phase of the total phenomencn had many of the
aspects of a modenz witchhtmt.
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But Blue Book is no more, and its closing raised the ques.
tion: to whom does one report ctlrrent UFO sightings? That
such sightings continue to occtlr (and to . be reported
tmoKcially) is incontrovertible, as is shown by any news-clip-
ping service that covers sm all-town newspapers and out-of-the-
way publications. At the time of this writing there is no govern-
ment or oKcially designated agency to whom such a report can
be made.ll
There are many UFO organizations throughout the world

that avidly accept UFO reports, often far too avidly and tm-
critically, in order to have material for their publications.
During the past score of years literally htmdreds of civilian
UFO organimtions began itz many parts of the wcrld, par-
ticnlarly in France, England, Gennany, Japan, ltaly, Australia,
som e of the Latin American cotmtries, and, of course, the
United States. M any of these were short-lived, but each in its
way was 'the recipient of UFO reports covering a wide spec-
trnm of reliability and credibility. M ost organizations received
reports and did little screening or serious investigating. Gen-
erally this stemmed not from a lack of interest or even of ability
(although some groups were l'nnccent of the rudiments of
scientilic procedtlres) but from lack of funds and 'Hme.
M any of the organizations published bulletins on a more or

less scheduled basis. Often these were just mimeographed
sheets, but m ost of the publications were even more short-lived
than their parent organizations. A few jollrnals existed and still
do, independently of private sponsoring investigative groups.
Outsunding among these is FSR, Tlying s'twc:: Revie%h pub-
lished in London since z954. It is a veritable treasure house of
UFO reports, some of which have been hwestigated rather
thoroughly but the majority of which rank with the average
Blue Book report. The reader sufers a strong sense of frus-
tration in reading such reports; in each case the conscientious
reader longs for more details, but only rarely are they given.
Unfortunately there is no jollrnal that is fnancially supported
sllmciently to devote pages to details for the relatively few
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serious investigators. The existing journals have subscribcrs
who, for the most paa  are satissed with mlmmaries; indeed, 1
sm afraid some of their readers wish merely to be titillated by
incredible tales.
France has two particularly outstanding publicadons,

Phenomenes Spatiaux and Lumièves dans la Ntl/. They serve
as publication organs for dedicated groups of investigators -
mainly in France - who quietly have gone about collecting data
of good quality in perhaps a morc systematic way than groups
in other parts of the world. Such groups give freely of their
time and limited ftmds in painstakingly tracking down UFO
wim esses and conducting able interrogations. Australia, N ew
Zealand, Japany Canada, Sweden, and Italy are some of the
other countries in which UFO jounmls er bulletins are pub-
lished. There is a need for an international organization that
might ac.t as a clearing house for such jollrnals and their con-
tents. It has been suggested on a mlmber of occasions that the
United Nations, perhaps UNESCO, might act in such a ca-
pacity, but to date al1 such suggestions have been tabled.
ln the United States there have been only two viable civilian

UFO investigative organizations. The older of these, APRO
lAeHal Phenomena Research Organization), now located in
Tucson, Arizona, was started in z952 in W isconsin. APRO has
done an excellent job in collecting UFO data, resllmés of which
have been published in the APRO Bulletin.
Fotlr years after APRO was organized, NICAP (National

lnvestigating Committee for Aerial Phenomena), located in
Washington, D.C., was formed and grew to have the larger
membership. 80th organizations have sufered from lack of
Iinancial support, which meant, of cotlrse, that costly inves-
tigations were not possible. APRO has an intemational outlook,
as is evidenced by the sizable nllmber of foreign consultants
and associates.
Although both organizations are serious-intentioned col-

lectors of UFO data, each unavoidably nllmbers in its mem-
berslzip overentlmsiastic and lmcritical persons enamored of the
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idea of UFOs. N onethdess, neither APRO nor NICAP are in
any sense of the wcrd Tcrackpot' organizations apd have many
serious members, many of whom have considerable technical
and scientific training.
There was very little overlap in rçports between Blue Book

and either APRO or NICAP. Dr. Saunders had remarked that
in compiling reports for the abortive Condon committee com-
puter progrnm, the only overlap in reports occurred for the
well-publicized cases. Otherwise the three organizations had
essentially independent UFO fles.
Now that Blue Book is no more, I am often asked whether

the air force is really out of the UFO business. The answer is
probably contained in an oëcial letter from the Pentagon, writ-
ten kfter the close of Blue Blook. It states:

The Aerospace Defense Command (ADU) is charged with
the responsibilil for aerospace defense of the United States.
. . . Consequently, ADC is responsible for unknown aerial
phenomena reported in any manner, and the provisions of
joint nrmy-navy-air force publication (JANAP-I4O provide
for the processing of reports received from nonmilitary
SOurCeS.7

ln JANAP-I46 E, ctlrrently in force, prcvisions and instruc-
tions for the reporting of unknown objects in the air by military
persormel are explicitly set forth. lt must be remembered, how-
ever, that the military is primarily interested in tmidentilied
planes, especially those that might be foreign. Such planes cer-
tainly are tmidentiûed iying objects, although they do not
satisfy the defnition used in thls book. There never is any
question but that they are planes (which are iying objects) and
that their sctlrce is tmidentiscd.
In my long association with Blue Book I had some very

interesting encolmters with UFO wimesses, some equally
interesting but less enîoyable encotmters with miliury per.
sonnel, and a most intimate view of the running of a pseudo-
scientisc project. Blue Book was essentially a closed operation,
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in which A tallced to B, and B ulked to C, and C talked to A.
There was little input from outside scie-ntilic groups. It is con-
ceivable that in its ingrown and oëcial military way it was
allowed to bllmble along, while apart from it serious oëcial
attention was given to a few selected c-ases that might not even
have gone through Blue Book channels. 1 simply do not know.
In my position as periodic constlltant, I certainly was never
taken into the consdence of higher Pentagon oë cials con-
ccrning these matters. JANAP-IZ/E still exists and is in effect,
and it calls for the processing of reports of llnknown aerial
phenomena from both military and nonmilitary sources. Prob-
ably little more need be said.

NOTES

1. 1 was an associate member of tlmt panel but was not invited
to participate in all the sessions. ln one session I attendedy
the famous Tremontiatb Utah, and tlze Great Falls, M on-
tana, movies (well lmown to all who have followed the UFO
saga) were shown and dismissed as seagulls and aircraft,
respectively. The panel, of course, did not have tlze beneft
of the detailed analysis of the Great Falls œse Cobsetw tional
Evidence of Anomalisdc Phenomena'y sournal of Astro-
nautical Nczezicd:, Vol. XV, No. z, 1968, pp. 31-6) made by
Dr. M . L. Balqer, carried out under the auspices of the
Douglas AircTaft Company, by whom Dr. Baker was then
employed. In his paper Dr. Baker concludes, <. . . tlze images
cannot be explained by any presently lmown natural
phenomena.'
1 was dissatisfed even then with what seemed to m e a

most rnlgsory evnmination of the data and by the set m inds
implied by the panel's hck of curiosity and desire to delve
deeper into the subject. For by z9s3 there already existed
mnny hundreds of cases of high S-P (it was a far c1'y from the
early Project Sign cases); the panel evqmined about a dozen.
1 was not asked to sign the repoz't of the panelz nor would I
have done so had 1 been asked.
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2. Menkello, F. G. fouantitative Aspects of Mirages'. Report
No. 6Izm M enkello is a frst lieutenant, USAF, Environ-
mental Technical Applications Center. <1t is èasy to show
that the frair lenses'' and Srstrong hwersions'' posmlated by
Gordon and M enzel, among others, would need tem-
peratures of several thousand degrees KelvH in order to
cause the m huges attHbuted to them .'

3. Ruppelt, Edward. Report on Unident@ed FtW?zr Obiecth p.
8o.

4. Ibîd., p. 8r.
5. Ibld., p. 8r.
6. Ibîd., p. 82.
7. Ibîd., p. S3.
8. Ibid., p. S8.
9. Xepler, the German astronomer who, unable to garner data
himself, used data obtained throughout the years by the
Danish astronomer Tycho Brahe, who, in turn, had no idea
what to do witlz ltis excellent data. Kepler and Brahe had
many arguments, yet Kepler knew tlzat he needed those data
ilz order to construct his theory of planet.ary motion. So he
bided his Hme.

Io. Applicatlon of Electronlc Data Proassing Tnchnlques to U>
usual Aerlal P/7ezltlpccalm. Organlzatlon and Ddgalcpiaar ofan
Inquîry N-wreza. Submitted by J. Allen Hynek. July, 1966.

II. To tlmt end, a nllmber of my scientifc colleagues and I at
Northwestem  University hàve agreed to act as a receipt
center for UFO repons, especially from persons witlz
scientifc and technlcal backgrounds. lt is important l'hnt
data of potential scientifk value not be lost.
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CHAPTER TWELVE

SCIENCE IS NOT ALWAYS WHAT
SCIENTISTS DO

It i.v the duty 0/ Science, not to discard JJcf.ç merely
because fàey seem to à: extraordinary and that it
remains unable to explain them.

- attributed to Alexis CJ/.rel

ON October 6, z966, the University of Colorado and the
U.S. Air Force entered into formal agreement to establish a
scientisc committee to smdy (and presumably to settle once
and for a11) the vexing problem of UFOs with which the air
force had been saddled for 2o years. It was to be directed by
Dr. Edward U. Condon, a physicist of established reputation,
noted not only for his scientilk record but for llis courage in
speaking out on controversial issues.
Tw0 years later there appeared the results of the committee's

work: a voblminous, rambling, poorly organized report of 937
pages of text, considerably less than half of which was ad-
dressed to the investigation of UFO reports. The report opened
with a singularly slanted sl:mmary by Dr. Condon, which ad-
roitly avcided mentioning that there w4s embodied within the
bowels of the report a remaining mystery; the committee had
been tmable to furnish adequate explanations for more than a
quarter of the cases examined.
However, were it not for the fact that the public has had

ready access through the press only to the sllmmary of the
report, and its implication that the UFO problem has been
fsolved', there would be little point to this critique of the
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G ndon Report. The report covers little new territory. Others
before Condon had demonstrated that the data at hand were far
frcm sllmcient to establish the hypothesis of extratdrrestrial vis-
itation. Condon only partially retraced the steps of those more
knowledgeable than he and his group.
Conclusions and recommendaticns comprise the Iirst part of

the two-chapter sllmmary. Two statements are particularly i1-
lllminating:

Careful consideration of the record as it is available to us
leads us to conclude that further extensive smdy of UFOs
probably cnnnot be justïed irz tlz: expectalion that science
will be advaaced thereby.

This was surely the ldss of death to any further invesdgation
in the name of the quest for knowledge. Yet in a somewhat
platimdinous vein we find the statement:

Therefore we thlnB that all of the agencies of the federal
governmenq and the private foundations as well, ought to be
willing to consider UFO research proposals along with the
others submitted to them on an open-minded, tmprejudiced
basis. W hile we do not Y ZA at present that anythlng worth-
while is likely to come of such research, each individual case
ought to be carefully considered on its own merits.

Truly a masterpiece of throwing a scrap of political meat to
the critic dogs. A more insincere smtement can hardly be im-
agined, and surely Dr. Condon, master in the politico-scientific
world, would be the Iirst to recognize it as such. For one cotlld
easily imagine the plight of a government ftmding agency,
always hard pressed for ftmds, were they to support such re-
search in the face of Condon's crushing sllmmary of the sito
ation. There would quickly be scathing howls of complaint and
letters to Congressmen from rejected applicants for support in
established scientisc felds, asking why their proposals were
tnrned dom z while Tthis UFO nonsense' was being Sup-
ported.z
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The rest of the lengthy report defics succinct description. It
is a loose compilation of partially related subjects, each by a
different author, but some sections do deal with direct inves-
tigations of selected UFO cases. It is these that, read careftllly,
give the 1ie to the Condon sllmmary. Thus buried in the report,
one fmds many provocative statements, as, f0r example: fIn
conclusion, although conventional or natural explanations cer-
tainly camzot be ruled out, the probability of such seem s 1ow in
this case, and the probability that at least one genuine UFO
was involved appears to be fairly high.' And in another in-
stance: frfhis must remain as one of the most puzzling radar
cases on record, and no conclusion is possible at this time.
Again: <It does appear that this sighting deses explanation by
conventional means.' Another: T'I'he three unexplained sight-
ings which have been gleaned from a great mass of reports are a
challenge to the analyst-' And to cap the explanation gap syn-
drome, which weaves through the report, is this revealing
remark: 'This mmsual sighting shottld therefore be assigned to
the categcry of some almost certainly namral phenomenon
which is so rare that it apparently has never been reported
before or since-,' (How did this rare event get into 'the only 9o
out of a potential 25,ooo that could have been examined. How
many sinlilar 'rareR events lurk in the remaining 24,9 Io
reports?)
The thesis of the present chapter is simply that (a) the sub-

iect matter for smdy by the Condon group was incorrectly
delined, and (b) the committee studied the wrong problem.
The UFO was desned by Condon as merely something that

puzzled a given observer. The fcondon UFO' was not required
to tmdergo a screening process before being admitted for sm dy
as a UFO: a report that vemained tmexplained after severe
screening by technically aware persons. The committee thus
really addressed itself to the problem of fnding a natural ex-
planation to fit the report. It is my contention that this should
have been done in the original screcning process. Tlle fact that
more than 25 percent of the cases studied were not assignable to
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natural O uses simply means that only 25 percent of the cases
smdied were eligible for study as UFOs.
lt was these cases (and many others that the àir force had

labeled TunidentiNed') and only these that shottld have bee.n
given continued study. The history of science has shown thnt it
is the things thnt dow't lit, the apparent exceptions to the nlle,
that signal potential breakthroughs in otlr concept of the world
about us. And it was these c ses that shotlld have been smdied
from many angles. The committee chose to consider only thc
problem of whether UFO reports (and far many more non-
UFO reports) supported tlw hypothesis that the earth was
being visited by extaterrestrial intelligences (ETIJ .
UFO = ET1 was the dee ing equation. It did not try to estab-
lish Whether UF0s really constimted a problem for the scien-
tist, whether physical or social. The question of whether
Puzzling reports of UFOs throughout the world might con-
stimte 'genuinely new empirical observations' was not con-
sidered. Thus the committee really studied the problem of
misperceptions and their misinterpretation as evidence of
extraterrestrial visitation. Perhaps this is a problem for socio-
logists and psychologists, who might well be interested to lmow
that many thousands of people cannot identify Venus, a met-
eor, or a!z aircraft landing light and interpret the mis-
identiscation as visitors from outer space.
The problem was - and remains - whether the phenomenon

of UFO reports from more than one htmdred cotmtries rep-
resents something genuinely new to science, quite apart from
any preconceived theory (such as ETI) to account for the

N o critiquc of the Condon Report can avoid mendon of the
choice of data for sm dy. By concentrating largely on ctlrrent
cases (4o of the 9o cases studiedwere in the year 1967) and also
on relatively few cases out of the thousands available to them,
they could not pay attention to the worldwide patterns of sight-
ings during the previous 2o years. There were more than
I2,ooo air force reports available to the committee as well as
the many thousands in the NICAP and APRO âles tthe latter
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were not made available to the committee largely because of
the exceedingly poor psychological approach to APRO made
by the committee). Dr. Satmders has remarked that in his sta-
tistical smdies of UFO reports (not included in the Condon
Report because Saunders was fired from the committee) he
found little overlap in the air force and NICAP files except in
the case of higltly publicized cases. From my knowledge of
APRO Iilcs 1 believe the same would apply there.
Thus, even though the emphasis on the use of current cases

could be defended, the validity of this procedure rests on the
assllmption that these (and the some 5o others) were represen-
tative of the 25,ooo cases in various Iiles. For instancc, only a
few of the cases used in building the prototypes of categories in
this book were studied, and of these exactly none was ex-
plained. (1 recognize that I could successfully rest my case at
this point)
The Condon Repcrt settled nothing. However, carefully

read, the report constimtes about as good an arplment for the
sm dy of the UFO phenomenon as could have been made in a
short time, and by a group of specialists in their individual
disciplines having no prior knowledge of the subject.
Some knowledge of how the 'Condon commiuee came to be is

important to the undersmnding of its actions. ln a very real
svnse one can say that the Condon committee had its origin in
fswamp gas'. W hen in 1966 I suggested swamp gas as a possi-
bility for the origin of that portion of the nllmerous M ichigan
sightings at Dexter and Hillsdale, in which faint lights over
swampy areas were observed (the explanation was never in-
tended to cover the entire spectnlm of stories generated in that
general area at that time), swnmp gas became a household
word and a standard hllmorous synonym for UFOs. UFOs,
swamp gas, and I were lampooned in the press and were the
subjects of many a delightful cartoon (of which I have quite a
collection). Had a UFO been reported at that time from the
Sahara Desert, I think it would have been attributed to swamp
gas.
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The good citizens of M ichigan did n0t relish the raillery that
developed, and a bipartisan Congressional pair, W eston Vivian,
Democratic Congressman from Ann Arbor, and House Repub-
lican minority leader Gerald Ford, called for a Congressional
hearing into the mntten3 A few quotations from the hearing are
relevant of interest here:

THE CHAIRMAN (L. MENDEL RIVERS): Dr. Hynek, is there any-
thing you would lAe to say to us?

HYNEK: M r. Chairman, the pmss has treated me rather tm-
kindly.

CHMRMAN: You ought to be chairman of tlnin committee.
HYNEK: The press has described me as the fpuppet of the Air
rorce' and has stated that 1 say only what the Air Force tells
rile to say. 1 would like to . . . read to the committee a statement
. . . which has certainly not been dictated by the Air Force.

CHAIRMAN: At this point, 1 want you to turn the loudspeaker up
t'T . . .

HYNBK: . . . 1he kind of activity that the press has reported in
M ichigan is not unusal. lt happened only that the Dexter and
Hillsdale incidents, although of little scientifc signifcance,
have ataacted national interest. Now, similar incidents, and
some considerably more intriguing, have been occttrring for
many years. . . . Despite the seeming inanity of the subject, 1
felt that 1 would be derelict in my scientïc responsibility to
the Air Force if I did not point out that the whole UFO
phenomenon might have aspects to make it worthy of scientifc
attention. . . . I am happy that my appearance before this com-
mittee afords me a chance to reiterate my recommendations.
Specifcally, it is my opinion that the body of data accumu-
lated since :948 . . . deserv'es close scrutiny by a civilian panel
of physical and social scientists, and that this panel should be
asked to examine the UFO problem critically for the express
purpose of determining whether a major Jeoàle:?i really exists.

CHAIRMAN: You say you can't write these reports oF, you can't
ridicule those who have made them. They are highly re-
sponsible people, in various walks of life, that have reported
them Eit is interesting that many of these words were original
with the dmirman. He had told us a short time earlier thnt llis
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wife was favorably hzterested in UFOs1 . . . Now, are you
saying to us this morning that there should be a panel set up of
scientists authorized by the Air Force before whom these
things may be brought, and from whom a report should
come?

HYNEKJ Yes, sir, I am saying that. That would be the gist of my
statement. However, 1 have been scooped by Secretary Brown,
who has mentioned that the Scientifc Advisory Board has
recommended the same thing.

Just weeks before a special committee of the Scientisc Ad-
visory Board, under the chairmanship of Dr. Brian O'Brien,
had recommended among other things: fcontracts Emust) be
negotiated with a few selected tmiversities to provide scientisc
teams to investigate promptly and in depth cert.ain selected
sightings of UFOs. . . . The universities should be chosen to
provide good geographical distribution. . . .'
The O'Brien committee had been called into being by a

letter from Major General E. B. LeBailly, USAF. Director of
Information, which stated in part:

Accordingly, it ij requested that a working scientisc panel
. . . be organized to review Project Blue Book . . . and to advise
the air force as to any improvement that should be
made. . . .
Doctor J. Allen Hynek, who is chairman of the Dearborn

Observatory at Northwestern University, is the scientific con-
sultant to Project Blue Book. He has indicated a willingness to
work with such a panel in order to place this problem in its
proper perspective. Dr. Hynek has discussed this problem whh
Dr. W inston M arkey, the former air force chief scientist.

A short while before that I had received a letter from
Lieutenant Colonel J. F. Spaulding of the Air Force OKce of
Inform ation concerning this problem, to which I had replied, in
part:

1 have thought a great deal about your letter of August z3
( 1965J , in which you raised the question of exploring with the
National Academy of Sciencg the possibility of their looking
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into the UFO problem. . . . In the frst place, the idea of having
a civilian organization assist the Air Force in the UFO prob-
lem, either by working with them or by taking it'over entirely,

. is not a new one. lt has come up several times in the past z8
years. In z95a, the Battelle M emorial lnstitme, in Colllmbus,
was given the task of making a statistical sm dy of the UFO
reports up to that time. 1 was not at that time called in as a
consultant, but during the time that Colonel Friend was in
charge of Blue Book, we devised a panel of scientists, culled
from W right Field, which met regularly to assist in the evalu-
ations. lf I remember correctly . . . :we included) a psycho-
logist and even a chaplain! But because this was an in-house
effort, with no backing from the top, the panel was short-
lived.

' 
Still later, SAFOI or its equivalent considered making over-

tures to NASA and to NSF for similar assistance, but after a
few meetings . . . nothing came of it. W ith the exception of one
further attempt, to interest the Brookings Insitm ion into pos-
sibly looking into the matter, the problem has always remained
an air force concern, and, 1 would say, is likely to remain
SO. . . .
It is now, therefore, my considered opinion . . . that a civi-

lian panel of scientists . . . be asked to examine tlle UFO prob-
1em critically for the express purpose of determining whether a
major problem really exists. . . . The panel should be a working
panel . . . whose members are willing to do a fair amollnt of
fhomework' between meetings.
l would, of course, be willing to assist such a panel in what-

ever way I might and would even be willing to take a short
leave of absence from my lmiversity i.f it wpuld help place this
problem in its proper perspective.

Copies of his lettcr went to Dr. W inston M arkey, Chief
Scientist, USAF, and to Dr. Harold Brown, Secreury of the
Air Force. The uSe of several similar if not indentical phrases
in Colonel LeBailly's letter a few weeks later to the Scientisc
Advisory Board indicates that my letter was at least read in the
proper places.
So it came to pass (after several abortive attempts to place
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the UFO study at an 1% League lmiversity) that the Univer-
sity of Colorado accepted the challenge on October 6, 1966. I
was not to be a member of the jmdy group, possibly on the
grotmds that the committce should be composed only of those
who knew nothing of the subject and hence could ftake a fresh
look' at it. TMs seemingly laudable criterion had its own built-
in dangers and was, in a sense, like asking a group of culinary
novices to take a fresh look at haute cuisine and open up a three-
star restaurant.
N onetheless, I understood the rationale, and originally I was

pleased with the prospects. I remember a most pleasant meet-
ing at the hom e of Dr. Franklin Roach, one of the committee
members and my long-time astronomical colleague, at which
Dr. Condon and several other committee members were pre-
sent. There seemed to be a sense of advenmre such as one gets
at the start of a long jotlrney. I recognized even that evening,
however, Dr. Condon's basically negative attimde (and that of
Mrs. Condon, which was particularly stong) but felt that this
was only the natural skepticism on the part of a scientist who
had not yet examined the data. 1 had no inkling then of how
sparse and how poorly selected those data were to be.
Before long, as the committe began its work, I began to hear

disturbing stories, Erst from one, then another of my friends
associated with the Colorado project. There scemed to be real
diëculty in desning the problem: the three psychologists
difered sharply as to what the committee shotlld study. One of
them insisted that people were fjust seeing things', and he
would not entertain for one moment that an actual physical
phenomenon worthy of smdy could possibly be involved. ln his
questionnaire he devoted one page to the elements of the sight-
ing and 2o to the observer's psychological reactions.
Another psychologist became enamored of the idea that the

whole problem of UFOs was the ETI hypothesis. Still another,
concurring with this theory, held forth the impossibility of ever
distinguishing ETI, if it existed, from u catch-all fmis-
cellaneous' category.
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One of the physical scientists proposed the use cf a stereo
Om era over one lens of which would be placed a difraction
grating so that the specmlm of UFO lights could be deter-
mined. He did not know that the same idea had been proposed
and put into limited use in z954 by Dr. Joseph Kaplan, one of
the organizers of the International Geophysical Year. I had
demonstrated shortly after that by acmal tests that the device
was inadequate except for extremely bright lights. I still have
one Videon stereo cmnera issued at that time to air bases, for-
lorn souvenir of the Told days' of UFOs. So much for a Sresh
look' at the subject.
Dr. Satmders espoused the ETI hypothesis as the central

solution for which to be tested. It certainly was the most spec-
tacular thing to go for, even though there was no real evidence
that it constim ted the basic problem. However, in delining this
to be the central question about UF0s, the committee was
going along with popular opinion. In the public mind UF0 is
virmally synonymous with space visitors, generally regarded as
ïlittle green m en'.
However, Satmders' approach to the problem, once defned

and adopted, was excellent: in the 'briesng' of the Condon
committee, wllich Jacques Vallee and I had been invited to
make in the Iirst weeks of its existence, we had b0th strongly
urged that allavailable data, stlitabiy weighted, especially those
in the air force files, be put into machine readable form so that
electronic computers cotlld be used in data analysis. Saunders
began to fcomputerize' the data available, and at the time of his
firing from the committee he already had several thousand
cases on magnetic tape. (At this 'writing he has some 3oyooo
cases on tape, available for sophisticated analysis) Because
Satmders ffell out' with Condon, none of his statistical work
was included in the report, which 'satissed' its readers by an
analysis of some 9o cases, m any current, and in many cases did
not satisfy the defnition of UFO adopted here. Yet Vallee and
I had virtually pleaded with the committee to seek patterns in
thousands of reports, that it was essential to obtaining an over-
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al1 perspective of the UF0 simation. Only in that way cottld
they see what sorts of tbings were being reported and by whom .
Instead, the Condon committee dug in on a distressingly sparse
sample of cases without knowing where these specilk cases
ftted in the overall picture. Were they truly representative of
the really puzzling reports?
Groping for a methodology was an absorbing pastime for the

committee. Although the report is entitled Tscientisc Smdy of
Unidentised Flying Objects', was it indeed scientisc? Or,
indeed, could it be? Can the standard m ethods of science, so
successful in areas in which the experiences are repeatable
tmder controlled laboratory conditions, be applied to the UFO
phenomenon?
It has been said that it is not the subject matter but the

methodology employed that determl-nes whether a study is
scientisc. By and large this can be accepted, but is it true in tltis
particular area - the UFO? Granted that the fbest' UFO
reports are incredible tales told by credible people, how can 0ne
smdy them except to analyze, classify, and describe in more
precise and orderly terms what was already contained in the
report. W hat new insights, new evidence can be introduced
except further details substantiating an already unbelievable
tale?
In accepted scientifc procedure one generally has some

hypothesis to test. <If - then' is the epitom e of the scientifc
method. If this is so, then that will follow, and the hypothesis
means nothing tmless the Tthen' is testable, can be shown to be
true or false. Particularly important is the latter, that a hypoth-
esis can unequivocally be shown to be false. Is there some cru-
cial experiment that can be perfonned or som e observation
made that will prove the hypothesis false? If not, how c-an one
distinguish between one hypothesis and another? '
The Condon committee chose to test the ETI hypothesis,

that UFOs were solid evidence of extraterrestrial visitation.
How can this be shown to be false? Elaborate obsewational
networks lnight be set up, and no UFOs show. Is that negative
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proof ? No. One can always say that the intelligendy guided
UFOs knev they were expected and therefore avoided the
trap. '
True, the Condon committee found nearly a third of their

cases without even partially adequate explanation. The
'experts' were snpmped. W hat could that possibly say about the
ETI hypothesis? Nothing. There could be many explanadons,
depending on how bold one wishes to make his initial assllmp-
tions. For e= mple, if one wishes to postulate worlds other than
the physical (astral or etheric), one can easily satisfy and ex-
plain virtually all the reported antics of the UFO. But how do
you establish that the hypothesis is true? Unless y0u have an
operational method of doing so, it is not sdence. Hypotheses
remàin hypotheses, and we are left with Tthe two-and-seventy
warring sects'.
Even if the Condon committee had had orders of magnimde

more data, they tackled a hopeless task. The only hypothesis the
comml'ttee could have productively tested was: Theve exists a
phenomenon, described by the content JJ UFO veports, o/iitW
presently is not physically explainable. That hypothesis is
capable of being proved untrtze by the simple expedient of ex-
plaininp by present physical principles, the 3o or so cases they
were tmable to treat satisfactorily, and, of course, the many
hundreds of others not treated by the Condon group. Even so,
one can always bring in ntw cases, saying, fllere, you haven't
explained this oney' but reason dictates that if a predetermined
nllmber, n, of cases (submitted by a panel of persons well
versed in the subject, who have subjected the cases to carefal
screening to virtually exclude birds, balloons, aircraft, meteors,
planets, etc.) can be explained, the issue is closed tmless ne=
observational and dissimilar data are presented. Conversely, if
the test cases cannot be so explained, quite obviously there
exists a phenomenon, ahnost by defnition, that is not explained
by present physical principles.
A careful reading of the report establishes that the com-

mittee went a long way, inadvertently, to esvblish the
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nonexplainability hypothesis while Eotmdering with the 'ETI
hypothesis. By their own admission, their Texperts' were indeed
smlmpcd by many of the relatively few cases examined, and
there was no indication that they wotlld have been successful
had they tried their hand at other cases for which more knowl-
edgeable investigators had also failed to provide a physical
explanation.
In my opinicn, it is m ost tmfcrrnnate that events transpired

that led to the ultimate dismissal of Dr. 'Satmders. The course
of the committee would surely have been diferent had he re-
mained and had his cotmsel been accepted. Even though he had
focused on the ETI hypothesis for testinp he would soon have
recognized that while the hypothesis was impossible to estab-
lish or disprove, the Tunexplainability by present physical prin-
ciples' hypothesis was obvious.

Dr. Condon evidently was aware of Dr. Saunders's worth
to the project, for before the dismissal, when applying for ad-
t ditional flmds ($259,146 in addition to the original $313,000%
he had written in the oKcialprcposal:

Dr. Saunders has many duties. He has been directing the
acquisition, cataloging, and organization of 1he sightings fle.
. . . Saunders has been responsible, with the assistance of the
other Smdy Team members, for the development of the inter-
view and sighting report forms. . . . Dr. Satmders is also re-
sponsible for the statistical analysis of UFO data. As this is
written he has completed the punching of some Ipoo sighting
reports for m achine smdy. It is intended that additional data
will be punched for m any of the sightings when techniques
have been developed for coding a mlmber ol pammeters that
are diKcult to handle statistically. . . . In order to promote the
articulation of these interrelated ftmctions, Saunders has been
given the responsibility for all of them: tlze sighting record
keeping, the statistical analysis, and the formulation of the
questions asked on the hzterview and sighting report forms.
There is another related ftmction: decision-mnklng leading to
the signal to send hwestigating tenms into the Eeld to study
reports of sighe gst Satmders is also responsible for that.
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Shortly after that letter was written Condon Iired Saundcrs
for 'incompetence'. Seems quite a lût of responsibility tû have
assigned to an incompetent. .
The events leading up to the dismissal of Satmdcrs and

another comml'ttee member, Dr. Levine, and the resignation
shortly thereafter of Mary Louise Ae strong, Condon's admin-
istrative assistant, are treated in Satmders' book to which I
have already rcferred.
Instead of extzacting the essence out of many thousands of

cases, which Satmders was well on his way to doing, the report
contains only 87 investigated cases, plus three tmexplained
sightings from astronauts (the investigator of the sightings
stated laconically that they <. . . are a challenge to the analysf).
Th: Condon Report was released on January 9, 1969, simtll-

taneously with the seal of approval of the National Academy of
Sciences. The latter release concluded:

(a) In our opinion the scope of the study was adequate to its
purpose: a scientifc smdy of the UFO phenomena.
(b) W e think the methodology and approach were well

chosen, in accordance witlz accepted st= dards of scientïc
investigatiom

These statements imply that the scientifk method is indeed
applicable to the UFO prcblem, a point I have already ques-
tioned. Since the hypcthesis the committee was testing (ET1) is
nonfalsifiable, that i% wculé be impossible to prove its nega,
tive, a possibility insisted upon by the scientisc method, the
method is not applicable 'mless the problem is properly
redeâned.
However, giving the academy the benest of the doubt, the

methodology of the Condon committee is easily fatllted in other
areas. Let us speak here of the methodclogy without confusing
it with the subject. My criticisms of the methodology of the
Condon committee would be the same had the subject not been
UFOs but the life cycle of the gray whale (if the smdy had been
directed to the testing of jusq one theorw perhaps that the gray
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whales were products of special creation) or of thc causes of
cancer (had the smdy been limited to the theory that cancer is
caused by improper diet).
The academy would agree that the scientisc method implies

that the .ç/ldci/z problem to be studied must be deFned and
ozizls'f be velevant to the l/rà'e?' held that contains it.
On page 9 of the Condon Report, the UFO is desned: fAn

unidentised fying objed is here desned as the stimulus for a
report made by one or more individuals of something seen in
the sky (or an object thought to be capable of Eight but seen
when landed on earth) which the o:lcrggt'r Iitalics mine! could
not identify as having an ordinary namral originy and which
seemed to him sumciently puzzling that he tmdertook to make
a report of it. . . .' And the problem is desned: 'The problem
then becomes that of learning to recognize the various kinds of
stimuli that give rise to UFO reports.'
Scientilic method! W hat sort of a scientilic investigation is it

that assllmes the answer before surting. The assllmption here is
clearly that UFOs are a11 misperceptions of natural things and
that the entire work of the committee was to learn and mem-
orize the variedes of namral stimuli for UFO reports so that al1
one needed to jay was, <'rhat must have been Venus; that one
must have been an airplane landing light.' There was no room
in the Condon concept of the problem for even the possibility
of the statem ent: f'That was probably a UFO.'
Thus this principle of the scientilk method was violated: the

problem was ill-desned and did not relate to the larger feld,
the truly ptlzzling reports for which the generating stimulus
was not obvious. Further, it cannot bc left to the observer, who
represents in general a cross section of the entire populace, to
desne the problem, to attach the label UFO. That can only be
done by those capable cf critical screening out of precisely
those reports for which the Condon desnition holds - those thnt
are generated by natural stimuli.
In the larger sense, the problem certainly is to find the

sdmttlus for the UFO report. But to assllme at the start that the
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generating stimulus must of necessity be only of 0ne class -
misperceptions - is indeed a violation of the scientisc method.
It would seem that the committee desned the problém as one of
snding namral stimuli, yet it chose to test the hypothesis of
extraterrenrial intelligence. Venus is n0t an extraterrestrial in-
telligence; a meteor is extraterrestrial but it cenainly is not
intelligent and so on.
Another prime principle of the scientisc method with which

the academy wotlld agree is: the data chosen Iov the study
should 1: relevant to the problem .
The question of relevance can be referred either to the prob-

1em the committee investigated (extraterrestrial visitation) or to
the one they did not investigate: do UFO reports, properly
screelied, signal the advent of empirically new observational
data?
In either case, the mnjority of reports actually used was not

relevant; an experienced investigator would have screened out
the obvious misperceptions that were puzzling to one or two
persons but wpuld not have fooled an expert. In fact, 14 of the
87 cases had previously been evaluated by Blue Bnok as mis-
perceptions, yet Condon chose to 1et the relatively few cases
examined be diluted by trivial cases. It would have been better
if those z4 had been replaced by 14 cases of the several htmdred
Blue Book had classed as 'Unidentised'. It was in such cases
that the solution to the problsm would lie, if at all.
Only ten Close Encotmter cases, certainly the most interest-

ing of all UFO reports, were examined by Condon's group.
Of these the committee was tmable to explain six to any degree,
two were considered inconclusive, one fpsychological', and one
was most desnitely Venus! The latter case shottld be read by a11
UFO investigators. It is a fantastic exnmple of how persuasive
the planet Venus can be as a nonscreened UFO., Police oëcers
in I I colmties were ftaken in' by this planet. lt is a case of
particular value to psychologists and, one is tempted to say,
to those responsible for the hiring of policemem
It has long been my experience that no case invclving the
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appearance of a TUFO' mnre or less on schedule night aftcr
night shotlld be talcen seriously. It is almost certain to mrn out
to be a scheduled aircraft or a planet, especially if one is told it
didn't appear on cloudy nights. Such cases, however, are so
easy to flter out that they provide interesting comic relief to an
otherwise perplexing problem.
The academy, 1 believe, wotlld agree it is good scientifc

mcthödology to critf bias, prejudicc, and tidicule fzl ap-
proaching a >rtll,ldpz. The answer to a research problem should
never be anticipated to the degree that it strongly inQucnces the
approach to the problem. ln my contacts with the dozen or so
committee members and associates in the Coloradc study group
with whom 1 had the pleasure of speaking 1 fotmd no pro-
notmced bias in their approach. There were diferences of view-
point, of course, but no corrosive emotionally charged bias. lf
one judges the director of the project, however, solely by his
actions and spoken and written word, this does not appear to
have been the case. Always outspoken, he did not hesitate to
reveal his l-nner attimdes in the talks he gave from time to time
in various parts of the country. One of the srst of these, de-
livered when the project was less than three months old, was at
Corning, New York (reported in the January 26 issue of thc
Elmira, New York Star-Gazettet. Condon reportedly said, qt
is my inclination right now to recommend that the government
get out of this business. M y attitude right now is that there's
nothing to it . . . but 1'm not supposed to reach a conclusion
for another ye-ar. Maybe it lthe UFO probleml would be a
wtm hwhile study for those groups interested in meteorological
phenomenâ.'
Every man is entitled to his own opinion, but a scicntist

carries an additional social responsibility by virme of his posi-
tion and profession. His words, especially those idly spoken,
can carry tmdue weight in the public press. Here we have
Condon saying the project is not worthwhile (a few months
later he asked for $259,:46 extra to continue the work) and
then displaylg his conviction that UFOs must of neccssity be
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namral (meteorological) phenomena, with the implication that
there was no poht in looking further. 

.

Much later in the year 'Condon spoke at the Nadonal Bureau
of Standards in W ashington. V ccording to the repons that
came from members of that auclience, and by his own later
admission, Condon concentrated ahnos't the entire UIII on three
of the crackpot cases with which he lmd been involved.'
I think the National Academy would also agree in its ap-

praisal of the application of the scientifc method that no scien-
tist should =illfully fWoZP vidicule to be an accepted part // his
scientifc method. When, however, a subject seems to be
beyond the pale of science (and history is full of examples),
raillel and banter at the expense of the other fellow does not
bother the scientist's conscience. Thus, Dr. M enzel's written
reply on a serious questionnaire which asked, fwhat should be
done about UFO reports that c-an't be explained,' was, V hrow
them in the wastebasketl'
Dr. Condon apparently felt UFOs beyond the pale of science

(even though his report is entitled Tscientific Smdy of Un-
identifed Flying 'Saucers'), for he too resorted to banter and
jokes at the expense of the other fellow. Satmders points outs
G ndon's preoccupation with the kookie aspects of the UFO
problem and his seemingly callous ridicule of associated
persons (even though it has been well established that the
Skooks' do not generate articulate and coherent UFO reports).
Satmders remarks, 'W orst of all, his treac ent of the persons in
these cases ofended m e as a psychologist. 'fhey may have
needed help, but they did not need p be laughed at. It was as if
Condon had lost a1l sense of perspective and was sacrilking
these tmfornmates to relieve his own frustration. . . . It seemed
that as soon as Condon had gotten as many laughs as he could
from one case, he would l'mmediately top it with another.' In
one instance, Satmders relates il'l his book, Condon phoned the
governor of Utah to apprise him of the predicted landing (by a
person <in contact' with extraterrestrials) of a rectangular
shaped UFO on the Salt Flats at Bnnneville.
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ln another instance he passed information to W ashington
with a straight face about an ofer (for three billion dollars)
made to him by 'an agent of the Tlzird Universe' to construct a
spaceport so that ships from this tmiverse could land on our
world.
I confess that the temptation to get a laugh out of the antics

of the ltmatic fringe is great. I have used to good advantage, as
comic relief in an otherwise serious lecture, a photograph illus-
trating a story that appeared in a popular magazine entitled, TA
Flying Saucer Saved My Virginity', a cartoon of the Three
W ise M en gazing up at the star, one saying to the others,
Tswpmp Gas', and other bits of UFO froth.
However, as long ago as 19536 I wrote:

Ridicule is not a part of the scientisc method, and the
public should not be taught that it is. . . . The steady Eow of
reports, often made in concert by yeliable observers, raises
questions of scientic obligation and responsibility. Is there,
when the welter of varied reports are shorn of, in the words of
Poo Bah, all korroborative detail to lend artistic verisimilitude
to an othezwise bald and unconvincing narrative', any residue
that is worthy of scientifc attention? Ory if there isn't, does not
an obligation still exist to say so to the public - not hz words of
open ridicule but seriously, to keep faii with the trust the
public places in science and scientists?

The relevance of science in daily life has in our tlmes been
seriously questioned. Supercilious attimdes, pontifcal ex cath-
edra statements, and demands that authority be worshipped
jttst because a scientist said so - these things do not help. The
public, from whom the support of a11 scientisc endeavcr 111-
timately must ccme, should be given the chance to see science
as an advenmre pursued in hl:mility of spirit, with dignity and
respect, and for the benest of all. It sholzld be emphasized that
in science one never knows where inquiry will lead - ('if we
know the answers in advance, it isn't research') - that a primary
aim of science is to satisfy hllman curiosity, to probe the un-
known, and to open new paths for intellectual adventure. This
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is in line with what science has always stood for, even though
scientists, being quite hllman, have often inadvenently given
ite the opposite impression.qu
1 believe 'the National Academy would agree that it is in

keeping with the scientilk method that the director t# a
scientihc pyoject should understand the problem. Unim-
peachable evidence that Condon did not understand the namre
and scope of the problem is given in the examples of 'UFOS' he
used to support his slTmmary of the report. I quote here with
permission from a paper by W . T. Powers7:

Condon uses as illustrations exclusively the cases which are
silly, easy to explaim or poorly reported. There is not one word
about the fact that his colleagtzes present, in the same volllme,
cases wbich resisted the most meticulous attempts at explana-
tion and which were not silly, poorly reported, or easy to ex-
plain.
Condon concludes his section on Tradar sightings' of UFOs

without mentioning the cases for which his own stas could
fnd no substantiation for Tanomalous propagation' by saying,
<1n view of the importance of radar to the safe operation of all
aircraft, it is essential that further research be done. . . . How-
ever, it is felt that this can be done by a direct attack on the
problem . . . rather than by . . . investigation of UFO cases.'
ln short, Condon does not admit that radar repous of UFOs

can tell us anything about UFOs - all such reports can do
apparently is to reveal anomalous propagation. The possibility
of radar sighting of a UFO by a prom rly falnctioning radar set
under normal atmospheric conditions is not mentioned at all,
even as a possibility. Yet there are three such carefully sm died
cases among the reports later in the' text.
lt is instnlctive to examine the individual cases which

Condon chose to illustrate the points made in his sllmmary.
To avoid forcing conclusions, 1 will list and comment brie:y
on all examples used by Condon so as not to commit the sin
that is being criticized. Espace does not permit quoting them
a11 here.) The first example is a lights-at-night case (hot air
balloon), so is the second (Saturn). Neither would have sur-
vived as a UFO the frst pass by an experienced hwestigator.
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Another exnmple concerns a man whose ancestors cnme
from another galaxy . . . another concerns the planet Clarion, a
fantasy indulged in by cenain fringe groups of half UFO
btds and half psychic believers. This merits a whole page!
Then we come to photoraphs. A page Ls devoted to a photo

determined to be either an error or a hoax. Of a case which Ms
photographic expert took quite seriously, Condon says only
fthe UFO hnages mrned out to be too fuzzy to allow worth-
wllile photogrnmmetric analysis.' Yet later in the text: T'rhis is
one of the few UFO repons in wllich a11 factors investigated,
geometric, psychological, and physical, appear to be consistent
with the assertion that an extraordinary Eying object, silvez'y,
metallic, disc-shaped, tens of meters in diameter, and evidently
aniscial flew within sight of two witnesses.' Description of the
photogrammetric analysis occupies pages 399-407 of the
repon. Condon concludes this section of his summary with a
brief mention of a photo of a rbear track' and a lens flare Eon
the cover of the Bantnm edition of the Condon Rem rt is found
a pretty color picmre of a lens Eare, a photograph that would
nuxver have been taken seriously by an experienced investigator) .
No mention is made by Condon of the exhaustive analysis
made of the Great Falls, M ontana, movies made by Dr. R. M .
L. Baker, an analysis wlzich had been submitted to the Condon
committee.
Automobile malftmctions are next. Condon states incor-

rectly that only one case cnme to the attem ion of his group. . . .
He does not mention the other case Icase z2) of reported auto-
mobile malftmction Inor indeed any of the htmdred or more
such cases available to him had he bothered to survey the
literamre. lt is standard in scientïc methodology to conduct a
literature survey before an investigation is undertaken in ordec
that the hwestigators will become conversant with what has
gone before and thus reduce the chances of needless dupli-
cationl irz which the witness was described as a fcompetent,
practical personalitw trained and accustomed to keeping her
presence of mind in unexpected simations'.
Condon does mention the astronaut's visual sightings but

says only that Tnothing was seen that could be construed as a
Eying saucer' or manned vehicle from outer space, even
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though l:e admits that Dr. Roach, the astronomer who made a
thorough hwestigation of the astronaut's sighdngs, had termed
these sightings a Thallenge to the analysf. Condon was not
interested in taking up the challenge even though Dr. Roach
had stated, SEspecially puzzling is 1he frst one on the list, the
daytime sighting of an object showing details such as amns
protnzding from a body having noticeable angular extension.
11 the NORAD listing of objec'ts near . . . at the time of the
sighting is complete, as it presumably i% we shall have to fnd a
rational explanation or, alternatively, keep it on our list of
tmidentifieds.' Apparently Condon was not interested in
either alternative.

Powers includes many more examples and remarks:

Mhese latter examples show 1he strong selection factor in
Condon's sxlmmary - none of them conœrns the kind of UFO
report that would keep the attention of an experienced hwes-
tigator. It is evident that Condon systematically avoided bring-
ing up as illustrations the most puzzling cases in his report and
that he systematically misrepresented those few puzzling cases
which he did mention, in the direction of playing down or
ignoring what was tmexplained and playing up possible expla-
nations even when the detailed analysis all but rales them out.
lf Condon really wanted to take a physical science ap-

proach, why did he not hwestigate whether or not an unknown
physical phenomenon was responsible for some well-chosen
class of UFO reports? W hy did he waste llis time and our
money chasing after lights-inathe-sky reports and reports of
Venus, and, especially, why did he set up that straw-man ETI
hypothesis? lf we don't even know whether a phenomenon
exists, how can we possibly tett any wild guess about its
cause?
Condon was responding not to fellow scientists who have

indicated a possible value hz UFO research but to the clnims of
contactees, to the excesses of ignorant believerw to the naive
questions of the tminformed. He did not choose to deal with the
problem beginning at the level to which others, just as com-
petent as he, had brought smdies of UFOs. lnstead he attacked
the ideas of those who are easy to attack. . . . Condon's report
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and especially his own comments . . . are an afront to his
fellow scientists. lt is perfectly clear, however, that the sum-
mary he wrote is in fact biased, and that the National Academy
of Science has been thoroughly misled.

Those words of M r. Powers are strong indeed, and it is clear
why the Testablishment editors' of Science refused to publish
them . It should be remembered, however, êhnt M r. Powers was
not discussing UFOs; he was discussing scientisc methodology
and asking whether the methods of science were used in the
Condon Reporq as the National Academy had vcuched was
indeed the case. Perhaps we m ight ask whether the committee
appointed by the academy to review the report truly did its
hom ework. W e could more easily excuse them if they had not.
Condon had many other duties and had never expected to
devote full time to UFOs. He appointed Mr. Robert Low to be
his project administrator, and as time went on and Condon
became m ore and m ore out of touch with the committee, Low
became the acmal pilot of the Colorado UFO ship. It is con-
jectural how the project might have turned out had a diferent
sciento c admlnistrator been chosen. I remember my own
dismay when, on the occasion of my visit to the committee,
when the project was scarcely two weeks old, Low outlined on
the blackboard for us the form the report wotlld take, what the
probable chapter headings would be, how much space shotlld be
devoted to each chapter, with an implied attitude that he had
decided already what tlle substance and tone of the repon
would be.
lt was Low who authored the famous memo, the instmlment

that 1ed to the sacking of bot.h Saunders and Levine.8 The
much quoted key message, written on August 9, 1966, nearly
three months befcre the project fcnnally began, was f'fhe trick
wolzld be, I think, to describe the project so that, to the public,
it would appear a toully objective smdy but, to the scientifc
community, would present the image of a group of nonbelievers
trying their best to be objeuive but having an almost zerû ex-
Pectaticn of G ding a saucer.'
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1 believe Low has been unduly criticized f0r this memo. I
can appreciate the dilemma Low faced. He wanted his tmiver-
sity to gct the contract (for whatever worldly rea' son) and to
convince the tmiversity administration that they sholzld take it.
He was aware, as 1 certainly have been for years, that scientisc
opinion was such that even serious mention of the subject was
the equivalent of scientilic tar and feathers. He wanted to
invoke a cloak of respectability. But the path he chose was
unforttmate.
Satmders and Levine were lired for having called this memo

to the attendon of a few colleagues; news of its existence spread
and 1ed in time to the Fuller fexposé' in Look magazine.g
After Satmders and Levine were sacked, Condon's admin-

istraiive assistant, Mary Louise Armstrong, who knew the in-
nermost workings of the entire committee, had the prcblem of
whether to continue to work for a man for whom she had lost a
great measure of respect. Two weeks later she resigned from
the project, smting her reasons in a thoughtful letter, which
should be made a matter of record (see Appendix 3) because it
provides an insight into the inner life of the committee to which
fumre historians of science shotlld have access.
I give an excerpt from her letterlo as it relates to the points

tmder discussion:

Since it is apparent to the staf of the UFO proiect, as well
as to you (Condon) that we are hz a real dilemma over the
disagreement and 1ow morale withln the smdy as a result of the
last two weeks, I feel it is necessary to examine what, in my
opinion, has been the primary ' cause of the problems that
exist. . . .
I think there is an almost unanimous flack of consdence' in

lllm ILow! as the project coordhator and in his exercise of the
power of that position. . . . Bob's attitude from the beghming
has been one of negativism. Bob showed little interest in keep-
ing ctlrrent on sightings, either by reading or 'tallring with
those who did. . . . Saunders carefully set aside reports on a
check-out basiw so that evermne on the committee would have
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a chance to read them and certainly never encouraged the
proposed discussions to acm ally take place. . . . To me, too
much of his time hms been spent in worrying about what kinds
of flanguage' should be used in the Snal report so as to most
cleverly avoid having anything to say defnitive about the
UFO problem. Very little time, on the other hand, has been
smnt in reviewing the data on which he might base llis con-
clusions. . . .
W hy is it that Craig, Satmders, Levine, W adsworth, Ahrens,

and others have a11 arrived at such radically dzerent con-
clusions from Bob's? It is not my impression that they came
into the the project wit.h any farticular bias concerning the
UFO problem. 1 think that there is fairly good concensus
among the team members that there is enough data in the UFO
question to warrant further smdy.erhat is not to say, as no one
of us would,thatwe are desnitely being visited by vehicles from
outer space. , . . A dialogue will have to occur eventually ia
wllich b0th sides ol the question ax debated within the group
but to be putting these ideas down on paper in the form of
conclusions and discussing them with people outside the pro-
ject is presumptuous and wrong. . . . 1 sm impressed by the
fact that it seems as if he is trying hard to say as little as
possible in the fnal report, but to say it in the most negative
way possible. 1 quote Dave Saunders when 1 say that Bob's
suggestion that we could use footnotes for any minority
opinions evoked Dave's resm nse, TW hat do we do - loomote
the title?'

One does get tl:e feeling that somehow the slate should be
wîped clean and the job done over- properly.

NOTES

1. The membership of the commlttee and an ilbAminating
history of its two-year existence can be found in UFOs ?
5Q: 1 by David Saunders and Roger Harkins (Signet Book
No. 3754). The constimency of the committee wiiout an
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illumlnatinghistory can also be fotmd in tlze Condon Report,
fsdentific Smdy of Unidenc ed Flying Objects'. 80th
books are fmust' readlng for serious readers of 'the actions of
the Condon group.

2. To test the Condon recommendadon to governmem  fnnding
agencies, I submiled two serious research proposals, one to
the National Aeronautics and Space Admlnis- tion and the
other to the National Science Fotmdation. 80th were sllm-
marily relected not because of sdentifc unwortblness (or
so the rejection letters sutvd) but because of lack of Glnds.

3. H earing by Committee on Armed Services of the House of
Representadves. 89th Congress, April 5, z966, No. 55.

4. Satmderw oy czro p. I4z
5. Saundnrh op. cdro Chapter z5, fcondon's Favorite Cases'.
6. funusual Aerial Phenomerlm' sournal of rk Optlcal Sodety
of Zracricc, April, 1953.

7. Powers, W . T. <A Critique of the Condon Report-' Refused
publication in Sclence in :969.

S. Saunders, op. cir., f7hxpters z9 and 2o.
9. Fuller, John G. Tlying Saucer Hasco.' Look, M ay I4, 1968.
Io. M rs. Armstrong has graciously given me permlssion to

quote her letler in tlze interests of the historical record.
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CHAPTER THIRTEEN

THE CASE BEFORE US

La Commedia J pnita!
-  Canio, Pagliacci

THE comedy, indeed, should be snished, and serious work
should begin. The problem of UFOs can be attacked product-
ively, and a positive program can be set down. Let us frst be
entirely clear as to what the problem is by sllmmarizing what
the previous chapters have shown and what they have not at-
tempted to prove or establish. I would hold that it has lecrl
established that :
(I) There exists a phenomenon, described by the contents of

UFO reports (as desned here), that is worthy of systematic,
rigorous smdy. The extent of such a smdy must be determined
by the degree to which the phenomenon is deemed to be a
challenge to the hllman mind and to which it can be considered
potentially productive in contributing to the enlightenment and
progress of mankind.
(2) Even allowing for the unfortnlnate and disorganized

malmer in which the data have become available for smdy, the
body of data points to an aspect or domain of the natural world
not yet explored by science. .
(3) For a directed, objective study of the phenomenon the

available dau require major organization, systematization, and
the adoption of a uniform term inology for their description and
evaluation. Such organization and system atization must be ap-
plied in the gathering and processing of new data.
(4) lnvestigations that have sought to disprove the above
s-tmom.M 265



have failed to make a Ose. Blue Book and the Condon Report
are the principal examples of such fnlitless efoMs. .
(5) The probative force of the four uncontestable statements

above strongly suggests that new empirical observations exist
tlmt describe a ne= pct - the existence of UFOs (as desned
here) - which needs to be brcught within an acceptable fmme-
work of concepts and, if possible, explained. Further work of an
tmbiased character is clearly the next step.
It is likewise important to keep clearly in mind what the

previous chapters have not attempted to esublish, prove, or
show. It has not been shown:
(I) That the new fac't implied in (5), above, requires a basic

shift,in otlr outlook on the natttral world.
(2) What a vetghable explanation of the UFO phenomenon

is. An organized approach to the problem must be formulated.
In outline, the following steps should be taken:
(a) The problem must be rigorously desned, and extraneous

aspects must be clarifed and set apm  from the main prob-
l= .
@) Feasible, tractable methods of attack must be outlined,

with great care being taken to avoid involved, prohibitively
costly, and open-ended paths (for example, the establishment
of thousands of manned or automntic higbly instrllmented ob-
serving stations).

Tc  PROBLEM DEHNED

In order to defne clearly the prob. 1%  of UFOs the following
steps must be taken:
(I) To delineate wit.h far gremer precision than heretofore

the parameters of the phenomenon. ln other words, to charac-
terize as desnitely as possible the strangeness of the pheno-
menon: what are the factors of strangeness that we fmd
common to the various observational UFO categories? What,
in short, is there to explain?
The problem is not, at prcsent at least, to explain or to solve
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the UFO phenomenon. That, of course, is the ultimate prob-
lem, but indications are strong that we at present do not possess
the knowledge to arrive at a fmal solution. But we do have the
means at our disposal by sm dy of highly selected and screened
UFO reports to characterize explicitly what needs to be ex-
plained. .
(2) To determine with far greater precision than heretofore

the ordinate of the S-P diagrnm, that is, the probability that
the strangeness of the UFO phenomenon is as suted. In other
words, from a smdy of UFO reporters from over the world, we
must use Hllme's fbetting criterion' of belief that the reporters
of the phenomenon were not totally and egregiously mistaken
in what they reported.
From the evidence over the past years, an overview of which

has been already given, I would have to say that 1 would bet a
sizable amount that the screened repolers were reporting a
new fact - UFOs.
This, then, is the problem : to constnlct with as much pre-

cision as possible an S-P diagram for those UFO reports that
meet the screening criteria. How do we go about atucking it?
The mass of worldwide UFO reports can be handled in two

ways: stadstically, in the mass, or specilkally, one by one.
W ith the nllmbers of UFO reports of high strangeness now

cotmted in the thousands, a statistical approach can be very
productive, and methods suggested by modem information
theory are certainly applicable. Sophisticated methods of infor-
mation retrieval, pattern recognition, and signilkance testing
have served in a nllmber of disciplines to extract that Tsignal'
from the fnoise' in simations that. at first glance seemed hope-
less.
A simpler yet more powerful method of demonstrating

signilkance of patterns is to compare large groups of sightings
of a particular cm egory with a much larger population of the
same category. An example is one such examination by Jacques
Vallee. He compared stmistically zoo Close Encotmter cases
from Spain (he used his designation of Type 1, which includes
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a11 3 of ottr categories of Close Encotmters) with :,176 cases in
the same class reported from a11 pal'ts of the world cther than
Spain. He compared the occurrence cf cases in whiih the object
was reportcd as seen on the grotmd, those seen near grolmd
level (generally hovering or moving at about treetop level),
those having occupants reported and the percentages of the
latter reponed on the grotmd, and near-grotmd cases:

On Near
Ground Ground Occupants No O@ccr

1:76 Non-lberian
cases 6o% 35%

zoo Iberian cases 53% 38%

Likewise, the distribution of the occupant cases among the
grotmd and near-grotmd cases was almost identical. The Tno
object' cases refer to reports of fhllmanoids' whose craft was
presllmably Mdden nearby.
A correlation such as this would be accorded high

signifcance in recognized disciplines such as sociology or econ-
omics. It points strongly to the existence of fhwariants' in
sightings of a given category. Why otherwise shotlld the
signifkant Spanish snmple (wlzich included virtually a11 wem
reported cases from Spain during the past decade) be so simihr
to the much larger worldwide (excluding Spain) group con-
taining also vinually a11 well-reported cases in roughly that
snme period of Hme?
Any serious sm dy of the UFO problem would cf necessity

include many such correlation and pattern smdies. Studies by
categories of sightings - intra- and inter-category correlation
smdies - to establish geographical, seasonal distributions (how
are the various categories related in these respects?) and smdies
of the kinemntics ee ibited by the UF0s within each category
(do Daylight Discs and Nccturnal Lights have the same pro-
portion of Yapid takeofs, hoverings, and sharp turns'?) must be
made.
Within the Noctllrnnl Lkhts category, to cite iust one of
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many possible approaches, are the reported color changes cor-
related with the manner of motion of the UFO? W hen rapid
acceleration occurs, what is the predominant color change re-
ported worldwide, and how does this difer, if at all, in reports
from widely separatcd portions of the globe?
A serious scientisc group engaged in such studies wouldy

given access to the data in m achine-readable form, soon dem-
onstrate beyond any reasonable doubt whether there was any-
thing substantive in the UFO problem. The Vallee eorrelation,
above, if repeated in an appropriate manner in seeking f0r pat-
terns among worldwide Radar-visual and Daylight Disc cases,
country by cotmtry, would compel recognition (if the cor-
relation were positive) that the UFO phenomenon represented
rnew empirical observations' that (by desnition of new em-
pirical observations) are not encompassed by our present
scientilic framework.
It may well be asked why a11 this has not been done before.

The subject has actively concerned us for more than a score of
years. A moment's consideration, however, will show what an
impossible accomplishment this would have been. M ost re-
cently, the Condon group spent a half million dollars ostensibly
to smdy the subject scientiscally, but the members did not even
consider this approach. How then could private groups without
ftmds, without data in usable form, and usually without
scientifc training essay such a task? Blue Book did not even
remotely consider this approach despite the strong advice of
their sciento c consultant. Recall, tbo, that the many thousands
of Blue Book ceases were arranged in folders only chron-
ologically, with no semblance of even the most elementary
cross-indexing.
As was true of many other Eelds of smdy in their infancy,

scientilk respectability is won slowly, with comprehensive
smdy possible only after the subject is accorded some measure
of acceptance. But even if UFO reports were to cease as of this
m oment and no reports of acceptable criteria were to be sub-
mitted henceforth, it is my opinion that the data that now 1ie
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scattered about, if properly processed, could establish the sub-
stantive nature of the UFO phenomenon beypnd reasonable
doubt.
However, UFO reports have by no means ceased at the time

of writinp although they receive very little attention in the
press, particularly in the urban press. It is thus diëcult to
assess the level of UFO activity. RepoMs, especially from
scientiscally and technically trained people, are accepted for
scientifc record purposes by me and my colleagues in Evan-
ston, Illinois, with the tmderstanding that they will be for
scientilic use only. Private UFO investigation grcups in mnny
cotmtrics continue to receive reports, synopses of which are
published in the literamre.
Yhe second potentially productive approach to the UFO

problem is the examination, in depth, of individual multiple-
witness cases, particularly those of recent origin. Concentration
here on Close Encounter cases clearly promises the most retunb
especially Close Encounters of the Second Kind, in which the
reported presence of physical evidence can yield quantitative
physical data.
The individual case approach requires persons tmined in in-

lerrogation who also have an intimate knowledge of the varicus
manifestations of the UFO phynomenon and are able to recog-
nize the characteristics of reports generated by common mis-
perception. It is imperative that they be well acquainted with
both psychology and basic physics.
If even a handful of such crack investigators were available

and had Timmediate reaction capability' so that within a day or
two (preferably within hours) they cotlld be on the spot of the
reported UFO occurrence, they cotlld, with the original re-
porters, reconstruct the circumstances of the reported event at
the exact location of the event, perhaps tmder closely similar
cirolmstances, and thus could obtain at least semi-quantitative
data.
A skilled interrogator can extract valuable data from a case

tlmt is months - or even years - old. Experience has shown that
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the UFO event remains etched into the memories of the re-
orters and that, especially if the experience has been some-P
what trallmatic, usable and valid details can still be obtained

' long after the event. 1 have fotmd that the greatest obstacle to
the investigation of old cases is not fading m emories of the
witnesses but the frequent unavailability of the reporters. Be-
cause of increased mobility of persons and families the m ost
recent address of a critical witness becomes dië cult to obtain as
time passes. On occasion, as M cDonald demonstrated in the
Lakenheath and Texas-oklahoma ceases/ years later the re-
porters were located as a result of great effort. In those par-
ticular cases 'the witnesses were found to be most
cooperative.
A trained investigator is able ,to extract the maximplm

amotmt of inform ation from the reporters, translating vague
statements such as Tit disappeared very rapidly' into Tit acceler-
ated within a second to an angular speed of Io degrees per
second and disappeared into the cloud cover in 'the west-north-
west'. Apparent sizes, colors, directions, state of 'the weather,
direction of wind, position of the sun or moon or planets, and
other such data can generally be ascertained if a tvained inves-
tigator is on the scene as soon as possible. In this way what
generally survives only as an anecdotal statement or an impre-
cise account of a frightening and tmusual experience can be
transform ed into a far more prccise accotmt of the reported
occurrence. The investigator should at all times attempt to
locate independent witnesses to the reported event, evcn at the
cost of considerable efort.
W ith dedicated smdy of carefully selected cases and com-

munication of their results, perhaps at national or international
meetings, investigators could soon answer the important ques-
tion: is there a genuine UFO phenomenon that represents
something truly new to science? Experienced UFO inves-
tigators will cry in anguish at this statement; they are so con-
vinced that the UFO phenomenon constitm es genuinely new
empirical data that they would regard the above as an
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elementary point that could easily be skipped. Nevertheless the
fact must be proved much in the same way that it was fnally
demonstrated nearly two cenmries ag0 that stones did acnmlly
ffall' from the sky.
The combination of a sophisticated sutistkal approach and

the deuiled smdies of specifc individual multiwimess cm es
would almost certainly establish whether or not UFOs are
indeed new empirical observadons heretofore unrecognized by
science.
An approach such as this is essential for the resolution of

today's confusing situation. Views range from those who con-
sider the entire subject as nonsense (either from a priori con-
sider>tions or in the belief that the Condon Repprt has been
desnitive) and hence refuse to devote even a moment to the
examination of the data, to those who have examined the pres-
ent data and are convinced on that basis that the UFO pheno-
menon represents a new feld of science. This severe
polarization of the issue can be dissipated only by concentrated
sm dy. How can such sm dies be pursued best?
W e can start with the lmowledge that the UF0 phenomenon

is global, that UFO reports persist in this and other colmtries
despite the Condon Report and the closing of Blue Book, and
that many small groups of sckntiscally trained people, es-
pecially yotmg scientists, are expressing interest in the subject
and dissatisfacdon wit.h the manner in which it has been trem ed
in the past. Some 5nd it increasingly diëcult to tmderstand
why the National Academy of Science fully endorsed the
Condon Report and its methodology.
Long before the release of the Condon Reporq the AIAA

(American Instimte of Aeronautics and Astronautics) asked
two of its technical committees, the Committee on A% os-
pheric Environment and the Committee on Space and Atmos-
pheric Physics, to establish a subcommittee devoted to the
UFO problem. Dr. Joachim P. Kueuner, of the ESSA Re-
search Laboratories in Boulder, Colorado, was asked to chair
the committee. In the December, 1968, issue of tlze Journal OJ
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Astronautics and zler/pazfffc#, one of the oKcial jcurnals of the
AIAA, the committee stated (just before the Condon Report
was released on January 8, z969): f'rhe committee has made a
careful exam ination of the present state of the UFO issue and
has concluded that the controversy carmot be resolved without
further study in a quantitztive scientisc manner and that it
deserves the attention of the engineering and scientihc com-
munity-'
In the same journal some two years later3 the UFO sub-

committee published an article entitled, TUFO: An Appraisal
of the Problem '. Very cautiously worded, it was nonetheless
critical of the previous teamzent of the UFO problem by the
scientifc commtmity. Commenting on the Condon Repoz't
nearly two years after its publication, the committee stated:

To understand the Condon Report, which is dilcult to
read, due in part to its organization, one must smdy the bulk
of the report. It is not enough to read summaries, such as tllose
by Sullivan and by Condon, or stlmmaries of sxlmmaries on
which the vast majority of readers and news media seems to
rely. There are dAerences in the opinions and conclusions
drawn by the authors of the various chapters' , and there are
diferences between these and Condon's sllmmary. Not a11 con-
clusions contained in the report itself are fully reqected in
Condon's s'Ammary.

Later in the report of this commlttee we find:

Condon's chapter, fsummary of the Study', contains more
than its title indicates; it discloses many of his personal con-
clusions. M aking value judgments was no doubt one reason
why Condon was asked to handle the project. One is happy to
obtain the judgment of so experienced and respected a man;
but one need not agree with it. The UFO subcommittee did
not End a basis in the repoz't for his prediction that nothing of
scientihc value will come of further study..

Still farther in the report we % d:

T aking a11 evidence which has come to the subcommittee's
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attention Jnto account, we 5nd it dc cult to ignore tlze small
residue of wemdocumented but unexplainable cases wbich
forms the hard core of the UFO controversy. '

The committee likewise concttrred with my own feelings
about the extraterrestrial hypcthesis (ETH):

W e have already expressed our disenchantment with argtz-
ments about the probability of the extraterrestrial origin of
UFOs since there is not sllmcient scientïc basis at this time to
take a position one way or another . . . the UFO subcommittee
feels that the ETH, tantalizing though it may be, should not be
dragged into this consideration as it introduces an tmassessable
elelnent of speculation; but the subcommittee also saongly
feels that, from a scientifc and engineering standpoint, it is
tmacceptable to simply ignore substam ial nllmbers of unex-
plained observations and to close the book about them on the
basis of premamre conclusions.

The AIAA committee has suggested a proper Erst step in a
new approach to the problem:

The subcommittee sees the only promising approach as the
continuing moderate-level effort with emphasis on improved
data collection by objective means and on high quality
scientiûc analysis. '

The general confusion surrotmding the subiect and the lack
of attention by scientists have electively prevented proper data
collection. Even after twenty years of sporadicy tmsystemadc
data collecting there exists only a.formidable collection of het-
erogeneous data, often consisting of little more than discuzsive,
anecdotal accounts. The m ore than Jz,ooo air force cases are
arranged only chronologically, with no attempt at cross-index-
inp and the same is true of the files of many private inves-
tigators and organizations.
Thus the lirst step means starting almost from scratch: data

gathering and data processing. This mny seem to be a most
pedestrian approach to a most exciting topic, but so far we have
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only an airy, tmsubstantial strucmre built on a quicksand fotm-
dation of unprocessed, generally incomplete, and qualitative
rather than quantitm ive data. W hat can be done?
M y considered recommendation is that in tllis and other

cotmtries a nucleus of deeply interested scientists and engineers
should establish on a modest but continlling basis a looselpknit
Tinstimte' for the smdy of the UFO phenomenon. The scope,
diversity, and extent of the work of each instimte would be set
by the ftmds and tim e available. Of course, flmds always
remain a problem and wotlld have to be solicited locally from
private sources or, in some cases, from governments and
scientisc associations. A great deal can be done even with
modest research grants if they are properly administered.
Since the phenomenon is global, contact between groups in

various cotmtries must be m aintained, and some form of com -
mtmicadon is needed, perhaps eventually growing into an
international jollrnal devoted to this smdy.
1 wotlld also strongly recommend that a member cotmtry of

the United Nations propose in the General Assembly that a
committee be set up witllin the United Nations struaure to aid
and facilitate communications between these small groups of
scientists in various cotmtries-* Such a comm ittee wotlld not, of
course, commit the United Nations either to Enancial or di-
rective support but wotlld be, in efect, a 'clearing house' for the
exchange of informadon. In this sense it wotlld act as many
already existing Scientifc tmions' (for example, the Inter-
national Astronomical Union) operate. They provide a means
whereby specialist.s in one colmtry are made lmown to each
other and can commlmicate and plan mumal program s without
the hg of formal publication. The International Astronomical

* On June z8, z966, U Thant, then Secretaa General of the
United Nations, expressed to Mr. Jolm Fuller and me his strong
interest in the UFO problem . During an hour-long discussion witlz us
he pointed out the similar concem that had been expressed to him by
General Assembly m embers from several countdes. He told us that he
was sm pathetic to UN acti6n but that UN action would have to be
initiated by a member nation.
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Union, for hlstance, has mcre than 4o commissions, each cover-
ing specisc facets of astronomy, and each facilitates com-
munication between astronomers pursuing their particular
astronomical specialty.
In a similar manner, there is need for specialization in

smdies of the UFO phenomenon. Progress comes through
specialization; what serious workers there have been so far in
the UFO seld could, in general, be likened to general prac-
titioners in medicine. Although it may seem far-fetched to the
reader, there is ample room in the study of the UFO phenom-
enon for specialists in the same sense that in the. medical feld
we have heart specialists, pediatricians, gynecologists, and so
forth'. Phillips, for instance, has specialized in the study of
grotmd markings reportedly made by UFO landings. Similar
specialized work is needed in reported cases of interference
with ignition systems on automobiles, UFO efec'ts on animals,
trajectories and kinematics of UFO :ight, morphclogy of hu-
manoids, reported commtmicgtbns with occupants, the spectral
characteristics of nocternal lights, and many more aspects of
the UFO phenomenon. One can indeed mwision occasional
international meetings (as is done every three years in the case
of the Astronomical Urlion) during which such specialists can
meet and report their fndings. The particular programs of
serious hwestigation would, of ccurse, be chosen by the cooper-
ating scientists. Were I responsible for such planning, I would
srst divide the total program into two major parts; they ntight
be called, respectively, the active and the passine.
The objectives of the active program wotlld be to obtain

quantitative objervations of the UFO phenomenon itself.
Ideally, this would involve being present at the time of a sight-
ing, equipped with cpmeras, spectrograph, tape recorder, geiger
cotmter, infrared equipment,surveying equipment, etc. in order
to get movies of the event, photographs of the UFO forms,
spectrograms to determine whether the radiation was com-
prised of continuous radiation or emission and absorption lines,
accurate triangulatilm fxes tc determine distu ces, and accu-
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rate meastlrements of landing marks, broken trees, etc. In shorq
such specialists would domlment quantitatively the event as it
was acmally happening.
However, this ideal could be attained only by accident. The

occurrence of a UFO Close Encotmter from all accotmts is as
tmpredictable as the landing of a meteorite, and the chances of
obtaining quantitative m easures of that event - for example,
m ovies of a meteorite landing - are indeed slight. 1 know of no
astronomer, for example, who has ever observed the actual
landing of a meteorite. (Meteor Eashes in the sky, of cottrse, are
qtlite a dderent thing - I speak here of the landing of a physi-
ca1 object.)
The comparison is apt, for there was a time when the exist-

ence of m etecrites was denounced by oë cial science, and
stories of their fall, told by reputable wimesses, were regarded
as Told wives' tales' simply because it seemed preposterous that
stones cotlld fall from the sky. In Isoz Thomas Jeserson was
reported to have said that he would sooner believe that two
Yankee professors had lied than that stones had fallen from the
sky.
Let us suppose, however, that Thomas Jeferson had set up a

Ben Franklin commlttee to settle the question of whether stones
did indeed fall from the sky. If Ben Franklin had decided to set
up meteorite landing observation stations arotmd the colmtry,
the cost wctlld have been prohibitive and the results, barring a
most fortunate accident, would have been nil. Even had photo-
graphy existed in those days, the cost of establishing photo-
graphic stations every few htmdred yards across the United
States would have, of course, been completely out of the ques-
tion. The chances are that such an Tactive' meteorite program
would surely have come to naught. Similarly, also barring a
very happy accident, setting up comprehensive UFO observing
posts a1l around the world (for we must remember the pheno-
menon is global) would be totally prohibitive in cost and at any
rate might well yield nothing.
It is often reported that UFO sightings seem to cluster in
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TUFO hot' areas. If this efect is not due to publicity, hysteria,
and general suggestibility (and, of course, standard sçreening of
the reports wottld establish quickly whether the successive
reports qualifed as UFO reports), observing eqtlipment rushed
to that area might greatly hcrease the probability of obtaining
srsthand data. It would appear that a true clustering of UFO
reports does sometimes occur (Oklahoma in 1965, rural France
in 1954, Argentina in .1963) and that therefore some hope lies
in this direction.
The passive part of the program would be, of cotlrse, the

careful sutistical study of the data as already outlined. A
bridge between the two phases would be the active inves-
tigatiop of fairly recent cases, in which the reported object has
long gone but has left its traces on the grotmd, on plants, and, of
course, in the memories of the observers. The active collection
of data before a case is too o1d is of paramotmt importance.
This aspect requires the availability of thoroughly t'rained

investigators, and mgency requires that their job be f'ull time
when the occasion demands. And this requires adequate
ftmds.
If funds were no objed (!) and I were directing a UFO

instimte, I would personally train an adequate nllmber of full-
thne investigators and then, when a partirallnrly interesting
UFO repcrt came along, assiN  two investigators to biid-dog
the case until every bit of potentially available data was ob-
tained. This rnight take a week, a month, six months, or even
longer. It would make no diference; this wotlld be their full-
time job until every lead, every clue, every available wimess
had been explored and every possible measurement made.
The present poor state of UFO data has come about because

frst, the original reporter usually does n0t know what precise
data are needed; and second, the investigators have done their
work as a hobby, on weekends or whenever spare Hme was
available, and too often they have lacked training in garnering
the relevant data. The active phase of an instimte's program
wottld thus be in efea on an Ton call' basis, and the passive
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aspect would be a continuing program of data reduction..
A great wealth of data, highly variable in quality, has been

garnered over the past two decades. In its present form it is
much akin to 1ow grade ore, which must be processed and
resned before it is of value. Or perhaps a more appropriate
analogy might be the case of M arie Curie and the tons of pitch-
blende that she had to process before they yielded a mite of
radillm. Those of us who have spent time on the UFO problem
are convinced that the probability is very high that there is
fradillm in the pitchblende' in the quandties of repons. A1-
though it will be a Herctllean task to cull and refne existing
UFO data, I feel a rich reward awaits a person or a group that
assllmes this task with dedication. For if there is indeed Tpay-
dirt' in the ore of UFO daêa, it might well represent a scientisc
breakthrough of major magnitude. It might call for re-
assignment and rearrangement of many of our established con-
cepts of the physical world, far greater even than the
rearrangements that were necessary when reladvity and quan-
17lm mechanics demanded entrance into otlr formerly cozy pic-
ture of the world.
Obtaining the cooperation of the various UFO organizations

around the world in making their fles available for a major
statistical study is essential to its full success. W hereas current
cases can be studied locally, a major statistical smdy can be
tnlly meaningful only if tmiversal data garnered in the past are
used. Cle-arly this would require that the work be done by an
organization meriting the respect of individual organizations in
various cotmtries; this 1 believe cotlld far more easily come
about if the worldwide effort had the sponsorship of an inter-
national scientifc union or of the United Nations. In the
United States the private organizations APRO and NICAP
would need absolute asstlrance that their cooperation wottld not
be treated in the cavalier manner displayed by the Condon
committee.
The Blue Book sles are, according to law, tmclassised and

available to legiêimate scientisc hwestigators. The fles of
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Gre-at Briuin, France, Australiay and many other countries,
both oëcial and private, represent a potential sourçe of valu-
able data but may be subject to various security regulations. It
is my understanding that the British military Iiles of UFO
reports cannot be m ade public until a period of 3o years has
elapsed.
Nonetheless, access to all 1he dam lthat exist is not neccessary

for a valid statistical study. W hatever does becom e available,
howevery must be incorporated into a homogeneous format.
M any groups and individuals of diiering experience in data
processing and in UFO investigation are at the present endeav-
oring to put their material in machine-readable form . W hile
this is a most laudable intent, tmless their coding is mumally
compatible, the blending of worldwide data will come to
naught or will evenmally require redoing in a tmiform code. As
soon as possible, international agreement of the m ethod of
coding UFO data is necessary; this could well be a primary
function of a United Nations-sponsored comm ittee.
Proper computerization of the data is absolutely essential in

seeking patterns in U FO behavior, in esublishing cross-cor-
relations, and in seeking possible diferences or similarities in
behavior in diferent colmtries. This is not m ere cataloging and
fbusy work'. The modern computer used with appropriate sof't-
ware (a sophixicated nonprocedtlral language) can establish
m eaningful correlations if they exist. For example, of the hlm-
dreds of cases of reported automobile failtlre in the presence of
a UFO, what do these cases have in common? In what ways do
they diler? W hat failed srst - the radio, the lights, the motor?
And when a UFO exhibits a sequence of colors, what is the
most frequent color, the most frequent sequence?
Such analysis, coupled with the active program of on the

spot investigations of a truly scientisc character, should aç-
complish the lirst objective of a positive UFO program: to
establish the reality of the UFO as a legitimate subject for
funher scientilk sm dy. If desnite patterns and other cor-
relations can be established for UFOs reported in many
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dilerent cotmtries by people with diferent levels of cttlture,
the probability that such correlaticns happened by chance as a
restllt of random misperceptitms would be vanishingly small.
The probability, therefore, that the UFO represents something
tnlly new in science - new empirical observations - would be a
virnlnl certainty.

NOTES

z. Flylng Saucev Aengzn. Special Issue No. 4, August, z97z,
PP. 57-64.

2. sounml of Aswonaudcs and Aeronaudcs. Vol. 9, No. 7, Jttly,
1971, P. 66.

3. November, z97o.
4. Private commllnlcadon from Julian Hennessey, from a per-
sonal leaer to Sir John Langford-Holt, M.P.: <1n the normal
course of events UFO records would rc ain closed to public
scrutiny tmdl they bemme available tmder the usual rules at
the end of 3o y- s. However, if a major scienx c organiza-
tion of high stnndlng had seong reasons for obtalning access
to our records, then its applicadon would be considered on its
merits.'
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EPILOGUE

BEYOND THE BLUE BOOK H ORIZON

lt iJ a capital mistake to theorize D//rc you àtlre all f/la
evidence. It biases f/le judgment.

-  Sherlock Holmes, A Study in Scarlet

IIOLMES slzrely exaggerated, for one never has Tall' the evi-
dence. ln any investigation, however, there generally comes a
time in which the investigators feel that there is a sllmcient
body of evidence to theorize productively, especially in sug-
gesting leads f0r further investigation. The results of such the-
ories, in turn, stimtllate further theorizing.
In the UFO problem, however, much more 'quantitative

evidence is needed before theorizing is likely to be productive.
After m ore than 'twenty years' association with the problem, I
still have few answers and no viable hypothesis. And I have no
desire to act the prophet.
I say Tassociation' rather than study, for during the first sev-

eral years of that association 1 felt, as did virmally a11 my
colleagues, that the subject was nonsensical, and I had little
inclination to give it serious sm dy. Later, as it became increas-
ingly clear to me that the subje'ct did merit study, I had no
funds, no mechanism, and certainly little 'time with the press of
professional duties to lmdertake the kind of smdy that would
have been comprehensive enough to be signiscant.
M y consulting work with the air force most emphatically did

not provide such a mechanism , although it did provide me with
data for possible future study. Therefore, when the Condon
committee was formed, even though I lmew I was not to be a
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member, 1 apphuded the move with hope and naive antici-
pation. I recognized + at the funds provided were insumcient
for a full scale attack on the problem, but I felt that if the ftmds
were spent wisely and the investigation conducted without
prejudice and irl a true scientilic spirit, the mcrit of a more
erensive and continuing smdy would be demonstrated.
lndeed, a close reading of the report and its puzzling cases has
provided this demonstration. Several scientists told me that it
was a smdy of the Condon Report that srst 1ed the.m to realize
l'hnt the UFO problem was one worthy of investigation. But the
s'tory of the Condon committee has been told. The repudiation
of its sllmmary conclusions awaits, in m y opinion, only a calm
and tmbiased sm dy of the UFO phenomenon, a study that will
organize, reline, and order the evidence; only then can we
proftably entertain and test hypotheses.
It wottld be silly to pretend, however, that explanations for

the UFO phenomenon - possible ones as well as highly fanciful
explanations - have not already been presented. Indeed, a
goodly part of the fenthusiast' literature is devoted to their
exposition or to tmcritical acceptance of a partictllar hypothesis
-  mos't frequently, of course, the exetraterrestrial hypothesis.
The serious investigator should resist the tempution to the-

orize premattlrely, especially in this instance, for this subject is
beset by a nllmber of diëculties not normally encountered else-
where in scientiûc research. For example, in a typical front-line
research topic such as elementary particle physics, each new
piece of experimental dau is immediately confronted with a
multiplicity of hypotheses from the theorists. They are 'safe' in
proposing theories on the basis of scanty new evidence (long
before <a1l the evidence' is available) because they are operating
wellwithln the bounds of a recognized and accepted framework
of physical concepts. Indeed, many theorists rush to develop
theoretical models of the system of interest with only casual
regard to their empirical verifcation. For them theory-making
is a professional game, intended to stir the experimentalist to
devise new experiments to prove or disprove the theory. In
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either case the theorist is happy. W hat theoretical as-
trophysicist, for instance, wotlld consider waiting .until every
ptllsar had been thoroughly cataloged and studied before em-
barking on speculations conceming neutron stars?
Sometimes it happens that theory long precedes any em-

pirical observation. It was once theorized by an astronomer that
the m ocn's stlrface was covered with so deep a layer of dttst that
ships from earth m ight sink out of sight. W hen Apollo gave the
lie to that particular theory, did its originator hang his head in
shame? Not at all! He went on with many new theories, some of
them proving correcmAs one of the ablest astrophysicists of our
time, he knew that theory-spinning is not only ftm but that it,
especially if controversial enough, can be a very sharp spur to
action.
Unfortnnately there are several problems concem ing UFOs

that advise against such tminhibited theorizing. The Iirst is
philosophical. The scientiûc tradition since the time of Galileo
has evolved a logical and methodological structlzre that has
proved highly successful in allowing us to understand a wide
class of phenomena. This tradition is sacrosanct among the
scientilic commtmity simply because it has worked with out-
standing success. ln this procedtlre it is usual for the experi-
mentalist to try to manipulate the environment in such a way
that the signiscant aspeds of the phenomenon are isolated
from the irrelevant and sptlrious. To put it another way, he
devises means of separadng the fsignal' from the Tnoise'. In this
way precise causal relationships between quantities and items
suggest themselves; in the case pf the physical sciences such
relationships are often expressed in mathematical form .
Even when active experimentation in the laboratory is pre-

cluded, as in astronomy, the astronomer can still fextract the
signal from the noise' by the use of special instrnmentation
when the phenomenon (such as an eclipse) becomes available to
him . Relationships between certain parameters associated with
the phcnomenon thus become apparent, and further testing and
experimentation can then establish them beyond a11 reasonable
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doubt. They become a fscientisc fact'. If it were nût possible to
operate in the above fashion, science would be immensely more
dilcult; it would be virnlnlly impossible to extrac.t and sep.
arate the ftmdamental elements inherent in the phenomenon
from the host of irrelevant and coincidenml things always pre-
sent in an observed simation.
This is the sinmtion in the case of the UFOs, which are

totally beyond experimental control. M oreover, they are tran-
sienty tmschedtlled, and obtnlde upon an observer who is often
not com petent to make a dispassionate analysis of the tctally
unexpected and surprising simation. Consequently, the
signifkant feamres of the phenomenon may be btlried among
incidenml - but much more conspicuolzs - feamres emphasized
in the reports.
UFOs, however, are not alone in this category; they share

these partictllar dc culties with many other phenomena, such
as ball lighming and meteorites, for which one must rely on the
formitous observations of the layman fûr one's data. That is
why subjects such as these gahed scicntoc respecubility so
slowly, partictllarly when an explanation was hard to 5nd be-
cause the phencmenon did not fit the scientoc framework of
the moment.
We may even have to face the fact that the scientisc frame-

work, by its very internal logic, excludes certain classes of
phenomena, of which UFOS may be one. One of the most
exasperating and even repugnant features of the subjec't is its
apparent irrationality. Howevery as our concept of rationality is
a bpprcduct of the sciento cally oriem ed society in which we
live, it should not surprise us if a phenom enon that is inac-
cessible to scientisc procedure appears irrational.
It is just here that we encolmter a second dimculty of the

UFO problem. It cannot, at least at present, be separated from
the social condition in which it is embedded. W e are acctls-
tomed to the almost complete isolation of the behavioral scien-
ces frcm the physical sciences, yet in this problem we have a
Gituation ilz which the two are inextriobly mixed. Whether or
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not separate, nontrivial physical and behavioral components
will emerge as serious smdy by both disciplines yemains to be
seen, but it would be premature to reduce the importance of
either.
0f course, this discussion would be unnecessary if an obvious

explanation of UF0s was at hand. In one's fnlstration it is a1l
too easy to scize on an explanation of the fmen from M ars'
variety and to ignore the many UF0 feamres unaccotmted for.
But to do this is to fall into the very trap we have just discussed.
W e may be inadvenently and artilkially increasing the
signiscance of the conspicuous feamres while the part we
ignore - or that which is not reported by the tmtrained wit-
nesses - may contain the clue to the whole subject.
What needs to be explained has been amply outlined in the

descriptions of the six basic UFO observational prototypes
given in Chapters Six through Eleven. The most persistent and
enigmatic features seem to be the loo lization of the pheno.
menon in space and time, its apparently intelli,gent charac-
teristics (of a rather puerile kind), its appearance of operating
outside the established laws of physics, and its pefntliar prefer-
ences for certain simations. The frequently reported presence
of Thllmanoids' capable of moving about in comfort in otlr
highly restrictive terrestrial environment, and their association
with Tcraft', exhibiting at times near-zero inertial mass yet able
to leave physical traces of their presence, is surely a pheno-
menon beyond the pale of mid-> entieth century physics. But
there will surely be, we hope, a twenty-frst century science and
a thirtieth century science, and m rhaps they will encompass the
UFO phenomenon as twentieth century science has en-
compassed thc aurora borealis, a feat tmimaginable to nine-
teenth century science, which likewise was incapable of
explaining how the stm and stars shine.
W e worlq in the brilliant spotlight of the present, cnly dimly

conscious of the penllmbra of the past and quite unable to i1-
lllminate the darlmess of the futtlre. Let us imagine for a
mom ent a covered wagon train of not much m ore than a cen-
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tury ago, winding its long jonrney to the west. It is encamped
for the night, its wagons in a circle, sentries posted, and the
travelers gathered about a csmpsre for warmth and cheer.
Someone speaks of the fumre, but he speaks, as he must, with
the words and concepts of his day. But even were he inspired by
some kindly muse of the fumre to spe-ak of making their entire
journey in a matter of hotlrs, :ying through the air, and of
watching scenes by television and hearing voices speaking on
another continent, this gifted one could not have put into words
a glimmer of how these wonclrous things might be ac-
complished. The vom btllary for such descriptions - electrons,
transistorw integrated cirmzits, jet engines - the jargon vehicle
of tcchnical commllnl'catlons would not yet exist for yet a cen.
tury. He would be helplessly incoherent f0r want of words as
vehicles for his thoughts.
W otlld one care to venttlre a guess at the teclmical vocabu-

lary of the year 373,475 (assllming intelligent life still exists on
earth) and to predict the concepts and lmowledge f0r which it
will be a vehicle?
Does such an advanced knowledge and teclmology already

exist somewhere in space? The stm, our parent star, is but one
sVr out of billions in otlr galaxy, and ctlr galaxy is but cne of
mnny nlillions, each with its billions of stars. It is statistically
improbable that our sun is the only star out of quadrillions of
stars to have planets. That wotlld be somewhat lAe chiming
that acorns can be fotmd lying near oaly one oak tree in the
world.
Even if we limit our thlnlring to lhe billions of smrs in our

galaxy alone, we luww that otzr galaxy was in existence for
billions of years before otlr stm appeared. Thus the stage was
set long ago for tllis possibility, the possibility of civilizations
as greatly advanced beyond us as we are beyond mice. For
insunce, Fred Hoylel has conjecmred that it is possible thnt a
grot intragalactic ccmmtmimtions network exisl but l'lut we
are like a settler in the wilderness who as yet has no tele-
phone.
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Such ideas, once forbidding and even revolting to ou.r geo
centric minds, no longer shock us as we slowly grow out of o
cosmic provincialism . Such concepts, however, have little to d
directly with our problem at the moment save that they presen
one possible hypothesis for sm dy. But OIIC of exeaterrestria
visitors or the more esoteric notions of time travel or of paralle
tmiverses is as innppropriate as the mass hallucination hypoth-
esis for UFos at this stage. Kllhn has commented that
sciendlk progress tends to be revolutionary rather than evol-
utionary, and the above concepts are, despite their bizarre!
namre, merely imaginative extensions of current concepts.
W hen the long awaited solution to the UFO problem comes, I
believe that it will prove to be not merely the next small step in
th'e march of science but a m ighty and totally tmexpeded quan-
tllm jllmp.

NOTE

1. Hoyle, Fred. Of Men 'zwz? Galaxies. Seattle: University of
W ashinron Press, z964, p. 47.
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APPENDIX A

ANALYSIS OF THE PAPUA-FATHER GILL
CASE BY DONALD H . M ENZEL

IN this spectactllar case Father Gill and a great many tm>
educated natives of Papua reported seeing some remarkable
objects in the sky. Most of the sightings occurred in the early
evening, shonly after stmset. I fmd it signifcant that Venus
was a very conspicuous objecq setting about three hours after
the sun. It reached greatest elongation East on June 23 and
attained mavlmllm brilliancy on July 26.
I think it signiscant that, despite the brilliance of Venus,

none of the sightings by Father Gill and the M ission group
refers to that planet. Two oëcers recognized that Venus Tcould
be expected to be seen from this station in approximately the
same direction as the bright light was frst seen'. He states that
he saw the planet Venus but he had the opinion that the object
seen by the Mission group was lower than Venus and more to
the North. This is an expression of opinion, however, rather
than a desnite observation. Robert L. Smith, Cadet Patrol
Oëcer, saw Venus in the early evening of Jlzly 6, but he appar-
ently did not see any UFO. He mentions looking considerably
after midnight, and seeing a bright objecq which almost cer-
tainly was the planet Jupiter. He also saw some Tshooting
stars'.
M any of the experts say that the UF0 Tlooked like a star'.

However, there remained to be explained the remarkable gy-
ions reported principanyby Father Gill. 1 :nd unconvincingrat

1s) seemed totlae fac't a nllmber of the Mission boys (and gir
corroborate the sighting.
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The following cotlld have been the explanation, and, in fact,
some experiments 1 have performed indicate êhnt it probably
was the correct explanation. Some of these could still be
checked. W e are srst to assllme that Father Gill and Stephen
Gill Moi (teacher) both sufer from appreciable myopia and
that they were not wearing spectacles during the sighthg. They
probably had appreciable stigmatism as well, so that the image
of Venus was large and deM itely elongated. Something of this
sort is necessary to accotmt for the diference in appearance of
the UFO as reported by the two inividuals. Father Gill had
the long access of the vehicle horizontal; Stephen had it m ore
nearly vertical. The htlman eye executes erratic motions, which
make an object such as a star or planet appear to be vibrating
whenj in fact, the object is standing still. Amlospheric effec'ts
accotmt for the rapid changes in color.
But what abcut the reported men waving? Could tllis have

been an illusion? W ith a myopic eye, the excursions of the
eyelid over the pupil perform a son of optical knife edge. Out-
of-focus nature of the eyelashes and cut-of-focus images of the
eyelashes and a defraction resulting frcm squinting as a near-
sighted person tries to improve his vision. The waving to the
occupants and the reported waving back might not have been as
tmiversally observed as Father Gill thought. He reported gasps
of either joy or surprise, perhaps both. Cculd these gasps have
beea of incredtllity because of the inability to see what Father
Gill was reporting? After all, in a Mission of this soa the
natives must have been conditioned to miracles and the like.
To simulate this phenomenon I secured a positive spectacle

lens of about four diopters strength. I intend to repeat the ex-
periment with a lens having an appreciable stigmatism, to
simulate the assllmed myopic condition of Father Gill. Then
by blinking I cotlld readily im agine some of the phenomena that
he reported. Part of the effect may have been from eyelid de-
fraction apart from irregularities, such as blood cells on the
retina. These would most certainly show up tmder the cirfnlm-
st= ces. Father Gill simply assllmed that the other people were
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seeing what he saw. Although a great many fwimesses' signcd
the report, I doubt very much that they lmew what they were
signing or why. They would certainly have been mystised as to
why their great leader was seeing somethl-ng that was invisible
to them. On the other hand, they would not have been too sur-
prised because after all, they looked upon Father Gill as a holy
man. M any people in this world need glasses and fail to wear
them. I should be very much interested to lmcw whether or not
Father Gill wears glaasses, what his correcion is, and fnally,
whether he was wearing them on that evening. Since a very
simple hypothesis accntmts, without any strain, for the reported
observadons, I shall hencefoe  consider the Father Gill case as
solved. M oreover, 1 feel that the same phenomena are re-
sponsible for some of the more spectacular, tmsolved cases in
the air force fles.

December ao, z967
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APPENDIX 3

LETTER OF RESIGNATION
FROM M ARY LOUISE ARMSTRONG
TO DOCTOR EDWARD CONDON

24 February :968

Dr. Edward U . Condon, Director
UF0 Project
University of Colorado
Botllder, Colorado 80302

Dear Dr. Condon:
This letter shall be a written presentation of tbe points we

discussed Thtlrsday morning, 2a Febrllnry 1968.
Since it is apparent to the stas of the UFO project, as well as

tc you, that we are in a real dilemma over the disagreement and
1ow morale within the smdy as a result of the last two weeks, I
feel it is necessary to examine what, in my opinion, has been the
primary cause of the problem s that exist. I sincerely hope that
the project will continue on a very diferent basis êlun before,
êbnt commtmication between you and yotlr staf will improve
greatly, and that what we all want out of the sm dy will ocfulr;
l'hnt is, a snal repon that everybody can be satissed with.
It is my belief that all of the project members to a certain

degree must share in the responsibility for the present sinlnticny
if for no other reason than that we haven't come to you sooner
about our misgivings. However, I strongly believe that, had
Bob not been the individual who directly and on a day-to-day
basis administered the project, we would nct be in this sim-
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ation. I thlnk there is an almost tmanimous Tlack cf consdence'
in him as the project cnordinator and in llis exercise of the
power of Ahnt position. (1 must emphasize at the outset that I
realize each person mus't represent only llis - or her - opinicns
and that when 1 refer to other staf members I only state my
observations of their dissatisfaction-)
Listed below are my reasons and a discussion of them as to

why 1 think Bcb is responsible for the conqict and why, in my
opinion, had you handled the direction of ottr activities, there
wotlld not have been such a serious con:ict.
Bob's attimde from the beginning has been 0ne of nega-

tivism. While I doubt that he wculd agree with this statement,
I would expect most of the staf wottld. Bob showed little
interest in keeping current on sighdngs, either by reading or
talklng with those who did. At one point in otlr sm dy, it was
agreed that a certain nllmber of the staf would read a de-
signated group of reports systematically and then meet to go
over what tbey had read. In this way it was hcped that some
meaningful disnlqsion would be stimulated as to what could be
said, if anything, about the reports. Saunders carefully set aside
reports on a check-out basis, so that everyone on the committee
would have a dmnce to read them. Bob checked some out, but,
to my luwwledge, never really read them, and certainly never
encouraged the proposed discussions to acnlnlly take place. I
think he, as project coordinator, should have taken the initiative
to see that this progrnm was carried out. Moreover, much of
what 1 want to dismzss later concerning Bob's premamre writ-
ing of the Iinal report at this time deals directly with what can
or cannot be said about sighting reports. To zzica too much t# his
time hat Den spent in otm'/A;: about vhat Nrl#.ç of sJAlgralc'
should be used fa the érl/l repovt so tzç to most rlererly avoid
Azzpfzlép to say anything dehnitine about the UFO problem.
Very little time, on the other hand, has been spent in reviewing
the data on which he might base his conclusions.
Bob complained to me once not long ago that he was sup-

posed to be pan of the committee that would m eet to decide
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which sightings shotlld be hwestigated by our seld team s, but
that he had not been contacted when it was time to m ake these
decisions. I asked Norm an if this was true and he cm egorically
denied it. He stated that Bob had been cnnsulted everytime
and, for the most parq had decllned to mke part. However, even
if Norman had not contacted himy geographically Bob was
close enough to the situation (which you were not) to par-
ticipate, if that Was what he really wanted, in any dialogue that
any of the rest of the staf could complain of not being included
in any decision-makhg process. Ceruinly it was Bob's re-
sponsibility to take the initiative. After all, right or wrong, he,
as the project coordinattm had it in his power at any time to
change the procedure.
This' raises the question of what Bob acmally has done with

llis time. I feel much of it has been meaningless and apart from
what shotlld have concerned our study, given the time and
budgetary limitations.
Bob has traveled a lot. I realize thnt many of these trips

concerned subjects that were relevant to the UFO problem -
relevant in the way that the staf envisions frelevance' - i.eo
rllnning down information on the Heiin case, two current
sighting ilwesdgations (very early in the project), and visits to
SRI, Rand, Hippler, and Ratchford. However, m any of the
trips seemed to me to deal with tmimponant aspects of the
UFO problem. Bob has given qtlite a few speeches (which os-
tensibly was not to be 0ne of our project's responsibilities).
Some of them include the Boeing Corporation in Seattle, The
Rand Corporation in Santa M onica, tlle American M eteor-
ological Society in Colorado Spriflgs, and the IEEE in Los
Angeles. He has justifed this fspeaking tour' as being edu-
cational or universitpassociated or as dealing with scientisc
instimtions. Conceming the travel aspect, however, I feel the
biggest misuse of his travel time was his trip to Europe.
Granted there is a justiscation for someone going to Europe (or
South America, Africa, or anm here outside the U.S.) to see
what the UFO sinlntion is intemationally. On any trip to
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Europe I wotlld think a visit to M ichel and Bowen would have
been appropriate, if not compulsory. However, visits with the
M inistry of Defence in England, and Swedish Defense Group,
Loch Ness, and a man named Erich Halik in Vielma (who, as
far as I can tell, only represents one of a large group of people
from whom we get letters every day suggesting how to btlild
'flying saucers', solve propulsion system problems, etc.) seem to
be remote from the problem of UFOs, if not altogether irrel-
evant, and out of the scope of what our project can acccmplish
with limited time. In addition, though Bob has discussed his
European trip with. the staf, 1 have never seen a written trip
report. In the past he has been the one who has insisted on
doolmentation of every trip we have taken.
It can be argued, and reasonably, that Bob has had to deal

with many of the straight administrative problems (i.e.,
fnances) subcontracts, organization of the oKce and jobs that
individuals would be doing) and that he has contributed to
secing that that kind of wcrk gets done. M oreover, it's true that
the staf was given a free hand to do just as they wished. At the
same time, however, Bob initiated a good many individual pro-
jects, but did not follow through on them to any great extent) or
even keep abreast of what others were doing. If he had, 1 do not
believe that he could have justified the writing of his tlmughts
as conclusions for the final report when, not only is it not his
report and he is not the Director, but he did not consult the
people who have essentially done a11 the work with the data.
W hy is it that Craig, Saunders, Levine, W adsworth, Ahrens
and others have all arrived at such radically diferent con-
clusions from Bob's? It is not my impression that they cam e
into the project with any particular bias concerning the UFO
problem . I think that there is a fairly good concensus among the
team members that there is enough data in the UFO question to
warrant further study. This is not to say, as no one of us would,
that we are definitely being visited by vehicles from outer
space. But to say in our snal report, as 1 believe Bob would like
to, that although we can't prove 'ETI' does not exist, we can
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say that there isn't much evidence to suggest it dces, would not
be correct. I do not tmderstand how he can m ake such a state-
ment when those who have done the work cf digging into the
sighting information do not think this is true. A dialogue will
have to occur eventually in which both sides of the question are
debated within the group, but to be putting these ideas down on
paper in the form of conclusions and discussing them with
people outside the project is presllmptious and wrong.
ln the memorandllm Bob wrote to David W illiam son of

NASA on 12 December 1967 he states:
z. qn the absence of scientisc data, ottr answer is probably
going to be that (aerial phenomena of llnknown origin
(UFOs) that represent phenomena or stimuli outside the
i'ange of present-day scientisc knowledge) it is possible but
that there is nothing to support an assertion that it's
true . . .

2. Vhe second part of the letter (Dolittle's letter to J. T.
Ratchford of 2 August 1967) sets up the requirement for the
technical side of the study. lt provides that the current state
of lmowledge in the physical, hhavioral, and social scien-
ces be brought to bear on the public polic'y objective. The
point here is that it is our job to do the science (but of
course otlr snding is that, because there are no data, we
can't do any promr physical science); it is the Air Force's
responsibility to apply the scientifc Sndings lo the public
policy decksions . . .

3. <W e 1et the Air Force ofl the hook, and we shouldn't, if we
do other than say Eatly that, using a11 the tools of science,
we have not been able to reach any solution of the UFO
problem.'

The first statement raises the question of the impossibility of
using science in the smdy of UFOs. I would think mcst of the
staff wottld certuinly take strong issue with that. The second
statement appears to say that it is not our job or responsibility
to make recommendations on the UFO question, but only to
review the problem scientiscally and submit it to the National
Academy of Sciences. I wnuld agree that, seen in the strictest
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interpretadon of the contract and Dolittle's letter, that could be
correct. But who of us dces not feel that this is primarily a
question of public responsibility and that we very desnitely do
have to make recommendaticns, at least in the sense that the
UF0 problem does or does not warrant further study. The
third statement gives the impression that we have to reach a
fsolution'y and that if we don't answer positively or negatively
the question of ETI, we have not reached a fsoluticn'. I wotlld
think that tl:e word fsolution' m eans a very diferent thing to
Bob êlun it does to the st.aff and possibly to yow too.
The very fact tbat Bob has discussed so freely the UFO

smdy with people such as Williamson, Asimov, Branscomb,
Hipnan (and others) and, while 1 do not feel there is anything
inherently wrcng with such discussions, it makes me wonder
h ially 'recently

, some of us have so ered from thew y, espec
accusatb n that we did not have the right to talk to M cDonald,
Hynek Hall, the Lorenzens, etco in the same way. He is not
simply disossing with these persons what the project is doing
and fmethcdology', but asking how fwe' should best write the
conclusions ke has come to. 1 nm impressed by the fact that it
seems as if he is trying very hard to say as little as possible in
the fmal repoz't, but to say it in the most negative way possible.
1 do not tI;nIq it is an tmfair conclusion on otlr part to say that
Bob is m isrepresentlg us, and thnt we have very desnite
grotmds f0r feeling that our work as represented by him, might
not have much impact or importance. (1 quote Dave Satmders
when I say that Bob's suggestion that we could use foomotes for
any mirmrity opinions evoked Dave's response, SW hat do we
do? Foomcte the title?')
ln the same sense that Bob has sought support from Tout-

siders' on what he is going to write in the Iinal report, why is it
tmreasonable for usy feeling that what we said made very little
dent on Bob's preiudged opinions, also to seek support from
foutsiders'? Acmally, the allegation of Tpreiudging' isn't the
most important issue here. Even if he had not preiudged the
roblem, which I feel he did, his methcds of aniving at hisP
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conclusions wotlld still desez've a good deal of criticism.
I admit to a great deal of involvement with persons outside

the project. I don't feel that talking to any of the pzople men-
tioned earlier (McDonald, Hynek, etc.) was wronp except in
the sense that someêimes it was easy to 1et frustrations show and
possibly, in terms of the exact letter of oKce ethics, I was not
always as tactful as 1 could have been. I was at the m eeting in
Denver in early December in which Saunders, Levine, M c-
Donald, and Hynek got together to discuss the possibilities of
action that m ight help to keep the smdy of UFOs going. A11 that
was discussed there was totally independent of the C.U. project
and would not have been a threat to the project in any way. In
addition, 1 know that at that meeting M cDonald received a

'

f Bob's memorandum writtcn to Deans M anning andcopy o
Archer, although he knew the contcnts of it long before then.
The substance of the memorandllm, no m atter the cirolm-
stances under which it was written or the fact that it was an
internal piece of information mitten before the project started,
serves mainly to substantiate to me the allegation that Bob has
not done atl honest job of represvnting himself in the UFO
sm dy.
In regard to M cDonald's letter to Bob, in which he alludes

several times to information that the fproject members' have
given him, I was present at a conversation in Tucson in M arch
of z967 where Bob, in the prçsence of both Jim Wadsworth and
me, literally gave M cDonald most of the information he could
have asked for if he wanted to be antagonistic to the project. At
that time Bob said: Condon does n0t have to look at cases, that
is what n)e (including himselg are doing. In response to Mc-
Donald's question about the nllmber of scientists we had on the
project (both from the point of view of specialties and man-
hotlrs), Bob replied that we had as many as we needed and
McDonald didn't need to tell us how to run the prnject. In
qddition, Bob said that you were not spendingmuch tim e on the
project, but that you shtmldn't have to. (1 believe that he
thought he could do the job. However, I thinlq the whole staf
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would agree that we did need you) Therefore, I 5nd it hard to
feel now that, if M cDonald is right in his accusaticns that our
project has not been nln well or even scientifically, we are much
more guilty than Bob irl transmitting that information to him.
Dave and Norm were told that what they did was inexcusable,
that they should not have communicated written inform ation to
someone outside the project. For this they were Iired. I'm
saying here that if giving M cDonald the memorandum was a
breach of oKce ethics, that Bob and the rest of us have breached
that ethic, too. Bob asked me recently to see that som e of the
reports of cases that the C.U. project has investigated be sent to
Dr. M enzel. These cases certainly contain consdential infor-
mation and it is hard for me to draw the line between sending
case information and sending internal memoranda - at least in
principle. In any event, because of this, the project is now left
with only two or three senior staf.
You have said that what Dave and Norm have done to the

University in terms of ramilim tions thst would make the Uni-
versity look bad is despicable. I think what they did in that
sease is directly comparable to publishing our final repon as a
commercial book that would bring prolit to the University. 41
can't imagine that the University would appear in a very good
light if it looked as if we wanted to make money on this project.
Yet this is what Bob has been doing the past week - contacting
publishers to see who will publish our repot't.
I think it is tmdersmndable that Dave and Norm felt an

allegiance to something more than the UFO project as it ex-
isted. Up to their dismissal I felt it) too. And so did most of the
others. After the last couple of days. I a'gree that 1, and som e
others, have made a very tragic mismke in not coming to you
long before this. But that is in retrospect and, at the time, I
personally did not feel that you would have been as sym-
pathetic to our feelings as you have been. M istakenly or not, we
felt that Bob did represent you, that he did talk to you often,
and that therefore you were well-informed on what he was
doing and what olzr position was. At the meeting we lzad in
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September following the statements you made (albeit mis-
quoted) in The Rocky Mountain Ndgp.ç we felt thrlt we had 'said
our piece', and that our dissension was fairly open.' I think we
expected that after you would spend more time trying to cor-
rect what was possibly an incorrect impression of you on our
part. M oreover, earlier that day when we were discussing the
problems your statem ents might cause your staf, Bob excused
him self from the discussion on the grounds that if he took part
in our conversation concerning displeasure ovcr what you said,
he would not be able Tto go back to' the administration. I do not
know what his staying at the meeting and retllrning to his job in
Regent Hall had to do with each other, but it certainly was not
a very tactful way to handlc the simation and did not leave us
with i very good interpretation of his position.
1 think I've rambled long enough, Dr. Condon, and therefore

I shall end by saying that I am resigning my position as admin-
istrative assisunt to the UFO project. I greatly appreciate your
listening to m e Thursday as sympathetically as you did. It
seem s that a11 there is left to say is that what I have written in
this letter is one of the hardest things I've ever had to do, and
that if it weren't for the faa that I believe what I have said very
strongly, I would never have said it. .

Sincerely,
M ary Louise Armstrong
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APPENDIX 4

EXCERPT OF A LETTER FROM
J. ALLEN HYNEK TO

COLONEL RAYM OND S. SLEEPER

7 October :968

Section zl
Blue Book has been charged with two missions by AFR 80-17,
both ostensibly of the same weight, since the regulations do not
specify othemise. They are: (I) to determine if the UFO is a
possible threat to the United Smtes, and (2) to use the scientifc
or technl'cal data gained from sm dy of UFO reports. Neither of
these two missions is being adequatcly executed.
First, the only logical basis on which it can be stated that

UFOs do not constitute a possible threat to the United States is
that so far nothing has happened to the United States from that
sotlrce. First, many reports are not investigated tmtil weeks or
eve.n months after they are made; clearly, if hostility were ever
intended, it would occur long before the report was inves-
tigated. (That is akin to having the Pearl Harbor radar warn-
ings gwhich went tmheededl investigated three weeks after
Pearl Harbon) Nothing did occttr, so it can bc gathered that
UFOs, whatever they may be, have not so far had hostile intent.
Second, many reports of potentially high htelligence value

go lmheeded by Blue Book. Evnmples: (a) (Extract from a
1 ified docllment of reported sighting of 5 May, 1965, con-c ass
tents unclassised, classiscation refcrs to name, and location
and mission of vessel.) T. . . leading signalman reported what he
believed to be an aircraft. . . . W hen viewed through binoculars,
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three objects were sighted in close proximity to each other; one
object was frst magnitude, the other two were second mag-
nitude. Objects were traveling at extremely high speeds,
moking toward ship at undetermined altimde. At . . . four
moving targets were detected on the . . . air search radar at
ranges up to 2a miles and held up to six minutes. W hen over
the ship the objects spread to circular formation directly over-
head and remained there for approximately three m inutes. This
maneuver was observed b0th visually and by radar. The bright
object which hovered off the starboard quarter made the larger
presentation on the radar scope. The objects made several
course changes during the sighting, consrmed visually and by
radar, and were tracked at speeds in excess of qooo (three thou-
sand) knots. 'Challenges were made by IFF but not answered.
After the three minute hovering maneuver, the objects moved
in a southeasterly direction at àn extremely high rate of speed.
Above evolutions observed by CO, all bridge personnel and
mlmerous hands tnpside.'
This report was sllmmarily evaluated by Blue Book as V ir-

craft', and to the best of my knowledge was never further inves-
tigated. By what stretch of the imagination can we say that the
sighting did not represent a fpossible threat' to the United
States? Only because nothing happened. Do we ascribe such
incompetence to the cKcers of the sllip, and to the CO, to have
such a report subm itted tmless a11 wimesses were truly puz-
zled? Is it conceivable that these oëcers could not have recog-
nized an aircraft had it had the trajectory, the apparent speed,
and the maneuvers ascribable to aircraft? No m ention is made
in the report of even the possibility that ordinary aircraft were
being observed. The very fad that IFF challenges went un-
answered should have been a spur to further investigation. This
implies enemy craft. But the report does not even suggest the
possibility that these were ordinary enemy aircraft. The
classiâed doolment in Blue Book sles does not contain further
technical clata concerning the sighting itself. Should not the
director of Blue Book have exhibited at least some cmiosity
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about this skhting? Yet when I brought it up on more than one
cccasion, it was dismissed with boredom. It is cases like these
(but nct this one, for it was never made public), apart from the
question of possible threat, that add fuel to the Air Force
'cover-up' charges that have been made from time to time by
the public. lt is hard for the public to tmderstand how a cotmtry
whcse military posture is so security geared could dismiss a
case like this out-of-hand unless the military knew more than
they were telling.

(b) Extrac't from tmclassified report received at Head-
quarters USAR from the U.S. Air Fcrce District OKce in
Saigon and eansmitted to Blue Book on 26 M ay, 1967. The
date of the sighting was 17 April, 1967, or more /77>  a month
bejore the vepovt gtu.ç veceived at FTD. If there was a possible
threat, Blue Book surely would not have known it! W hy did
transmission to FTD take so long? But to the report itself :
Statement of a member of the 524+ M iliury Intelligence

Detachmenty Saigon Field Oëce, 205/8 Vo Tanh, Saigon,
Viemam : <At approximately o22o hours, 17 April :967, I ob-
served live (5) large, illllminatedy oval-shaped objects, travel-
ing in close formation and at a very high rate of speed across
the sky. At that time I was on the roof of the Saigon Field
Olce of the 524th M I Detachment. . . . I Iirst saw these
objects near the horizon to my left and watched them cover the
entire âeld of my vision in what I believe to be less than five (5)
seconds. During that period of time, the objects traveled from
where I srst saw them, near the horizon to my left, passed
ahnost directly over m e at what seemed to be a very great
height, and then moved out of sight behind a cloud formation at
the horizon to my right. The sky was partly cloudy but at the
time of the sighting, the area of the sky over which they
traveled was very clear with the exception of a few small
patches of scattered clouds, which they seemed to be above. As
the objects passed over these clouds, they were obscured from
my vision tmtil they emerged on the other side. I also observed
that, as they passed between my line of sight and a star, they
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cûvered the star and blocked out its light tmtil they had passed.
This indicated to me f'bnt the object.s were nnt transparent. It
was apparent l'lmt they were not any form of conventional air-
craft due to their size, shape, rate of speed and the fact that
they made nc noise audible to me. Prior to the sighting of these
objects, I had been observing various conventional aircraft,
both propeller and jet powered, and there is no question in my
mind that they were a great deal larger thnn any craft I have
ever seen in the sky. They were also tzaveling at a rate of speed
which I would estimate to be at least hve times grem er thnn any
jet powered aircraft I have ever seen. They were too distant
and traveling to0 fast for a detailed description to be possible. I
was only able to see that they were deânitdy ovai in shape and
glûwed a steady white. They seemed to be in a vertical attitudey
rather than horizonul, in relation to the earth, and their fonn-
ation slowly fucfnlnted as they passed. Approximately livc (5)
mhmtes after they passed out of sight, several jet powered air-
craft, which seemed to be at high altimde and traveling very
fast, came from my far right and to my back as I faced the same
direction as when I had seen the ovals. They proceeded to the
area where 1 had lost sight of the objects, and upon reeaching
that point, they tnrned to their right and pursued the same
cntlrse as the object.s I had previcusly sighted. These aircraft
were not in a formed pattern, but were scattered. I have never
held any opinion concerning unidentilied Eying objects.
Neither have 1 ever seen any previously. However, 1 believe
that these objects were space craft of some kind. I am con-
vinced that they were not reiections, conventional aircraft,
meteorites or planets.'
Now the above was an olcial report to Blue Btmk from

USAF Headquarterw yet the case is carried in Blue Book as
flnformation Only'. No follow-up was mnde, and no evaluation
=as attempted, on the grotmds, I believe, that it happened out-
side the continenol limits of the United States. The fact that it
happened in a very sensitive area scemed to be of no concern to
the director of Blue Book! Yet Blue Book states that UFOs
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represent no threat to the sectlrity of the United States. On
what grounds? Only êhnt so far nothing lzas happened.
Is it conceivable that no one in the military strtlcture ûf the

United States paid any attention to this sighting or correlated it
with other reported sightings like it? Is there no curiosity as to
pattenb no scientisc curiosity in Blue Book? Apparently not.
It must be pointed out that neither of thcse cases were shown

to me by Blue Book personnel. l happened upon them by acci-
dent during one of my visits as I scanned through material
lying on a desk, and not in the liles; I am not permitted to
peruse the fles them selves. I have access to the Iiles only when
I request a specifc case. But how can I request a specisc case,
to examine its possible scientifc merits, if I don't know of its
existence? 1 am certain, from past attimdes of Blue Book, that 1
would never have been shown these cases; formnately I cam e
upon them (and many others) only by accident. And, l might
say at this point, tlzat when I do request a case, and wish to have
a copy of portions of an tmclassised case, I am not permitted to
make a copy on the xerox machine just a few steps away - even
when I ofered to furnish my own xerox material! I must re-
quest same through tReproduction' and thus endure a wait of
possibly several weeks before I get a few sheets which I could
have had in a few minutes. M y usefulness as a constlltant is thus
grossly impaired.
(c) For the last example please see Section G which deals

wit.h the tmscientilic and tmbusinesslike attim de within Blue
Book. The two cases already stated likewise apply equally well
also under Section H, since clearly no basic attimde of
scientisc curiosity was exhibited by Blue Book personnel in
these two cases, and their scientisc consultant was not even
apprised of the existence of the reports.

Section B
The staf of Blue Book, both in nllmbers and in scientilic train-
ing, is grossly inadequate to perform the tasks assigned tmder
AFR 80-17, even were they of a m ind to do so.
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This conclusion will be amply supported by what follows in
the remaining sections, but it is clear that in dealing with a
phenomenon which has puzzled a great many peopley a problem
that truly demands an interdisciplinary approach, two oëcers
who hold only bachelor's degrees in physics from lesser insti-
tutions of higher learning, do not constitute an adequate task
force for this problem. Even, howevery were the oëcers Nobel
prize wirmers, they cotlld not do justicc to the many reports
that come into the Blue Book oKce. One baë ing case could
keep a staf of investigators busy for days or even weeks; trying
to do justice to two or three cases a day over and above the
peripheral duties attached to the oKce (see Section E) is clearly
impossible.

Section C
Blue Book sufers intermurally in that a talks to b, b tallqs to c
and c talks to a. More recently, it has been just a matter of a
and b, and often it appears only bq i.e., only one person is
concerned in the evaluation of a repon, with no cross-check.
Blue Book is a closed system. It has, so to speak, fallen victim
to the closed loop type of operation, to its own propaganda.
There has been little dialogue between Blue Book and the out-
side scientifc world or between Blue Book and the various
scientifc facilities withh the Air Force itself. There has been
little cross-fertilization of ideas and little or no contact with
other groups, particularly civilian engineering groups, that
have expressed an interest in the problem. As consulmnt, 1 have
probably received more correspondence from other scientists
and engineers about UFOs than Blue Book has since the closed
type of operation of Blue Book is well known to such people
and it is known that only sterotyped PR type of answers will be
given by Blue Book to others. I lmow of very little scientiâc
correspondence in the Blue Book sles; this is probably because
scientists wish to correspond with persons of like training. lt
wotlld be pointless, for instance, to query Blue Book on tlle
scientisc reasons for evaluating a given case, say, as caused by a
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temperature inversion: Blue Book has never availed itself of the
meteorological know-how within the Air Force itself to deter-
rnine just how much of an hwersion is necessary to produce the
efects reported by the witness, if at all. The approach has been
qualitative rathcr than quantitative; a two degree inversion is
accorded as much weight as a Io degree inversion, and not once
have I seen geometrical optics applied to ray tracing in a given
case evaluated as having been caused by an inversion. The staf
is not adequate for this type of work. I have recently asked the
Chief Sdentist (see Appendix A) to initiate a request of
AFCRL to compute and furnish tables to Blue Book which
would give the optical elects to be expected from temperature
inversions of varying degrees of intensity.
Similarly, many astronomical evaluations have been made

by Blue Book without constllting their scientilk constlltant
(who is, after ally an astronomer) which have brought ridicule in
the press. The midwest flap of reports of July 3l-August 1,
1965 can be cited as an exnmple.

Sectlon D
The statistical methods employed by Blue Book are a travesty
on the branchof mathematics known as Statistics.Achapter in a
doctoral dissertation in Northwestenz University, soon to be
published, deals specifically with this aspect, alld 1 will later
quote from it (Herbert Strentz, 'A Smdy of Some Air Force
Statistical Procedures in Recording and Reporting Data on
UFO Investigations'y included in TA SURVEY OF PRESS
COVERAGE OF UFOs, 1947-1967, a doctoral thesis at the
Medill School of Journalism, Northwestem University') and
preface it with my own observations which, incidentally, I have
repeatedly brought to the attention of the Blue Book stas but to
no avail. I snally felt it pointless tc continue to tz.y to educate
the staf on these matters.
In the evaluation of cases it has been the custom to employ

the tenns Tpossible' or Tprobable' as modisers to a given evaltl-
tion; thus, Tpossible aircraft' or fprobable meteor' are oftena
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used. However, in the year-end compilation of cases these
modisers are quietly and conveniently dropped. Thus 'possible
aircraft' becomes Simply Taircraft' (the Redlands case, (see Sec.
1) will appear in the snal tabulation for 1968 as 'aircraft') and
the public will be 1ed to believe that there was no possible
question involved but that some poor citizen or citizens had had
Tone too many', or simply had been overexcited or sugges-
tible.
N 0w a statistician will tell us that the words epossible' and

'probable' should carry some idea of percentage probability.
How probable? 5oX probable? Only Ioox probable is cer-
tainty. I think we might 5nd general agreement among stat-
isticians that it would be fair to assign 5oX probability to the
case fprobable aircraft' and perhaps 20% probability to the
term Tpossible aircraft'. Thus if at year's-end 2oo cases have
been classed as faircraft' in the snal tally, but Ioo of these were
Tprobable' aircraft and Ioo were <possible aircraft' then the
probability is that of the 2oo cases only 5o + 2o = 7o were
actually aircraft and that thus 13o m ay not have been aircraft
at all! For what else does fpossible' or Tprobable' mean other
than one is not sure they were aircraft. But so ingrained is the
hypothesis of the ddeluded observer' in Blue Book thinking that
any other possibility is not examined j/r. This is hardly the
scientilk method.
Another illogical and unscientifc method of Blue Book is the

following: from the year 1947 through 1966, Blue Bcok has
placed I 822 cases out of a total of 10,316 in the finrlmcient
information' category. 1 might point out that the decision to
make that classiscation is entirely subjective, except that some-
times a nzle of convenience is used. Thus I have found the
following notation on a recent case: %In accordance zpff; present
policy the sighting is bdng carried as Insumcicnt Data since it
=as not reported to the Air Force zpff/ling Jo #Jy#! By what
possible legerdemain or reasoning can a sighting reported 4o
days after occurrence and containing ample information pos-
sibly be classed as insllmcient? Hardly science. I would Qllnlr
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one of my students who perpetrated such a travesty on the
scientisc method.
'1n accordance with present policy. . . .' W hose policy? Cer-

tainly the scientiûc consultant was never consulted about this,
or as a matter cf fact, on very little other policy.
To remrn to the general cases bearing the mark, qnsumcient

data': it is m ost interesting to note that such cases are carried in
the statistics as having been solved, as though giving a case the
Insnmcient Data label constituted solving it! Here again the
public is misled. Over the aö years, my personal statistics show
that out of zo,I37 cases, 557 are listed as Unidentised and
:822 as Insllm cient Data. The Blue Book handout reports that
only 5.4% of the cases remain Unidentised, conveniently for-
getting that 1822 additional cases, or 17.6X, remain tmex-
plained. The correct Iigure of unidentilied should therefore be
237)! W hen in past years I remonstrated with Blue Book
oKcers, I have been leR with the feeling that, <TMS is the Air
Force. W e have a11 the answers, and who are you to suggest a
change in our established ways?' In the face of such attitudes, I
was as Czechoslovakia was to Russia; resistance wotlld only
have 1ed to blocdshed, and I felt it beneath my dignity to argue
such points with the insuKciently trained personnel tradition-
ally assigned to Blue Book. During one long period, a sergeant
with no scientisc background other than in psychology was
doing nearly a11 of the case evaluations (Sgt. Moody). I con-
tinued as constlltant in the face of al1 this largely out of a desire
to have access to data which someday I might be able to use in a
more productive marmer, partly out of a desire to monitor the
UFO phenomenon, and partly out of a sense of responsibility to
the continuity I had maintained with the project over the
years.
1 quote now directly from the doctoral disserution men-

tioned earlier: (The problem was tmderscored in an October 6,
1958, Department of Defense press release on Blue Book ac-
tivity from July 1, zgj7, through July 3T, 1958. The release
said, T'M ore than 84X of the reported UFO sightings were
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deFnitdy established (emphasis added) as namral phenomena
. . . or man-made objects.' Not only had the probably and pos-
sibly labels been deleted from the statisticw but' sighe gs
previously considered only possibly explained were now
Tdelinitely cstablished' - not because of ftlrther hwestigation,
but because of bookkeeping procedures.
fLt. Col. Hector Qtlinmnilla . . . aclmowledged that the

f'definitely established'' phrase was ffm isleading''. Defending
the general procedure, however, he asked, TTW here else wotlld
you put it lthe probablppossibly explanaticn)? T0o many cat-
egories would make the repcrt too mlmbersome.'' He added
that continuing the pvobably-possibly Otegories year after
year Fould only restllt in more work f0r Blue Book and lead to
more questions.'
Now, 1 ask you, Commander, is that Science? Did Madame

Curie worry because her work was Ttoo mlmbersome'? Or that a
scientisc procedttre Twottld only restllt in more work'? 1 could
rest my case right there about the ncn-scienv c approach by
the staf of Blue Book.
1 continue to quote frcm the fcrthcoming doctcml dis-

serution. f'rhe monthly stratifed sample (Mr. Strentz is now
speaking of how he did his statistics) was drawn from every
other year, beglnnlng with z948, the srst full year of the Air
Force UFO inqtliry. Three months were selected from each
even-nllmbered yeary :948 through 1966 - one month from
January, Febnmrs or March, one month from May, June or
July, and one month from October, November or December.
This provided a cross section of UFO and Blue Book stal
activity. . . . . 1,034 cards (Project '10073 Record Cards, Form
329) were examined. The mlmber of sightings recorded by
Blue Book for the snme months was I,I I7. So, cards were
available for more than 9oX of the reports recorded dtlring the
sample months (no mention is mnde why this wasn't zoox).
The :,034 cards also represented 9% of the nllmber of UFO
reports recorded by the Air Force from :948 through 1966 -
z I 038.'
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Later in lzis work M r. Strentz states: TAs a matter of routine,
Project Blue Book considered Insumcient Data and probably or
possibly cases as Tsolved' in that there was nn further inves-
tigation and the rejorts were categorized.' (No scientist would
consider all qnsllmcient Evidence' case as Tsolved'. These

simply should not be included in thc data.) That is one way of
bringing up the high Blue Book score - false, unscientisc, but a
lovely nllmber to parade for the PR boys.
The Strentz report continues: <As shown in Table I (not

reproduced here) analysis of the sllmmaries fotmd that a'p, or
24X, of the I,ItI7 UFO reports were Tunsolved' or Tdoubtful'.
The a7o were those reports classised as Insllmcient Data or
Unknown, the great majority being the former. From the indi-
vidual cards, analysis showed thnt 538, or jIX, of the 1,034
cases were Tunsolved'. The 528 were cases classilied Swobably,
possibly, Insugcient D/fG and Unknonm?
Thus, by simply advancing the probably, possibly cases to

festablished' stams, the bookkeeping improved the Blue Book
investigatory capacity by reducing the nllmber of Ttmsolved'
cases from 51X to 24%. Further, by emphasizing only the
Unknown cases, Department of Defense press releases dealt
with Ttmsolved' cases not of 51X or 24X but of 'less than 2 per-
cent' Tless than z percent', and T2.o9 percent'. Thus has Blue
Book passed itself off as being scientilk and m ade a nice show-
ing before the PR bcys. W hen this douoral dissertation is pub-
lished by the Medill School of Journalism of Northwestern
University, the high scientisc capacity and prowess of Blue
Book in explaining a1l but two or so percent of cases will be
disclosed - less than one-half of the cases subm itted to Blue
Book have been solved!
The section of M r. Strentz's doctoral dissertation which

deals with Blue Book statistics closes with the following words:
fM ost of 'the UFO reports appear in fact to be 'Ttmsolved''. So
Why not recognize that they are, that it is often impossible to
determine what it was that an individlaal said he saw in the sky?
The statistical methodology employed by Blue Book appears to
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have resulted from (I) Air Force eforts to explain every single
repon of a UFO because (2) the Air Force has been saddled
with the tmwelcome btlrden of proving that UFOs do nct exist.
Perhaps the Air Force m ission might be redesned to deal only
with sightings which promise somc scientiâc paydirt and not
with every report of a moving or hovering light in the sky.
Then, the Air Force and the press might have something to
work with, other than misleading statistics.'
To a11 of which I can add a hearty Amen. Tlzis leads logi-

cally to the next point, E.

Section E
There has been lack of attention to signiscant UFO cases, as
judgpd by the scientisc consultant and others, and too much
time on routine cases which contain few information bits; too
much time and eflbrt are demanded of the Blue Book staf for
peripheral tasks (public relations, answering letters about
evaluation of o1d cases and answering requests for information
from various and stmdry sources). The Blue Book staf, tmless
greatly expanded, and if it is to execute a scientisc mission,
should concentrate on two or three signifcant cases per mont.h
(such cases to be decided upon by consulmtion with a scientilk
panel) with the end resttlt a scientisc report in detail on each
case, published as a scientiâc re/oz.t and available to the public.
Cases chosen should not be those in which only one wimess is
concerned (except in very unusual cirmlmstances) or cases in
which lights are'seen in the distance at night, or cases in which
the witnesses are judged of 1ow reliability and are unable to
make articulate responses to questions. As scientifc consultant
to Blue Book I have long advanced a method of judging those
cases worthy of attention: a two dimensional classiscm ion
whereby a case is judged by its Stvangeness and by the com-
posite Credibility of the witnesses of the sighting. By Strange-
ness is meant a measure of the diëculty of honestly explaining
the sighting by well known physical phenomena and principles;
the composite final Credibility of the wim esses can, of course,
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only be determined by their past records, medical and social,
and by whatever psychological tests it may be feasible to apply.
An estimated credibility can be quickly judged, however, by
simply noting the nllmber of wimesses and the responsibility
each carries in his daily life. Clearly, only cases rated high on
the Strangeness and estimated Cyedibility scales need be con-
sidered. A11 told, Blue Book has wasted far too much time on
cases of little signilicance, and in other areas, on thne-wasting
peripheral usks.
Further, once a case has been classed as Unidentkhed or

Unknoum that is the end as far as Blue Book is concerned. In
Science, the lmknown, the unexplained, is the start, and not the
end of inquiry. A scientist who fnds something in his lab-
oratory that he can't explain is no scientist if he labels it Tun-
known' and files it away and spends the rest of his time in
routine m atters. It is precisely the Unknowns that Blue Book
should be concerned with, not making impressive (?) cotmts of
how m any people cannot properly identify a satellite or a
meteor. That might be of some interest to a sociologist, but
hardly to a physical scientist.

Section F
The information input to Blue Book is grossly inadequate and
certainly the cause of much of the ineëciency within the Blue
Book oKce itself. An impossible load is placed on Blue Book by
the almost consistent failure of UFO oKcers at the local Air
Bases to transmit adequate information to Blue Book, and, I
might say, it was considerably worse in the long period before
there were U FO oëcers so designated.
M any Tinform ation bits' of possible crucial value in the

evaluation of a case are m issing in the original report. 1 have
seen so many that it is virmally nauseating. At best, the original
UFO report as it com es in to Dayton is an intelligence-type
reporq and hardly a scientific report, but its content and value
eould be very greatly improved if the UFO oëcers at local Air
Bases really took their jobs seriously. Many information bits
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which could have been obtained by conscientious interrogation
by the UFO oëcer are omitted, tlms throwing the burden upon
Blue Book's already very small staf to reopen the i'nterrogation
to obtain the necessary information - som etimes of a most
elementary and obvious sorq e.g., wind direction, angular sizes
and speeds, details of eajectory, contrast of object with sky,
availability of other wimesses, etc. A prime example of this is
the Redlands, California, case, quoted below, see G, in which
the blame must be placed almost entirely on the local oKcer,
who sent so little information through to Blue Book that the
latter failed to recognize its signiscance.
It would appear that Bluc Book has never been given enough

authprity to Tthrow a case back into the teeth' of the local in-
terrogatnr and to demand immediate further information. lf
the m ilitary has anything, it has, because of its comm and stnzc-
ture, the meartns whereby such information can be demanded,
and not merely politely asked for and the request allowed to be
disregarded. The upgrading of original data is one of the most
pressing needs within Blue Book. fW e are smelting a very 1ow
rade ore.'g

Section G
The basic attimde within Bluç Book is unscientifc in that a
working hypothesis has been adopted which colors and deter-
mines the approach to the problem. W e state a theorem :

For any given reported UFO case, if taken by itself and
without respect and regard to similarities to other UFO
cases in this and other countries, it is always possible to
adduce a possiblenam ral explanation if one operates solely
on the hypothesis that a11 UFO reports, a priori, because
of the nam re of the world as we presently lmderstand i%
must result frcm well known, accepted Ouses.

Corollary:
' 

It is impossible for Blue Book to evaluate a UFO report as
anything other than a misidentiscation of a namral object or
phenomenon, a hoax, or a hallucination.
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(The classiscation Ttmidentised' dces nct constimte an evalu-
ation.)
The essence of the scientifc method is that the investigator

must not adopt a preconceived idea or conclusion, he must not
select those bits of data which favor llis hypothesis and overlook
those that go against it. The salient scientisc error perpetrated
by Blue Book is portrayed in the abcve theorem. So certain is
Blue Book of its working hypothesis that it reminds one of the
doctor who was so certain that al1 abdominsl swellings were the
result of olmors that he failed to recognize that his patient was
pregnant.
Let me chcose just one example from a great many possible

to illustrated the above charge, but one that illustrates well the
gross lack of rigor in the scientifc methodology of Blue
Book.
I choose the incident at Redlands, California, of February 4,

z96% a recent case which was investigated by no one at Blue
Book, superfcially by a member of Norton AFB, and for a total
of tllree months by Dr. Philip Sel, prcfessor of geology, Dr.
Reizlhold Krantz, professor of chemistry, Dr. Judson Sand-
ersony professor of mnthematics, and artist Jolm Brownfeld,
professor of art (who drew an artist's conception from the de-
scriptions given independently by the wimesses and whose
composite painthg was verised by the wimesses), all of the
University of Redlands. It is of interest to note that no one at
Blue Book has seen fit to.contact these investigators and discuss
their investigaticn at least over the phone.
The case itself concerns the reported sighting by some

Genty cbservers of an object with seven lights on the bottom,
which appeared as jets, and a row of eight to ten lights on top
which were alternating in color. The object was reponed to
have proceeded at a 1cw altimde (estimated about 3oo feet) in a
northeasterly direction for about a mile, to have come to a stop
and to have hovered brie:y, jerked forward, hovered again,
then wavered to the northwest, gained altitude, and then to
have shot of to the northwest with a strong burst of speed. lt
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was tmder observation for about 5 mhmtes. The object was
cstimated to have been at least 5o feet in dinmeter. The esti-
mates of 3oo feet altimde and jo feet in diameter must be
considercd jointly; only the apparent diameter can be judged,
of cotlrse, but on thc assllmption of a given distance the esti-
mate of 5o feet was arrived at. Clearly, if the object had beea
several rniles away, the unchanged apparent dinmeter wotlld
lead to an unbelievably large object. For these reasons these
estimates cannot be sllmmarily dismissed.
You will tmdoubtedly be interested to lmow that Blue Book

classifed this object as fprobably aircraft'. How this was ar-
rived at with no investigation i% of course, a striking exnmple
of mçthodology of Blue Book. Norton AFB reponed that
March AFB radar painted no tmusual targets (ignoring com-
pletely the fact that an object at 3oo feet altimde would have
been missed by this radar) and that a light plane had landed at
Tri-city airport at x9:z5 PST, whereas a check of the police
blotter and of a11 wimesses agreed that the sighting could not
have occurred earlier than 19:20. Further, a check m ade by the
tmiversity professors, (but apparently not even thought of by
Blue Bcok) with the authorities at the airheld showed that the
plane was coming in from Los Angeles and never appvoached
closev than six piffe.î to the dty 0/ Redlands and therefore never
passed over the city of Redlands, whereas all wimesses agree
that it was acm ally close over the city. The plane which landed
(which Blue Book did not thl'nk to inquire about) was a Bon-
anza single engine propeller aircraft which the professors took
the îouble to examine while in its hangar at the airfeld. Ierhe
Redlands case is the sole s'ubject of a book now in production by
David Branch and Robert Kllnn, em itled Inquiry at Red-
lands.j
The discrepancy between what was reported and the Blue

Book evaluation is so great as to be laughable. The law, further,
states that planes carmot fy lower than Iooo feet over Red-
lands. lt appears inconceivable that twcnty or so wimesses
wotlld lnisidentify a light, single engle plane, several m iles
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away, as a brilantly lighted, tmconventional aircraft at 3oo
feet that jerked, hovered, and sped away, and went staight up
into the overcast.
But no weight at a11 was given by Blue Book in this case, as

in a great many other cases to which I can attest, to the possi-
bility that something strange might have been going on. In a
most lmscientifc m armer, every item was slanted and biased in
lavour cf the Blue Book worklng hypothesis. It was assllmed,
against good evidence, (I) that the time of observation was in
error (2) that an unusual, 1ow Eying objec't would have been
picked up by radar (despite the fact that low iying planes ilz
test exercises have s'ucceeded in getting through otlr defense
radar cover) (3) that all wimesses could not distinguish bemeen
six miles and 3oo fect (4) that a11 wimesses cotlld n0t dis-
tinguish be> een a light, single engine platle, which could
hardly carry a battery of erremely bright lights above and
below, and (5) that wimesses could not distinguish between the
sm ooth maneuvers of a plane in a landing pattem miles away
and hoveringy jerky, and fast motions of the object reportedly
viewed. Finallyy (6) it was assllmed that the professors involved
had not the intelligence to recognize for themselves (having
been over the ground and havitlg freenacted the crime' so to
speak), the possibility of the wimesses having misinterpreted a
plane in a landing pattelx and have been individually wrong on
the time, the place, the motion, the brighmess, and the number
of lights. And, over and above tllis is another tacit asmlmptiony
however politely hidden, that not only the wim esses but tlle
professors were dem ented or incompetent, for only tmder such
an assllmption could one seriously advance the evaluation of
fprobable aircraft'.
It should be remembered that Blue Book made no on the spot

or telephonic investigation at all, Norton AFB spent less than
two man-days on the hwestigation, such as it was, for when a1l
but one of the wimesses was asked whether they had been inter-
viewed by an Air Force representative, the answer was nega-
tive.
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Now, if it shotzld turn out that all wimesses and private
hwestigators were incompetent, deluded, and psychotic, and
that it was indeed a plane that caused the sightinj, that con-
clusion can be reached only by sheer inm ition, and not by the
fscientifc' investigation conduued by Blue Book. In any court
of 1aw it would be lmthinkable to allow a prosecuting attorney
to distorty deny, and disregard the testimony of several wit-
nesses to a crime in order to prove the guilt of the defendant.
And in science we lAe to think that we employ far more rigor-
ous, objectivey unbiased methods than are employed in a cotlrt-
room where emotional bias can and does creep in.

Section H
Inadequate use has been made of the Blue Book scientisc
consultant and the scientisc liaison he represents. He has only
limited access to sles in that he must srst know of a case before
he can ask for the relevant fles. Often he has been tmaware that
a certain case existed tmtil he either accidentally stllmbled
upon it or it was brought to his attention by outside agencies.
In a11 of his twenty years association with Blue Book, only

now has he been asked to evaluate its methodology. He has now
been asked to recommend means for fproduct improvement'.
The product at present has little public value, the product
hnage is poor, the product does not inspire public consdence,
and the method of processing the raw material, packaging the
product, and distributing it violates many principles of good
business. Incidem ally, the product is not selling either.
In view of the limited sta: of Blue Book limited in numbers

and in scientihc training, it may seem hopeless to accomplish
anything worthwhile, and I am tempted to recommend that
Blue Book be abolished as essentially worthless and the prob-
1em m rned over to competent scientilk persormel. For the
UFO problem very probably will vanish, in this or other cotm-
tries, with or without Blue Book. The AFR 80-17 clearly states
that the objectives of Blue Book are twofold: <to determine if
the UFO is a possible threat to the United States and to use the
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scientific or technical data gained from a sm dy of UFO
reports'. The key phrase here is Tfrom study of UFO reports'. I
must ask, fwhat smdy?' Should you say that that is my business,
I must reply that I am but one person, whose time is already
committed nearly fully to academic matters. As a consultant I
can do my best to guide and advise, but except in special cir-
cumstances, that is a11 1 can do. However, I have strongly ad-
vised in the past on how the sm dy of UFO rcports might
proceed so as to obtain whatever they might contain of
scientiûc value. And that method is not the method that wa$
employed in the Redlands case and many others. As I have
often said to students, êIf you think you know the answer in
advance, it isn't research.' To smdy UFO reports means to
consider them as research data and to handle them as a mamre
scientist would handle data he obtains by obsewation in namre
or in the laboratory. Granted that UFO reports are frag-
mentary and often subjective; so are the reports received by
intelligence teams, sociologists and poll takers. Yet they
manage to do som ething wit.h them. But when Blue Book re-
ceived the previously quoted UFO report (see Section A) from
a member of the 524th M ilitary Intelligence Detachment oper-
ating in Saigon, a trained observer, of completely lmcon-
ventional objects which covered horizon to horizon in five
seconds although iying higher than the clouds, and blocking
out stars as they flew past, Blue Book refused my strong request
that this be investigated on the grouflds (1) that it was outside
the U.S. and hence no concern of theirs, and (2) there was
probably nothing to the report in the frst place!
Blue Book also refused to act upon my request that a report

made by Dr. Roger W oodbury, Associate Director of M IT's
Instrumentation Laboratory (sighting of January z4, 1966) be
fully investigated by local intelligence oKcers, who could cer-
tainly have established whether any special scientilic exercise
was being carried on at that time from any of the local air bases.
The scientisc apathy shown by the oëcers of Blue Book in this
and many other cases has ceased to amaze me. W hen one has a
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report from a highly placed scientist in one of the nation's
greatest scientific laboratories, one should pay attention. The
scientists who have produced Polaris shotlld be ' reckoned
with when ilz a11 seriousmess they report an tmusual happen-
ing.
Sllmmlg up: the m ethodology of Blue Book is lmscientisc

in that no scientistwould test onlyfor a preconceived hypothesis
and rule out sllmmarily even the possibility of another hypoth-
esis; he would manifest sciento c ctlriosity about the matters in
hand; hc wotlld attempt to lind patterns in data rather than
handling each damm as though it existed in a vacullm . In case
after case Blue Book, for instance, has dismissed a case because
the locql air base reported that no aircraft were in the area. In
that event, argues Blue Book, the observer obviously must have
been deluded. The proper scientifc approach wotlld, of course,
be to seek a solution that is consistent with the basic data of the
report and not with the working hypothesis.

Section I
I must point out that 1 have made recommendations in the past
for fproduct improvement', but which went llnheeded. I refer to
the paper (AFCIN-4E2x) entitled, TATIC UFO Investigation
Capability' and signed by Col. Evans. Tllis grew out of hear-
ings held ilz Washington July z3-I5, 1960.
Present on July z5 were: Mr. Robert Smart, Armed Services

Committee, Mr. Spencer Beresford, Mr. Rtchard Hines and
Mr. Frank Hammil, House Science and Astronautics Com-
mittee, Mr. John Warner, CIA (Assistant for Legishtive
Liaison to Mr. Allen Dulles), Mr. kichard Payne, C1A (Tech.
Advisor), Mr. John Mclaaughlin, Adm. Assistant to Secretary
Air Force, M/Gen. A, H. Letlhman and B/Gen. E. B.
LeBailly, SAFOI, B/Gen. Kingsley and Col. James McKee,
SAFLL, L/Co1. Sullivan, AFCIN-PIa, L/Col. Tacker,
SAFO1-3d, Maj. J. Boland, SAFLL, Maj. Robert Friend and
myself .
Had the recommendations arrived at in those meetings (rec-
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ommendations which I strongly supported) been implemented,
Project Blue Book wottld today probably have a decent
scientisc record rather than being the letter-writing, sling, and
monitoring agency that it in fact is.
These recommendations were:
1. Blue Book should have the capability to investigate those

cases which give an indication of having high intelligence or
scientifk potential, and also, those which generate an mmsual
nmount of public interest. In making this recommendation, M r.
Smart stated that the investigative capability of Air Force
Bases is limited to routine cases and that the Air Force should
have both the nllmbers and capability to conduct the UFO
operation. This was taken to mean that Blue Book should inves-
tigate outstanding cases and an indication of the high priority
assigned to this was that for an interim period the Iinancing of
this progrnm was authorized to be made directly from the Oëce
of the Secretary of the Air Force. (This was never done - in a
letter dated September 2z, :96o, Blue Book was notised that
no additional ftmds or personnel could be authorized and that
hwestigations must be made with currently available personnel
and resources.) This, coupled with the fact that purely routine
(largely PR) duties occupy a large part of the present small and
totally hmdequate staf, and that the present stas has not been
chosen for its scientifk background (as judged by scientiâc
training, sciento c publiqation record, or any of the standard
methods current nmong tmiversities in the selection of their
science faculties) but rather, it seems, by expediency of
whatever oKcer happened to be available or who gave as-
surance that fthe boat would n0t be rocked' by too much insis-
tence that a proper scientisc job be done (1 refer partictllarly to
previous oëcers in charge of Blue Book, most of whom seemed
to be sitling around waiting for their retirement, and 0ne not-
able one wh0 spent a great deal of his time plarming his broker-
age oKce after retira ent) or by one who would be intelligent
enough to properly use the excellent scientilic facilities of the
Air Forcw such as those of the Air Force Cambridge
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Laboratories,where radar and meteorological experts are avail-
able. For instance, in the long history of Blue Book, never once
was Cambridge asked to calctllate whether the inversions to
which a skhting was atlibuted were acmally suëcient, quan-
titatively, to account for the UFO sighting. (The word filwer-
sion' has indeed become a catch-all around Blue Book - given
that a 30 inversion existed at 6,ooo feet, this has been used to
explain a sighting made by an aircraft at Is,ooo feetl)
2. M r. Smart requested that plmmaries of a11 signilkant

cases be forwarded to bis oëce. (T0 the best of my knowledge
this has never been done)
3. Project Blue Book oKce must have lmmediate mobility

and cqpability to investigate cases of importance. (This rec-
ommendation was based largely on my insistence to the Com-
m itlee that Blue Book invariably got fscooped' by civilian
organizations in the investigation of cases. Time and again
NICAP or APRO had interviewed the wimess before the local
Air Force m en had, and I gathered from many wimesses that
the civilian interrogations often were more thorough than those
of the Air Force. I also pointed out the need for upgrading the
data. Time and again the reports from local Air Bascs con-
stituted a waste of teletype time, as illustrated by one fnmous
instance when the TW X carried two pages of addresses and
the message, Tlust another UFO.' That was the content of the
messagel)
To hlnction properly, Blue Book should have a sllmciently

high rnnking oKcer in charge who could comm and that Air
Force regulations be carried out at the local air base level not
only to the letter of the Regulation but to their spirit also. I
have personally been told repeatedly of the ridicule meted out
at the local level, and of the superscial and often cavalier
methods of investigationsd I knew for a fact that obviously
relevant information bits have been omitted in cases where the
interrogating oKcer just apparently did not care enough to ask
relevant questions, wlzich wotlld have served to establish some
quantitative idea as to the angular speed, apparent bright-
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nesses, the kinem/atics of the reported object, and where cer-
tainly no attempt was made to seek out other wimesses. (To
this point Colonel Quintanilla has informed me that Tlue Book
is not an ilwestigative agency' - how in the name of common
sense can a scientisc job be done without investigation! Inves-
tkation is the very life-blood of science.)
Thus we see that long before we can speak of Tproduct im-

provement' we must seek means of improving the raw material
from which ottr product eventually stems.
1 also pointed out to the Smart Committee that when certain

original data are lacking, as they very often were, immediate
telephonic contact with key wimesses was essential - not two or
three months later, but within hours of the receipt of the
TW X. The Iirst order of business at Blue Book should be thc
immediate scrutiny of an incom ing report, to decide whether it
is 'significant' in the terms already specified and, if so, to
decide at once what additional information is needed and to
proceed to get it immediately - calling in the Scientilk Con-
s'ultant then, and not weeks later, to ask his help in gathering
information. Despite the fact that my time is limited, I do have
an excellent scientisc staff that could be employed from time to
time to obtain such information. I refer particularly to M r. W il-
liam Powers, systems engineer, who has on many occasions
proved his ability to interrogate wimesses in a meaningful and
consdence-inspiring mnnner. M r. Fred Beckm an, of the Uni-
versity of Chicago, has also been of great help to me, and en-
tirely on a voltmtary basis.
Unformnately,the recommendations made and applauded in

W ashington were never implemented. The result was that with
the limited staf, their many duties, an ingrained feeling
that the whole subjed was worthless, and the statement by the
Project Director that <we are not an hwestigative agency' Blue
Book is a routine, dull, tminspired operation - so much so that
it would be psychologically impossible for me to be associated
with it physkally on a daily basis. (Indeed, Lt. Marano has
complained to me that his strong desire to be transferred is due
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to the fact that he hasn't been able to use what scientisc train-
ing he has ill his job.)
The Air Force should fnally recognize the UFU phenom-

enon as a global, scientisc proble.m of possible great potential
and aaempt to fulsll the second part of its two-fold m ission by
asking that Blue Book be aided by a scientilk panel drawn from
the various already existing scientisc missions within the
Air Force as well as outside sciento c groups; and that this
panel start frnm where the Condon Commlktee will have left
off.
It might be best, however, in the long rlln, to ask that the

Blue Book second mission be transferred out of the Air Force
entirely and given to a civilian group comprised of capable
scientksts from various disciplines, since the problem approach
is tmdoubtedly interdisciplinary.
Which of the two available paths is follcwed must be decided

largely by yourself and the exigencies of the simation. I
rem ain ready to assist you in both reaching and implementing
your decision.

J. Allen Hynek, Director
Lindheimer Astronomical Research Center

Noe western University
Evanston, 111.
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